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26 April 2017 

Mr Stephen Woodhead 
Chairman 
Otago Regional Council 
Private Bag 1954 
Dunedin 

Dear Chairman Woodhead 

ANNUAL PLAN 2017 /18 SUBMISSION ON BEHALF OF THE FRANKTON COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION 

The Otago Regional Council (ORC) Annual plan 2017/18 comes at a time where the Frankton 
Community is adversely feeling the effects of sustained and unprecedented growth. We have a local 
Council {QLDC) who has made their top two priorities in their proposed Annual Plan of; Public Transport 
and Water Quality. It is obvious from this QLDC statement, that the ORC has shown a lack of leadership 
in addressing these two issues of which the ORC is wholly responsible. 

Frankton is currently experiencing the adverse effects of this sustained and unprecedented growth. We 
are a Community cut in half by State Highway Six and are home to the Queenstown Airport, we 
therefore acutely experience the burden of increased growth, in particular traffic movements. Frankton 
has experienced a 19.5% growth rate in traffic movements in 2015-2016. This is further compounded by 
the Queenstown Airport passenger growth reported to have increased by 16% for the first half of the 
FY2016/17 and according to the Queenstown Airports Strategic plan, projected to grow a further 78% 
by 2025 (1.8M to 3.2M) 

We are constantly confronted with congested roads during work hours to a point where residential 
streets are choked with traffic trying to avoid the State Highway. 

We are of a view that a lack of focus and care attributed towards the Queenstown Lakes region by the 
ORC must cease and investment must be made to address the historical shortfall and the adverse 
effects of being one of the fastest growing districts in New Zealand. Our review of the Annual Plan 
document in our opinion does not do this, nor contributes to addressing the urgent needs of the District 
or our Community. 

The following is our submission for ORC consideration: 

Frank.ton Community Association - . . .. 
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1. PUBLIC TRANSPORT IN THE WAKATJPU 

We welcome the proposal inclusive of extending the boundary to include Jacks Point, and support 
the efforts made to establish an affordable, reliable and effective public transport system in the 
Wakatipu. We expect it to be fully supported by the ORC during implementation and operation; and 
it being a permanent part of the long term plan with the adequate levels of funding, allocated 
consistent with patronage demand. It is disappointing however that the implementation of a 
subsidised (Go Card $2 fare) in the Wakatipu is not included in Section 14.3 specific areas of work in 
the Annual Plan consultation document. We also note the deceptive question in the Annual Plan 
feedback from, "Do you support the increased subsidy of public transport in the Wakatipu Basin?" 
What existing subsidy? Unfortunately the ORC is the worst performing major regional council in 
encouraging public transport. The recent OECD Environmental Performance Review New Zealand 
2017 states:"The level of public transport has increased in all major cities {except Dunedin) since 
2002 .. ," It is time for the ORC to meet its public transport obligations and make Public Transport in 
the Wakatipu a priority. 

We are of the opinion that the performance target of 8% patronage growth is insufficient. The 
current unsubsidised system is underutilised considerably, and we would expect a large increase in 
percentage patronage due to the proposed schedule of fares coupled with low current user base, 
increase in local population and forecasted airport passenger growth. The current performance 
target reflects ORC lack of vision, grasp of growth factors, and resulting limited fund allocation as 
shown by the transport financial summary. We suggest that a performance target should be 
increased to a minimum of 15% and a further target of limiting traffic movement growth to less than 
1%, we also suggest considering a bold goal in making the Wakatipu the highest share of distance 
travelled by way of public transport, the largest in any city in NZ. Performance targets should be 
difficult to reach, they should encourage a focus and tenacity to achieve, a low risk approach, with a 
slow roll out/implementation will not meet the needs of the Wakatipu and would have an adverse 
effect of the public perception of a subsidised public transport system. 

The current funding statement-transport has no allocated funding for any capital works to meet 
additional demand. International experience shows that a fit for purpose public bus system results 
in increased funding pressure on transport infrastructure {terminals, bus shelters, ticketing systems, 
public information systems etc). This is consistent with the historical development of Auckland's bus 
service over the last 20 years. The plan shows no short term funding allocation to determine the 
level of future funding and infrastructure requirements to ensure a successful, sustainable public 
transport system. The current bus interchanges at Frankton and Queenstown are insufficient for 
even an 8% patronage growth. Funding should be allocated to address this need. We note that the 
operating surplus for transport in the 2017/18 year is in the order of $1.3M. We would argue this is 
a lazy balance sheet and there is a far greater scope and availability of funds to invest further with 
the QLDC in public transport matters. 

It is our view that a successful public transport system will be one of the major solutions to 
addressing the current traffic crisis in Queenstown. As we are geographically constrained the option 
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of building more roads is limited and would not address traffic congestion, but further compound it. 
An effective public transport system will considerably contribute to the amenity value of our 
community, enhanced visitor experiences and economic benefit flow to the greater Otago region. It 
will also have considerable multiplier effects on ORC goals two to four of, achieving regional 
partnerships, realisation of new opportunities and aiding in the emergence of "Brand Otago". 

2. LAKE QUALITY 

The Annual Plan makes a token contribution in addressing Lake Snow ($100,000} and the 
restoration of Lake Hayes ($90,000 shared with two other water bodies). The fact that lake 
restoration is an actionable item should at least create a moment of pause and reflection on our 
contributing efforts that have led to this situation. The Queenstown Lakes District as its name 
suggests is home to significant lakes and rivers providing Otago and New Zealand, positive imagery 
that is promoted internationally to entice the international tourist to visit. Any adverse degradation 
would significantly put this at risk as well as the ORC reputation of an environmental steward. It is 
also disappointing that even with heightened awareness of fresh water quality the ORC still sees fit 
to reduce the allocated funding in river management by 25% for the Wakatipu region, another 
example of ORC neglecting both the Wakatipu area and water management in general. 

The lake Hayes restoration funding allocation is insufficient. The Annual plan suggests $90,000 
spread over three different water bodies. Is this to mean lake Hayes is allocated $30,000? An Otago 
Daily times article dated 14 April 2017 suggested the most immediate effective restoration option 
would cost no more than $250,000. With regard to Lake Hayes the time for scoping has long past. 
This allocation should be spent on the immediate rectification with funds made available this year. 

The current allocation of $100k research towards lake Snow is insufficient given the high profile 
that Lake Wanaka, Wakatipu and Hawea have to the tourist industry, not just locally, and regionally, 
but nationally. Funding should at least be set aside to investigate in collaboration with the QlDC for 
a low cost, fit for purpose, pre treatment filters to obviate any large capital expenditure QlDC would 
otherwise have to make to screen the lake snow from our potable water supply, while research is 
being conducted. Research should continue, however a short and medium term plan should be 
developed with collaboration with the QlDC and the University of Otago to have targeted solutions 
with actionable dates attached. Consideration of funding to contribute to post graduate research 
(Masters/PhD level) at the University of Otago should also be considered. 

We also note that no funding has been set aside for tackling lagarosiphon, the weed is now at the 
head of the Kawarau River, and yet no action has been highlighted in the proposed Annual Plan to 
stop its spread into lake Wakatipu or eradicate it. Is it a case of the ORC ignoring the problem, 
abrogating their responsibility, like they have with lake Dunstan? 

The latest OECD Environmental Performance Review New Zealand 2017 suggests a lack of long term 
planning has led to the continual degradation of our freshwater bodies and ecosystems. It reports 
that "Agricultural and Urban Storm water continue to put pressure on freshwater quality and 
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ecosystems" The effect of Agricultural runoff is well understood and has awareness with the general 
public; the effect of urban runoff is however generally overlooked. The FCA acknowledges the 
recent ORC effort in researching the adverse effects of urban discharges on the water quality effects 
to freshwater. We suggest that the implementation of urban discharge controls be hastened with 
the additional development of an Urban Water Quality Risk Assessment, similar to the rural risk 
assessment for any suitably sized development that could have a more than minor effect on 
receiving waters. lf urban environments are going to hold rural activities to a higher standard than it 
is only acceptable and fair that urban activity be held to account in a similar fashion, we would 
expect compliance and monitoring to be of a comparative level as if it were a rural activity. We also 
suggest any proposed environmental limits be communicated to District Councils early so they can 
plan remediation measures to existing systems. 

3. QUEENSTOWN OFFFICE 

FCA is in support of the ORC establishing an office in the Queenstown District in the 2017/18 year. 
The Queenstown Lakes District Council is currently progressing with their Queenstown centre 
Master Plan which will include provision for new Council offices. It may be prudent to collaborate 
with them to see if any sharing of facilities could be arranged in the future for the benefit of both 

organisations. 

4. AIR QUALITY 

The FCA requests that air monitoring be established in Frankton during the winter months to 
ascertain a baseline of air pollution due to the increased traffic gridlock as well as the use of 

inefficient burners. 

5. PEST MANAGEMENT 

The Annual Plan makes a meagre effort in addressing Wilding Tree Control {$100,000} and no 
mention of any effort with regard to Rabbit control. The real concern is that the Chairman of the 
ORC has a real lack of appreciation of the problem as was shown by his reaction to the wilding 
question, saying that in some areas they were regarded as an asset! During the ORC Annual plan 
consultation meeting in Queenstown. The FCA requests that funding be increased to at least 
$500,000 and include gorse and broom control, an equivalent effort be made with rabbits as is 
being proposed with wallabies. 

6. CIVIL DEFENCE AND MANAGEMENT 

FCA encourages the development of a comprehensive Otago wide Civil Defence Emergency 
Management (CDEM) Group plan. We support option one for the rates structure to fund CDEM as 
we agree that civil defence is for prioritising people not property. However we would expect that 
this increase in rates demand is in return invested in the Queenstown Lakes region as it is this area 
that will feel the greatest impact of a seismic event. 
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We do note that the Annual Plan document states that flood events are the key focus for Council. It 
is our view that this key focus is misplaced and should be more concerned with a large seismic event 
(Alpine Fault rupture). The reasoning for this is twofold: The first is that flood events are usually 
predictable and have a warning period either by way of weather forecasts or water level 
measurements upstream whereby mitigating actions can be put in place prior to the event. This is in 
contrast to a seismic event that is sudden and for the foreseeable future unable to be predicted by 
conventional science. Secondly the general devastation, expenditure of social capital and potential 
time of isolation for communities is far greater than a flood event of the same return period. 

The FCA would suggest that a further item under specific areas of work in 2017/18 that a seismic 
event preparedness campaign be held in tandem with the proposed flood awareness campaign. We 
would also like to see planning for a collaborative emergency response centre at the Queenstown 
Events Centre with the QLDC. 

7. FLOOD PROTECTION AND CONTROL WORKS 

We suggest that the Shotover flood protection rating area be extended to include Jacks 
Point/Hanley Farm residential area. The residents from these areas receive the same benefits as the 
residents in Frankton and wider urban areas of the Wakatipu. Therefore it is only equitable for the 
rateable area to increase to include these large and developing residential areas, this would also be 
consistent with the proposed public transport area extension. 

8. NEW DUNEDIN OFFICES 

The FCA is against any moves to build any new ORC office, while neglect of the Lakes region 
continues. We are of the view that the money should be allocated towards the ORC's primary duties 
Land, Air and Water instead of a new building that does not contribute to the wellbeing of the 
Queenstown Lakes District. 

9. SIGNIFICANT FORECASTING ASSUMPTIONS 

It is disturbing to read in the Annual Plan document, it assumes the ORC's expected levels of activity 
for the Otago region is not sensitive to population growth. The OECD Environmental Performance 
Review New Zealand 2017 states: "High growth regions in New Zealand lead to increased pressure 
and demand on infrastructure. Sustained population growth has lead to bottlenecks in transport, 
increased nutrient and contaminant load into receiving waters and pressure on social infrastructure. 
Infrastructure bottle necks have a high risk of becoming a barrier to economic growth." For the ORC 
to conclude that their current assumption is of low risk is concerning in the extreme and suggests 
that the ORC does not have a full account of what is occurring in the Queenstown Lakes District or 
the ORC is negligent, both of these scenarios is worrying. 

We ask that the ORC investigates the actual growth concerns of the district and implements a 
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program that adequately addresses their core responsibilities. Further disinterest in the Wakatipu 
region and baseless assumptions underpinning the Annual Plan process will only cause further 
frustration and aggressive representation from within the Queenstown Lakes District. 

In conclusion the ORC is planning on increasing the rates they charge, to do activities that we would 
have otherwise be the primary duties of a Regional Council. The Queenstown Lakes District ratepayers 
are facing the largest increase in rates demand. Our expectation is that the ORC actually engages with 
the Queenstown Lakes Community and its presence is felt, and is positive, exactly the opposite of what 
is occurring now. We expect that with an increase in rates that the ORC works collaboratively with the 
QLDC in tackling the significant challenges the district is facing created by such unprecedented growth. 

Yours Sincerely 

Glyn Lewers 
Chairman 
Frankton Community Association 

Note that the FCA wishes to speak to its submission at the ORC Annual Plan Hearing 
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OTAGO PENINSULA 
COMMUNITY BOARD 

so The Octagon I Dunedin 9015 I PO Box 5045 J Dunedin 9QS8 I New Zealand 
E dcc@dcc.govt.nz P +64 3 477 4000 www.dunecl.in..govt.nz 

Submission to the Otago Regional Council Annual Plan 2017 
From the Otago Peninsula Community Board 

The Board thanks the Otago Regional Council for the opportunity to provide a submission to the 
2017 Annual Plan on behalf of the Otago Peninsula Community. 

Te Rauone Beach Rock Breakwater and Sand Nourishment Project 

The Community Board continues to support the community over this project and the work of the Te 
Rauone Beach Coast Care Committee in their efforts to ensure its delivery. We look forward to the 
lodgement of the resource consent in 2017 and the commencement of the work through to its 
completion. It is important to the Peninsula community that this longstanding project is kept on 

track. 

• The Board submits that Otago Regional Council contlnues its ongoing support of the Te 

Rauone project through to its completion. 

Tomahawk Lagoon and Management Plan 

The Otago Peninsula Community Board notes the positive clearing of the channel during heavy rain 
in 2017. This was appreciated by the community and showed the Council as being decisive. 

The Council has done excellent work in informing and consulting the community regarding the Algal 
Bloom issues and there is a strong opportunity to grow this relationship further. The use of the site 
as a recreational trout fishery, its importance as a bird habitat and significant water body in an urban 
context make the lagoon unique so close to the city. However, in the floods of 2015 the lagoon 
caused damaged to the community hall costing $120,000 to repair. Residents have asked the Board 
that the Council undertake: 

• Appropriate management of the weir that controls water levels in the lagoon complex 

• The development of a public management plan that provides opportunities for the 
community and Council to work collectively together in the management of the lagoon. 

• Revegetation of riparian edges to promote wider biodiversity and recreation gain 

• A continued programme of monitoring, reporting and liaison that informs the community 
of the health of the lagoon. 
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Portobello/Harington Point Road Safety Improvement Project 

In relation to this project the Board is concerned at the loss of bus stop platforms as the road is 
widened. It is important to the Peninsula community that we retain bus stops in locations that will 
increase patronage of the buses and that are relevant to the needs of residents and visitors who 
wish to use the bus service; especially to children, the elderly and the disabled. 

• In collaboration with Dunedin City Council staff# the Board submits that any bus stop 
changes need to be well canvassed with the community before those changes are made. 

Boatsheds and Moorings 

The occupation of the sea bed and harbour fringes by boat sheds and moorings for recreational use 
is an important aspect of the character of the Otago Peninsula. In recent years consenting fees for 
boatsheds have risen considerably as the requirement for resource consent in lieu of occupation has 
been undertaken by the ORC. Often boatsheds have been on the same site for generations and have 
largely been unchanged for the same period of time. This means that without exception the effects 
of occupation have not altered. 

• It is the Board's submission that resource consent fees for such occupations, including 
ramps and moorings, should be standardised to recognise that effects have not changed 
rather than requiring complicated and costly assessment of environmental effects. 

Harbour Master and Harbour Management Plan 

The Board continues to support the appointment of a harbour master for the Otago Harbour. It is 
the Board's belief that such an appointment will be beneficial from a recreational, safety and 
environmental perspective. 

The cross boundary relationship between the Otago Regional and Dunedin City Councils over the 
accessibility and use of the Otago Harbour are very strong. However, the relationship has not 
brought out the strengths or potential of the harbour from a social, cultural and recreational 
perspective. It is the submission of the Board that: 

• A working party of the ORC, DCC, Doc, Runaka and other groups is formed to develop a 
Harbour Management Plan that looks at the recreational, social, cultural and 
environmental management of the harbour from a marine and terrestrial viewpoint. 
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Dredging of the Eastern Channel 

The Eastern Channel is important to the Peninsula community for recreational boating, potential 
access between communities during Civil Defence emergencies and for the Coastguard vessel. With 
the completion of the walkway/cycle way there will be increased demand for access to the harbour. 
A safe, navigable, maintained Eastern Channel is important to retain access to jetties and ramps on 
the Otago Peninsula. Currently it is difficult for recreational craft and the Coastguard to navigate this 
channel given the silting up of the harbour and the changing nature of the channel. 

• The Board submits that ORC needs to work with local boating clubs and Coastguard to 
identify especially shallow areas that may be able to be addressed in the short term, and to 
consider a long term plan for the dredging the Eastern Channel. 

Maritime Safety- Navigational Markers 

Some years ago the ORC undertook to provide signage on the bylaws and management of small craft 
and vessels in the Otago Harbour around its various access points. In many cases those navigational 
markers have deteriorated, become outdated or been vandalised. 

• The Otago Peninsula Community Board submits navigational markers are fundamental to 
the safe passage of vessels on the Otago Harbour and as such the ORC needs to review all 
navigational markers and signage, especially on the Peninsula side of the harbour, working 
with local boating clubs and Coastguard to identify particular concerns, and that it ensures 
the markers/signage are updated, replaced and relocated where necessary. 

Public Transport 

Public transport is essential for many people within our community and the efficiency and regularity 
of that service must be continued to ensure our community thrives. However, like any service 
improvements could make the service more attractive to Peninsula users. 

• With the proposed acceleration of the Peninsula road widening project, cyclists will 
increase on the road but also we expect the possibility of using the bus to take a bike one 
way and then ride home, will become a popular trend. The Board submits that buses need 
to be able to accommodate cycles inside as they do in other countries. 

• That the Council investigates the possibility of havlng Wi-Fi on the buses. 
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Biosecurity - Pest Plants and Animals 

The location of the Otago Peninsula and its importance to the region as a hub of biodiversity means 
that the area faces unique challenges for both public and private landowners who are working to 
improve their property for the benefit of biodiversity on the Otago Peninsula. Pest plant control is a 
major component of ecological restoration and one that many landowners and groups spend 
significant resources on to achieve. 

The rabbit problem in our community is high and this creates serious problems with predator/prey 
relationships for our area due to increased numbers of mustelids surviving on rabbits. This creates 
high risk for iconic species of birdlife such as Yellow-eyed Penguin and Blue Penguin through 
predation that the Peninsula and the City relies on for economic wealth and development. While 
the Otago Peninsula Biodiversity Trust has made excellent inroads in the possum numbers of the 
Peninsula and has formed a model of community led control, the opportunity is now required to 
extend that model onto the rabbit/mustelid issues that we have on the Peninsula. 

• The Board submits that this should be a priority for the Otago Regional Council so that 
conservation and biodiversity gains made on the Peninsula and other areas are able to be 
built on and enlarged. 

• It is the submission of the Peninsula Community Board that resources in control, research 
and advocacy are required from the Otago Regional Council to support landowners and 
organisations who are undertaking this type of animal control on the Otago Peninsula. 
Again there is opportunity for information and resource sharing from the ORC and other 
agencies. 

The Otago Peninsula Community Board appreciates the support Otago Regional Council has already 
given to our priorities and the considerable work staff have undertaken to progress many of them to 
their current stage. The stronger working relationship we have established with the Otago Regional 
Council in recent times is greatly valued by the Board. We look forward to working with the ORC to 
complete these projects for the benefit of the Otago Peninsula community and the wider city. 

Paul Pope 
Chairman 
Otago Peninsula Community Board 
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Janelle Houliston 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

rob adair <noreply@jotform.com> 
Tuesday, 9 May 2017 1:18 p.m. 
Gemma Wilson; Annual Plan 
Re: Draft Annual Plan 2017 /18 - rob adair 

! l:!.J joraft Annual Plan 2017 /18 

Name 

E-mail 

Address 

I would like to speak with 
Council about my 
submission (week starting 
22 May} 

If yes, please provide a 
contact number 

rob adair 

Yes 

How do you think we 
should structure the rates Option 2: 50% uniform targeted rate and 50% 

general rate. Half of the cost is in general rates, and 
for civil defence and 

half is an equal amount paid by everyone. 
emergency management? 

Do you support our water 
quality environmental risk- Yes 
assessment programme? 

Do you support a risk-

based approach to dairy 
farm inspections for 
compliance monitoring? 

Yes 

Any comments? More inspections. Non compliance should be 
enforced, with prosecutions. 

Do you support an 
accelerated programme to 
determine minimum 

flows? 

Do you support funding 
the deemed water use 

Yes 

permit transition work for Yes 
the Water Management 
Reserve? 

Any comments? Gold mine water takes once expired should be not 
be issued for farming, esp the lindis river catchment 

Do you support the No 
increased subsidy of public 
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transport in the Wakatipu 
Basin? 

Do you support extending 
the Wakatipu targeted 
rating area for public 
transport to include Jack's 
Point? 

When do you think we 
should open a new office 
in Queenstown? 

Any comments? 

How should we structure 
the rates for the Lower 
Waitaki River scheme? 

Any comments? 

Lake snow increased 
workplan 

Lake restoration scoping 
work 

Wallaby control 

Climate change adaption 
(Clutha delta) 

Any comments? 

Do you support the change 
to our Significance and 
Engagement policy for 
strategic assets? 

Would you like to make 
comments or provide 
feedback on any of the 
other proposed changes? 

Yes 

Option 2: Delay proposal until the next Long Term 
Plan process {2018/2019) 

Do we need an office there. Does the office in 
dunedin need to be there. How about mosgiel. 

Option 2: Leave all costs as 100% Lower Waitaki 
River scheme targeted rate (status quo} 

Land user pays. Make sure that farmers arent 
encroaching on the riverbed as it has been reported. 

No 

Yes 

No 

No 

Look at land use. Realy dairy farms in alluvial river 
beds, dry arid areas. Drive north of Omakau, and 
smell the dairy effluent. The mind boggles how this 
was givin a RC. 

Yes 

I would like to see a more diverse bunch of 
councillors. To me it looks too white and too male. 
Focus must be on water. 

You can edit this submission and view all your submissions easily. 
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Janelle Houliston 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Grant Hensman <noreply@jotform.com> 
Tuesday, 9 May 2017 2:39 p.m. 
Gemma Wilson; Annual Plan 
Re: Draft Annual Plan 2017/18 - Grant Hensman 

I 1!1 joraft Annual Plan 2017 /18 

Name 

Organisation 

E-mail 

I would like to speak with 
Council about my 
submission (week starting 
22 May) 

If yes, please provide a 
contact number 

Would you like to make 
comments or provide 
feedback on any of the 
other proposed changes? 

Grant Hensman 

Wakatipu Wilding Conifer Control Group (WCG) 

Yes 

Submission to Otago Regional Council 2017/18 
Annual Plan 
Wakatipu Wilding Conifer Group Incorporated 
(WCG) 

Executive summary: WCG calls for ORC 
• To take a lead role in the recognition of wilding 
spread in Otago 
• To continue to support wilding control in Otago 
financially without deduction from hard fought 
national funding 
• To increase the enforcement of ORC's RPMS 
contorta control 
• To continue working with the WCG and support 
national wilding funding in Otago, with staff support 
as in kind administration of the program 

1. WCG calls on the ORC to be the lead agency in 
recognising and addressing the large wilding 
problem in Otago. 
• The tide is turning. Government at national, 
regional and local levels are taking leadership in 
fighting the wilding battle. A large percentage of 
Wakatipu residents now recognise the wilding 
problem. Rate-payers and taxpayers appreciate well 
informed data on what is a debateable subject. 
WCG's experience is that people respond to 
knowing the facts rather than emotional opinions. 
• To work on establishing an RPMS that includes all 
wilding species that spread seed onto vulnerable 
low or non stocked land., or wilding free areas. 
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• Technical assistance in planting the right trees in 
the right places. 

2. Continued financial support for wilding control 
programs in Otago 
• The WCG praise the ORC for acknowledging the 
wilding issue and proposing to commit resources to 
community groups. 
• The WCG thank ORC for the financial support of 
$40,000 towards our program in 2016/17 
• The WCG would like to make a strong submission 
for ORCS allocation to be increased to $100,000 in 

the 2017/18 annual plan 
• To plan incremental financial increases beyond 
years 2017-18 

3. Calls for the vigilant enforcement of ORC's RPMS 
contorta control in Otago 

4. Calls for a collaborative working partnership with 
"wilding" community groups 
• We ask that ORC support the actions and strategy 
objectives in the draft NZ Wilding Conifer 
Management Strategy. 
• WCG recognises the important role of Richard 
Heyward as a member of the WCG exec in exchange 
of ideas and work programmes of both 
organisations 
• The WCG asks that all administration, planning, 
and involvement costs in the WCG wilding program 
are covered by ORC internally. As does the QLDC on 
top of contributing $438,063 to the local program 
last year. 

You can edit this submission and view all your submissions easily. 
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Janelle Houliston 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Anna Hughes <noreply@jotform.com> 
Tuesday, 9 May 2017 4:45 p.m. 
Gemma Wilson; Annual Plan 
Re: Draft Annual Plan 2017 /18 - Anna Hughes 

I l:!J 1oraft Annual Plan 2017/18 

Name 

E-mail 

Address 

Anna Hughes 

I would like to speak with 
Council about my 

No 
submission (week starting 
22 May) 

How do you think we 
should structure the rates Option 2: 50% uniform targeted rate and 50% 

general rate. Half of the cost is in general rates, and 
for civil defence and half is an equal amount paid by everyone. 
emergency management? 

Any comments? As the value of a property increases I think it would 
be fair to say that the income of the owner is also 
higher and can therefore afford to pay more 
towards services we all need. This makes for greater 

equality. 

Do you support our water 
quality environmental risk- Yes 
assessment programme? 

Do you support a risk-
based approach to dairy 
farm inspections for 
compliance monitoring? 

Do you support an 
accelerated programme to 
determine minimum 
flows? 

Do you support funding 
the deemed water use 

Yes 

Yes 

permit transition work for Yes 
the Water Management 

Reserve? 

Do you support the 
increased subsidy of public 
transport in the Wakatipu 
Basin? 

Yes 
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Do you support extending 
the Wakatipu targeted 
rating area for public 
transport to include Jack's 
Point? 

When do you think we 
should open a new office 
in Queenstown? 

How should we structure 
the rates for the Lower 
Waitaki River scheme? 

lake snow increased 
workplan 

Lake restoration scoping 
work 

Wallaby control 

Climate change adaption 
(Clutha delta) 

Any comments? 

Do you support the change 
to our Significance and 
Engagement policy for 
strategic assets? 

Would you like to make 
comments or provide 
feedback on any of the 
other proposed changes? 

Yes 

Option 1: Establish an office in Queenstown in the 
2017 /2018 year 

Option 2: Leave all costs as 100% lower Waitaki 
River scheme targeted rate (status quo) 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

I would like to see scoping work evolve into action 
to address the issues that are discovered. 
I'd also like to see a huge increase in the amount 
being put toward climate change adaption across 
Otago. The proposed amount is no where what is 
needed to create resilience for our region into the 
future. All money spent now to secure our safety 
based on the scenarios scientists suggest will be 
money well spent and far less than what will be 
need to remedy situations that we haven't properly 
prepared for. 

Yes 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide feedback 
on the Draft Annual Plan. 

You can edit this submission and view all your submissions easily. 

2 
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Janelle Houliston 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Kia ora koutou, 

Jinty MacTavish < 

Tuesday, 9 May 2017 4:51 p.m. 
Annual Plan 
Landscape Connections Trust 
Landscape Connections Trust Annual Plan submission 
LCT AnnualPlanFeedback2017 _ 0RC_Final.docx 
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Please find attached a submission from the Landscape Connections Trust to the Otago Regional Council Annual Plan. 
We would be most grateful if receipt of this email could be acknowledged, so we know it has arrived safely. 
Jinty MacTavish 
on behalf of the Landscape Connections Trust 

Jinty MacTavish 
m:r 
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Otago Regional Council Draft Annual Plan 2017/18 Submission 

Organisation: Landscape Connections Trust (LCT} 
Contact person: Jinty MacTavish 
Role: Chair 
Email: 
Phone: 

Thankyou for the opportunity to comment on the proposed Annual Plan 2017 /18. 

Background 

LCT coordinated the development of a community-led vision and management strategy for 
the restoration and enhancement across 55,000ha of Dunedin's North Coast landscape, 
stretching from North Dunedin to Waikouaiti. Called 'Beyond Orokonui' the management 
strategy seeks to integrate multiple community objectives for the project area 
(enhancement of ecosystems, protection of native biodiversity, support of agriculture and 
local livelihoods, connection of people to their place}, identifying priority actions that will 
have a wide range of benefits for the community and the environment. 

Our current priority is the development of the Halo Project - a community-run predator 
control programme surrounding Orokonui Ecosanctuary. Community engagement has 
demonstrated strong community support for this initiative. You can find out more about the 
project here. We were grateful for the Council's support during this financial year, in the 
form of a $134,000 grant from the Environmental Enhancement fund, plus some traps that 
were identified as surplus to requirements. The grant was for capital costs associated with 
the Halo project, and (when combined with operational funding from other sources, 
including the Department of Conservation and the Dunedin City Council) it enabled us to 
commence work on the project earlier than we had hoped. Our part-time Halo Coordinator 
has started the roll out of traps around the 3900ha Inner Halo, with volunteers and 
landowners. Traps are on both private and public land, and will be manned ongoing by Trust 
volunteers (who are trained in trap handling as part of the process). 150 traps are now in 
place, and 50 volunteers are providing their time to check traps, make traps, clear and 
upgrade tracks on their land to improve access. 

A second priority project for the Trust is establishing breeding seabird colonies. Several 
coastal headlands exist within the project area, including Heyward Point, Mapoutahi and 
Huriawa. These sites have potential to be protected from mammalian predators by 
intensive trapping and/or pest exclusion fences, thereby providing potential breeding sites 
for sea birds such as the sooty sheaiwater, and restoration planting could enhance the 
habitat. A trap line was established on and around the beach between Doctor's Point and 
Mapoutahi, prior to the summer of 2015/16, and a second summer's volunteer trap activity 
is just coming to a close. A stoat decimated a significant breeding colony of little blue 
penguins in this area in November 2014 - at least 30 individual birds were killed. The 
volunteers manning this trap line are keen to protect the birds, and see growth in the 
population ongoing. 

The final priority project for the trust is working with landowners to protect coastal forest 
remnants on the North Coast. This project will build on early work with volunteers from 
Birds New Zealand, who undertook bird counts on landowners' properties within the Project 
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area, over two summer seasons. The results of th is were analysed by Wildlands, and will 
shortly be communicated back to the landowners involved. 

Below we outline key matters we would be grateful if Council could consider. 

1. Commendations 

- LCT commends the Otago Regional Council's recent decision to become a signatory to the 
Predator Free Dunedin Memorandum of Understanding. As one of two community projects 
seeking to control predators at a landscape scale in Dunedin, LCT is also a founding member 
of the Predator free Dunedin partnership (PFD). We're excited by what the partnership may 
be able to achieve, working together. In particular, we're looking forward to the 
commissioning of (and subsequent implementation of) an integrated predator management 
plan for the city. 

- LCT also commends the work programme underway to establish a Biodiversity Strategy for 
the region. Having recently been asked to supply our views on the ways we feel the Otago 
Regional Council may be able to improve on its existing biodiversity work programme, we 
are heartened to think that some of these ideas might make their way into the Strategy and 
lead to real improvements on the ground. 

2. Environmental Enhancement Fund 

• As mentioned above, LCT was very grateful to be the recipient of a substantial grant from 
the Council's Environmental Enhancement Fund this financial year, which has greatly 
assisted the Trust to commence its work on the Halo Project. 

- We would like to express our support for retention of the Environmental Enhancement 
Fund, and submit that there will be a need to grow this Fund, to support the level of 
environmental protection and restoration work that communities are expecting. Below, we 
refer to the example of the Waikato Regional Council, who has an annual budget of $1.25· 
1.35M earmarked for similar purposes. We request that Council consider a staged increase 
to the Environmental Enhancement Fund budget, planned and implemented over a number 
of years. 

- We do have concerns about the Environmental Enhancement Fund being allocated from 
reserves, rather than being rated for directly on an annual basis. Our concerns are twofold: 

1. Allocating from reserves seems a less transparent approach -we consider it 
preferrable that ratepayers are aware that they are being rated to support the 
Environmental Enhancement Fund, and believe this is clearer if there is a line on 
each rates bill. Should ratepayers wish to see the allocation grow or shrink, they 
would then also be in a position to advocate for growth or reduction of the Fund. 
2. Should reserves be required for some other purpose, a future Council may well 
consider the Environmental Enhancement Fund a necessary casualty. We believe 
that biodiversity protection is core business for the Council, and that allocating 
annually from reserves does not necessarily reflect this. 

- We note that rating directly for annual revenue to support similar grant pools, is something 
that occurs elsewhere in the country. We give the example of the Waikato Regional Council 
below. We request that Council consider rating directly for revenue to support the 
Environmental Enhancement Fund. rather than relying on an annual transfer from reserves. 
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- We anticipate that the criteria for the Environmental Enhancement Fund will be refined 
through the development of the Biodiversity Strategy, and that we might have an 
opportunity to comment more directly through that process. However, we do wish to bring 
to the attention of the Otago Regional Council that operational costs are some of the most 
difficult to fund for organisations working in the conservation sector, particularly costs 
associated with bait and labour. We request that consideration should be given to making 
explicit provision in the Environmental Enhancement Fund criteria for the funding of 
operational costs. While the criteria as listed do not preclude this, it seems to us that the 
Council is not currently envisaging the Fund being applied in this way. 

Case study - the Waikato Regional Council's Natural Heritage Partnership Programme 
(drawn from WRC's Natural Heritage Partnership Programme Funding Policy) 

- The Waikato Regional Council's Natural Heritage Partnership Programme is funded through 
a natural heritage targeted rate of $5.80 per property across the region. This generates total 
revenue of $1.1-1.2 million per annum, which is allocated primarily to an Environmental 
Initiatives Fund (for project grants $5000 to $40,000), and a Natural Heritage Fund (for 
project grants over $40,000}. 

- Unspent funds are put into a reseive and made available once suitable projects are 
approved, meaning the total budget each year comprises the year's rates revenue plus the 
previous year's closing reserve balance. 

- The allocation between different grant pools is determined each year by the Council as part 
of Council's Annual Plan process. The Council's Policy states, as a guide, that the annual 
allocation is projected to be approximately: 

* Natural Heritage Fund-$850,000 per annum 
* Environmental Initiatives Fund (Elf) - $250,000 
* Enviroschools Grant Fund - Up to $25,000 per year from the Elf {for schools) 

- There is provision for large, significant NHF projects to be funded in part through internal 
borrowing if required. This allows Council to leverage a small, per property rate into larger 
sums that can be repaid over time. 

- Staff time spent in administering the funds is drawn from the total natural heritage rate 
revenue, which reduces the amount available for grants accordingly. 

- There is an additional fund, the Small Scale Community Initiatives fund, for project grants 
under $5000. This is sourced from the uniform annual general charge (also a targeted, per 
property rate) with a fixed allocation of $150,000 per annum. This is the total amount 
available for grant allocation - staff time for administering these grants is additional to this 
and is also drawn from the UAGC. 

- In total, therefore, the Waikato Regional Council directly rates property owners to provide 
$1.25-1.35M of grants that support community-led biodiversity protection and 
environmental enhancement work. 

-A wide range of entities are elligible to apply for funding, including 111 community groups, 
iwi/hapu, kaitiaki groups, incorporated societies, community trusts, Ill resident and ratepayer 
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groups, territorial authorities, landowner groups {e.g. landcare or Streamcare groups), 
educational institutions, businesses and industries. 

- Importantly, the funds support the operational costs organisations involved in conservation 
work, including bait and labour. They also support the purchase of land for conservation 
purposes. 

3. Biodiversity Strategy 

- As mentioned above, LCT is very supportive of the work programme underway to establish 
a Biodiversity Strategy for the region. We request that Council continue to make provision in 
the 2017 / 18 Annual Plan for the resources required to progress this. 

- LCT anticipates that the Biodiversity Strategy, once drafted, will be subject to a period of 
consultation prior to adoption. We wish to express our strong support for a public 
consultation period during the 2017/ 18 year. 

- LCT is aware of, and very supportive of, Te Ao Turoa I Dunedin's Environment Strategy, as 
developed by the Dunedin City Council, and has submitted to that Council requesting that 
sufficient funding be allocated in the 2017 /18 year to ensure all 'initial actions' identified in 
that document can be progressed. We have emphasized in particular the need to fully fund 
the 'Managing Pests' action, which is very well aligned with the integrated predator 
management plan envisaged by the Predator Free Dunedin partnership. 

- LCT notes there may be overlap between actions identified as necessary by the Otago 
Regional Council's Biodiversity Strategy, and those in Te Ao Turoa I Dunedin's Environment 
Strategy. Indeed, many may be better led by (or led in conjunction with) the Otago Regional 
Council, including 'Productive Landscapes' and 'Ecosystem Health Boost'. We request that 
the Councils work closely together to ensure any potential for collaboration is maximized. 

- finally, it seems clear to us that any Biodiversity Strategy will identify a number of 
additions to Council's current work programme. We submit that Council should start 
considering how new programme elements identified by the Strategy are to be funded, and 
make initial provision for an increase in next year's Long Term Plan budgets. 

- We further submit that establishing a direct rate for the purposes of natural heritage 
protection is the fairest and most transparent way to fund this revenue stream. 

4. Cat management 

- The National Cat Management Strategy Group recently released a report, noting that 
whilst "exact cat numbers are unknown" there are "approximately 1,400,000 owned cats 
{NZCAC, 2016), an estimated 196,000 stray cats (NZVA, 2013)" and that studies show 
"between 0.2 and 1.2 feral cats per ha in natural landscapes, or 2.4 to 14 million feral cats 
nationally." 

- Recently LCT, in conjunction with Orol<onui Ecosanctuary, completed a 'How safe is my 
cat?' project. This project worked alongside students and teachers at four local schools to: 

1. Discover if companion cats living within the Beyond Orokonui project area were a 
potential threat to animals leaving Orokonui Ecosanctuary; 
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2. Evaluate if companion cats would be safe from traps set to capture other 
mammalian predators; and, 
3. Understand what other animals inhabited or visited cat owner's gardens and 
assess the behaviours associated with decommissioned trap boxes. 

- The findings reinforced the well-known predatory role that cats have on wildlife, and the 
need for responsible cat ownership. There are a number of steps owners can take to reduce 
the chance of domestic cats preying on native animals, which LCT is promoting. It also 
suggested that traps designed to catch other species, when appropriately sited and baited, 
don't pose much of a threat to cats. 

- Some residents within the Inner Halo are concerned about the ecological and/or public 
nuisance element of stray or feral cats, and have requested traps to catch them. This has 
raised the question of how the welfare of domestic cats might be ensured in an area where 
residents wish to trap feral cats. Whilst this issue has arisen for us in the Inner Halo, we 
imagine it may be an issue elsewhere in Dunedin. 

- After receiving advice from the SPCA about the difficulty distinguishing between different 
types of cats, LCT is not presently providing traps for feral cats. However, we believe the 
current vacuum of cat management policy and services in Dunedin is resulting in poor 
outcomes for both cat safety and welfare, and for Dunedin's ecology. We believe the issue 
needs to be addressed, and would best be addressed by the Dunedin City Council. We have 
submitted to the Dunedin City Council raising these concerns, but wished to include this 
matter in our submission to the Otago Regional Council as we believe the issue is also a pest 
management matter, particularly in rural areas. 

- In 2016, the Wellington City Council has introduced a new bylaw legally requiring owned 
cats over the age of 12 weeks to be microchipped, allowing them to be identified as owned 
cats. They can then be returned to owners if lost or if caught in cage traps. Microchipping 
also provides an opportunity for engagement around other elements of responsible cat 
ownership, including neutering and collaring. 

- LCT is considering fundraising to run its own microchipping service and registry for cats in 

the Inner Halo, but this is not our preferred option, as we do not feel it should be our role, 
and we imagine that funders would take the same view. We are currently in conversation 
with other groups (including the University of Otago, the SPCA and the Veterinary 
Association} about a pilot in the Beyond Orokonui area. We have requested the Dunedin City 
Council's involvement in these discussions. 

- There are a number of other approaches that can be taken by both councils to better 
manage cats. We note that the Dunedin City Council resolved, in 2016, in conjunction with 
cross-agency work on pest management to "review the measures Council currently has in 
place to address the public nuisance associated with stray and feral cats", and sought 
recommendations from staff on "alternative or additional measures that could be 
employed." 

- We request that Council add its weight to calls for a more proactive approach to cat 
management in Dunedin, including a microchipping programme led by the Dunedin City 
Council. 

Thankyou for your consideration of these points. 
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Janelle Houliston 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Busgo Dunedin 
Tuesday, 9 May 2017 9:24 p.m. 
Annual Plan; Alex King 
Submission by Bus Users Support Group Otepoti-Dunedin 
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Submission to the Otago Regional Council's 2017 
Annual Plan 
Bus Go Dunedin 
c/o Peter Dowden 

Peter's phone 

We would like to speak with Council about our submission (week starting 22 May): Yes 

Bus Users Support Group Otepoti-Dunedin requests that the 2017-2018 Annual Plan include the following: 

Contents 

1. Bus Stops quality upgrade 
2. More bus stops 
3. Further improvements to the Dunedin bus service 

4. Changes to fares 

Bus Stops quality upgrade 

A programme to upgrade bus stops in Dunedin (and Palmerston) bus 
network to a standard equalling or exceeding that in the NZTA 
Guidelines for Public Transport Infrastructure and Facilities and the 
World Heath Organisation's WHO Healthy Cities programme, in 
consultation with bus users. We suggest that improvements be made 
when normal road maintenance or construction is carried out so that 
there need not be any extra construction cost. For example, when 
road markings are reinstated following resealing, the yellow "bus 
stop" markings could be reinstated in accordance with the 
'Guidelines' document. We envisage all this work would be 
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performed by Dunedin City Council at the ORC's instruction (this list 
was also included in our DCC Annual Plan submission). 

More bus stops 

We would like the Otago Regional council to fund, and to instruct the 
Dunedin City Council to install, additional bus stops at the following 
places (this list was also included in our DCC Annual Plan submission): 

• outside Tool Shed, Hillside Rd (one one side only, as the other 
direction is adequately served by the Caledonian Gymnasium 
stop) 

• outside and opposite Pak n save,, Hillside Rd 
• Crawford/ Jervois corner 
• Crawford/ Jetty corner 
• Outside and opposite rest home in Marne St/Somerville St 

Andersons Bay 
• Opp/adj Clarendomn Hotel, Mclaggan St 
• both sides near bushy end of Canongate/Serpentine Ave hairpin 

corner 
• Both sides Portobello Rd near Portsmouth Drive/Shore St corner 

In most cases these proposed stops are not "improvements" as such 
but bring routes up to standard to comply with the ORC Regional 
Public Transport Plan 2014 Policy 18 11(a) In built-up urban areas, 
spacing between bus stops of 300 and 400m are desirable in most 
situations, certainly no more than 500m apart and no less than 200m 
apart." 

We request the following stops to maintain bus service accessibility 
in the Octagon area when the Bus Hub is built (these were requested 
in our submission to the Bus Hub consultation): 

• opp/adj Bracken Court, Moray Pl (to replace Savoy/Tip Top 
stops) 

2 
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• Opp/adj Library steps (to replace Civic Centre/BNZ stops; could 
be served by Concord-Port Chalmers bus. We are advised by DCC 
that although Moray Pl is often closed for graduation, George St 
and Octagon is always open at such times) 

Further improvements to the Dunedin bus service 

• Immediate reinstatement of the half hourly frequency during 
weekdays on the City to Belleknowes end of Route 19 and rapid 
introduction of half hourly frequency on the Waverly end, to 
bring this route up to the standards of most other routes. It is 
unfair to treat this route differently due only to its historically 
poorer service level as Waverly and Belleknowes ratepayers pay 
the same public transport levy on their ORC rates. 

• Buses after 6pm on Sundays and Public Holidays: We would like 
these days made identical to Saturday services. We agree that to 
pay for this, the three normal weekdays that fall between each 
Christmas and New Vear, known as 11 interstats11

, (and possibly a 
few days immediately after New Vear) could be changed to run 
at Saturday service levels to lower costs at a very low-demand 
time of year. 

• Full Public Holiday bus service on Christmas Day, Good Friday 
and Easter Sunday. The Otago Heritage Bus Society, we hope, 
wouldn't mind being done out of a job but they have 
demonstrated that there is a clear unmet demand • 

• We would like an Airport bus to be introduced, possibly by 
extending some Mosgiel services. We think the 
Waitati/Harington Pont, Waikouaiti and Palmerston fare zones 
would be appropriate for fares to Allanton, Momona and the 
Airport respectively. 

Changes to fares 

3 
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• Community service card discount to replace the very limited 
.. beneficiary" discount. In return for this we would agree to Cash 
fares rounded up to the nearest dollar. 

• The minimum top up should be $5 to make use of Go Cards 
more accessible to people on lower incomes, or at least this 
lower minimum topup should be available to holders of 
Community Services Cards, students, elderly and children 

• We would like the Go Card Adult fare to be set as the *'standard" 
fare (subject to publicly consulted adjustments) with discount 
fares and cash fares calculated from thgis base fare. We don't 
object to cash fares incurring a surcharge in line with the 
increased costs of collection and the desirability of electronic 
ticketing for multiple reasons, plus rounding up as detailed 
above • 

• We support the publicly notified fares being the declared 
maximum permitted fare with council staff and/or bus operators 
being given discretion to offer discounts of various types from 
time to time • 

• Weekly/Monthly bus passes should be considered. 

from Bus Go Dunedin: Bus Users Support Group Otepoti Dunedin 

website: busgo.org 

Face book: facebook.com/ busgod unedin 

•.• please consider the environment and go by public transport .•• 
4 
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... arohatia te taiao, haere ma runga pahi ... 

13 -·--·-··--
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Your 
feedback 
please ... 

Tell us whether you support the proposed :t(ff 
changes to our work programme for 2017/2018. 
Use this form to share your feedback or s.ibmit online at: 
www.orc.govt.nz/annualplan 
You can also write or email your submission to: 

Submissions close 12 May. 
Otago Regional Council 
Freepos1 497 

annual.plan@orcgovt.nz 

Private Bag 1954 
Dunedin 9054 

Name (L/.u /111 ( f 0,...,l 
Email 

Orgamsation 
(if applicable) 

Address 

v 11\uU REGIONAL COUNCIi. 
RECEIVED DUNEDIN 

10 MAY 2017 
FILE No. •••h•••··················· ... •••· 

I would like to speak \'lhth Council abOut my subm1SS1on: 
I DIR TO 

... • ........................ u, Yes V No 
This WOUid b<'l on th& VI-starting 2? M~y. 

If yes. please provide a contat;t µhone number 

How do you think we should structure th& rates for civil 
defence and emergency management? 

Option 1: Uniform targeted rate ($25.89 per property). 
Everyone ,n Otago pays the same amount - regaroless of 
the value of their property. 

/Option 2: 50% unifonn targeted rate and 50% general 
rate. Half of the cost 1s in yeneral rates, and half is an equar 
amount paid by everyone. 

Rural water quality 

Do you support our water quality environmental risk -assessment 
programme? ~Yes No 

Do you support a risk-based approach to da11y farm Inspections 
for compliance monitoring? ./ Yes No 

Minimum flows and deemed water use ~nnit replacement 

Do you support an accelerated programme tc d~ine 
minimum flows? vYes No 

Do you support funding the deemed water use permit transition 
work from the Weter Management ResetVe? / 

v Yes No 

Public transport in the Wakatipu Basin 

Do you support the increased subsidy ot public transr:,ort in tho 
Wakatipu Basin? Yes ../ No 

Do you support extending the Wakatipu targeted rating area lor 
public transport to include Jacks Point? • ../ Yes No 

When do you think we should open a new office in 
Queenstown? 

Option 1: Establish an office in Queenstown 1n the 2017/2018 
year 

~plion 2: Delay proposal until the next Long Term Plan 
process (2018/2019} 

How should we strucbJre the rates for the Lower Waitaki 
River scheme? 

Option I: Change the way the scheme is paid tor. so that 10% 
of the schemes lX)Sts are paid fur as part of general rates, and 
90% by the Lower Waitakr Rwer scheme targeted rate 

~Option 2: Leave alt costs as 1()()% Lower Waitak1 River 
scheme targeted rate (status quoJ 

Do you support the following activities? 

Lake snow increased wort<plan i/Yes 

Lake restoration scopi1 ,g work /Yes 

Wallaby control ~Yes 

No 

No 

No 

Climate cMnge adaption (Clutha delta) Yes ./No 

Do you support the change to our Significance and 
Engagement policy for strategic assets? 

No 

Would you like to make comments or provide feedback on any of the other proposed changes? 

£.I. ,~ 00.s:t 1~.:> ... f,a.~f Tl,ei.. I fr,.<-- O~yo A1j't<>"'1&,, ( ('l)k~,-,l ()t:! s&ff 
((~H..,....bt/ '!Xaf /J.e, rrtkf~'t~:-.I 4<<"'e /1'\c;.!f~ slrtb,tt -hf~, e.;e.r,,.,,·re',S/~ '"'-le.J 

,;cr_cA S(! q11.J ~ I lf~s~ 6'k,f Or<! ~~l#r-<4 ;~ {4 qjkf&'Je!:~::!:nal/1::;::t~ ker . 
l<te;> 'JfW' t>/ttrc./1~ Cc,J',i -/o lhM1"-\<1-t 7hu1k 7~<. ff.a..~ t"' /-'~'/'"-:. ftt./,c · ,s. 

Want to refer to the lull draft Annual Plan for: .tional context when you're considering your submission? ::;; wa./c.i_l · . u/ 
You'll find it at www.orc.govt.nz/annualplan Hard oopies available on request from our Dunedin and Alexandra offices (contact details below) ':;J 1° 

~~(!{.,;~ --

~ Otago a annual.plan@orc.govt.nz s:J @otagoRC Dunedin Alexandra 

. Regional if 
lO Stallo,d Street Willlam Fraser Bui;diny 

=::::council q www.orc.govt.nz Find us on facebook Prcvare Gay 1954 Duno1tin9 Street 
Durn!Cfi:-, 90:54 Alexandr;,. 9320 

~ Freephone 0800 474 082 P03 474 0827 P()3'14R8~23 
F 034790015 F034486 2 

(8am to 5pm. Monday lo Frich1yl 



Your 
feedback 
please ... 

Tell us whether you support the proposed 1-ct 
changes to our work programme for 2017/2018. 
Use this form to share your feedback or submit online at: 
www.orc.govt.nz/annualplan 
You can also write or email your submlsslon to: 

Submissions close 12 May. 
Otago ReglOf'lal Council 
Freepost 497 

OTAGO REGIONAL COUNCIL a annual.plan@orc~ovt.~CEIVEO DUNEDIN 

Private Bag 1954 
Dunedin 9054 

1 0 MAY 2017 

Name 

Email 

fl l--· .J-.1-l·f. Mci<,tlop Organisation 
(if applicable} 

Addre&s 

DIR TO ..................................... . ---
I would Jike to speak with Council about ffi'./ submission. 
This would be In !he - starting 22 May. 

Yes /No 

If yes. please provide a contact phone number 

How do you think we should structure the rates for civil 
defence and emergency management? 

./ Option 1 · Uniform targeted rate ($25.89 per property}. 
Everyone in Otago pays the same amount - regardless of 
the value of their property. 

Option 2: 50% uniform targeted rate and 50% general 
rate. Half of the cost is In general rates, and hlllf is an equal 
amount paid by everyone 

Rural water quality 

Do yC>V support our water quality envlronmental risk-assessment 
programme? / Yes No 

Do you support a risk-based approach to dairy farm inspections 
for compliance monitoring? / Yes No 

Minimum flows and deemed water use permit replacement 

Do you support an accelerated programme to determine 
minimum !lows? / Yes No 

Do you support funding the deemed water use permit tranSition 
work from the Water Management Reserve? 

/ Yes No 

Public transport in the Wakatlpu Basin 

Do you support the increased subsidy of public r 
WaJ<atipu Basin? No 

Do you support extendi Wakatipu targeted rating area for 
· ude Jacks Point? Yes No 

When do you think we should open a new office in 
Queenstown? 

/ 
Option 1: Establish an office in Queenstown in the 2017/2018 
year 

Option 2 Deley proposal until 1he next Long Term Plan 
process (2018/2019) 

How should we stNctur• the rates for the Lower Waitaki 
River scheme? 

Option 1: Change the way the scheme is • so that 10% 
of 1he scheme's costs are paid for of general rates, and 
90% by the Lower Waita · · r scheme targeted rate 

Op1ion 2: · e all costs as 100% Lower Waitaki River 
targeted rate (status quo) 

Do you support the following activities? 

Lake snow increased workplan 

Lake restoration scoping work 

Wallaby control 

Climate change adaptiOn (Clutha delta) 

/ Yes 

/ Yes 

. ./ Yes 

,/ Yes 

Do you support the change to our Significance and 
Engagement policy for strategic assets? 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

Would you like to make comments or provide feedback on any of tt\e other proposed changes? 

,t ~"q~ ~(,\,p porf e~1~ to Mt'!11\ht.~ W.eftK! }eG()U~ l n 4 r-
1~ C ()V\t;f I hi>>'"\. Oe fio (Jr 11hr,1'\ 'W\.'11 f be hq /kif. 

# A!, h,r tv\fl./ re~,t{~+$ of rht- CJ~fh..t d,,L,~ ~ ;u,:w <PL MA~":!t1t-~1 ~ 
tl V d{.. J'1 • .. • A :J 1...... • , P~se MdedcTitronal'flaper as required. 

ve ~ a1,,1~ 1 '-(V~ 1-t, ~>'\l!llt\.T..CMHood l¢""1.fvolr~otra1-.. ,,Q.,e. ~J °' hi{Ji.. leve-1 
Want to refer to the full draft Annual Plan for additional context when you're considering your submission? 

You'll find it al www.orc.govt.n2/annua1plan. Hard copies available on request from our Dunedin and Alexandra offices (oontact details below) 

------·-· 

~ Otago a annual.plan@orc.govt.nz V @o;agoRC Dunedin Alexandra 

~ Regional 70 S1aft()rd Street William Fraser Building 

Q www.orc.govt.nz ff Find us on tacebook Private Bag 1954 Ouno<ling Stroot -..; Council nunedin 9054 Alexand,a 93'-0 

~ Freephone 0800 474 082 
p0347,4 0827 P034480063 
F0:34790015 F034486S24 1sam to 51)m, Monday to m:iay) 



Your 
feedback 
please ... 

Tell us whether you support the proposed :1(A 
changes to our work programme for 2017/2018. 
Use this fonn to share your fe«fback or submit online at: 
www.orc.gov1 .nz/annualplan 
You can also write or email your submission to: 

Submissions close 12 May. 

Otago Regional council 
Freepost 497 

annual.plan@orc.g roTA'GO REGIONAL COUNCIL 
RECEIVED DUNEDIN 

Private Bag 1954 
Dune<iin 9054 1 0 MAY 2017 

Name 

Fmail 

Organisation 
(if applicable} 

Address 

FILE No. • .......................... ~., .. 
DIR TO ................................... .. 

I would like to speak with Council about my submission: 
llis would be ,n the weeK stefliog n May 

Yes·~ 

II yes. please provide a contact phone number 

How do you think we should structure the rates tor civil 
defence and emergency management? 

/option 1: Uniform targeted rate ($25.89 per property). 
Everyone in Otago pays the same amount - regardless of 
the value of their property. 

Option 2: 50% unifotrn targeted rate and 50% general 
rate. Half of the cost is in general rates, and half is an equal 
amount paid by evety0na. 

Rural water quality 

Do you support our water quality environmental risk-asseoynen1 
programme? Yes ./ No 

Do you support a rLsk-based approach to dairy~ inspections 
for compliance monitoring? ../ Yes No 

Minimum flows and deemed water use permit replacement 

Do you suoport an accelerated programme to determine 
minimum flows? / Yes No 

lJo you support funding the deemed water use permit transition 
work from the Water Management Reserve? 

./ Yes No 

Public transport In the Wakatfpu Basin 

Do you supPQrt the increased subsidy of public transport ~e 
Wakattpu Basin? Yes v No 

Qt) you supf'l(,rt extending the Wakatipu targeterl rating area_)01 
public transport to ,nclude Jack's Point? Yes VNo 

When do you think we should open a new office in 
Queenstown? 

Option 1: Establish an office ,n Queenstown in the 2017 /2018 
year 

/option 2: Delay proposal until the next Long Term Plan 
process 1201 e,2019) 

How should we structure the rates for the Lower Waltak! 
River scheme? 

Option 1 · Change the way the scheme is paid for, so that 10% 
of the scheme's costs are paid for as part of g&neral rates, and 
90% by the Lower Waitak1 River scheme targeted rate 

~tion 2. Leave all costs as 100% Lower Waitakl River 
scheme targeted rate (status quo) 

Oo you support the followlog activities? 

Lake snow increased workplan 

Lake restoration scoping work 

Wallaby control 

Climate ~tiange adaption (Clutha delta) 

Do you support the change to our Signifloance and 
Engagement policy tor strategic assets? 

Yes No 

Would you like to make comments or provide feedback on any of the other proposed changes? 

Please add addit/o(JS/ paper as reqvired. 

Want to refer to the full draft Annual Plal\ for additional context when you're considering your submission? 
You'll find it at www.orc.9ovt.nz/annuaJplan. Hard copies available on request from our Dunedin and Ale>tanora offices (contact details below) 

----
~ Otago a annuaJ.plan@orc.govt.nz t7 @otayoRC Dunedin Alexandra 

70 Slnlfora Street Winiam Fraser 8u1klin9 
Regiooal 

~ www.orc.govt.nz if Find us on facebook Private B.<g 1054 Dunorli<'lg Street 

=::::0:mncn Ouneoin 9054 Alei<anc,a 9320 
PQ3474082i P034488063 

~ Freephone 0800 474 082 F03479001S F 03 448 6~§

2 5 18am to 5pm, Monday to Fri~ ,y) 



Your 
feedback 
please ... 

Tell us whether you support the proposed =f-\0 
changes to our work programme for 2017/2018. 
Use this fonn to share your feedback or submit online at: 
www.orc.govt.nz/annualplan 
You can also write or email your submission to: 

Submissions close 12 May. 

Name 

Email 

Otago Regional Council 
Freepost 497 
P<ivate Bag 1954 
Dunedin 9054 

Organisation 
(if applicable) 

Address 

annual.plan@orc. .'~GO REGIONAL COUNCIL 
RECEIVED OUNEOIN 

1 0 MAY 2017 
,.,uu••"'••••••••o•••••noht•tH 

t would like to speak with Council about my submission: Yes ~o 
Tusv.""'1 be inlheweek sfarting 22 May. 

tf yes, please provide a contact phone number 

How do you think we should structure the rates for civil 
defence and emergency management? 

Option 1 : Uniform targeted rate ($25.89 per property). 
Everyone in Otago pays !he same amount - regardless of 
the value of their property. 

t.,.A)ption 2: 50% uniform targeted rate and 50% general 
rate. Half of the cost is in general rates, and half is an equal 
amount paid by evefy'one. 

Rural water quality 

Do you support our water qualrty environmental ~k-assessment 
programme? /ves No 

Do you support a risk-based approach to dairy farm inspections 
for compfiance monitoring? VYes No 

Minimum flOW$ and deemed water use permit replacement 

Do you support an accelerated programme to deJermine 
minimum flows? Vves No 

Do you support funding the deemtld water use permit transition 
work from the Water Management Reserve? / 

V'Yes No 

Public transport In the Wakatlpu Basin 

Do you support the increased subsidy of public ~nsport in the 
Weka1ipu Basin? V'fes No 

Do you support extending the Wakatipu targete_;!Jating area for 
public transport to include Jack's Point? V Yes No 

When do you think we should open a new office tn 
Queenstown? 

Option 1: Establish an office in Queenstown in the 2017 /2018 
year 

~on 2: Delay proposal until the next Long Term Plan 
process (201812019) 

How should we sttucture the rates for the Lower Weltaki 
River 5c:heme? 

Option 1: Change the way the scheme is paid for. so that 10% 
of the schemes costs are paid ror as part of general rates. and 
90_}.bY the Lower Waital<i River schome targeted rate 

v--6ptioo 2: Leave all oosts as 100% Lower Waitaki R~,er 
scheme targeted rate (status quo) 

Do you support the following activities? 

Lake snow increased wor1<plan 

Lake restoration scoping work 

Wallaby control 

Climate change adaption (Clutha delta) 

Oo you support the change to our Significance and 
Engagement policy for strategic assets? / 

Vves 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

Would you like to make comments or provide feedback on any of the other.proposed changes? 

Please add 11dditionel paper as required. 

Want to refer to the full draft Annual Plan for additional context when you're considering your submission? 
You'll find it at www.orc,go>'l.nz/annualplan Hard copies available on request from our Dunedin and Alexandra offices (contact details below) 

~ Otago a annual.plan@orc.govt.nz t? @otagoRC Dunedin Alexandra 

Regiooal 
70 Stafford Streat Wilf1am Fraser B.Jildin9 

~ W\IIM•.orc.govt.nz if Find us on facebook Private Bao 1954 Ounorlinq Street =::::: Council Dunedin 9054 Alexandra 9320 

~ Freephone 0800 474 082 
P03474 0827 PO'J448~ 
F034790015 F03448 6 

(68m to 5pm, Monday lo Frid3Vl 



Your 
feedback 
please ... 

Tell us whether you support the proposed :=f \ \ 
changes to our work programme for 2017/2018. 
Use this form to share your feedback or submit onllne at: 
www.orc.govt.nz/annuafplan 
You can also write or email your submission to: 

Submissions close 12 May. 

Otago Regional Council 
Freeposl 497 

annual.plan@orc govt.m: 

Private Bag 1954 
Dunedin 0054 

Name 

Email 
C~1 

I would like to speak with Council about my submission: 
lNs V>WICI be in the Week S11lrofl9 22 May. 

If yes. please provide a contact phone number 

How do you think we should structure the rates for civil 
defence and emergenc~ management? 

\v( Option 1 · Uniform targeted rate ($25.89 per property). 
Everyone in otago pays the same amount - regardless of 
tile value of their property 

J Option 2: 50% uniform targeted rate and 50% general 
rate. Half of the cost is in general rates. and half is an equal 
amount paid by everyone. 

Rural water quality 

Do you support our water quality environmental risk-assessment 
programme? ,/ Yes No 

Do you support a risk-based approach to dairy fann inspections 
for complian::e monitoring? ../ Yes No 

Minimum 11ows and deemed water use pennit replacement 

Do you support an accelerated programme to detenn1ne 
minimum Hows? ./ Yes No 

Do you support funding the deemed water use permit transition 
work from the Water Mar.agement Reserve? 

/Yes No 

Public transport in th& Wakatipu Basin 

Oo you support the increased subsidy o1 public transport in the 
Wal<atipu Basin? Yes / No 

Do you svpporl extending the Wakatipu targeted rating area for 
public transport to include Jack's Point? ,,/ Yes No 

Organisation 
Qf applicable) 

OTAGO REGIONAL COUNCIL 
RECEIVED DUNEDIN 

1 O MAY 2017 
l'JI.E No. • ................................. . 
DIR TO ..................................... . 

When do you think we should open a new office in 
Queenstown? 

Option 1: Establish an office iP Queenstown in the 2017 /2018 
year 

V Oplion 2: Detay proposal until the next Long Tenn Plan 
process (2018/2010} 

How should we structure the rates for the Lower Waitaki 
River scheme? 

Option 1; Change the way the scheme is paid for, so that 10% 
of the scheme ·s costs are paid for as part of general rates, and 
90% by the Lower Waitaki River scheme targeted rate 

/ Option 2: Leave all costs as 100% Lower Wailak1 River 
scheme targeted rate (status QUO) 

Do you support the following activities.? 

Lake snow increased workplan 

Lake restoration scoping work 

Wallaby oonlrol 

Climate change adaption (Clulha della) 

Yes / No 

\/"Yes No 

V Yes No 

Yes v No 

Do you support the change to our Significance and 
Engagement policy for strategic a88eb? vves No 

Would you like to make comments or provide feedback on any of the other proposed chan9es? 

Please aad additional paper as required. 

Want to refer to the lull dra:11 Annual Plan for additional context when you're considering your submission? 
You'll find ii at www.orc.govt.nz/ann~alp!an. Hard copies available on requ.-st from our Dunedin and Alexandra offices (contact details below) 

~ Otago a annual.plan@orc.govt.nz ~ @otagoRC Dunedin Alexandra 

Regional 1 
70 Stalford Street Wilham Fraser Buildi1'19 

~ www.orc.govt.nz Find us on facebook p,,vate Sag 1954 Ounorl,ng Street ==:: C.Ouncil Dunedin 9054 Alexandra 9320 

~ Freephone 0800 474 082 
PC04740827 P03~48~27 F 034790015 F034486~1 

(8am to 5pm, Mollday to ~,id11y) 



.. ,our 
feedback 
please ... 

Tell us whether you support the proposed -=t\2 
changes to our work programme for 2017/2018. 
Use this form to share your feedback or submit onHne at: 
www.orc.gov1.nv'annualplan 
You can al.a wrtte or emall yoLW submission to: 

Submissions close 12 May. 

Otago Regi<lnal Council 
Freepc>st 497 

amua!.plan@ofc.govt.nz 

Private Bag 1954 
Dunedin 9054 

Name 

Email 

Organisation 
(if applicable) 

Address 

I would like to speak wi1h Council about my submission: 
fus ...,.., be in !he week 61anlng 22 May. 

Yes / No 
1 ·,r ~tYJ REGIONAL COUNCIL 

RF.CEIVED DUNEDIN 

Ir yes. please prOVide a con1aci phone number --
How do you think we should .structure the rates for civil 
defence al'1d emergency management? 

i/ Option 1 : Uniform targeted rate ($25.89 per property). . 
Everyone in Otago pays the same amount - regardless of 
the value of their property. 

Option 2: 50% uniform targeted rate and 50% general 
rate. Half Of the cost is in genoral rates, and halt is an equal 
amount paid by everyone. 

Rural water quality 

Do you support our water quality environmental risk-assessment 

programme? V Yes No 

Do you support a risk-based approach to dairy farm inspections 
for compliance monitoring? V Yes No 

Minimum flows and deemed water use permit replacement 

Do you support an accelerated programme to detennlne 
minimum flows? V Yes No 

Do you suPl)Ort funding the deemed water use permit transition 
work from the 'Nater Management Reserve? / 

v Yes No 

Public transport in the Wakatipu Basin 

Do you support the increased subsidy of public; transp0rt ,n the 
Wakatipu Basin? ../ Yes No 

Do you support extending the Wal<atipo targetep roting area for 
public transport to include Jack's Point? ,./ Yes No 

1 0 MAY 20J7 
Fll..E No. ·--......................... _ .. . 
. JtH IU ......................... , .. , ,,, ·•••• 

When do you think we should open a naw office In 
Queenst<>wn? 

/ Option 1 · Establish an office in Queenstown in the 2017 /2018 
year 

Option 2 l)ela, P<oPCSS! until the l"o('K( Loog Term Plan 
process 1201 a120191 

How should we structure the rates for the Lower Waitaki 
River scheme? 

/ Option 1: Change the way the scheme is paid for, so that 10% 
V of the scheme's costs are paid for as part of general rates, and 

90% by 1he Lower Wailakl River scheme targeted rate 

Option 2: Leave alt costs as 100% Lower Waitak1 River 
scheme targeted rate (status Quo) 

Do you support ttle following activities? 

Lake snow increased workplan 

Lake restoration scoping work 

Wallaby control 

Climate change adaption (Clutha delta) 

/Yes 

VYes 

\/""yes 
v Yes 

Do you support the change to our Signifieance an<! 
Engagement policy for strategic aHeta? 

._/' Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

Would :rou like to make comments or provide feedback on any of the other proposed changes? 

Pl&aSe add additional paper es req1Jired. 

Want lo refer 10 the full draft Annual Plan for additiooal conte~t when you're considering yaur submission? 
You' 11 lind it et www.orc.govt.nz!annualplan. Hard oopies available on reQuest from our Dunedin and Alexandra offices (contaci details below) 

----
~ Otago a annual plan@orc.govt.nz s:? @otagoRC Dunedin Alexandra 

70 Stalford Street Wi'liam Fraser Bulld1ng 
Regional 

Q www.orc.go\1 nz \f Find us on facebook Private Bag 1954 0'-'1oring Strs&! =::::: Cooncil Ounedin 9054 Al9JUlndra 9320 
P03474 0827 P03448S063 

~ Freephone 0800 474 082 F034790015 F004486f1g2a 
(8am to 5pm, Monday to Friday) 



Your 
feedback 
please ... 

Tell us whether you support the proposed =J-t~ 
changes to our work programme for 2017/2018. 
Use this fonn to share your feedback or submit onllne at 
www orc.govt.nz/annualplan 
You can also write or email your submission to: 

Submissions close 12 May. 

Ota.go Regional Council 
Freeµust 497 

annual.plan@o~.govt.nz 

Private Bag 1954 
Dunedin 9054 

Name 

Email 

Organisation 
(if applicable) 

Address I ! ',iA-~') REGIONAL COUNCIL 
Rf:CEIVED DUNEDIN 

I would flke to speak with Councn about my submission: Yes ../ No 
10 MAY 2017 Thls WO<lld be i~ the W8!t'.< .ra~,ng 22 May 

If yes, please provide a contact phone number 

How do you thlntr we should .structure u,. rates for civil 
defence and emergency management? 

./ Option \ : Uniform targeted rate ($25.89 per property). 
Everyone ,n Otago pays the same amount - regardless of 
the value of their property. 

Option 2: 50% urnform targeted rate and 50% general 
rate. Half of the cost i$ 111 general rates, end half is an equal 
amount paid by everyone. 

Aural water quality 

Do you support our viater quality environmental risk-assessment 
programme? y Yes No 

Do you support a risk-based approach to dairy lam, inspections 
tor compliance monitoring? ./ Yes Nu 

Minimum flows and deemed water use permit replacement 

Do you support an accelerated programme to determine 
minimum nows? .j Yes N0 

Do you support funding the deemed water use permit trti.nsition 
work from 1he Water Manai;iement Reserve? 

,/ Yes No 

Public transport in the Wakatipu Basin 

Do you sUppOrt the increased subsidy or put,llc transport In the 
Wal<atipu Basin? f Yes No 

Do you support extending the Wakatipu targeted rating area for 
pobrtc transport to inelude Jacks Point? ./ Yes No 

FILE No. .............................. _, 
om TO ............................. . 

When do you think we should o.,.n a new office In 
Queenstown? 

v Op lion 1: Establish an office in Queenstown in the 2017 /2018 
year 

Option 2; Delay prol)OSal until the next Long Term Plan 
process (2018/?019) 

How sttould we structure the rates for the Lower Wsitaki 
Aiver scheme? 

./ Option 1: Change the way the scheme is paid for, so that 10% 
at the scheme's costs are paid for as part of gentlf'aJ rates, and 
90% by the Lower Waitaki River scheme targeted rate 

Option 2: Leave all costs as 100% LowerWaitaki River 
sct1erne targeted rate (status quo) 

Do you support the foftowing activities? 

Lake snow incraase<i workplan 

lake resturation scoping work 

Wi1liatY{ control 

Cl1male change adaption (Ck.ltha delta) 

./ Yes 

f Yes 

J Yes 

./ Yes 

Do you i;upport the change to our Significance and 
Engegement policy for strategic auets? 

yYes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

Would you llke to make comments or provide feedback on any of the other proposed changes? 

Picas,, sdd adcJitlonal paper as requ1te<1. 

Want to ,eler to the full draft Annual Plan lo, additional conte!Ct wile~ you're considering your svbmlssion'? 
YOlf'U find II at wwv.•.orc.govt.nz/annualplan Hard copies available on request from our Dunedin and Alexandra offices (contact details b~low) 

-- - - ------- - --····--

~ Otago a annual.plan@orc.govt.nz V @otagoRC Dunedin Alexandra 

&:gmal 
~ 

70 Statford stree1 Wiliam Raser 8t.olding 

::::::::: Council ~ www.orc.govt.nz Find us on facebook Pnvate Bag 1954 Dunor~ng Street 
Dunedin 9064 Alexandra 9320 

~ FreephOne 0800 474 082 P03474 0827 P03 •488063 

(8~m to ~pm, Mondey lo Friday) F03479001S 1'0044861929 



Your 
feedback 
please ... 

Tell us whether you support the proposed '=i It 
changes to our work programme for 2017/2018. 
Use this form to share your feedback or submit online at 
www.orc.govt.nz/annualplan 
You can also write or emall your submission to: 

Submissions close 12 May. 

otago Regional CounCil 
Freepost 497 

annual.plan@orc.govt.nz 

Private Bag 1954 
Dunedin 9054 

~ame 

Email 

N. b. Ft~ . /'\ ' 
Organisation 
(if applicable) 

Address 
-· 

I .NAL COUNCIL 

I would like to speak with Council abOut my submlssior· 
Thi$ YIOl)ld ~ in tt\8 wee!< $tarting 22 Ma,/, 

Yes.../ No 
V DUNEDIN 

If yes, please provide a contact phone number 

How do you think we should structure the rates 1or civil 
defence and emergency management? 

./ Option 1: Uniform targeted rate {$25.89 per property) 
EvSfY()ne in Otago pays the same amount - regardless of 
the value of their property. 

Option 2: 50% uniform targeted rate and 50% general 
rate. Half of the cost ,s 1n general rates. and half is an equal 
amount paid by everyone. 

Rural water quality 

Do you support our waler quality enVironmental risk-assessment 
programme? / Yes No 

Do you support a risk-based approac11 to dairy farm inspections 
for compliance monitoring? ./ Yes No 

Minimum flows and deemed water use permit replacement 

Do you support an accelerated programme to ;ietermine 
minimum flows? ,/ Yes No 

Do you support funding the deemed water use permit transition 
work from the Water Management Reserve? / 

.....; Yes No 

Public transport In the Wakatipu Sa&il'I 

Do you support the increased subsidy of public transpo7 in the 
Wakatlpu Basin? Yes V No 

Do you support extending the Wakatipu targefed rating area for 
public transport to include Jack's Point? .J Yes No 

10 MAY 2017 
Fil£ ~. ., ................ , .................... . 

When do you think we should open a new office In 
Queenstown? 
./ OptioC'I 1. Establish an office in Queenstown in the 2017 /2018 

year 

Option 2: Delay proposal until the next Long Term Plan 
process (2018/2019) 

How should we structure the ratu for the lower Waitakl 
River scheme? 

Option 1: Change the way the scheme is paid for. so that 10% 
of the schemes costs are paid for as part of general rates, and 
90% by the Lower Waitaki River scheme targeted rate 

j Oplion 2: Leave all costs as 100% Lower Wattaki River 
scheme targeted rate (status quo) 

Do you support the following a1.tivities? 

Lake snow increased workplan 

Lake restoration scoping work 

Wallaby control 

Climate change adaption (Clulha delta) 

Yes 

,/ Yes 

/Yes 

Yes 

Do you support the change to our Significance and 
Engagement policy for stra~gic assets? 

~Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

Would you like to make comments or provide feedback on any of the other proposed changes? 

Please ado addif/onal paper as required. 

Wan! to refer lo the full draft Annual Plan for additional context when you're considering your submission? 
You'll find it at www.orc.govt.nz/annuatplan. Hard copies available on request from our Dunedin and Alexandra offices (contact details below) 

~ Orago a annual.plan@orc.govt.nz .t? @otagoRC Dunedin Ale,-<andra 

Regional {f 
70 Stefford Street William Fraser Building 

q www.orc.govt.nz Find us on facebook Private ea9 1954 Dunorling $11681 =:::: Council Dun001r, 9054 Alexacdra 9320 

~ Freephone 0800 474 082 
1"03 474 0827 ~g;~~b F034790015 

{llam to 5rim. Monday to F rid~f) 



Your 
feedback 
please ... 

Tell us whether you support the proposed :::,t 5" 
changes to our work programme for 2017/2018. 
Ui.e this form to share your feedback or submit online at: 
www.orc.govt.nz/annualplan 

: OT/\.GO REGIONAL COUNCIL 
RECEIVED DUNEDIN 

You can also write or email your submission to: 

St.lbmisslons close 12 May. 

Otago Regional Council 
Freepost 497 

annual.plan! Dorc.gflfzMAY 
2017 

• 
I Private Bag 1954 

Dunedin 9054 FlENo . .... - ... _ ..................... . 

Name 

Email 

Organisation 
(it applieable) 

Address 

l'IIR TO ·········-·········· .............. .. 

I would Uke to speak with Council about my subm1ssron: Yes VNo 
This would be in Ille wee!< starmg 22 May. 

II yes. please provide a contact phone number 

How do you think we should stru<:ture the rates for civil 
defence and emergency management? 

'V9P1ion 1: Urnform targeted rate 1$25.89 per property). 
Everyone in Olago pays the same amount - regardless of 
the value of their property 

OptiOn 2: 50% unlforrn targeted rate and 50% general 
rate. Half of the cost is in generaJ rates. and tJalf is an equal 
amount paid by everyone. 

Rural water quality 

Do you support our water quality environmental risk-assessment 
programme? VYes No 

Oo you support a risk-based approach to dairy J,arm 1nspectrons 
for compliance monitonng? ..,/ Yes No 

Minimum flows and deemed water use permit replacement 

Do you support an acceleraled programme to determine/ 
minimum flows? Yes v No 

Do you support funding the deemed water use permit transition 
work from Lha Water Managemenl Reserve? / 

V Yes No 

Public transport in the Wakatipu Basin 

Do you support the increased subsidy of publicymsport in the 
Wal<atipu Basin? v/ Yes No 

Do you support extending the Wakatipu target~ rating area for 
public transport to include Jack's Point? ./ Yes No 

When do you think we should open a new office In 
Q\lffnstown? 
/ Option 1: Establish ari office in Queenstown In the 2017 /2018 

year 

Option 2: Delay proposat until the ne.xt Long Term Plan 
process(2018/2019} 

Kow should we structure the rates for the Lower Waltaki 
River scheme? 

/option 1. Change the way the scheme 1s paid (or. so that 10% 
of the schem~'S costs ara paid for as part of general rates, and 
90% by the Lower Waitakl River scheme targeted rate 

Option 2. Leave an costs as 100% Lower Waitakl River 
scheme targeted rate (status quo) 

Do you support the folfowing activities? 

v'Yes Lake snow increased workptan 

Lake restoration scoping worl< /ves 
Wallaby control -/Yes 

No 

No 

No 

Climate change adaption (Clutha delta) Yes v'No 

Do you support the chang& to our Significance and 
Engagement policy for strategic assets? ./ 

V Yes No 

Pteese add additional paper as r&quired. 

Want to refer to the full draft Annual Plan for additional context when you're considering your submission? 
You'll find it at www.orc.govt.nz/annualplan. Hard copies available on request from our Dunedin and Alexandra offices (coniae1 details below) 

-- --

~~t a annual.plan@orc.govt nz tJ @otagoRC Dunedin Alexandra 

70 St811orcl St1'1!e: 'VVllham F,aser Building 

q www.orc.govt.nz ~ Find us on facebook Pnvate Bao 1954 Ounorlin9 Street 

=::: amncil Dunedin 905~ AlexanClra 9320 
P00474 0827 P:)2 4488063 

~ Freephone 0800 474 082 FOS479001S r-034486112931 
(8am to 5pm. Monday to Fnds'/l 



/ 

Your 
feedback 
please ... 

Tell us whether you support the proposed :=f-HO 
changes to our work programme for 2017/2018. 
Use this fonn to share vour feedback or aubmit onllne at: 
www.orc.goYt..nz/annuaJplan 
You can also write or email your submission to: 

Submissions close 12 May. 

Otago Regional Council 
Freepost 497 

annual.plan@orc.govt.n:z 

Private Bag 1954 
Dunedin 9054 

Name 

Email 

Organisation 
(if applicable) 

Address 

-- OlAGO REGIONAL COUNCIL 
RECEIVED DUNEDIN 

. 0 MAY 2017 

I would like to speak with council abOut my submission. 
Thi& woold be in the week $1311i~ 22 May. 

Yes ._A( •••••••••tu•-.••u,,,,u .. •••••••lh 

lf yes, please provide a contact phone number 

How do you thtnk we should structure the rates for civil 
.defence and emergency management? 

\/' Option 1: Uniform targeted rate ($25.89 per property). 
Everyone 1n Otago pays !he same amount - regardless of 
the value of their property. 

Option 2: 50% uniform targeted rate and 50% general 
rate. Half of the coot is in general rates, and half is an equal 
amount paid by everyone. 

Rural water quality 

Do you support our water quality environment; risk·assessment 
programme? V Yes No 

Do you support a risk-based approach to dairy ;rm inspections 
for compliance monitonng? \/ Yes No 

Minimum flows and deemed water use permit replacement 

Do you support an accelerated programme to Jetermine 
minimum flows? V Yes No 

Do you support funding the deemed water use permit transition 
work from tne Water Management Reserve? / 

V Yes No 

Public transport In the Wakatlpu Basin 

Do you support the increased subsidy of publftransport in t11e 
Wakatipu Basin? V Yes No 

Do you support extending the Wal<atipu targeted rating area for 
public transport to include Jacks Point? V Yes No 

When do you think we should open a new office in 
Queenstown? 

Option 1: Establish an office in Queenstown in the 2017/2018 
year 

/ Option 2: Delay proposal until the next Long Term Plan 
process (2018/2019) 

How should we B1rUctuN$ the rates for the Lower Waitakl 
Ri11er scheme? 

./' Option 1: Change the way the scheme is peid for, so that 10% 
of the scheme's costs are paid for as part of ganetal rates, and 
90% by the Lower Waitaki River scheme targeted rate 

Option 2· Leave all costs as 100% Lower Waitaki River 
scheme targeted rate (status quo) 

Do you support the following ai:tlvities? 

Lake snow increased 'WOl'kplan 

Lake restoration scoping work 

Wallaby control 

Climate change adaption (Clutha delta) 

VYes 

/;Yes 

v' Yes 

./ Yes 

Do you supPQrt the change to our Significance and 
Engagement policy for strategic assets? 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

~·y.~--:.k-4 7 
~·~s< ~~0o. 

Would you like to make comments or provide feedback on any of the other proposed changes? 

~A(~ ~J ~IY/'O. 

Please edd edditional paper as required. 

Want to refer to the fvll draft Annual Plan for additlonal conte><t when you're considering your submission? 
You'll find it at www.orc.govt.nz/annua1plan. Hard copies available on request ftom our Dunedin and AJel(andra offices (contact details below} 

- --- --
~ Otago a annual.p1an@orc.govt.nz t7 @otagoRC Dunedin Alexandra 

Regional 1f 
70 Staff:1rd Street Willam Fraser Building 

q www.orc.govl.nz Find us on facebook Pro;ate Bag 1954 Ouno,ling Street =::::: Council Ounedi!l 90S4 Alexandra 9320 

~ Freephone 0800 474 082 
."004740827 P034408063 
i'034790015 F0344o8S2 

(8am to 5pm. Mooooy to Frrday) 



Your 
feedback 
please ... 

Tell us whether you support the proposed ,-ft 
changes to our work programme for 2017/2018. 
Use thfs form to share your feedback or submit online at: 
www.orc.govt.nz/annuaJplan 
You can also write or email your submission to: 

Submissions close 12 May. 
Olago Regional Council 
Freepost 497 

annuaf.plan@orc.govt.nz 

Private Bag 1954 
Dunedin 9054 

Name 

Email 

Organisation 
(if applicable) 

Address 

01AGO REGIONAL COUNCIL 
RECEIVED DUNEDIN 

1 0 MAY 2017 

I would like to speak with Council about my submission: 
Tlis would be ,n ~ wed< start11>9 22 May 

Yes X No 
RU: No. • ........ - ... -····-
DIR TO .......................... . 

If yes. please provide a contact phone number 

How do you think we should structure the rates for chill 
defence and emergency management? 

y Option 1 · Uniform targeted rate ($25.89 per property) 
/ "" Everyone 1n Olago pays the same amount - regardless of 

the value of their property. 

Option 2: 50% uniform targeted rate and 50% general 
rate. Half of the cost is in general rates, and hall is an equal 
amount paid by everyone. 

Rural water quality 

Do you suppart our water quality environmental risk-assessment 
programme? X.. Yes No 

Do you support a risk-basej approach to dairy farrn inspections 
for compliance monitoring? X Yes No 

Minimum flows and deemed water use permit replacement 

Do you support an accelerated programme to determine 
minimum flows? J?< Yes No 

Do you support funding the deemed water use permit transition 
wor1< from the Water Management Reservev 

(' Yes No 

Public transport in the Wakatipu Basin 

Do you support the increased subsidy of public transport in the 
Wakatipu Basin? X Yes No 

Do you support extending tt ,e Wakatipu targeted rating area for 
public transport to incll.J<ie Jack's Point? x· Yes No 

When do you think we should open a new off,ce in 
Queenstown? 

Option 1. Establish an offJCe in Queenstown in the 2017/2018 
year 

Option 2: Delay proposal until the next Long Term Plan 
process (2018/2019) 

How shou?d we structure the rates for the Lower Waltaki 
River scheme? 

X Option 1 : Change the way the scheme is paid for. so that 10% 
of the scheme's costs a~ paid for as part of general rates, and 
90% by the Lower WaitakJ River scheme targeted rate 

Option ~: Leave all costs as 100% LO\'Ver Waitaki River 
scheme targeted rate (status quo} 

Do you support the following activities? 

Lake snow increased worl<plan 

Lake restoration scoping work 

Wallaby control 

Climate change adaption (Ch.Jtha delta) 

w ,·, a:~ ?>~,/} 

)( Yes 

.X Yes 

X.. Yes 

X. Yes 

'te.s 
Do you support the change to our Significance and 
Engagement policy for strategic assets? X 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

Would you like to make comments or provide feedback on any of the other proposed changes? 

Please add additional paper as ,equite<i. 

Want to refer lo the lull draft Annual Plan for add~ion.al context when you're considenng your submission? 
You'll find ii at www.orc.govt.nz/ann11alplan. Haro copies available on request from our Dunedin and Alexandra offices (contact details below) 

~ Otago a annual.plan@orc.govt.nz tJ 
Regional 

Q www.orc.govt.nz 1f ::::=:: C.OUncil 
Qg Freaphone 0800 474 082 

(8am lo 5pm, Monday to Friday) 

@otagoRC 

Find us on facebook 

Dunedin 
70 Stafford Street 
Pnvate B~g 19S4 
Dunedin91lM 
P03 474 OS27 
f 0347900\5 

Alexandra 
W~liam Fraser 6uitding 
Dur1ort1ng Street 
Alexandra 9320 
P0~446~6~ 
F03448~.:)3 



Your 
feedback 
please ... 

Tell us whether you support the proposed "':J-\ &' 
changes to our work programme for 2017/2018. 
Use this fonn to share your feedback or submit online at 
www.orc.govt.nl/annua1plan 
Vou can also write or email your submJssion to: 

Submissions close 12 May. 
£.l Otego Regional Council id! annual.plan@oo g{,~~g REGIONAL COUNCIL 
~ Freepost 497 L@ CEIVED DUNEDIN 

6::i~954 
t O MAY 2017 

Name 

Email 

Organisation 
(if applicable) 

Address 

,,,,,. .. 
C>IA m· ..,,, ........ _ ... ..,_ ....... ..._ .. 

•••o• ,.., .... ,, ........... ,,u·•<>•o•• 

1 would like to speak with Council about my submisSion· 
ThlS wood be k'l lhe VII)& Sl.l<lf19 2~ M;,y, 

Yes /No 

If yes, please provide a contact phone number 

How do you think we &hould strvcture the rates for civil 
defence and emergency management? 

..,/Option 1: Uniform targeted rate ($25.89 per property). 
Everyone in Otago pays the same amount - regardless of 
the value of their property 

Option 2: 50% uniform targeted rate and 50% general 
rate. Half of the cost is in general rates, and half is an equal 
amount paid by eveiyone. 

Rural water quality 

Do you support our water quality environmental risk-assessment 
programme? .,/ Yes No 

Do you support a risk-based approach to dairy farm inspections 
for compliance monitoring? v Yes No 

Minimum flows and deemed water use permit replacement 

Do you support an accelerated programme to detemi1ne 
minimum nows? v Yes No 

Do you support funding the deemed waler use permit transition 
work from the Water Management Reserve? 

/Yes No 

Public transport In the Wakatipu Basin 

Do you support the increased subsidy of public transport in the 
Wakatipu Basin? Yes ./ No 

Do you support extending the Wakatip1.1 targeted rating area for 
public transport to include Jack~ Point? / Yes No 

When do you think we should open a new office In 
Queenstown? 

Option 1. Establish an office in Queenstown in the 2017/2018 
year 

/ Option 2; Delay proposal until the next Long Tenn Plan 
process (2018/2019) 

How should we structure the rates for the Lower Waitakl 
River $Cherne? 

Option 1: Change the way the scheme is paid for. so that 10% 
of the scheme's costs are paid for as part of general rates. and 
90% by the Lower Waitaki River scheme targeted rate 

./ Option 2· Leave all costs as 100% Lower Waitaki River 
schame targeted rate (status quo) 

Do you support the following activities? 

Lake snow increased workplan Yes 

Lake restOl'ation scoping work ./Yes 

Wallaby control Yes 

Cfimate change adaption (Clutha delta) Yes 

Oo you support the change to our Significance and 
Engagement policy for strategic a&sets? 

Yes 

/No 

No 

/No 

/No 

Would you like to make comments or provide feedback on any of the other proposed changes? 

I/ ILtY., /tlft.,,ecrse 1vr n,,k.; ~/. ~ h-e N4e.11 ,~f.%,,·ho...,, 11> t.e~s;. ~.,., J..;t.. Iv, 9;'1)f,I<, 

IV;-f>j'JIV'-\~l./.k> e,"'« JJ e111rre 6,,old'M"f e,/. 1-h w,:;.,-.;.J-. f.l.edW!.e f('.yv/Gt'.J ,/-0 S-/..4>/t-th,,.-y 

re.rw~,.._,~h 0,-c( l"'~WU> fl"fl,}e; ./o lt?s> 11.,e,.., :i/. 1,.-,e.y.,t..;1~ / /P hOf nPP/'l.ft:.t"'f ..-r;;~; • 
.-, · . I Pl~a'f'!) add additional paper as f8C{Uirl!KI. 
rt ~ ?"vi~~ ~{~ /t,yw,e&.fE II? tz,,.,t'0't h tt)fc;l!y W,,,q~Ctyht.6,/e_ 

Want to refer to the tull draft Annual Plan for additional context when you're considering your submission? 
You'll find it at www.orc.govt.nz/annualplan. Hard copies available on request from our Dunedin and AleX!lndra offices (coritact details below} 

-----· ·---

~~ a annual.plan@orc.govt.nz s.? @otagoRC Dunedin Alexandra 
70 Stalford Stm~t Wimam Fraser 8u1tdi119 

Ci\ www.orc.govt.nz if Find us on facebook Pm1a10 Bag 1954 Dunorling Street :=:::::: C.Ouncil DuMdin9054 A:exandra 9320 
P03474 0827 P034486i 

~ Freephone 0800 474 082 f034790015 f0344861 34 
(8am lo 5pm. Mooday to Friday) 



Your 
feedback 
please ... 

Tell us whether you support the proposed =,.. fi 
changes to our work programme for 2017/2018. 
Use this form to share your feedback or submit online at 
www.OfC.govt.nz/annualplan 
You can also write or emall yoQr submission to: 

Otago Regional Council 
Freepost 497 Submissions close 12 May. 
Private Bag 1954 
Dunedin 9054 

a 
10 MAY 2017 

Name 

Email 

Organisation 
(if applicable) 

~ 

I would like to speak with Council about my submiss!on: Yes /No 
This WOUid be in the ,veek Sl3rtinQ 22 May. 

Af yes, please provide a contact pnone number 

How do you think we should structure the rate5 for cilnl 
.defence and emergency management? 

/"Option 1: Uniform targeted rate ($25.89 per property). 
Everyone in Otago pays the same amount - regardless of 
the value of their property 

Option 2· 50% unifonn targeted rate and 50% general 
rate. Half of the cost 1s ,n general rates. and hal1 is an equal 
amount paid by everyone. 

Rural water quality 

Do you support our water quality e1wlronment~sk-assessment 
programme? ,/ Yes No 

Do you support a risk-based approach to dairy)arm inspections 
for compliance monitoring? \/ Yes No 

Minimum flows and deemed water use permit replacement 

Do you support an accelerated prograrnm'3 to stetermine 
minimum flows? ./ Yes No 

Do you support funding the deemed water use permit tra'1sition 
work from the Water Management ReseNe? /' 

v Yes No 

Public transport in the Wakatipu Basin 

Do you support the increased subsi!Jy of public transport i_l) the 
Wakatiµu Basin? Yes ./ No 

Do you support extending the Wakatipu largetgP rating area for 
public transport to include Jack's Point? r.,/ Yes No 

When do you think we should open a new office in 
Queenstown? 

Option 1: Establish an office in Queenstown in the 2017/2018 
yea, 

/ Option 2: Delay proposal until the next Long Term Plan 
process (2018/2019) 

How should we 81r\N:tUre the rates for the Lower Waitakl 
River scheme? 

Option 1: Change the way the scheme rs paid for, so that 10% 
of the scheme's costs are µaid tor as part of general rates, and 
90% by the Lower Wartaki River scheme targeted rate 

/option 2: Leave RII costs as 1 00% Lower Waitakl River 
scheme targeted rate (status quo) 

Do you support the following activities? 

/Yes Lake snow increased wor1<plan 

Lake restoration scoping work /Yes 

WaHaby control /yes 

No 

No 

No 

Climate change adaption (Clutha delta} Yes /No 

Do you support the change to our Significance and 
Engagement policy for strategic assets? ./ 

Yes No 

Would you like to make comments or provide feedback on any of the other proposed changes? 

Please sdd additional paper as required. 

Want to refer to the lull draft Annual Plan for additional context when you're oonsldenng ywr submission'> 
You'll find it at www.orc govt.nz/annualplan. Hard copies available on request from our Dunedin and Alexandra offices (contact details below) 

.. 

• 

-- - -

~ Crago a annual.plan@orc.govt.nz ~ @otagoRC Dunedin Alexandra 
70 Stafford S11ee1 Wi!Oam FraS<)f Bu1ldin9 

Regional q www.orc.govt.nz 1f Find us on facebook Priveto Sag 1954 Dunorling Stre31: 

=::::eouncil Dunedin 9054 Ale•3nclra 9320 
P03 ~74 0827 P00448606~ 

~ Freephone 0800 474 082 ~034790015 F0344061~35 
(8am to 5pm, Monclay to Frl~ay) 



Otago Regional Council 
Submission on Draft Annual Plan 2017 /18 
Private Bag 1954 
Dunedin 9054 

7rti May, 2017 

OTAGO REGIONAL COUNCIL 
RECEIVED DUNEDIN 

1 O MAY 2017 
Flt..£ f'fio. • ............... ~ ................ .. 
DIR tO ..................................... . 

I would like to make a submission to the Annual Plan of the Otago Regional Council. 

Community Heating Project. 

I am part of a small group that is wishing to establish a Community Heating initiative. The 
composition and aims of the group were set out in a letter which I sent to the ORC CEO, Peter 
Bodeker and to Stephen Woodhead, Chair of the ORC on the 271h February, 2017. 

That letter is appended below and included a request for acknowledgement of the letter as well as a 
substantive response. 

Neither an acknowledgment or response was ever received. 

On the 1ott• March, 2017, I attended a Horticultural Open Day at Leaning Rock Cherries. This open 
day was also attended by several ORC Councillors including Stephen Woodhead and in conversation 
with Stephen he advised that the request for funding had been discussed between himself and Peter 
Bodeker. 

On the 161
h March, 2017 I again met Stephen Woodhead as well as Peter Bodeker at the funeral of 

Maggie Lawton at Wanaka. We all discussed my letter and I was advised that my request for funding 
had been discussed and a decision would be forthcoming. 

On the 301
h March, after receiving no communication from anyone at the ORC I sent an email which 

is also appended below. No response has ever been received. 

To say that we are disappointed so far is an understatement. 

We believe that this initiative is at the core of ORC interests, that there is an ongoing issue with the 
quality of air in the Alexandra/Clyde basin during winter, and that this group has solutions which will 
mitigate the problems of air quality. 

We are frustrated at not even receiving an acknowledgement of our communications, but would like 
a substantive response to our request for the small amount of requested support for our initiative. 

I would like to speak in support of this submission in Alexandra. 

Yours sincerely 

Russell Garbutt 
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Peter Bodeker 
Chief Executive 
Otago Regional Council 
Private Bag 1954 
Dunedin 

Cc 
Stephen Woodhead 
Chairman 
Otago Regional Council 

Dear Peter 

COMMUNITY HEATING INITIATIVE 

Following a public talk a little over a year ago by Greg Bodeker of Bodeker Scientific where the 
subject of community heating was discussed, I met with both Greg and Jono Conway also of Bodeker 
Scientific and subsequently with Fraser Jonker, CEO of Pioneer Energy, and Geoff Kemick, a private 
heating scientist. 

As a result of these conversations we determined that we would like to progress a programme of 
investigating the ways in which a variety of ways of heating community areas such as commercial or 
residential properties could be provided. 

Initial work has been carried out by Bodeker Scientific which shows that significant amounts of 
renewable energy can be readily obtained from large rivers such as the Clutha River. In addition, 
Geoff Kernick has recently visited a community heating project in Scotland and Pioneer are also 
active in pursuing installations using renewable and environmentally friendly technologies. 

We are also aware of the high desire of both the ORC and the community to find alternative sources 
of heating that could mitigate the current high levels of air pollution in Alexandra during the winter 
months. 

It is our plan to set up a Charitable Trust to attract funding to enable a proof of concept installation 
to be built and the first step to do so is to engage appropriate legal advice to set up the Trust. We 
have been advised by AWS Legal that the cost of doing so will be approximately $2,000. The purpose 
of this letter is to request funding from the ORC to enable this to happen. 

The proposed purposes of the Trust are: 

Investigate ways and means to utilise naturally available resources to heat public or community 

buildings, 
to liaise with other community groups and organisations to fulfil the primary aim of the Trust, 

937 



Thu 30/03/2017 9:17 a.m. 
'Stephen.Woodhead@orc.govt.nz'; 'Peter.Bodeker@orc.govt.nz' 

Dear Stephen and Peter 

I am pleased that we were able to briefly meet at the Horticulture NZ day in Alexandra and at 
Maggie's funeral in Wanaka and be able to put faces to names. 

I was wondering if there was any further information that either of you require before coming to a 
decision to fund our group's process to form a Charitable Trust? While the sum requested is a 
modest one, it is an essential step in the process of attracting funds to support the group's aims to 
develop innovative solutions to the current problems around air quality in the Alexandra/Clyde basin 
- amongst other things. 

We are all anxious to get the Trust up and running as fast as possible, and if there is any further 
information that you would like in order to come to a decision then please don't hesitate to contact 
me. 

Kind regards 

Russell Garbutt 

939 



to raise funds to implement installations in public or community buildings to prove viability of 
community heating, 
to promote sustainable heating sources and minimise the use of fossil fuels to heat public and/or 
community buildings, 
to promote research into technologies to advance the aims of the Trust 

The proposed members of the Trust would be: 

Jono Conway, Research Scientist, Bodeker Scientific 
Fraser Jonker, CEO, Pioneer Energy 
Geoff Kemick, Heating Engmeer 
Russell Garbutt, Vincent Community Board member 

Hope to receive acknowledgement of this letter and a favourable response to our request. 

Yours sincerely 

Russell Garbutt 
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Janelle Houliston 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Andrew Shand <noreply@jotform.com> 
Wednesday, 10 May 2017 11 :06 a.m. 
Gemma Wilson; Annual Plan 
Re: Draft Annual Plan 2017/18 -Andrew Shand 

j G joraft Annual Plan 2017/18 

Name 

Organisation 

E-mail 

Address 

I would like to speak with 
Council about my 
submission (week starting 
22 May) 

If yes, please provide a 
contact number 

Andrew Shand 

Public Health South 

Yes 

How do you think we 
should structure the rates Option 1: Uniform ta rgeted rate ($25.89 per 

property). Everyone In Otago pays the same amount 
for civil defence and 

- regardless of the value of their property. 
emergency management? 

Any comments? Emergency management is the responsibility of 
everyone regardless of property value and size. In 
our opinion option one should be retained with a 
uniform targeted rate across all properties. 

Do you support our water 
quality environmental risk- Yes 
assessment programme? 

Do you support a risk-
based approach to dairy 
farm inspections for 
compliance monitoring? 

Any comments? 

Yes 

Consultation with key stakeholders and landowners 
is a very important investment. While a big task, we 
believe visiting each of the landholders over the 
next three years will provide an excellent platform 
upon which a catchment based risk management 
assessment framework can be developed. The 
changes proposed by Plan Change GA places the 
onus on landholders to ensure that discharge limits 
are not exceeded. This represents a significant shift 
in thinking. Carrying out assessments in five 
catchments each year (assuming they will be 
targeted based on risk), will go some way to 

1 

721 
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Do you support an 
accelerated programme to 
determine minimum 
flows? 

Do you support funding 
the deemed water use 

determine where additional restrictions and 
monitoring/compliance is required. 

Yes 

permit transition work for Yes 
the Water Management 
Reserve? 

Any comments? Given the importance of water for drinking water 
supplies and contact recreation we support any 
activity that improves supply security and quality. 
We believe that more effective allocation of water 
resources has the potential to do both; therefore we 
support any programme that accelerates the 
potential to mitigate risks to public health. 

Do you support the 
increased subsidy of public 

Yes 
transport in the Wakatipu 
Basin? 

Do you support extending 
the Wakatipu targeted 
rating area for public Yes 
transport to include Jack's 
Point? 

Any comments? The proposed improvements in public transport in 
the Wakatipu Basin should serve to reduce vehicle 
emissions and increase physical activity in the area. 
Physical activity is associated with many positive 
health outcomes for individuals, including reducing 
the risk of obesity. Currently around two in every 
three adults and one in three children are either 
overweight or obese in the Otago and Southland 
region (1). 
(1) 
Regional results from the 2011-2014 New Zealand 
Health Survey. Ministry of Health: Wellington, 2016. 
http://www. health.govt. nz/pu blication/regional
results-2011-2014-new-zealand-health-survey 
(accessed Feb 7, 2017) 
The additional support extending to the Jack's Point 
area is likely to be extremely beneficial as subsidised 
fees will enable the community to access services in 
Queenstown/Frankton more easily. Extending the 
area will ensure that people utilise these subsidised 
services and reduce traffic congestion and 
associated pollution. We suggest Hadley Downs is 
also included because it will contribute to future 
proofing for intended growth of the area. 

2 
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When do you think we 
should open a new office 
in Queenstown? 

Any comments? 

How should we structure 
the rates for the lower 
Waitaki River scheme? 

Any comments? 

Lake snow increased 
workplan 

Climate change adaption 
(Clutha delta) 

Any comments? 

Do you support the change 
to our Significance and 
Engagement policy for 
strategic assets? 

Any comments? 

Would you like to make 
comments or provide 
feedback on any of the 
other proposed changes? 

Option 1: Establish an office in Queenstown in the 
2017/2018 year 

Given the increased population, the environmental 
needs, and a need to service the new Urban 
Transport Arrangements effectively, we support the 
establishment of a Wakatipu Office as soon as 
practicable. 

Option 1: Change the way the scheme is paid for, so 
that 10% of the scheme's costs are paid for as part 
of general rates, and 90% by the Lower Waitaki 
River scheme targeted rate 

While this is more likely to affect ratepayers and 
those immediately in the Lower Waitaki area, we 
feel there is a high probably of benefits for the 
whole region and therefore a portion should be 
allocated from general rates. 

Yes 

Yes 

We have had evidence to suggest that lake Snow 
has been affecting the efficacy of domestic water 
treatment systems in the Queenstown-lakes 
District. 
Along with the work in the South Dunedin area, we 
support any funding towards investigation and 
initiatives to deal with potential sea level rise 
associated with climate change. 

Yes 

We support changes to the significance and 
engagement policy as it relates to upgrading assets 
aimed at improving the efficacy of the flood control 
scheme. We understand there will be a need to 
dispose of "old" flood control assets, therefore 
changes will be necessary so they can be sold or 
otherwise disposed of without having to go through 
a public consultation phase. 

We note and support the intention to plan and 
report on the quality of water in the Shag Rlver and 
Catlins River estuaries. We also note the intention to 
start monitoring in the Kaikorai and Tokomairiro 
estuaries; we also support this work. We appreciate 
the ongoing effort the council is making to monitor 
cyanobacteria in recreational waters and reporting 
to key agencies that this work is being undertaken. 

We understand that preliminary consultation on a 

3 
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plan change to address human sewage including on
site treatment systems (septic tanks) is a focus over 
the next year. Public Health South supports any 
investigative work in this area to determine the 
collective effects of septic tanks in townships and 
for subdivision (for example, in Clyde and 
Glenorchy). 

We would also like to support the Otago Regional 
Council on plans to introduce a recreational water 
monitoring programme across Otago. We 
understand this will be contingent upon all the 
Territorial Authorities buying into the process 
including that of information on public health risks 
of bathing areas. 

You can edit this submission and view all your .submissions easily. 

4 
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Janelle Houliston 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Victoria Bonham <noreply@jotform.com> 
Wednesday, 10 May 2017 1:32 p.m. 
Gemma Wilson; Annual Plan 
Re: Draft Annual Plan 2017/18 -Victoria Bonham 

! l!J joraft Annual Plan 2017 /18 

Name 

E-mail 

Address 

I would like to speak with 
Council about my 
submission (week starting 
22 May) 

If yes, please provide a 
contact number 

Victoria Bonham 

Yes 

How do you think we 
should structure the rates Option 1: Uniform targeted rate ($25.89 per 

property). Everyone in Otago pays the same amount 
for civil defence and 

- regardless of the value of their property. 
emergency management? 

Do you support our water 
quality environmental risk- No 
assessment programme? 

Do you support a risk-
based approach to dairy 
farm inspections for 
compliance monitoring? 

Any comments? 

Yes 

Our waters are in critical decline through pollution -
we do not have the luxury of 3 yrs while we make 
assessments -water quality should of been fully 
monitored and tested prior to now showing that our 
water quality is in serious trouble and needs urgent 
help and protection. Regulation and management 
needs to be put in place now - zero tolerance for 
cattle grazing waterways and good practise 
standards essential - not negotiable over 3 years . 
there should be restrictions on new and existing 
dairy operations· they must show a good 
management plan re our water or should not be 
allowed to operate. We must have a zero tolerance 
to water pollution from our farms fines should be 
given to anyone not complying .Dairy farms should 
be rated according to size - and also to their risk -
good responsible farming practice should not be 
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Do you support an 
accelerated programme to 
determine minimum 
flows? 

Do you support funding 
the deemed water use 

penalised because of the irresponsible and reckless 
.Enough talk more action 

Yes 

permit transition work for Yes 
the Water Management 
Reserve? 

Any comments? As a district councillor and member of the Vincent 
community board - of the Manorburn dam reserve 
and Galloway irrigator - I have been following the 
deemed permit transition closely - I have attended 
drop ins - workshops and listened to ORC talk at 
council. I have asked many questions that I have 
put in writing requested meetings and information 
and have heard nothing. I am very disappointed in 
the lack of communication on this as shared by 
others on various boards . I cannot see how such 
important decisions can be made without 
transparency - sharing of knowledge and discussion 
- I also ask for an absolute ban on bottling permits 
and a revoke of permits already issued and not used 

Do you support the 
increased subsidy of public 

No 
transport in the Wakatipu 
Basin? 

Do you support extending 
the Wakatipu targeted 
rating area for public No 
transport to include Jack's 
Point? 

Any comments? I believe the bus service is mostly utilised by tourists 
and students - not locals . This is feed back I have 
got from talking to residents - anyone living in the 
Jacks Point area is likely to be in the higher socio 
economic area and would have and choose their 
own transport methods. I believe future planning is 
best served by linking towns 

When do you think we 
should open a new office 
in Queenstown? 

Any comments? 

How should we structure 
the rates for the lower 
Waitaki River scheme? 

Option 2: Delay proposal until the next Long Term 
Plan process (2018/2019) 

More urgent issues that warrant spending at hand -
non urgent projects should not hold priority tax 
payer is getting squeezed enough 

Option 1: Change the way the scheme is paid for, so 
that 10% of the scheme's costs are paid for as part 
of general rates, and 90% by the lower Waitaki 
River scheme targeted rate 
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Lake snow increased 
workplan 

Lake restoration scoping 
work 

Wallaby control 

Climate change adaption 
(Clutha delta) 

Any comments? 

No 

No 

No 

Yes 

Lake snow- my understanding is that weed and 
algae compete so when you remove weed from a 
water way it creates opportunity for algae to 
flourish - I am all for cleaning up our water ways by 
encouraging a restoration back to its own 
ecosystem - by removing pollutants- chemical run 
off and sprays - We don't need more people and 
more talk we need the right people with common 
sense and knowledge 
Lake Restoration scoping work - My family have 
lived at lake Hayes for 40 yrs It was a pristine 
beautiful lake once commercially trout fished , we 
have slowly watched it deteriorate over the years 
excellerated by the development of the walking 
track - contributing factors are obvious pollution of 
contributries feeding the lake from golf course 
pesticide run off and fertilisers -chemical sprays -
live enzymes use in snow making -the removal of 
the wetlands ( natural filter} human excrement and 
rubbish around the water edge and the over 
allocation of the taking of water for residential areas 
and new subdivisions- Its not rocket science and Im 
sure the other lakes and water ways will be 
burdened by similar issues - if you ask the residents 
everyone will have an opinion most will be new to 
the area and wont have any understanding or 
knowledge ( a waste of time ) Sort out the 
contributing issues and you wont have a problem -
ask the people that know 
Wallabies There has been talk that a virus may be 
introduced to control wallabies and rabbits - I am 
totally opposed to the releasing of viruses its an 
incredible bio security danger and extremely risky 
proposition - not to mention a cruel and inhumane 
death causing great suffering ~and the risk of 
transmutation is always possible - Galloway station 
has just won a National award for pest management 
- this has been done by regular shooting and has 
reduced the population of rabbits to nearly zero . 
This method works well offers employment - is 
environmentally friendly and allows opportunity for 
pelts and meat to be used - All pest control should 
be given opportunity to become a resource and self 
funded - viruses and 1080 and other such poisons 
should NOT and NEVER be an option -
Environmentally lethal - totally inhumane -
economically disastrous and ethically damning the 
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Would you like to make 
comments or provide 
feedback on any of the 
other proposed changes? 

poisoning of New Zealand will not only impact our 
environment our wildlife and see the end of many of 
our protected birds - it will effect each and every 
one of us and our families I would also be interested 
to know the information confirming the wallaby 
migration into Otago- how significant is this? What 
damage has been done ? 

I support extra funding for urgent prioritised 
matters that benefit the whole community - I do not 
support non urgent ORC premises and wage 
increases . We need less talk and more action more 
wisdom and common sense - better communication 
and be community friendly - I do NOT support cruel 
indiscriminate poisoning of our wildlife and 
environment - pest management is opportunity for 
business and resource - as with the wilding pines -
With global warming impacting more on our 
environment we need to be focusing on planting 
more trees - The removal of wilding pines should be 
replaced with native trees - A lot of these trees 
contribute to erosion prevention and should be 
replaced - Spraying should never be used because of 
the environmental impact and potential to 
contaminate soil and water ways - For those that 
have a hatred for wilding pines I can show you 
something 100 times aesthetically worse a forest of 
dead wilding pines - and a fire hazard waiting to 
happen - Thankyou for your time 

You can edit this submission and view all your submissions easily. 
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Janelle Houliston 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Tessa Mills <noreply@jotform.com> 
Wednesday, 10 May 2017 4:17 p.m. 
Gemma Wilson; Annual Plan 
Re: Draft Annual Plan 2017/18 -Tessa Mills 

I [!] joraft Annual Plan 2017 /18 

Name 

Organisation 

E-mail 

Address 

I would like to speak with 

Tessa Mills 

New Zealand Marine Studies Centre 

Council about my No 
submission (week starting 
22 May} 

Would you like to make 
comments or provide 
feedback on any of the 
other proposed changes? 

Submission from: New Zealand Marine Studies 
Address: PO Box 8, Portobello, DUNEDIN, New 
Zealand, 9048 Email: 
Phone: Manager: Tessa Mills, 
Date: 22 August 2017 
Attn: Otago Regional Council 

Submission on ORC Draft Annual Plan 2017/18 
Background 
The New Zealand Marine Studies Centre (NZMSC} is 
part of the Marine Science Department at the 
University of Otago. Our mission is to foster 
understanding and appreciation of New Zealand's 
unique marine environment and responsibility 
towards its conservation. 

We aim to help every New Zea lander develop an 
enduring understanding of, and interest in, New 
Zealand's marine realm through an interactive 
partnership with New Zealand's schools, 
communities and families. 
We deliver a range of marine-themed school 
programmes and public outreach activities. We 
produce many resources which are available free of 
charge for educational use, including a set of highly 
acclaimed seashore ID guides. One of our recent 
projects is the development of a citizen science 
project, Marine Metre Squared, which enables the 
monitoring of the shores around New Zealand. 
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Comments on the ORC Draft Annual Plan 2017/18 
The NZ Marine Studies Centre believes that the 
coastal environment is a precious resource and 
supports strategies for its efficient monitoring. It is 
essential to maintain and protect a healthy natural 
environment and preserve and enhance the 
environment for the future. 

Engaging people and helping them to see their 
connection to and dependence on the sea is very 
important in this regard. 

PROMOTION AND ENGAGEMENT: With our focus on 
the marine world, the ORC's support for activities to 
highlight the sea and human impacts upon it would 
be valued. 

One way this might be done is for ORC to give 
financial support for a local Seaweek coordinator. 
Seaweek is held annually in March. Many 
organisations get involved, but the event has only a 
voluntary coordinator, and much more could be 
done if there was a paid coordinator for the Otago 
region. See seaweek.org.nz 

MONITORING AND ENGAGEMENT: ORC needs 
baseline data so they can measure changes to the 
environment and biodiversity. From a marine 
perspective this means monitoring the quality of our 
seawater and the biodiversity of marine life. 

The NZMSC has developed a citizen science project 
called Marine Metre Squared (Mm2). This both 
engages the public and monitors the biodiversity of 
the intertidal zone. 

Anyone can participate and contribute to the Mm2 
project by monitoring a lm x lm square patch of 
their local shore once every season. All they need to 
do is count the animals and plants they find and 
record them on a data sheet that can be uploaded 
to our website. 

By joining Mm2 people will find out more about 
shore life, collect valuable scientific information 
about the distribution and abundance of seashore 
animals and plants, investigate what changes occur 
over time and compare with other regions. It is an 
excellent way for people to engage, monitor and 
take responsiblllty for their local environment. 

Mm2 has been used in schools to engage students 
in conservation issues such as supporting 
recommendations for marine protected areas. Mm2 
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Janelle Houliston 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Hi, 

Nigel Paragreen < N.Paragreen@fish-game.org.nz> 
Wednesday, 10 May 2017 6:16 p.m. 
Annual Plan 
Fish and Game Submission on Annual Plan 2017/2018 
170510 ORC Annual Plan 2017-2018 Submission.pdf 
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Please find attached a submission on behalf of the Otago Fish and Game Council regarding the Draft Annual Plan 
2017/2018. If I can provide any additional information please get in touch. 

Cheers, 

Nigel Paragreen I Environmental Officer 
Otago Fish and Game Council 
PO Box 76, Dunedin 90S4 
CM Hanover and Harrow Street, Dunedin 

P 0272 050 395 I E planning@fish-game.org.nz I W www.fishandgame.org.n2 

This email has been filtered by SMX. For more Information visit smxemail.com 
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was also used in the "Sediment and Seashores" 
project which was developed in 2016 to study the 
impact of dredging and sediment disturbance on 
important rocky intertidal communities in the Otago 
Harbour. 

The NZMSC has developed ID guides, videos and 
many other support materials for this project. Mm2 
has already been taken up by some schools, 
community groups and individuals. The adoption 
and promotion of the project by ORC would be 
mutually beneficial. See mm2.net.nz 

We would also like to acknowledge another valuable 
monitoring project that was developed by a teacher 
(Andrew Innes} when he was a Royal Society 
Teacher Fellow at the NZMSC in 2004. The project, 
"Healthy Harbour Watchers", is a community-based 
water quality monitoring programme that facilitates 
analyses of the water in Otago Harbour on a regular 
basis. See 
neon.otago.ac.nz/outreach/harbourwatch/ 

Projects such as Healthy Harbour Watchers and 
Marine Metre Squared are essential in gathering 
baseline data so that changes in the environment 
and biodiversity can be monitored in the years 
ahead. 

Summary: 
Engage people and their connections to the marine 
environment by: 
- Supporting and promoting Seaweek 
- Adopting the Marine Metre Squared project 
- Adopting the Healthy Harbour Watchers project 

You can edit this submission and view all your submissions easily. 
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10May2017 

Otago Regional Council 
70 Stafford Street 
Dunedin, 9016 

To Whom It May Concern, 

F~l!~ 
~ame 
NEW ZEALAND 

RE: Submission on Draft Annual Plan 2017 /2018 

Thank you for providing the opportunity for the Otago Fish and Game Council (Fish and Game} to 
provide a submission on the Draft Annual Pion 2017/2018. Below, I have provided the submission on 
behalf of Fish and Game. I would be pleased to discuss the submission content in further detail 
should you find it necessary. 

Yours faithfully 

Nigel Paragreen 
Environmental Officer 

Background 

Fish and Game Submission 

[1] This is a submission from the Otago Fish and Game Council (Fish and Game) on the Draft Annual 
Plan 2017/2018, as notified by the Otago Regional Council. 

(2) Fish· and Game is the statutory manager of sports fish and game resources within Otago. It is the 
manager of these species but no direct powers to protect their habitat (in most cases). As such we 
rely on the Local Government Act and the Resource Management Act processes {RMA) in order to 
fulfil our statutory functions. Healthy aquatic ecosystems are central to sustaining productive fish 
and game populations. 

[3] We request to be heard at any oral hearing convened to consider this proposed annual plan. 

Water Quantity 
(4] Fish and' Game supports the ongoing minimum flow setting processes across Otago. With the 
October 2021 deadline rapidly approaching it is imperative that these processes be adeq~ately 
resourced to cope with the increased workload. 

(5) In line with the above, Fish and Game also supports the accelerated minimum flow process on 
the basis that we would like to see a swift and smooth transition from deemed permits to RMA 

consents. 

Statutory managers of freshwater sports fish, game birds and their habitats 

Otago Fish and Game Council 
Cnr Hanover & Harrow St5, PO Box 76, Dunedin 9054, New Zealand. Telephone (03) 477 90 .~~ 

www.fishandgame.org.nz 



161 The focus so far on encouraging the creation of catchment management groups by water users 
for the deemed permit transition process is encouraging. Fish and Game believes that group 
management of shared water resources is the most effective approach to long term water 
management in the region. In the short term, group management presents an opportunity to stream 
line the renewal process and reduce pressure on Fish and Game staff when the organisation is 
identified as an affected party. Fish and Game is supportive of the group approach to this process 
and would like to see adequate funding available to engage with and support water users effectively. 

[7J It is noted that some catchment management groups have been encouraged to undertake 
deemed permit transitions through RMA consenting processes alone, rather than being supported 
by a minimum flow plan change. Fish and Game would be supportive of adequate funding be_ing set 
aside for the ORC to engage with these groups. We believe such groups will have elevated resource 
requirements compared to a run of the mill water permit renewal - as with minimum flow 
processes. 

[8J For the above work, Fish and Game is supportive of utilising funds from the Water Management 
Reserve. 

Water Quality 
[9) The successful implementation of Plan Change 6A, with its 2020 water quality compliance 
deadline, is of great importance of Fish and Game. To this end, we support the environmental risk
assessment programme at the property level. We are also encouraged by the planned assistance to 
help landholders achieve the required compliance standards. 

[8] Following on from the above point, Fish and Game sees opportunities to utilise catchment 
management groups as a supportive community structure to assist with meeting 6A compliance 
standards. Adequate funding for facilitation and engagement, as is provided for on water quantity 
issues, would assist greatly in a smooth transition to improved water quality for the whole of Otago. 

[10) Fish and Game is very supportive of the risk based approach to compliance and monitoring. We 
believe that strong compliance monitoring and enforcement activities are a critical aspect of 
improving Otago's water quality and require adequate resources to meet that end. 

[11] The preliminary consultation of both the identified water quality plan changes (human sewage 
and stormwater discharges) is supported by Fish and Game. Urban, or non-rural, water quality plan 
changes are seen as complementary to the 6A plan change and necessary to improve Otago's water 
quality. 

t 

Pest Management 
(12) The plan_ned review of the Pest Management Strategy is supported by Fish and Game. Due to 
the impacts on sports fish and game bird habitat, we have an interest in controlling the adverse 
impacts of any introduced fauna which have the potential to increase sediment loss or any 
introduced flora which may alter the morphology and/or natural character of waterways. 

[13] Fish and Game also supports the continuing development of the Biodiversity Strategy for Otago 
this year. 
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Janelle Houliston 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Barbara Sloan <noreply@jotform.com> 
Wednesday, 10 May 2017 7:41 p.m. 
Gemma Wilson; Annual Plan 
Re: Draft Annual Plan 2017/18 - Barbara Sloan 

j 0 joraft. Annual Plan 2017 /18 

Name 

E-mail 

Address 

Would you like to make 
comments or provide 
feedback on any of the 
other proposed changes? 

Barbara Sloan 

This is not a comment on a proposed change - but 
on 9 May 2017 we in Waikouaiti experienced a 
'smoke full' day resulting from a rural burnoff 
between Palmerston and Waikouaiti and sending 
smoke as far as Dunedin. This was a beautiful clear 
sunny day which we as residents really appreciate 
going into winter. This resulted in most properties in 
Waikouaiti experiencing an ash snow phenomeon 
which apart from the mess possibly caused health 
concerns for many people due to the amount of 
smoke generated from this event. Surely such 
events like this should not be allowed and makes a 
joke of emissions alleged to be caused by home 
wood burners and the like. If this is to be allowed 
for farming properties in an Open Fire Season are 
we having to experience this on a yearly basis as we 
suffered the same situation last year 
when a large amount of forestry rubbish was burnt 
over a week in the Ramrock Road area in 
Waikouaiti? It seems farming properties seem to 
have a preference over anyone else in burning off 
rubbish. Surely one law for all. 

You can edjt this submission and yiew all your submissions easily. 
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[14) Additional funding for Lake Snow research is supported by Fish and Game. 

Waterway Management. Safety and Hazards 
[15J Fish and Game supports the ongoing management of rivers for flood protection. In these 
matters, it is important to balance ecological and human needs. As one example, gravel aggradation 
can pose a flood risk; however, gravel banks are also a resource which is distributed downstream 
during high flows and provides habitat for future salmonid spawning. Fish and Game is supportive of 
the continued development and implementation of River Morphology and Riparian Management 
Plans with the aim of getting this balance right. 
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Janelle Houliston 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Raymond Millar <noreply@jotform.com> 
Wednesday, 10 May 2017 8:02 p.m. 
Gemma Wilson; Annual Plan 
Re: Draft Annual Plan 2017/18 - Raymond Millar 

! G joraft Annual Plan 2017/18 

Name 

E-mail 

Address 

Raymond Millar 

I would like to speak with 
Council about my 
submission (week starting 
22 May} 

Yes 

How do you think we 
should structure the rates 
for civil defence and 
emergency management? 

Option 2: 50% uniform targeted rate and 50% 
general rate. Half of the cost is in general rates, and 
half is an equal amount paid by everyone. 

Do you support our water 
quality environmental risk- No 
assessment programme? 

Do you support a risk
based approach to dairy 
farm inspections for 
compliance monitoring? 

Yes 

Any comments? Not just the Dairy Industry, we all have to look to 
our present actions and change. 

Do you support an 
accelerated programme to 
determine minimum 
flows? 

Do you support funding 
the deemed water use 

Yes 

permit transition work for Yes 
the Water Management 
Reserve? 

Do you support the 
increased subsidy of public 
transport in the Wakatipu 
Basin? 

Do you support extending 
the Wakatipu targeted 
rating area for public 
transport to include Jack's 
Point? 

Yes 

No 
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When do you think we 
should open a new office 
in Queenstown? 

Any comments? 

Lake snow increased 
workplan 

Lake restoration scoping 
work 

Wallaby control 

Climate change adaption 
(Clutha delta) 

Any comments? 

Do you support the change 
to our Significance and 
Engagement policy for 
strategic assets? 

Would you like to make 
comments or provide 
feedback on any of the 
other proposed changes? 

Option 2: Delay proposal until the next Long Term 
Plan process {2018/ 2019) 

New Office for What, 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Would be very interested working with a group on 
Lake Restoration. 

Yes 

Yes 

You can edit this submission and view all your submissions easily. 
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Janelle Houliston 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Megan Williams <noreply@jotform.com> 
Wednesday, 10 May 2017 10:49 p.m. 
Gemma Wilson; Annual Plan 
Re: Draft Annual Plan 2017/18 • Megan Williams 

I 0 joraft Annual Plan 2017 /18 

Name 

E-mail 

Address 

I would like to speak with 
Council about my 
submission (week starting 
22 May) 

If yes, please provide a 
contact number 

Megan Williams 

Yes 

How do you think we 
should structure the rates Option 2: 50% uniform targeted rate and 50% 

general rate. Half of the cost is in general rates, and 
for civil defence and 

half is an equal amount paid by everyone. 
emergency management? 

Do you support our water 
quality environmental risk-
assessment programme? 

Do you support a risk-
based approach to dairy 
farm inspections for 
compliance monitoring? 

Do you support an 
accelerated programme to 
determine minimum 
flows? 

Do you support funding 
the deemed water use 
permit transition work for 
the Water Management 
Reserve? 

Do you support the 
increased subsidy of public 
transport in the Wakatipu 
Basin? 

Any comments? 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Why Queenstown? You should consult with the 
community to establish where it will best be 
located! Cromwell, Wanaka? Adding onto current 
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Lake snow increased 
workplan 

Lake restoration scoping 
work 

Wallaby control 

Climate change adaption 
(Clutha delta) 

Any comments? 

facilities perhaps? 
But yes more presence and activity in Central Otago. 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

The money for lake restoration work is woefully 
inadequate. Lake Snow is one of the obvious issues 
the lakes are facing. 
By the time impacts become obvious, the actions 
required to return a lake to a "healthier" state are 
expensive and will have negative impacts on the 
community. 

Successful management is facilitated with 
community engagement, working alongside 
regulators and scientists. The community has 
indicated strongly a wish to be proactive and 
develop and implement a collaborative water 
management plan. The regional council ORC should 
be a key lead in this with substantial investment. 

You can edit this submission and view all Your submissions easily. 
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Janelle Houliston 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subjed: 

Jonathon Rowe 
Thursday, 11 May 2017 8:15 a.m. 
Annual Plan 
Otago Council feedback 

Scanned with FasterScan HD 
http://itunes.appIe.com/ app/id5336164 38 ?mt=S 
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Your 
feedback 
please ... 

Tell us whether you support the proposed 
changes to our work programme for 2017/2018. 

.,/: 
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5(10/2017 Draft Annual Plan 2017/18 

Draft Annual Plan 2017 /18 
Tell us whether you support the proposed changes to our work programme for 
2017/2018 

Name 

First Name Last Name 

E-mail 

Organisation 

Central Otago District Council 
If applicabl& 

Address 

I would like to speak with Council about my submission (week starting 22 May) 

Yes •' No 

If yes, please provide a contact number 

Civil defence and emergency management 

,', 

fWI Otago r_ !i Regional 
::;= Council 

How do you think we should structure the rates for civil defence and emergency management? 

• Option 1: Uniform targeted rate ($25.89 per property). Everyone in Olago pays the same amount - regardless of the value of 
their property. 

Option 2: 50% uniform targeted rate and 50% general rate. Half of the cost is in general rates, and hall is an equal amount 
paid by everyone. 

Any comments? 

/. 

Rural water quality 

https :Jlfrxm .jolform .cc/otagoRC/draft-annual-plan-201718 961 
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5(10/2017 Draft Annual Plan 2017/18 

Do you support our water quality environmental risk-assessment programme? 

• Yes No 

Do you support a risk-based approach to dairy fann Inspections for compliance monitoring? 

Yes No .''I C ..,. "-;,""'-t_.,.,,,,o rt 

Any comments? 

The economic impact of all water quality proposals 
and plans must be considered carefully. 

Minimum flows and deemed water use permit replacement 

Do you support an accelerated programme to determine minimum flows? 

• Yes No 

Do you support funding the deemed water use permit transition work for the Water Management Resetve? 

,I; Yes No 

Any comments? 

The hasty determination of minimum flows in the 
Central Otago District ts of crucial importance in 
order that irrigators know what level of take may be 
available for consents following expiry of deemed 
permits. 

Public transport In the Wakatipu Basin 

/• 

Do you support the increased subsidy of public transport in the Wakatipu Basin? 

Yes No 

Do you support extending the Wakatipu targeted rating area for public transport to include Jack's Point? 

Yes No 

Any comments? 

https://form .jotform .co'olagoRC/draft-annual•plan-201718 
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&10/2017 Dr aft Annual Plan 2017/18 
r 

As this does not impact on our ratepayers, we make 
no submission on these points 

Queenstown office 

/, 

When do you think we should open a new office in Queenstown? 

Option 1 : Establish an office in Queenstown In the 2017/2018 year 

Option 2; Delay proposal until the next Long Term Plan procesl:l (2018/2019) 

Any comments? 

As this does not Impact on our ratepayers, we make 
no submission on these points 

Lower Wattaki River scheme 

/ 

How should we structure the ratei. for the Lower Waitaki River scheme? 

·• Option i: Change the way lhe scheme is paid for, so that 10% of lhe scheme's costs are paid for as part of general rates, and 
90% by the Lower Waitaki River scheme targeted rate 

Option 2: Leave all costs as 100% Lower Waitaki River scheme targeted rate (status quo) 

Any comments? 

Do you support the following activities? 

Lake snow increased workplan 

'!' Yes No 

Lake rHtoratlon scoping work 

963 
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5/10/2017 

• Yes 

Wallaby control 

• Yes 

No 

No 

Climate change adaption (Clutha delta) 

• Yes No 

Any comments? 

Council is very concerned with the level of lake 
snow is nearby lakes and trusts that the amount 
of resource and funding allocated in this Annual 
Plan is adequate. Ensuring that lake snow is 
prevented from becoming a problem in lakes and 
waterways in this District is vitally important. 

Draft Annual Plan2017/18 

Do you support the change to our Significance and Engagement policy for strategic assets? 

• Yes No 

Any comments? 

,: 

Would you llke to make comments or provide feedback on any of the other proposed changes'? 

Submit 

htlps'l/form.jotform.co/otagoRCfdraft-annual-plao-201718 

/. 
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Your 
feedback 
please ... 

~~~~~~~-12:0 
Tell us whether you support the proposed 
changes to our work programme for 2017/2018. 
Us. this fonn to share your feedback or submit onlln& at 
www.orc.govt.nz/annuatplan 

CEIVED 
1 2 MAY 2017 

You can also write or email your submission to: 

Submissions close 12 May. 
Otago Regional Council 
Freepost 497 

annual.pJan@orc.govt.n 

Private Bag 1954 
Dunedin 9054 BY: J·~t..1... 

Name 

Email 

Organisation 
~f applicable) 

Address 

I 
,., ... ~0 REGIONAL COUNCIL 

RECEIVED DUNEDIN 
I would like to speak with Council about my submission: .../ Yes 
TllS "~uld l:!e in the v,eek Slartfnil 22 Ma)•. 

No 
1 0 MAY 2017 I ~ILE No. . ..................... -.. ........ . 

If yes, please provide a contact phone number 

How do you think we should structure the rates for clvll 
defence and emergency management? 

~ Option 1: Uniform targeted rate ($25.89 per property). 
Everyone in Otago pays the same amount - regardless of 
the value of their property. 

Option 2: 50% uniform targeted rate and 50~ general 
rate. Half of the cost is in general rates. and hatt is an equal 
amount paid by everyone. 

Rural water quality 

Do you support our water quality environmental nsk·assessment 
programme? V Yes No 

Do you support a risk-based approach to dairy farm inspections 
for compliance monltonng? Yes No 

~ v,) 
Minimum flows and deemed water use permit replacement 

Do you support an accelerated programme to .9eterm1ne 
minimum flows? .,/ Yes No 

Do you support funding the deemed water use permit transition 
_JJi_ work from tl1e Water Management Reserve? 

~ b.') Yes No 

Public transport in the Wakatipu Basin 

Do you support the increased sut>sicty of public transport in the 
Wakatipu Basin? .../ Yes No 

Do you support extending the Wakatipu targeted rating area for 
public transport to include Jack's Point'? ../ Yes No 

DIR ro ..................................... . 

When do you think we shou~n a new office In 
Queenstown? · Q. =) 

Option 1: Establish an office in Queenstown ln the 2017 /2018 
year 

Option 2: Delay proposal until the next Long Term Plan 
process (2018/2019) 

How should we structure the rates for the Lower Waltaki 
River scheme? 

...,,I Option 1: Change the way tM scheme is paid for. so that 1 0% 
of the scheme ·s costs are paid for as part of general rates, and 
90% by the Lower Waltakl River scheme targeted rate 

Option 2. Leave all costs as 100% Lower Waitaki River 
scheme targeted rate (status quo) 

Do you support the following activities? 

LaKe snow increased workplan 

Lake restoration scoping worn 

Wallaby control 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

Climate change adaption (Clutha delta} Yes No 

On~ S...pfC,.1 Abovrs. ·,~·:fvnJeJ pce,:ft.j ~ '.k.raeTe.J . 
Do you support the change to our Significance and ~""'~ 
Engagement policy for strategic assets? ../ 

.., Yes No 

Would you llke to make comments or provide f~baek on any of the other proposed changes? , , l 
et) V,o,,t S"w\.w.,..t r,e.,.o a.~.;b ... $,'u.. $'hc. .... \d- bcz.. loe~J~ '"' C("'e ....... ~el 

_. ~~ loc.e..."-,w ~ ~lc.Q.. ~ ~<:>~orizo.4 Ch~ t-c ~bt.5i..\-,~. 

bJ ~ 4$ho-lol \oe._ Cl\,~ rc.f<Z,. CO-i.\p&>.-,~+ ~~ ~5 0 .. v,~ 

c:) Nuul 4.> kf\~ {4 cr,1te-r1~ -to ~.e. a.pfl,e4 ,·/'7sa:J;~~0;:rr;.zs~k~~-+t, 
Want to reter to the full draft Annual Plan for additional cont&xl when you·re oonsidering your submission'? .I • C ~"'10-\ ./. 

You'll find it at www.orc.govt.nz/annuali:,tan Hard copies availebfe on reque!>t from our Dunedin and Atexan<:lra olfi~s (contact details below) • 

---- ·-------,,,~ a annual.plan@orc.govt.nz V @otagoRC Dunedin Alexandra 

\f 
70 Stat1ord Street William Frase, Building 

.===: Council Q www.orc.govt.nz Find us on tacebook Privat~ 8ag 195-1 Dunorliri9 Slree• 
Dunedin 9054 Alexandra 9320 

~ Freephone 0800 474 082 PCJ3474 0$27 P004t;8S063 
F 00 -179 0015 F03448965 (88111 I•> !lp,n, Monc,ay to Frl(lay) 



Submission ORC Works Programme 

2017/18 

Submitting in regard to lower Taieri Flood Protection Scheme. 

The Annual Plan states for flood protection schemes the performance measure is to 

"Maintain and renew flood mitigation works to ensure design standards are met." 

My concern is that lack of work on willow and other vegetation as well as sediment build up 

ls reducing the capacity of the main Lower Taierl River to handle high flood flows. 

The evidence of this is shown in the photos attached; 

The first photo shows the dramatic increase in willow growth from 1976 to 2017 In the 

Taieri river channel south of the Allanton bridge. This is not the only example of this choking 

of the channel by wlllows; It is general from Outram to Henley. 

This problem is extenuated by the breaking off of large branches and logs which are being 

trapped in the various bridges on the Taieri River particularly the Otokia SH 1 traffic bridge 

where ever increasing amounts of drift wood are having to be removed after each high flow 

event. 

The second photo shows the railway bridge at Otokia where there are four main channel 

spans. Two of the spans now carry minimal flows because willow and other vegetation and 

major sediment build up. In the past this sediment has been removed but has not been 

done for many years now. This area has been identified as a choke point in the flood 

channel by the ORC so anything that reduces flow is critical to maintaining flood capacity. 

Desired Outcome; 

That the ORC ensure willows are removed to maintain flood flow capacity. 

That the ORC remove sediment build up in flood channel choke points. 

That the ORC hold local ratepayer meetings to explain the works programme for the Lower 

Taieri Flood Protection scheme and justify the proposed 9. 75% rate increase for this 

scheme. 
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Your 
feedback 
please ... 

Tell us whether you support the proposed -:J~ 
changes to our work programme for 2017/2018. 
Use this fonn to sllare Your feedback or submit onllne at: 
www.orc.govt.nz/annualplan 
You can also write or email your submission to: 

Submissions close 12 May. 

Otago Regional CouncU 
Freepost 497 a annual.p!an@orc.govt.nz 

Private Bag 1954 
Dunedin 9054 

Name 
II 

Organisation 
(if appHcable) 

Ema,1 
( . ~ ' - . 

f would like to speak with Council about my submission; / Yes 
111i& would be In lh;, Wo'31, lilart,ng 22 May. 

If yes, please provide a contact pt,one number 

How do You 1hlnk we should structure the rates for civil 
defence and emergency management? 

Option 1 · Uniform targeted rate ($25.69 per property) 
Everyone In Otago pays the same amount - regardless or 
the value or their property 

/ Option 2: 509o urirtorm targeted rate and 50'l.. general 
rate. Half Of the COSl is In general rates, and hall is an equal 
arr,ouot paid by everyone 

Rural water quality 

Do you support our water quality ent/ironmental ris"-ass~cnt 
programme? Yes ../ No 

Do you support a nsk-based approach to dair,,ta,m inspections 
~ t°'.complia?::':monitoring? ...,.- v' Yes No 

11\ WWJ ~EC:t.;j)I;;"'.;) }HE. ~ '1. ?_ 

Minimum flows and deemed water use pennlt replacement 

Do you support an acoeferated programme to detemlino/' 
minimum flows? Yes ../ No 

Do you support funding the deemed water use permit transition 
work from the Water Management Reserve? ~ 

1~~ '8\~~ ~i~e, ~ ~ue ~
0 

Public transport In the Wakatipu Basin 

Do you support the increased subsidy of public transporyo the 
Wakatipu Basin? . Yes ../ No 

Do you support extending the Wakatipu targeted rating area for 
public transport to include Jack's Point? Yes v No 

:Jdress 

No 

OTAGO REGIONAi. COUNCIL 
RECEIVED DUNa>IN 

11 MAY 2017 
fllE~ .......................... --

When do you think we should open a new office In 
Queenstown? 

Option 1 · Establish an office in Queenstown in the 2017 /2018 
year 

~ OpliOn 2: Delay proposal u,tU lht> next Long Tenn Plan 
process (2018/2019) 

How should we strvctunJ the rates for the Lower Waltakl 
River scheme? 

Option 1: Change the way the scheme is paid ror, so that 10% 
of the scheme's costs are paid for as part of general rates, and 
90% by the Lower Waitak1 River scheme targeted rate 

/ Option 2: Leave all -:osts as 100% Lower vVaitaki River 
scheme targeted rate {status quo) 

Do you support the following activities? 

Lake snow increased workplan 

Lake restoration scoping work 

Wallaby control +£?~-c5 
Climate change adaption (Clutha delta) 

./ Yes No 

Yes ./ No 

./ Yes • No 

Yes i/' No 

Do you suppc>rt the change to our Significance and 
Engagement policy for strategic assets? 

\'<"\oR~~e~ 
~~~~~ 

Yes No 

~ Would you llke to make comments or provide feedback on any of the other proposed cha~~ , '\ "\• 
~ ::r~ 1o..>-~ Go~~ o~~ A..:>~~~ :J:.~ ~/ .\~ \1-JH!C?x\ _),. N"') 

~ 'io'v.. \NI.W... , Y ... ~1:,: c~~ ~ ~)<:l"C:)~ ~"\ ~~(:)v-;~ • 

o~~~ ~a~~~- 0 
Q,~~~ ~~~ f:rnQ.r..~ ~~\JB r~~~-\Z~;G:. ~~"'~~ ~ ~~ ~ . Pleasesddadd1lionatpaparasrequired. 

Want to refer to the full draft Annual Plan for additional context when you're considering your submission? 
You'll find ,tat www.orc.govt.nv'annualplan. Hard copies available on ~uest from our Dunedin and Afexandra offices (contact detalls below) 

··---- ----,,,Otago a annual.plan@orc.govt.nz V @otagoRC Dunedin Alexandra 

Regional 'ff 
70 Slallord S1reat WIiiiam Fraser Building 

=:::::eouncil Q www.orc.govt.nz Find us on facabook Private Bao 195.t Dunorling S1'1let 
OV/ledln 9i.l54 Alex.indr:R 9320 

~ Freephone 0800 474 082 
P0047" 082i P03448~ 
F 0347~0015 f0344t\ . 9 

(!lam tQ 5pm. M0rtday to fritld)') 



Your 
feedback 
please ... 

-~~~~~~~~~~-1~ 
Tell us whether you support the proposed 
changes to our work programme for 2017/2018. 
lJ8a 1fris form to &hare your feedback or submit onllne at 
www.orc.govt.nz/anoualplan OUNCI\. 
You can also write or email your submission to: OT~=N'iotN 

submissions close 12 May. 
Otago Regiooal Counc~ 
Freepost -t97 

l(4 annuai.plaMofc. povt.nz1 1 MAY 2017 
Private Bag 1954 
Dunedin 9054 ~ ND . ....... _ .... ,_ ........ - ........ . 

Name 

Email 

Organisation 
(if applicable) 

Address 

Inoa 10 .. .. ................. . .... . 

I would like to speak with Council abOut my StJbmission: Yes ./No 
Th,s W<">Ulr;l bn in II>'• - -1ing 2~ t..laj.. 

~ 

If yes, please provide a C'.OOlact phone number 

How do rou think we should S1Ncture the rates for civil 
defence and emergency~ 

Oplloo 1 Unlform targetfli ratP ($25.89 P"lf property) 
Everyone 111 Otego pays the same amount regaroleSs of 
11°11" valut3 of Uv>,r pioperty. 

~ Option 2 50% unlfOITTl targeted rate and 50~(; general 
rate. Hall of the cost is in general rates. and half is an ~ual 
amount paid by everyone. 

Rural water quality 

Do you support our water quality environmen~sh.-assessment 
programme? J Yes No 

Do you support a risk-based approach to oa/·IY, farm inspections 
for compliance monitoring? Yes No 

Minimum flows and deemed wat.r use permit replacement 

Do you supPort an acoelerated programm11 to determine/ 
minimum flows? Yes V No 

Do you support funding the deemed water use permit transition 
work from the Water Management Reserve? / 

/ Yes No 

Public tran5')ort In th• Wakatipu Basin 

Do you support the increased subsidy of public transport 1n the 
Wakatipu Basin? Yes No 

Do you support extending the Wakatlpu targeted rating area for 
public transport to include Jack's Point? Yes No 

I 

When do you 1hlnk we should open a new office In 
Queenstown? 

Option 1: Establish an office in OueMstown 'l'Mhe 2017/2018 
year 

/ Option 2 Del!J~ proposal unt• the next Long Term Plan 
process l'2018"2019) 

How should we structure the rates for the Lower Waltaki 
River scheme? 

( Option 1: Change the way the scheme 1s pa,d tor. so that 10% 
ot the scheme's costs are paid ror as part of general rates. and 
90% by the Lower Waitaki River scheme targeted rate 

Option 2· leave all costs as 100% Lower Waitaki River 
scheme targeted rate (status quo) 

Do you support the followlng activities? 

Lake snow increased workplan 

Lake restoratbn scoping work 

Wallaby control 

Climate change adaption (Clutha delta) 

/ves 
I/Yes 

/yes 
/ ves 

Do you support the change to our Significance and 
En;agement policy for strategic assets? / 

i,/ Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

Ple8Sf3 add additional paper as required. 

Want to refer to the full draft Annual Plan for additional context when you·~ considering your submission? 
You'll find ii at www.orc,govt.nl/annuelplan. Hard copies available on request from our Dunedin end Alexandra offices (contact details below) 

----
~ Otago a annual.plan@orc.govt.nz V @otagoRC Dunedin Alexandra 

Regnial 'ir 
70 Staflotd Slrt,,,I William FrsMr Building 

=== C.OUncil 
q www.orc.govt.nz Find us on facebook PrlvatE: Ba,g lll5d Dunort.ng SlrPOI 

Dunecin 9054 /Uox.3ndra9320 

~ :-reephone 0800 474 082 
P03474 0827 P03448~ 
F 03 4711u01~ ;00 4,is Q 

!Sam to 6pm, Monday to f rrtlal') 

I 



Your 
feedback 
please ... 

Tell us whether you support the proposed i 33 
changes to our work programme for 2017/2018. 
Use this form to share your feedback or submit onllne at 
www.Ofc.gorvt.nxtannualplan 
You can also write or email your submission to; 

OTAGO REG10NAl COUNCIL 
annual.pis~. ovt.nflECflVEO DU€OIN 

Submissions close 12 May. 
Otego Regional Council 
Freepost 497 11 MAY 2017 Piivate Bag 1954 
Dunedin 9054 

Name 

Email 
' Address 

I would Hke to speak with Council ~ut my submiS$ion: 
ll1i• .... -ould ~-, In 111w "".i. .t.lrling ~ Mav. 

Y~ No 

If yes. please provide a contact phone number 

How do you think we should struc1ure the rates for civil 
defence end emer;ency management? 

"" Option 1 : Uniform targeted rale ($25.SA per propertv) 
Everyone tn Olago pays the same amount · r~ardless of 
the value of their property. 

Option 2: 50% uniform 1argetec1 rate and 50'lb general 
rate Half 01 the cost Is in general rates, and half is an equal 
amount paid by everyone. 

Rural water quality 

Do you support our water quality enviro~tal risk-assessment 
programme? "4 Yes No 

Do you support a risk-based approach-~ dairy farm inspections 
for compliance monitoring? """' Yes No 

Minimum flows and deemed water use permit replacement 

Do you support an accelerated progra~e to determine 
minimum nows? "" Yes No 

Do you support funding the deemed waler use permit transition 
work from the Water Management Rese~? 

'l Yes No 

Public transport in the Wakatlpu Basin 

Do you support the Increased subsidy of publie ttanspotl in the 
Wakatipu Basin? Yes No 

Do you support extending the Wakatipu targeted rating area for 
public transport to Include Jack's Point? , les No 

<;~\ t:,y1A'-\.\f'\1:..., .... Y 

When do you think we should open a new offtc• in 
Queenstown? 

Option 1: Establish an ol'llce in Queenstown in the 2017 /2018 
year 

Option 2: Delay proposal untll the next Long Term Plan 
process 12018/2019) ~· 

1 < "\, \_ f\~ f-. ,_-\'\ ~ .... ~ 

How should we structure the rates for the Lower WeJtaki 
River scheme? 

Option 1 Change the way tt,e scheme Is paid for, so 1hat 101?-o 
of the scheme's costs are paid for as part of general rates. and 
90~o by the Lower Waitaki River scheme targeted rate 

Option 2: Leave, au costs ~ 1 Q(l•·o Lower Waltak1 Riv~r 
scheme targeted rate (status 11uo} 

Do you support the following actlvitie8\._ 

L eke snow increased workplan "'-.., 

Lake restoialion scoping woo.. ~ 
Wallaby control 

Yes 

Yes 

y~~ 
Oimate change adaption (Clutha deltal ~ Yes 

> l, l;, J~, ·,A,· l-\M,1..:-\ 

Do you support the change to our Significance and 
Engagement policy for strategic assets? '\... 

Yes....._. 

No 

No 

No 

Ne 

No 

Would you like to make comments or provide feedback on any of the other proposed changes? 

Please add additional paper as required. 

Want \o refer to the full draft Annual Plan for additional comext when you're considering your submission? 
You'll fjnd it at www.orc.9ovt.nz/annvalpJan. Hard copies available on request Iron, our Dunedin and Alexandra offices {contact details below) 

. - - - - - ··- - - - ---- · 
~Otago a annual.plan@orc.govt.nz V @otagoRC Dunedin Alexandra 

Regional 
iO Sl.ifford Street WjUarn Fraser 6u~dilll) 

Qi www.orc.govt.nz {f Find us on facebook PTill.Me Say 19:-.4 Dl•iat.,g $111"'11 ===::: C.OUncil Duneain 9054 Alexandr~ 9320 

~ 
PO(H7-I08::7 P03 448§~ Freephone 0800 474 082 F03-l7~0015 F0344S I 1 

<ciem lo Som. Mo11day le Frldoy) 



CARLA & RONALD CUNNINGHAM 

OTAGO REGIONAL COUNCIL ANNUAL PLAN 2017/2018 

SUBMISSION 

CDEM 

OPTION 1 Al THOUGH WOULD PREFER A WAY TOT ARGET THE PEOPLE OF THE 

DISTRICT RATHER THM PROPERTY. 

RURAL WATER QUALITY 

I AGREE WITH THE '"RJSK ASSESMEJ\ t PROGRAMME 

MINIMUM FLOWS AND DEEMED WATER USE PERMIT 

I AGREE WITH THE "MINIMUM FLOWS PROGRAME .. 

PUBLIC TRANSPORT 11' WAKA TIPU 

THTS SHOULD BE DECIDED BY THE PEOPLE OF THE AREA CONCER.t"'lED AS IBEY 

SHOULD BE PA YING FOR IT NOT ANYONE ELSE. 

OUEENSTOW~ OFFICE 

THIS [SA LOADED OPTION, IF I AGREE TO EITHER OPTION I AM AGREEING ro A 

OFFICE BEING OPENED. WHICH I DO NOT. 

LOWER WAIT AKI RIVER C01''TROL SCHEME 

I AGREE WITH OPTION 1. FOR THE REASONS AS OITTLINED. 

LAKE SNOW 

l SUPPORT THlS AS IT EFFECTS THE WHOLE REGION 

LAKE RESTORATION 

I SUPPORT THIS AS IT EFFECTS THE. WHOLE REGION 
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CARLA & RONALD CUNNINGHAM 

WALLABY CONTROL 

I CONSIDER THIS TO BE A COMMERCIAL RESPONSIBILITY OFTHE FARt>.·1ERS 

CONCER.""'ED. IT SHOULD BE IN THEIR INTEREST TO RID OF THIS PEST. 

THE REGIONAL COUNCIL SHOULD O~L Y BECOME lNVOL \'ED. IF THERE ARE ANY 

BIOLOGICAL SOLUTIONS TO THE PROBLEM OR If IT IS ON PROPERTY THE 

REGIONAL COUNCIL OWNS OR LEASES. 

CLIMATE CHA:"\GE ADAPTION 

I SUPPORT THE USING OF RESERVES FOR THESE INVESTIGATIONS BUT IF IT 

SHOULD COME TO BUILDJNG ANY INFRASTRUCTURE THE RATEPAYERS MUST BE 

CONSULTED. 

WILDIJSG PINES 

J CONSIDER THIS TO BE A COMMER('IAL RESPONSIBILITY Of THE f A~\1ERS 

CONCERNED. IT SHOULD BE IN THEIR INTEREST TO GET RID OF THlS PROBLEM. 

THE REGIONAL COUNCIL SHOULD O~L Y BECOME JNVOL VED. IF THERE ARE A!\Y 

BIOLOGICAL SOLUTJO~S TO THE PROBLEM OR IF IT rs O'.\: PROPERTY Tl IE 

REGIONAL COUNCIL OWNS OR LEASES. 

DUNEDIN NKW BUILDISG REVIEW 

THE EMPIRE BUILDERS ARE Ol'T AGAIK RENT OR LEASE A BUILDING A!':D 

REALLOCATE THE RESERVES Pl.'1 ASJOE TO OTHER PROJECTS LIKE GETflNG RID 

OF LAKE s~ow AND LAKE RESTORATIO:'\. I A:\f !\OT I!\ FAVOR OF A NEW 

BUILDING BEING BOVGHT OR BUILT JN DUNEDIN. 

SIGNIFICANCE A~D ENGAGEMENT POLICY 

I DO ~OT AGREE \\'ITH nus POLICY AS \HIO DECIDES WHAT JS Of SIGNIFICANCE 
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Your 
feedback 
please ... 

Tell us whether you support the proposed -=, 3:q-
changes to our work programme for 2017/2018. 
Use this form to share your feedback or submit onllne at: 
www.orc.govt.nz/annualplan 
You can also write or email your submission to: OTAGO REGIONAL COUNCIL 

F.J. Otago Regional Council ffl annual.plan@oo govt.flCEIVED DUNEDIN 

submissions close 12 May. ~ Freepost 497 L@ 1 f UA' 
Private Bag 1954 1¥.Y 2017 
Dunedin 9054 

FI..E Jc,, ... "····-··-··· ............ . 

Name 

Email 

Organisation 
(if applicable) 

Address 

ll.i '•H••u•••••••••fnt•h, •Uh•'I••••• 

I would like to speak with Council about ITT/ submission: 
llll.WQUltl l'1iO lh&W8'.li< Slarti,p 22 MaV: 

Yes ../No 

If yes, please provide a contact phone number 

How do you think we should sttucture the rates for clvil 
defence and emergency management? 
Joption l · Uniform targeted rate ($25.89 per pror,P.rtyJ 

Everyone 1n Otago pays 1he same amount - regardless of 
the value of their property. 

Option 2: S()Cl,. uniform targeted rate and 50°. general 
rate Half of the cost Is In general rates, and half is an equal 
amount paid by eveiyone. 

Rural water quality 

Do you support our water quality environmentaljsk-assessment 
programme? V Yes No 

Do you support a risk-based approach to dairy ;arm inspections 
for compliance mooitoring? .,/ Yes No 

Minimum flows and deemed water use permit ntplaoement 

Do you support an aocelerated programme to ~etermine 
minimum flows? ./ Yes No 

Do you support funding the deemed water use permit transition 
work from the Water Management Reserve? / 

v' Yes No 

Public transport In the Wakatlpu Basin 

Do you support the increased subsidy of public transport in the 
Wakatipu Basin? Yes No 

Do you support extending the Wakatipu targeted rating area for 
public transport to include Jack's Point? Yes No 

When do you think we &tlould open a new office in 
Queenstown? 

Option,. Establish an office in Queenstown in the 2017/2018 
year 

Option 2· Delay proposal until Iha nellt Long Term Plan 
process (2018/2019) 

How should we structure the rates for the Lower Waitakl 
River scheme? 

Option 1 . Change thf< way the seheme ,s paid for, so that 10% 
of thE' scheme·s costs are paid for as part of general rates, and 
90". by the Lower Waitak, River scheme targeted rate 

Option 2: Leave all costs as 100% Lower Waitaki River 
schemo largoted rate (status quo) 

Do you support the following activities? 

Lake snow increased worKplan 

Lake restoration scoping work 

Wallaby control 

Climate change adaption (Clutha delta) 

/ves 

JYes 

JYes 

Jves 

Do you support the change to our Significance and 
Engagement policy for strategic assets? ,/ 

Yes 

No 

Ne> 

No 

No 

No 

Would you like to make comments or provide feedback on any of the other propos~ changes? 

Please add additionel paper as required. 

Want to refer to Iha full dfaft Annual Plan for additional context when you're considering your submission? 
You'll find ij at www.orc.govt.nz/annualplan. Hard copies available on reQ...est from our Dunedin and Ale~andra offices (cootact details below') 

,.Otago 
, ', Re8ion:il ==:::: O>unc1l 

-----·---- . ··--.. a annual.plan@orc.govt.nz 

q www.orc.govt.nz 

~ Freephone 0800 474 082 
1aam 10 5prn. Monday ro Friday) 

s:? ~otagoRC 

'ff Find us on facebook 

Dunedin 
1, • Smtt~ru Slroet 
Privatr: Sag 1\154 
Duo&d1n 9054 
P03~740627 
f 03 479 0015 

Alexandra 
William I' raser Building 
Ouoorli09 StrEi!?I 
Alexandro i,,320 
P034488063 
F03448 ~ 4 



Your 
feedback 
please ... 

Tell us whether you support the proposed ~ 
changes to our work programme for 2017/2018. 
Use this fonn to share your feedbaok or submit onllne at 
www.orc.govt.nz/annualplan 
You can also write or email your submission to: OTAGO REGIONAL COUNCIL 

AJ Otago Regional Council f11 annual.pl noor!'~ DUNEDIN 
loj Frespost 497 L@ 11 UAV 2017 Submiseions close 12 May. 

Prlva1e Bag 1954 ~t 
Dunedin 9054 

Name 

Email 

Organisation 
or applicable) 

jdress 

/(///. 

I would like to speal\ with Council about my submission: 
lhie lNO\Jld be in the WE:Ek ~ 22 Ma-.1' 

Yes Y No 

If yes, please provide a contact phone number 

How do you think we should structure the rates for civil 
defence and emergency management? 

Option 1 . Uniform targeted ra1e ($25.89 per property). 
Everyone 1n Otego pays the same amount - regaroless of 
the value of their property. 

.;,," Option 2: 50% uniform targeted rate and 50% general 
rate. Half of the cost is in general ra1es, and half is an equal 
amount paid by eve,yone. 

Rural water quality 

Do you support our water quality environmental risk-assessment 
programme? ..,/ Yes No 

Do you support a risk-based approach to dairy farm inspections 
for compliance monitoring? v'Yes No 

Minimum flows and deemed water use permit replacement 

Do you support an accererated programme to determine 
minimum flows? ./ Yes No 

Do you support funding the deemed water use pennit transition 
work from thP. Water Management Reserve? 

'res No 

Public: transport in the Wakatipu BaSin 

Do you support the increased subsidy of public transport in thEt 
Wakat1pu Basin? Yes No 

Do you support extending the Wakatipu targetsd rating area for 
public transport to include Jack's Point? Yes No 

When do you think we should open a new office In 
Queenstown? 

Option 1: Establish an office in Queenstown in the 201 7/2018 
year 

Option 2: Delay proposal until the next Long Term Plan 
process (2018/2019) 

How should we sttucture the rates for the Lower Waltaki 
River scheme? 

Option 1: Change the way the scheme is paid for, so that 10% 
of the scheme's costs are paid tor as part of general rates, and 
90% by the Lowe, Wal1aki River scheme targeted rate 

V Option 2: Leave all costs as 100% Ulwer Waitaki River 
scheme targeted ra1e (status quo) 

Do you support the following activities? 

Lake snow incrsased workpfan 

Lake restoration scoping work 

Wallaby control 

Climate cllange adaption {Clutha delta) 

·,/ Yes 

..; Yes 

It/ Yes 

Yes 

Do you support 1he change to our Significance and 
Engagement policy for strategic assets? 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

Want to refer to the full draft Annual Plan for additional con!P.xt when you're considenng your submission? 
You'll find ii at www.orc.govt.nz/annualplan. Haro copies available on request from our Dunedin and Alexandra offl«?s (contact details below) 

---
~ Otago a annual.plan@orc.govt.nz s:? @otagoRC Dunedin Alexandra 

Regional 
lf 

70 Staflo,d Stre~I William Fraser au,caiog 

=:::eouncil q www.orc.govt.nz Find us on facebook Private 809 1954 Ounorling Streat 
Dunedin 9054 Ale•andra ll320 

~ Freephone 0800 474 082 P03,1740~i P03~4ij,1s 
f 034790015 F0344, (8am t,, !;pm. Monnayro FridsY) 



Your 
feedback 
please ... 

Tell us whether you support the proposed -=r3io 
changes to our work programme for 2017/2018. 
Use this fonn to share your feedback or submit online a OTAGO REGICINAL COUNCIL 
www.orc.govt.nz/annualplan RECEIVFO DUNEDIN 
You can also write or email your submission to: I f 
~ ~::o:~:7n3l Counei! a annual.plan@oro. ~nli:m .. " .. ~~ .. ~~~~ ... .. 

Submissions close 12 May. 
Private Bag 1954 ............................. .. 
Dunedin 0054 

Name 

Email 

Organisation 
(if applicablel 

I woul,:l like to speak with Council about my submission: Yes '-""'No 
This "10Ul".f Ile in 1118 w,,~. Slalliriq 22 May, 

If yes. ple~se provide a contact phone number 

How do you think we should structure the rate5 for civil 
defence and emergency management? 

Option 1. Uniform targeted ra~ ($25.89 per property). 
Everyone in Otago pays !he '-Smo amount - l'!'gardless of 
th~ value "' therr property. 

Option 2: 50% uniform targeted rate and 5("'s> general 
rate. Half of the cost is 1n general ratE::;, al'ld half is an equal 
amount paid by evervone. 

Rural water quality 

Do you support our water quality environmental risk-aSS1:,ssment 
programme? Y1;s No 

Do you support a risk-based approach to dairy farm inspoolions 
for ,~ompliance monitoring? Yes No 

Minimum flows and deemed water use permit replacement 

Do you support an accelerated programme to determine 
minimum !lows? Yes No 

Do you support funding the deemed water use pennll transition 
work from the Water Management Reserve? 

Yes No 

Public transport In the Wakatipu Basin 

Do you support the increased subsidy of public transport in the 
Wakatipu Basin'? y~ ./ No 

Do y()U supp0rt ext~ino the WaKatii,u tal'geted rating ar€-a for 
public transport to includ-,, Jacl-::; Point? YEJ., / Ne 

When do you think we should open a new office in 
Queenstown? 

Option t· Establish an office in Queenstown in the2017/2018 
year 

,-V Option 2: Delay proposal until the next Long Term Plan 
Procesli (2t11~12019l ~~*.,kc., 'J 

AA+ ~ 
How should we s1ructure the rates for the Lower Waitaki 
River $Cherne? 

Option t · Change th" way t~ scheme is paid for, so that 1 o~~ 
of tM scheme'$ costs are paid for as part l)f general rates. and 
90", by th;,, Lower Waital...1 River scheme t.argeted rate 

Option 2: Leave: all IXlSIS as 100% Lower Waitak1 River 
scheme targeted rat& (status quo) 

Do you support the following activities? 

Lake snow incrr:ased workplan 7 Yes 

Lake restoration scoping work ? Yes 

Wallaby control 
-,: 

Yes 

Climate r;hangP. adaption tClutha delta) 
1 . Yes 

Do you support the change to our Significance and 
Engagement policy for strategic asaets? 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

Would you like to make comments or provide feedback on any of the other proposed changes? 

Af ei ~ ~>~ ~:Orv!:; t>-'6 :l:k\J. ~~ .l...d ~ 
~ ~ H·6.~ b..e~~1,e, 
~~.ti>~~~~~~, 
~~~ ~-~ad~~ed~ 

Want to refer to the full draft Annual Plan for Additional contelCI. when you're considering your submission? 
You'll find It at www.orc.9ovt.nz/annua1p1an. H~rd copies avallable on request fn:>m our Dunedin and Alexandra offices (oontact details below) 

~ Otago a annual.plan@orc.govt.nz V iq)otagoRC Dunedin Alexandra 

Regional {1 
7U Statturr.l St<f.e1 William Fraser 8i..~llf11l 

Q www.orc.govt.nz Find us on tacebook Pnva,~ B.l9 1ll',~ Ounorling Street :=:::: Council Dunedin \>05~ Alexandre 9320 

~ Freephone 0800 474 082 
P OJ -174 0!127 P03_.4~'1 
F0:!47('l)Cl15 F03~4 · 1 6 

i1;Sa1,, 1,. 5p1n, Monoav Ill Friday/ 
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Janelle Houliston 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Hi there 

Hannah White < 
Thursday, 11 May 2017 10:15 a.m. 
Annual Plan 
Submission from QLDC 
Submission to ORC 201718 Annual Plan from QLDC.pdf 

Please find attached a submission from QLDC on your 2017 /18 Draft Annual Plan. 
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QLDC would like to speak to their submission and r have been in communications with Janelle Houliston over this 
recently. At present lam holding some time in our Mayor and Chief Executive's diaries on Monday 22na May for a 
hearing in Cromwell (TBC). If you could confirm a time for them on this day that would be much appreciated. 

Kind regards 

Hannah White I Executive Assistant to the Chief Executive 

Queenstown Lakes District Council 

DDI: 
E:. 

•

QY l',NJTOWN 
I.AUS DISTtJC:."1' 
COUNOl 

www.qldc.aav1.n2 
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11 May 2017 

Mr Stephen Woodhead 
Chairman 
Otago Regional Council 
Private Bag 1954 
Dunedin 9024 

Dear Chairman Woodhead 

SUBMISSION ON BEHALF OF QLDC 

- Q!}EENSTOWN 
~ LAKES DISTRICT 
-COUNCIL 

www.qldc.govt.nz 

OFFICE OF THE MAYOR 

File: DE/05/2 

Thank you for the opportunity to submit on your 2017/18 Annual Plan. This plan comes at a 
time of unprecedented growth in the Queenstown Lakes District and unprecedented 
environmental threats to our lakes. 

On that basis, we note from the outset, that there is no invitation in your submission 
feedback construct that asks the more strategic question as to whether the Otago Regional 
Council ('ORC') investment in the fastest growing district in New Zealand is adequate. 

Otago is a very diverse region, and while some services need to be delivered on a 
standardised basis we consider that It is important that the region also invest into 
programmes that will match and address the environmental pressures that arise from having 
the fastest growing District within the QLDC region. Our overall impression of the ORC 
Annual Plan 2017/18 is that it does not reflect a strategic approach in relation to QLDC 
issues and an accordingly inadequate proposed investment in the Queenstown Lakes 
District. 

A. Significant Forecasting Assumptions: As outlined, the Queenstown Lakes District is 
experiencing unprecedented growth, and our growth forecasting predicts this scenario 
will continue. The QLDC is strategically looking to proactively prepare for and manage 
this significant challenge. On page 55 of the ORC Annual Plan we submit the 
assumption regarding Growth Change Factors, which assumes 'no impact' on t.he ORC's 
level of activity in the next Ten Years. 

Under the revised 2017 medium-high population growth projections, the Queenstown 
Lakes District's population is expected to increase by 102% to 66,355 by 2048. 

This assumption doesn't reflect the significant demand that the growth of the district will 
invariably have on the communities expectations on the services that the ORC provides, 
and we submit that the ORC needs to undertake some detailed analysis to adopt a 
programme that meets the needs of growth areas (we refer you to the QLDC Annual 
Plan which highlights the challenge. For example traffic movements in Frankton have 
had an annual increase of 19.4% 2015 - 2016 and resource consent applications 
increased 25.6% 2015 - 2016). It is also in conflict with your Public Transport 
statements. 

In that context our submission speaks directly to the tension created between our fast 
changing district and the delivery of the ORC community outcomes, particularly in 
relation to sustainable development and meeting the needs of 'Otago' people. 
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B. Queenstown Office: We do favourably note the proposal to re-introduce a Queenstown 
Office. The response is supported in principle; however we would like to be further 
engaged on this proposal. 

C. Transport The Queenstown Lakes District Council supports the Otago RegionaJ Council 
contribution of $600,000 towards matching the contribution being made by Queenstown 
Lakes District Council (subject to consultation) and NZTA funding. ft is now critical that 
transport issues are addressed in the Wakatipu, with public transport being a critical part 
of a suite of solutions needed to address traffic solutions. 

The ORC will need to join with us in some innovative thinking in the solution space that 
takes us beyond a standard metro fix, namely the provision of bus transport. We have a 
unique environment that calls for unique solutions, for example ferries. The government 
is encouraging this innovation and whilst the proposed enhancement of the bus service 
is welcome, strong and improved collaboration with ORC in showing some leadership in 
this criticaf space. 

A risk adverse or process bound response carries the real risk of impugning the 
reputation of our district and experience of ORC ratepayers (QLDC residents} and 
visitors alike in a destination that is the jewel in New Zealand's tourism crown. 

Transport is fundamental to unlocking the potential of the district and we know that a 
second stream of work will also be required In the Wanaka environs. Again this is in 
direct conflict with the ORC growth assumptions. 

It will be critical for the ORC and QLDC to work closely together to ensure the proposed 
transport solution outlined in our respective Annual Plans is implemented as soon as 
possible. We submit that we would like a discussion on a draft plan for implementation 
within the next two months. 

On behalf of our community we request this matter becomes an ORC delivery priority, 
particularly given the additional at risk component of $300,000, in addition to $600,000 
that QLDC has put towards this critical project. This project must succeed and given the 
wide-spread support in our community our view is we simply need to get on with it 

D. Water. Our lakes and rivers are a key economic asset, both to the district and the 
country. This plan appears to contain $30,000 - if the project is to receive a third share of 
$90,000 page 11 (CD) but we would like this clarified - towards a vision and action plan 
to restore the quality of Lake Hayes and $100,000 to find out about lake snow, which is 
seriously impacting Lakes Wanaka, Wakatipu and Hawea. 

As a Council and on behalf of the community, we are disappointed in the limited 
approach being proposed to 'research the problem', and is concerning to the community 
and the QLDC, who have in the case of Wanaka in particular been investing hundreds of 
thousands of dollars to manage this issue over almost a decade. This Council (QLDC) is 
now facing the prospect of investing millions of dollars of filtration equipment to counter 
this issue. The scale of ORC's investment has been widely criticised and QLDC shares 
that concern. The lakes as a water source and as a tourism amenity are core critical 
assets to the district, the region, and NZ. This is not a remote science problem, and 
ORC needs to convince its communities that it is showing leadership and urgency in its 
efforts to address the issue. Again, this is an issue that carries with it major reputational 
implications. 
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The lakes and rivers are an essential environmental and economical asset, locally, 
nationally and globally. Again, we submit that the ORC work with the QLDC to produce 
a solution-based plan. The Queenstown Lakes District ratepayer is already facing the 
largest ORC general rate increase (in dollar terms) in the region page 5 (CD) and we are 
not suggesting this be funded through rates. 

Given the significantly wider implication of this environmental matter we submit that the 
ORC offset an increase and solution-based fund for this work from its considerable 
reserves ($13m) as outlined. We note specifically that the ORC holds two river 
management reserves for Wakatipu and Wanaka (total value $1.2m on page 80 Annual 
Plan). This may be a wholly appropriate fund to utilise on this occasion. 

On page 96 (Annual Plan), we note your intention to utilise reserves to fund research into 
water quality but we suggest the Council 'digs deeper' to enable an escalation of 
response to this concerning issue. 

An alternative funding option may be to reconsider allocation of the $3m Port Otago 
special payment dividend over the next two years that you have flagged as offsetting the 
general rate, as outlined on page 1 (CD) or the ability to dispose of assets as proposed 
through a change in your Significance and Engagement Policy on page 15 (CD). 

Returning to the Lake Hayes proposal, and in the context of our submission regarding 
increasing the investment in water quality, we submit that the budget be increased (our 
understanding is the solution is already understood and the cost is in the vicinity of 
$200,000) to fix permanently the water quality issue for Lake Hayes. Lake Hayes is in 
Councils view, a straightforward fix that will enhance the location as a recreational asset 
for the local communities of Queenstown and Arrowtown. It is also a significant tourist 
destination in its own right and the quality of the experience is increasingly becoming 
compromised. 

We do acknowledge your proposed investment In urban water quality in accordance with 
the national policy statement on urban development targets and look forward to 
understanding how this work relates to and benefits our district. 

Finally, it is with concern that on review, we have identified that the ORC may in fact be 
investing less in Wakatipu waterways in the proposed Annual Plan than on the previous 
Annual Plan and Ten Year Plan (page 14 CD). This indicates a reduction in the targeted 
rate of $50,000 ($150,000 take as compared to $200,000 in the previous two years). Can 
you please clarify? 

E. Pest control: On page 11 (CD) of your consultation document the ORC outlines the issue 
created by wallabies. By simply exchanging the word wallaby for rabbit, the commentary 
would adequately outline the serious threat that the escalating rabbit population poses 
for Central Otago. The QLDC does not support any delay in solutions for rabbit 
eradication and submits that funds must be included in this Annual Plan. Again we 
submit this could be funded through reserves. 

We are very much in support of the ORC's ongoing commitment to both wilding pine 
eradication and Lagarosiphon control. QLDC is taking a proactive leadership approach 
by consulting on the early harvest of its own Coronet Forest, and notes that ORC and 
QLDC have successfully together lobbied LINZ to finally establish a working group on 
Lagarosiphon for Lake Wakatipu. 
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F. Working with your capital: The ORC has developed a wholly prudent approach to its 
finances that does not effectively use the capital that the ORC has on its balance sheet 
nor utilise debt funding as a tool to enable future generations to pay for today's 
investment. We are not promoting a reduction or cap on regional rates but as outlined we 
ask the ORC to see how best it can add value to the urgent programmes in our district. 

We submit that the ORC needs to recognise the significant and unprecedented growth in 
the Queenstown Lakes District and more effectively partner the QLDC to find critical 
solutions to challenges as outlined and to become more strategic in its forecasting to 
meet the future challenges. 

We submit that the ORC may wish to revisit the stated intention to have general rates at 
a sustainable level so that the ORC will not have to draw down on special payments 
(Port Otago) by 2019 on page 1 (CD} under the context of significant growth in its region. 

G. Air Quality: We commend the ORC role in monitoring air quality but submit that it 
includes additional funds to establish air quality monitoring at Frankton. Anecdotally the 
feedback last winter was that there were air quality issues that were exacerbated by 
idling vehicles. We further recommend that the ORC shift from an educational and 
monitoring mode to commence enforcement in the Arrowtown environs due to the 
ongoing emission of some dwellings compounding the winter air quality issue. 

H. Emergency Management QLDC supports the regional council's critical role in civil 
defence and emergency management. We would note that QLDC, like all Council 
continues to make a financial investment in emergency management. 

If Option 1 as outlined page 6 (CD) is the preferred option then we would caution that the 
investment in resilience and response for Lakes District ratepayers is not 
disproportionate with areas of higher population. 

As previously stated our support for this initiative will be predicated on ensuring that an 
appropriate investment in resource and readiness specific to QLDC is made. We are 
encouraged by the dialogue already underway with the regional EM office, and look 
forward to seeing further detail in this space. 

We have before us all some significant challenges. I have every confidence that if our 
Councils work in a united and constructive way we will be able to overcome these 
challenges together. 

Jim Boult ONZM 

MAYOR 

Adopted and endorsed by Full Council on 20 April 2017. 

Please note that QLDC wishes to speak to its submission at the ORC Annual Plan hearing. 
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Janelle Houliston 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Irene Hawkins <noreply@jotiorm.com> 
Thursday, 11 May 201710:26 a.m. 
Gemma Wilson; Annual Plan 
Re: Draft Annual Plan 2017 /18 - Irene Hawkins 

! l!J joraft Annual Plan 2017 /18 

Name Irene Hawkins 

I would like to speak with 
Council about my No 
submission (week starting 
22 May) 

How do you think we 
should structure the rates Option 1: Uniform targeted rate {$25.89 per 

property). Everyone in Otago pays the same amount 
for civil defence and - regardless of the value of their property. 
emergency management? 

Do you support our water 
quality environmental risk· Yes 
assessment programme? 

Do you support a risk-
based approach to dairy 
farm inspections for 
compliance monitoring? 

Any comments? 

Do you support an 
accelerated programme to 
determine minimum 
flows? 

Do you support funding 
the deemed water use 

No 

All Farmers need to be monitored without 
notification, or how do you get to see the ones that 
are offending. The modern approach for self 
regulation does not work as we see in others areas. 

Yes 

permit transition work for No 
the Water Management 
Reserve? 

Any comments? 

Do you support the 

This should be a cost to the farms etc that use it. 
The ratepayer does not have an endless supply of 
funds but is expected to pay for anything and 
everything. User pays, and then perhaps they will 
use it more efficiently 

increased subsidy of public No 
transport in the Wakatipu 
Basin? 

l 

738 
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When do you think we 
should open a new office 
in Queenstown? 

Any comments? 

How should we structure 
the rates for the Lower 
Waitaki River scheme? 

Lake snow increased 
workplan 

Lake restoration scoping 
work 

Wallaby control 

Climate change adaption 
{Clutha delta) 

Any comments? 

Do you support the change 
to our Significance and 
Engagement policy for 
strategic assets? 

Option 2: Delay proposal until the next Long Term 
Plan process (2018/2019) 

Queenstown is not the only growth area 

Option 2: Leave all costs as 100% Lower Waitaki 
River scheme targeted rate (status quo) 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

The amount set aside for wilding pines seems 
woefully inadequate. $100000 for the Otago region 
is not enough.I realise that you are concentrating in 
Nasbey but wouldn't it be effective also to start in 
others areas before they become as much a 
problem as Naseby. 

Yes 

You can edit this submission and view all your submissions easily. 

2 
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Janelle Houliston 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Murray Neilson <noreply@jotform.com> 
Thursday, 11 May 2017 10:57 a.m. 
Gemma Wilson; Annual Plan 
Re: Draft Annual Plan 2017 /18 - Murray Neilson 

I~ joraft Annual Plan 2017/18 

Name 

Organisation 

E-mail 

Address 

I would like to speak with 
Council about my 
submission (week starting 
22 May) 

If yes, please provide a 
contact number 

Murray Neilson 

n/a 

Yes 

How do you think we 
should structure the rates Option 2: 50% uniform targeted rate and 50% 

general rate. Half of the cost is in general rates, and 
for civil defence and 

half is an equal amount paid by everyone. 
emergency management? 

Do you support our water 
quality environmental risk- Yes 
assessment programme? 

Do you support a risk-
based approach to dairy 
farm inspections for 
compliance monitoring? 

Do you support an 
accelerated programme to 
determine minimum 
flows? 

Do you support funding 
the deemed water use 

Yes 

Yes 

permit transition work for Yes 
the Water Management 
Reserve? 

Any comments? This programme needs greaterfunding and more 
extensive research and advice than is currently 
being planned - see NZFWSS submission on this 
topic to aean Water 2017 programme. 

1 
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Lake snow increased 
workplan 

Lake restoration scoping 
work 

Climate change adaption 
(Clutha delta) 

Would you like to make 
comments or provide 
feedback on any of the 
other proposed changes? 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

ram aware that there is likely to be a petition 
presented to ORC, as part of the annual planning 
process, asking for funding for Lagarosiphon control 
in Lake Dunstan. I am opposed to this proposal, as 
there are far more important priorities in the Otago 
Region, such as the deemed permit water use 
replacement programme, which would benefit from 
greater funding and research. The recently-signed 
10 year Lake Dunstan Lagarosiphon control plan is 
sufficient and appropriate and contains a process, 
agreed by all signatories, which provides adequate 
opportunities for public input to the proposed 
methods of control and to an agreed process for 
obtaining further funding for such, as and when 
needed. Those who signed the plan, including the 
Lake Dunstan Guardians (those behind the petition), 
should abide by its proposals, including appropriate 
review periods, rather than trying to subvert it, in its 
infancy. Lagarosiphon control is not ORC's 
responsibility, under the Biosecurtity Act. 

You can edit this submissjon and view all vour submissions easily. 

2 
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Janelle Houliston 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Importance: 

Annual Plan 
Thursday, 11 May 201710:16 a.m. 
Janelle Houliston 
FW: Annual Plan submission forwarded 

High 

From: Diana Bonham 
Sent: Wednesday, 10 May 2017 8:46 p.m. 
To: Shirley Howden · 
Subject: Lake Hayes 

Hello Shirley 

I understand that you are looking for submissions to help care for the beautiful Central Otago area. 

740 

I was brought up in Dunedin spending many happy holidays in the Alexandra and Arrowtown area and now own 
property 
Close to Lake Hayes where my husband and I and family have spent over thirty years living and working in this 
special place. 
As well as being a school teacher and teaching in both England and the Otago/Southland areas, 1, together with my 
family. lived and worked for 10 years in the Alexandra area. I was in charge of a Real Estate office during which time 
I became qualified by exam to hold my position, selling a variety of properties over those years. 

After that I worked for a Management company in the Queenstown area for 25 years, managing the refurbishment , 
the staff of approximately 25, solving the Leaking buildings, running the three resorts at 95-98% occupancy and 
keeping the 20 spa pools running cleanly and efficiently as dose to 100% as possible, and redesigning the access, 
plumbing and electrics for these pools. I was also, together with the management company answerable to over 
1,000 owners. 

I know that most people are very good at giving negatives so have tried to make some suggestions for the Otago 
Regional Council to consider to help to resolve a few of the many problems which I know you are faced with daily 
plus some information that will require more research. 

After living for many years in the exciting Queenstown area, I have watched its evolution, seeing the respective 
Councils including the ORC trying to balance the pros and cons, dealing with not only many Tourists but now an 
explosion of permanent residents who are fi lling every room in their houses in order to afford to live in the area, all 
of which put an enormous strain on an infrastructure not built for such a fast increase in population 

With History, knowledge which is readily available from both the experts, Google and our own experience, an ability 
to understand the problem, and a fair bit of common sense, most problems can be tackled and resolved not just 
short term but hopefully longer term 

I have seen Lake Hayes change from a beautiful healthy scenic lake, well known for its trout fishing and its myriads 
of tiny and often larger perch to a stagnating lake with algae. 

At the turn of the 20th Century, Lake Hayes was even commercially fished 

1 
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I believe that if we return to the time that the lake was in it's prime, think carefully about what has happened since 
then and try to fix or even reverse some of the changes such as re-instating wetlands, the natural filter for any 
waterway which provides cover and food for natural wild-life and birds. 

The pure spring water that fed the lake is now being utilized by so many residences. 

Maybe a bore beside the Kawarau river could take the pressure off the spring. 

When I sought knowledge about algae in waterways, I discovered that water weed and algae fight for sunlight to 
photosynthesize. (Not mentioned in any report that I have seen) 

I remember in the not too distant past that there was a huge clea ranee of weed in many loca I waterways and more 
is still being contemplated and at a great cost to ratepayers. While it may fix one problem, it seems to be creating 
another 

Maybe this could be a cause of the sudden increase in algae in the many waterways in the areas afflicted with this 
problem. Perhaps certain areas could be reinstated with good healthy weed which would encourage the tiny wild
life that the fish naturally feed on. 

This would serve with the cleansing of waterways and to reinstate the delicate eco -systems. 

As far as Lake Hayes is concerned, we also need to look at Mill Stream and its catchment area, which is mainly the 
Coronet Peak Ski field and surrounds. 

Maybe we should be questioning any fertilizers, herbicides, pesticides or additives (especially for snow making) 
being used on and around this area which would naturally be washed into Mill Stream 

I do hope that I have given some useful information for discussion and hopefully helped to give some resolution to 
retain our beautiful areas for future generations. 

Best wishes 

Diana Bonham 

Sent from Mail for Windows 10 

2 
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Janelle Houliston 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Andrew Innes > 
Thursday, 11 May lU17 3:17 p.m. 
Annual Plan 
Lisa Gloag; Cr Gretchen Robertson (ORC}; Cr Trevor Kempton (ORC); Andrew Innes 
Submission for Draft Annual plan 2017 /8 
9th may 17.doc>< 

741 

Dear sir or madam, please find attached ECOTAGO's submission for the draft Annual plan 2017 /8. 

Thank you 
Andrew Innes 

1 
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9th May 2017 

ECOTAGO'S SUBMISSION TO OTAGO REGIONAL COUNCIL IN REGARD TO THE 
DRAFT ANNUAL PLAN 2107 /18. 

Back ground to the submission 

ECOTAGO is a charitable trust whose purposes include: promoting environmental education (EE), 

supporting a multi-disciplinary approach to EE with local government, business, iwi and community 

groups, increasing awareness of local environment, building networks between people and 

knowledge and advocating for policies and programmes that support a sustainable environment. 

Its mission to support, empower and encourage regional community initiatives in the area of 

monitoring waterways (Tomahawk Lagoon, Otago Harbour, Kaikorai Catchment and Sinclair 
Wetlands (Trust)). Enhancements of these ecosystems is dependent on having robust and reliable 

scientific data in regard to water quality and knowledge of the condition of the riparian area as a 
first step. 

ECOTAGO has made a successful application for funding to facilitate a water quality monitoring 

project about the Tomahawk Lagoon(TL) from the Participatory Science Platform (PSP) 

"ECOtago has successfulfy applied.for fundingfar this project from the Participatory Science 
Platform (PSP). The PSP is designed to encourage communities-particular/y_youngpeople, 
educators and scientists - to 1vork together on colla.borative science prqjects so that they become 

more enthused and informed about the role that science plays in their lives. " 

Excerpts from our funding application 
Tomahawk lagoon is a water way of significant ecological and recreational value to the wider 

Otago coastal community. There are community health concerns over historical and recent 

nutrient discharges and related frequent algal blooms, often comprising cyanobacteria 
species which are known to produce toxins. Severe blooms were reported in 2012 and 2014). 

The Otago Regional Council does no regular water quality monitoring except for visual 

inspections for blooms and algal counts when blooms occur. So little information exists on the 

ecological health of the lagoon (status or trends), which is a Doc reserve and host to wildlife 
including fish and birds. 

This project will establish a Tomahawk Lagoon Health team to survey the water quality (WQ) 
of the upper (northern) Tomahawk lagoon over a 12 month period and investigate how, 

through monitoring of the physical, chemical and biological aspects of the ecosystem, the 
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environmental health of the lagoon can be assessed by the community. 

This monitoring programme will be designed to facilitate long term data collection, support 

committed community partnerships, and create systems to report back to the wider 

Tomahawk community about the environmental health of the Tomahawk ecosystem. 

The project team will present a report that will describe the environmental health status of 
Tomahawk Lagoon and will suggest future community actions on environmental health for 
local water bodies. 

Our submission. 

The project is consistent with the "Vision Statement, Goals and Measurements", namely 

Goal One and Goat Two, that talk about stewardship and partnerships as part of the current 

Draft Plan. In the consultative document there is a section on "lake Restoration" which 

states- "to work with the communities to develop a vision and action plan to restore these 

lakes for the next generation to enjoy" 

We have community teams that are effectively gather data to help us understand water 

quality in both parts of the lagoon from our upper stream site to a site adjacent to the 

lagoon outlet. Data collected at each site includes: water temperaturet electrical 

conductivity, salinity, DO, pH, turbidity, dissolved nutrient levels(N/P), chlorophyll a and 

£coli as well as careful investigations into the different fish, macroinvertebrates species and 

numbers, bird counts and variability in the different macrophytes present at different sites. 

We collect all of this data monthly. 

This project started in February 2016, so now we have a data base with 14 months of data. 

This is the only time series of data that exists and is accessible at this time. We do have 

additional data from investigating teams from the Zoology Department of the University of 

Otago who have organised field days going back 20 years. We plan to have a symposium at 

the end of the year to report back on what we have found out and make recommendations 

on appropriate or informed decisions on a restorative programme for Tomahawk Lagoon 

(TL). 

The restorative programme relies on having quality and robust data. The Otago Regional 

Council should assist ECOTAGO in improving the quality of this data base. These steps 

should be taken: 

• Meeting with ECOTAGO and the TL advisory group that facilitate the programme. 

• Organise to have a parallel monitoring day(s) so we improve the quantity and 

accuracy of the data and incorporate elements of Quality Control (QC) for the TL 

teams to test the accuracy of our lab analysis. 

• Establish a data Sonde to collect more frequent data points of some aspects eg DO. 

• Constructive commentary on "science stories" that TL team will make on our 

facebook page or a developing website. 
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Janelle Houliston 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Moira Parker 
Thursday, 11 May 2017 4:41 p.m. 
Annual Plan 
submission attached 

Attachments: OPBG ORC DAP submission 5-2017.docx 

I have attached the submission from the Otago Peninsula Biodiversity Group on the draft Annual Plan. 
Regards 
Moira Parker (Sec OPBG) 
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Please write your comments below and send your submission by 

12 May 2017 to: 

Draft Annual Plan 

Otago Regional Council 

Private Bag 1954 

Dunedin 9054 

Fax: (03) 479-0015 

Email: annual.plan@orc.govt.nz 

Name or representative: 

Moira Parker, Sec 

Organisational name (if applicable): 

Otago Peninsula Biodiversity Group (OPBG) 

Address: 

P O Box 11, Portobello, Dunedin 9048 

Business hours telephone: 

After hours telephone: 

Email address: 

Signature: ____ _ 

Moira Parker 

Date: _____ 11 May 2017 

OPBG would like to present this submission in person 
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Our submission is to the Otago Regional Council's Draft Annual Plan 2017/18; 

specifically those sections dealing with Land and the Council's intended 

activities in relation to a review of the Pest Management Strategy, and 
developing a Biodiversity Strategy for Otago and the Environmental 

Enhancement Fund. These aspects of the Annual Plan, are of particular interest 

to the OPBG as they are the issues we deal with. 

OPBG activities 

The Otago Peninsula Biodiversity Group (a charitable trust) was established in 

2008 by a group of Peninsula landowners. The landowners wished to maintain 

and enhance the wildlife and natural habitats of the Peninsula, enable the 

contribution the Peninsula makes to the tourism industry to continue, and to 

maintain the Tb-free status of the Peninsula. Pest animals have a significant 

impact on the Peninsula flora and fauna, and following widespread community 

consultation, it was agreed that possums should be the initial target animal for 

the OPBG to control. Since then, the OPBG has raised more that $1,000,000 

and has applied this to removing over 11,500 possums in a series of operations 

conducted by both contracted professionals and local residents. Monitoring of 

vegetation plots and bird transects before and after possum removal, as well as 

anecdotal reports from residents, show that the control programme to date is 

achieving positive results. The OPBG has received considerable local and 

national media coverage for its efforts. Since Feb 2016 a part time Operations 

Manager has been co-ordinating control work in order to consolidate the gains 

already made. Once possums are reduced to minimal levels, and a buffer zone 

established along the city boundary, the OPBG will begin implementing the next 

stages of its Strategic Plan, looking further ahead to other pest species and 

biodiversity goals, all with community support as a major focus. 

Biodiversity Strategy 

The OPBG is very pleased that council is developing a Biodiversity Strategy as a 

specific area of work in 2016/17. We suggest that as part of this work Council 

undertakes consultation with private sector organisations, community trusts, 

and other groups seeking to maintain and enhance biodiversity values. This 

would ensure that all parties are aware of each other's activities, difficulties and 

operational constraints, and avoid duplication of effort or omission of significant 

species or areas from the Strategy. 
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Community groups, such as the OPBG have stepped up to retain and enhance 

biodiversity in the region. Consequently, community groups have gained 

considerable practical experience in managing environmental projects and could 

make a useful contribution to the development of the Biodiversity Strategy. 

Indeed, a closer working relationship between OPBG and ORC would ensure our 

particular community project is strengthened and enhanced. 

Review of Pest Management Strategy 

We note that the ORC's Pest Management Strategy 2009 includes rabbits, hares, 

rooks and wallabies, yet ignores possums. Given the nationally recognised 

significance of possums, both as Tb vectors and as a serious pest in terms of 

damage to both indigenous flora and native birds, we urge Council to include 

possums on the list of pest species in the Revised Strategy, to be notified in 

March 2018. 

Both Environment Southland and Environment Canterbury include possums in 

their Regional Pest Management Strategies. 

Environment Canterbury's RPS objective 7.3.3 is to contain possums below a 

10% residual trap catch (rte) level within community initiative programme areas. 

Possums are to be reduced to below 10% rte at targeted high value 

environmental sites. Annual trap line monitoring by Environment Canterbury 

ensures that possum numbers are not exceeded. 

Environment Southland's Pest Management Strategy 2013 (currently under 

review) classifies possums as a "suppression pest1' in mainland Southland. 

Landowners within their 5% rte area are required to control possums on land 

they occupy to at or below 5% rte, and the same rule applies for landowners 

within their 10% rte area. 

We draw Council's attention to the fact that the OPBG is entirely funded through 

the efforts of the local Peninsula community and the OPBG trustees, with no 

costs to landowners for possum control on their properties. However, possum 

control over much of the remainder of Otago is subsidised via OSPRI because of 

the status of possums as Tb vectors. The OPBG's current focus on removal of 

possums is thus instrumental in keeping the Peninsula Tb-free. The value of 

this work to the Otago region should not be overlooked. The recent occurrence 

of Tb in cattle on the northern side of the Otago harbour indicates that there is 
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always the possibility of an outbreak of Tb in other areas, such as the Peninsula. 

ORC Environmental Enhancement Fund 

OPBG appreciates the importance of monitoring any pest control project in order 

to find out the benefits of the control work and was pleased to receive $27,000 

in 2016 from the Environmental Enhancement Fund. This is to be used for 

analysis of data from rodent, bird, vegetation, lizard and invertebrate monitoring 

projects, plus the purchase of materials for a trial pest aversion fence (OPBG will 

be reporting to Council in June on the outcomes). However, OPBG was 

disappointed that Council declined to fund project management time to co

ordinate and communicate this information to the community and disseminate 

the environmental benefits and outcomes of an animal pest control project in an 

Otago setting. 

OPBG requests that Council reconsider the criteria for this fund with respect to 

labour. As a community group we could not function without our pool of 

dedicated volunteers. In the 6 months between Oct 2016 and March 2017 

volunteers contributed 2,469 hours of volunteer time. However, for volunteers 

to be trained, motivated and organised it is essential to have a paid, part-time 

person as co-ordinator. We request that ORC reconsider the decision to 

exclude labour costs from the Environmental Enhancement Fund. 

What we would like Council to do 

1) We would like ORC to consult with us when developing the Biodiversity 

Strategy for Otago. As a group of Peninsula landowners, we have gained 

considerable experience in working with our local community on pest control. 

2) We request that the ORC includes possums as an animal pest, when the RPS 

is reviewed in 2018. 

3) We ask that ORC consider labour costs as an essential part of environmental 

projects and that the criteria for the Environmental Enhancement Fund be 

broadened to include this. 
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Janelle Houliston 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Nona James <noreply@jotform.com> 
Thursday, 11 May 2017 4:41 p.m. 
Gemma Wilson; Annual Plan 
Re: Draft Annual Plan 2017 /18 - Nona James 

! l!J joraft Annual Plan 2017/18 

Name 

E-mail 

Address 

I would like to speak with 
Council about my 
submission (week starting 
22 May) 

If yes, please provide a 
contact number 

Nona James 

Yes 

How do you think we 
should structure the rates Option 1: Uniform targeted rate ($25.89 per 

property). Everyone in Otago pays the same amount 
for civil defence and - regardless of the value of their property. 
emergency management? 

Any comments? Funding through a general rate levied against a 
property's value unfairly penalises Queenstown 
ratepayers. Why should someone already struggling 
to make ends meet in the unaffordable Qtn market 
pay a much higher$ amount toward civil defence 
and emergency mgmt. than someone living in 
Dunedin where they can earn higher wages than in 

Qtn? 

Do you support our water 
quality environmental risk- Yes 
assessment programme? 

Do you support a risk-
based approach to dairy 
farm inspections for 
compliance monitoring? 

Any comments? 

Yes 

I support more monitoring of all water quality and 
especially rural water quality. 

Intensive monitoring of dairy farms is required ... the 
more the better to send a clear message of zero 
tolerance. I support increased monitoring for dairy 
farms which have been found non·compliant in the 
past. However, I believe all dairy farms should be 
monitored at least once a year. The fines collected 
from prosecutions could be used to cover increased 
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Do you support funding 
the deemed water use 

monitoring of those farms so that complying farms 
are not effectively charged a higher rate due to poor 
behaviour from other farmers. Thank you for 
charging the cost of monitoring dairy farms 
exclusively to the dairy farms in an appropriate user 
pays model. 

permit transition work for No 
the Water Management 
Reserve? 

Any comments? 

Do you support the 

The cost of the deemed water use permit work 
should be a targeted rate charged to the holders of 
water permits. User pays is the most equitable 
method for allocating costs of work such as this 
which benefits those deriving an income from the 
water use. It is completely untenable to fund this 
work through the general rates. (This inequitable 
allocation of the cost is particularly alarming for a 
Queenstown ratepayer who pays a much larger and 
unfair burden of the general rates}. 

increased subsidy of public No 
transport in the Wakatipu 
Basin? 

Do you support extending 
the Wakatipu targeted 
rating area for public Yes 
transport to include Jack's 
Point? 

Any comments? Although I strongly support the subsidy of public 
transport in the Wakatipu Basin, I cannot support 
the proposal with the proposed funding model. 

Why are Qtn ratepayers paying towards the 
Dunedin stadium when it has no benefit to the Qtn 
area, yet other areas in Otago which benefit from 
Qtn tourism hub are not expected to reciprocate 
and assist with funding to address the congestion on 
all the roads in the Wakatipu? 

Tourism in Queenstown is the driving force behind 
the problem of congested roads .. both in the form of 
rental vehicles as well as the increased# of workers 
that must be accommodated to service the growing 
tourism industry. Put simply, it is time for someone 
besides the poor ratepayers in Qtn to start putting 
some funding in to address the problems caused by 
tourism. It appears the public transport that is 
supposed to solve our road congestion problems is 
to be funded entirely by Wakitipu ratepayers ... albeit 
thinly disguised by splitting the rate increase 
between ORC and QLDC. If this is the solution, I do 
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When do you think we 
should open a new office 
in Queenstown? 

Any comments? 

How should we structure 
the rates for the Lower 
Waitaki River scheme? 

Any comments? 

Lake snow increased 
workplan 

Lake restoration scoping 
work 

Wallaby control 

Climate change adaption 
(Clutha delta) 

Any comments? 

Would you like to make 
comments or provide 

NOT support the proposal...let the National 
government pay to build the roads needed to 
accommodate the tourism increase they are 
promoting as I have had enough of paying to solve 
problems caused by tourism through my rates. 

Option 1: Establish an office in Queenstown in the 
2017/2018 year 

Why should ratepayers in Queenstown (who pay an 
unfair share of general rates due to higher capital 
values) be provided a lesser level of service than 
those communities that are being subsidised by 
general rates collected from Queenstown? 

Option 2: Leave all costs as 100% Lower Waitaki 
River scheme targeted rate (status quo) 

Why should someone already struggling to make 
ends meet in the unaffordable Qtn market pay 
toward the Lower Waitaki River scheme when those 
benefitting from that Queenstown subsidy are not 
also expected to pay a share of the proposed Qtn 
public transport which also has benefits for the 
wider area? Funding work that specifically benefits 
those in the Lower Waitaki through a general rate 
levied on CV is even more preposterous in light of 
the fact that the high capital values in Queenstown 
unfairly allocate a proportionately larger general 
rate cost per household to those already struggling 
to make ends meet in an unaffordable market. 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

No 

Again, all costs spe.cific to an area should be funded 
by targeted rates ... not general rates which are 
disproportionately charged to each household in 
Queenstown due to the higher capital values. 

In particular, why are those in Qtn required to fund 
wallaby control while those in the Waitaki are not 
contributing through a general rate to the cost of 
wilding pine control in Queenstown as pines are also 
a pest and stopping their spread benefits the wider 
community as much, if not more so, than wallaby 
control? 

ORC needs to seriously consider the funding model 
for general rates. The huge difference between 
capital values between Queenstown and other parts 
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feedback on any of the 
other proposed changes? 

of Otago results in a disproportionate rate levy on 
the Queenstown community. Why should a wage 
earner in Qtn, already struggling beneath the 
burden of low wages and unaffordable housing, 
subsidise a Dunedin household where the ratio of 

housing cost to income is much more affordable? 
There is absolutely no justification for levying a Qtn 
household more per household for administration, 
democracy and public information (and other 
general costs funded by the general rate) than a 
household in Dunedin. ORC needs to move to a 
model which includes a higher fixed charge per 
household. One proposal would be to charge a fixed 
charge for all households at or less than the median 
value FOR THEIR PARTICULAR REGION/AREA as this 
would equalise the current inequities where hard hit 
Qtn households pay a disproportionately higher cost 
for the same general services. {The fact that capital 
values in Queenstown have risen so rapidly does 
NOT indicate that households in Qtn have more 
disposable income and can afford to pay a higher 
share of costs). Properties with CVs over the median 
value could then be charged a general rate on the 
excess of their CV over the median to ensure that 
those who can afford to pay more do so. In 
summary, due to the extreme differences in CV 
between areas within the ORC rates catchment, it is 
high time that ORC address this inequity that is 
resulting in struggling Qtn households paying more 
than more affluent households in other areas such 
as Dunedin. I, for one, have had enough of 
subsidising other areas in ORC rating catchment 
simply because my property values have gone 
up ... we all pay a price for living in Qtn in the form of 
the low wage economy and I simply cannot afford to 
keep subsidising other areas in Otago. Let's see 
some action on the part of ORC to address this 
matter. 

Vou can edit this submission and view all \ Our submissions easily. 
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Janelle Houliston 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Julia Wilson <noreply@jotform.com> 
Thursday, 11 May 2017 5:39 p.m. 
Gemma Wilson; Annual Plan 
Re: Draft Annual Plan 2017/18 - Julia Wilson 

I[!] joraftAnnual Plan 2017/18 

Name 

E-mail 

Address 

I would like to speak with 

Julia Wilson 

Council about my No 
submission {week starting 
22 May} 

How do you think we 
should structure the rates Option 1: Uniform targeted rate ($25.89 per 

property). Everyone in Otago pays the same amount 
for civil defence and - regardless of the value of their property. 
emergency management? 

Do you support our water 
quality environmental risk- Yes 
assessment programme? 

Do you support an 
accelerated programme to 
determine minimum 

flows? 

Do you support the 
increased subsidy of public 
transport in the Wakatipu 
Basin? 

Do you support extending 
the Wakatipu targeted 
rating area for public 
transport to include Jack's 
Point? 

How should we structure 
the rates for the Lower 
Waitaki River scheme? 

lake snow increased 
workplan 

Lake restoration scoping 

work 

Wallaby control 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Option 1: Change the way the scheme is paid for, so 
that 10% of the scheme's costs are paid for as part 
of general rates, and 90% by the Lower Waitaki 
River scheme targeted rate 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

1 
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Climate change adaption 
(Clutha delta) 

Do you support the change 
to our Significance and 

Engagement policy for 
strategic assets? 

Any comments? 

Yes 

No 

I am concerned that the new wording is vague and 
could result in different definitions of 'significant 
decision's, depending on who is on the Council. 

You can edit this submission and view all your submissions easily. 
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Janelle Houliston 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Richard Bowman <noreply@jotform.com> 
Thursday, 11 May 2017 8:03 p.m. 
Gemma Wilson; Annual Plan 
Re: Draft Annual Plan 2017/18 - Richard Bowman 

1@ joraft Annual Plan 2017/18 

Name 

Organisation 

E-mail 

Address 

I would like to speak with 
Council about my 
submission (week starting 
22 May} 

If yes, please provide a 
contact number 

Lake restoration scoping 
work 

Any comments? 

Richard Bowman 

Friends of Lake Hayes Society Inc 

Yes 

Yes 

Submission to Otago Regional Council on its draft 
Annual Plan for 2017-18 
From Friends of Lake Hayes Society Inc. 

Friends of Lake Hayes Society Inc. requests that 
otago Regional Council increase water quality 
monitoring in Lake Hayes and in its catchment. (A 
list of suggested requirements needed to help track 
recovery of the lake and demonstrate effectiveness 
and cost-effectiveness of the strategies is provided 
below.) 
The information which can be provided by the 
additional monitoring is necessary to better 
understand the factors which contribute to the 
present eutrophlc state of the lake and how the 
water quality can be restored. Over the last 10 years 
severe algae blooms over the summer period 
(October - May) have reduced water clarity, 
produced an unsightly brown water colouration, 
dramatically impacted on the once healthy trout 
fishery and have caused people who have had 
extended contact with lake water to suffer hay 
fever-like symptoms. The degraded state of the lake 
has caused major concerns for local people and risks 
impacting on high and increasing levels of public use 
as well as the lakes international status as a 'New 
Zealand tourism icon'. 
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Friends of Lake Hayes Society was incorporated in 
2008 principally to improve the water quality in Lake 
Hayes. It has a membership of 120, an executive 
committee of 10 local property owners and has 
actively pursued this goal since that time. It has 
made numerous submissions to Otago Regional 
Council annual plans over the last 10 years. It is 
making this submission on the advice of Dr Gavin 
Palmer in a letter from Otago Regional Council 
dated 24 March 2017 regarding a request to for 
further data and research to support restoration 
options of Lake Hayes water quality. 
Recently Friends of lake Hayes commissioned a 
report on the restoration and monitoring of Lake 
Hayes by Or Marc Schallenberg of Hydrosphere 
Research Limited. The report is in the final stages of 
editing and will be released publicly in the next 
week or so. Comments on an initial draft have been 
sought from Otago Regional Council technical staff 
as well as from a variety of other sources. It will be 
made available to Otago Regional Council as soon as 
it is released. 
The report entitled "Lake Hayes Restoration and 
Monitoring Plan" evaluates the potential for many 
various restoration activities to accelerate the 
recovery of the lake. Four of these strategies have 
been selected to be the most promising and cost
effective. These are: (1) food web bio-manipulation, 
(2) enhanced flushing by using surplus irrigation 
water from the Arrow River, (3) alum dosing to 
flocculate and bind phosphorus in the lake bed, and 
(4) a focus on land use activities in the catchment to 
further reduce nutrient and sediment losses from 
land to water. These strategies were scrutinised 
using the available data and some costings were 
determined. This allowed the development of a 
restoration strategy proposing the most promising 
strategies to use, potential timelines to achieve 
implementation, and suggesting a range of 
restoration targets by which to measure success. 
This report also discusses lake monitoring options to 
help track recovery of the lake and demonstrate 
effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of the 
strategies. A key recommendation made in the 
report forms the basis of the Society's request for 
more lake monitoring. The additional requirements 
are set out in order of priority In the table below. 

Priority Type of monitoring Frequency and 
technology 
la. Sampling by boat at 2 deep water sites (31m and 
c. 
26m) 
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1. CTD datasonde casts (Temp, DO, Chi a, 
phycocyanin) 
2. Samples at Sm, 10m, 15m, 20m 25m, 30m for: 
• Total, dissolved inorganic N and P 
• Chlorophyll a and pH (only at Sm) 
3. Samples at Sm, 10m and 15m for phytoplankton 
species 
4. Vertical zooplankton hauls for species and density 

of 
Daphnla 
5. Secchi depth Monthly; various standard methods 
lb. P budget 
Measure total P and flow rate {where relevant) in: 
• Mill Creek (plus flow) 
• Spring (plus flow) 
• 6 depths in the lake at 31m site (la.) 
• Hayes Creek outflow (plus flow) Monthly; standard 
wet chemistry methods 
2. Profiling lake monitoring buoy at 31m site 
•Temp 

• DO 
• Chia 
• Phycocyanin (cyanobacteria) Hourly; Limnotrack 
monitoring buoy 
3. Survey aquatic plants using divers (e.g., LakeSPI) 
At 4 fixed transects record: 
• Maximum depth of plants 
• Native species distributions and% cover 
• Presence and cover of non-native species 
• Health of plants Every 5 years; Scuba divers (e.g. 
LakeSPI methodology) 

Further to this request Friends of Lake Hayes as a 
community-based group would like to offer its 
support and assistance to Otago Regional Council in 
its role as the agency responsible for managing 
water quality in the region. In this respect a member 
of the Society with professional expertise in water 
quality data collection has suggested that the 
Society could provide direct assistance in relation to 
resampling the Mill Creek catchment, Le., 
recommendation lb., in the table above. The 
Society would like to make a formal offer of support 
and is also considering making an application to the 
Otago Regional Councirs Environment Enhancement 
Fund toward the cost of sample collection and 
analysis. We trust that such an offer of support 
would be received favourably by the Council. 

We note that the requests made in this submission 
are consistent with the statement made in Section 
1.1 of the draft Annual Plan ie. "Water is a precious 
resource in Otago. The quality of our water and its 
availability are critical to our way of life. Our 
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Regional Plan sets out policies and rules that aim to 
protect both the quality and availability of water in 
our aquifers, rivers, lakes and wetlands." 

Given the high level of public concern being 

expressed about water quality in Lakes Wanaka, 
Hawea, Wakatipu, Hayes and other waterways in 
the Southern Lakes area we are surprised that the 
draft Annual Plan does not seem to address this 
issue. We do note that funding has been proposed 
in 2017-18 to provide $100,000 for research into 
lake snow. However this only addresses one specific 
issue and does not consider the wider issues of 
water quality and the factors influencing this. We 
would like to see the draft plan amended to give 
greater recognition to water quality issues in the 
Southern Lakes. 

We trust that the requests and comments made in 
this submission will help Otago Regional Council to 
improve its Annual Plan for 2017-18. 

We look forward to expressing our views directly to 
the Council at the submission hearings. 

Yours sincerely 

Friends of Lake Hayes Society Incorporated 

11 May 2017 

You can edit thjs submi$Sion and view alt your submjssions easily. 
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Janelle Houliston 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Bill&Kirsty Sharpe < noreply@jotform.com> 
Thursday, 11 May 2017 9:18 p.m. 
Gemma Wilson; Annual Plan 
Re: Draft Annual Plan 2017 /18 - Bill&Kirsty Sharpe 

! 0 joraft Annual Plan 2017/18 

Name 

E-mail 

Address 

Bill&Kirsty Sharpe 

I would like to speak with 
Council about my 
submission (week starting 
22 May} 

If yes, please provide a 
contact number 

Yes 

How do you think we 
should structure the rates Option 1: Uniform targeted rate ($25.89 per 

property). Everyone in Otago pays the same amount 
for civil defence and 

- regardless of the value of their property. 
emergency management? 

Do you support our water 
quality environmental risk- Yes 
assessment programme? 

Oo you support a risk-
based approach to dairy 
farm inspections for 
compliance monitoring? 

Do you support an 
accelerated programme to 
determine minimum 
flows? 

Do you support funding 
the deemed water use 

Yes 

Yes 

permit transition work for Yes 
the Water Management 
Reserve? 

Do you support the 
increased subsidy of public 
transport in the Wakatipu 
Basin? 

Do you support extending 
the Wakatipu targeted 
rating area for public 

Yes 

Yes 
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transport to include Jack's 
Point? 

Any comments? 

When do you think we 
should open a new office 
in Queenstown? 

Any comments? 

Lake snow increased 
workplan 

Lake restoration scoping 
work 

Wallaby control 

Climate change adaption 
{Clutha delta) 

Any comments? 

Do you support the change 
to our Significance and 
Engagement policy for 
strategic assets? 

Would you like to make 
comments or provide 
feedback on any of the 
other proposed changes? 

Improvement in the bus services would be most 
welcome 

Option 1: Establish an office in Queenstown in the 
2017 /2018 year 

The previous office should never have been closed. 
A new office should be established ASAP 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

See additional comments below 

Yes 

Further Comment on the ORC Annual Plan 
Wilding Pine Control 
We would like to see a bigger financial commitment 
to this vital work. The government recognises this 
threat to our DOC estate and other hill sides in the 
Queenstown area. A concerted effort is needed now 
to contain the spread. We would like to see at least 
$500,000 being spent which would mean say $5 per 
ratepayer. No one could argue with that. 
Rabbit Control 
This is no longer a rural problem. Rabbits are getting 
into gardens at Kelvin Heights. Please attend to this 
urgent problem and spend what money is required 
to get on top of it. 
Water Quality 
There is much to be concerned about in this area as 
with the rest of NZ. We remind the Regional Council 
to give this matter top priority. 
a) Lake Snow - This has not yet been identified. 
Urgent action is required to deal with this. Firstly 
adequate research to identify the problem. Then for 
action required to get rid of it. We cannot wait 
around for this problem to get worse. We would like 
to see much more finance allocated to get some 
action. 
b) Lagarosiphon Weed - The annual plan has nothing 
allocated for controlling the spread of this weed. 
Recent press reports indicate that it is at Kawarau 
Falls and will obviously come into Lake Wakatipu. 
Queenstown is the tourist capital of NZ. We cannot 
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afford to endanger our lake. We rely on the Regional 
Council to control weeds and pests and this matter 
requires urgent attention. Meaningful resources 
must be allocated to deal with this because if it gets 
into Lake Wakatipu control would be almost 
impossible. 
c) lake Hayes - The poor water quality of this lake 
has been known for decades. Regional Councils 
were put in place to deal with water quality. Please 
get on and deal with it! Extra money must be 
allowed for research and then the required action to 
bring this once pristine lake back to full health. 
In conclusion we are asking for proper attention to 
be given to environmental matters that are so 
important to this area. We have wonderful scenery 
that requires high protection. It is not fair to put all 
the costs of this protection on to the QLDC 
ratepayers as we have a huge resource in need of 
urgent attention compared to other Otago areas. 
Much of this work could be funded from ORC 
financial reserves as well as from rates. 

We wish to appear at the hearings meeting. 

You can edit this submission and view all your submissions easily. 
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Your 
feedback 
please ... 

Tell us whether you support the proposed 
changes to our work programme for 2017/2018. 
Use this form to share your feedback or submit onllne at 
www.orc.govt.nz/annuaJplan 747 
You can also write or email your submission to: 

Submissions close 12 May. 

Name 

Email 

I would like to speak with Council about my submission: 
'lh.s wool;! be in !hs week i:tarliog 22 May. 

If yes. please provide a oontact phone number 

Otago Regional Counc~ 
Freepost 497 
Private Bag 1 954 
Dunedin 9054 

Orgaftisation 
(if applicable) 

Address 

Yes ~o 

annual.p!an@orc.govt.nz 

How do you think we should structure the rates for civil 
defence and emergency management? 

When do you think we should open a new office in 
Queenstown? 

y Opiion i: Uniform targeted rate {$25.89 per propertyj. 
Everyone in Otago pays the same amount - regardless or 
!he value of their property. 

Option 1: Establish an office ir Queenstown in the 2017 /201 S 
year 

Option 2: 50% uniform targeted rate and 50% genera! 
rate. Hatt of the cost is in general rates, ana hall is an equal 
amount paid by everyone 

Rural water quality 

Do you support our water Quality environmental risk-assessment 
programme? Yes ../' No 

Do you support a risk-based approach to dairy rarm inspections 
for compliance monitoring? ,/ Yes No 

Minimum flows and deemed water use permit replacement 

Do you support an accelerated programme to determine 

minimum Rows? Yes / No 

Do ycu WOJY.lfi. funding the deemed wat.er use permit transition 
work from the Water Management Rese:va? 

,/Yes No 

Public transport in the Wakatipu Basin 

Do you support the increased subsiay ot public transport in the 
Wakatipu Basin? Yes vNo 

Do you support extending the Wal<atipu targeted rating area for 
public transpo,t to include Jack's Point? ../' Yes No 

./ Option 2: Delay proposal until the next Long Term Plan 
process (2018/2019} 

How sbould we structure the rates for the Lower Waitaki 
River scheme? 

Option 1 : Change the way the scheme is paid for, so that 10% 
of the scheme's costs are paid for as part of general rates, and 
90% by the Lower Waitaki River scheme targeted rate 

OptiOn 2: Leave all costs as 100% Lower Waitakl River 
scheme targeted rate (status quo} 

Do you support the following activities? 

Lake snow increased workplan 

Lake restoration scoping won< 

Wallaby control 

Climate change adaption (Clutha delta) 

/ Yes 

'\f" Yes 

.,/ Yes 

/ves 

Do you support the change to our Significance and 
Engagement policy tor strategic assets? 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

Would you like to make comments or provide feedback on any of the other proposed changes? 

ri'\11'\hM'-".,t'\ fL.OW~ f,. tr!AT~ ('~•~ O Tl'/~ """'o-a,L.1>, 
7fs. -rR - r/f~hltAfG. Pt'ii!JOt!, ~ Cou-N?-nY ~Jt,TUt'aM.- FJ,..t')T,,LJ-'$, (+,'1D 

6;'t'> &;a. · ,,. r $"' ,-p,~6-N'T'S L-IR;oJ s ... ....-~ ~IJ J..!!!. y&f.A.S 
-:z;~~ I GA-TI ON /¢M,f ~e r,11,19-NU H 61. I JI. t!f '/!,,:; t1~,1r 6c:.,""' c. ..,.,_ t S "8 f;'C., ~u Ei'-> .,...>Ht r 
il..6.L "'!O..(Pll'tl $0 ,s,-J ·• ff ,.._ fl'\.l~(ll)\o,CC,t!;C) iii> ._.,,.,.,., ,T~ .. ~ ,t,v() c.v, ... ,<:SWs AR.... A. tvl/illAIH,"-Y P«.€ ,rut,c.Ar,°"' S')("'ttt4c.r,~"" 

-,-A""11 ... ,i,f'l~l)<ll4 ,H\11.> l(wv 'l> 1 ~ .J 
1 

_ .;, Pleaseeddadd1t1onalpeperas1equlred. 
7'H/5 f'l/\14, V ~ ,., (J }(6 d) (J Afr ,- '"'" I 

,, . 1 r A ,wr 4i->"" , 
-:i;:F Want to refer to the full draft Annual Plan for additional context when you're considering your submission? 

Y01J'II find it at wwv,.orc.govt.nz/annualplan. Hard copies available on roouest from OIJr Dunedin and Alexandra offices (contact details below) 

~ Otago a annual.plan@orc.govt.nz t? @otagoRC Dunedin Alexandra 

. Regional \r 
70 Stattord S!reet Wi~iam Fra~er Buildin;i 

=::: Council ~ www.orc.govtnz Find us on facebook Private Bag 19~ Dunor~nQ $\root 
Dunedin 9054 1 OQl"d,e. ·mo 

~ Freephone 0800 474 082 
Pll3~i'4 0827 "'4!\8063 
F03 479 0015 F03Mf!61lZ 

(8am t<> 5pm, Monday to FriC!ay) 



Your 
feedback 
please ... 

Tell us whether you support the proposed 
changes to our work programme for 2017/2018. 
Use this fonn to share your feedback or submit onllne at 
www.orc.govt.nz/annua!plan 748 
You can also write or email your submi$$iort to: 

Submissions o1ose 12 May. 

Ota.go Regional Council 
Freeposl 497 

annual.plan@orc.govt.nz 

Private Bag 1954 
Dunedin 9054 

Name 

Email 

Organlsalion 
(if applicable) 

Address 

I would like to speak with Council about my stbmlssion: 
lllis would be In the week starong 22 Ma)• 

Yes No 

If yes, please provide a contact phone number 

How do you think we should structure the rates for civil 
def,"ce and emergency management? 

/ Optlon 1: Uniform targeted rate (S25.89 per property}. 
Everyone in Otago pays the same am-0unt - regardless of 
the value or their property. 

Option 2: 50% uniform targeted rate and 50% general 
rate. Half of the cost is in general rates. and half iS an equal 
amount paid by everyone. 

Rural water quality 

Do ycu support our water quality environmental risk-assessment 

programme? Yes ../ No 

Do you support a risk-based approach to da/·l'Y,farm Inspections 
for compr.ance monitoring? Yes No 

Minimum flows and deemed water use pennit replacement 

Do you support 1m accelera1ed programme to detennin8/ 
minimum flows? Vas v No 

Do ycu support funding the deemed water use permit transition 
work from the Water MaJ'Jagement Rese,ve1/ 

Yes No 

Public tr.ansport in the Wakatipu Basin 

Do you support the increased subsidy of public transporyn the 
Vlallatipu Basin? Yes ./ No 

Do you support extending Iha Wakatipu targAl,1 rating area for 
public transport lo include Jack's Poin1? ./ Yes No 

rll0tago 

L '' Regional =:::: eouncil 

a annual.plan@orc.govt.nz 

Q \WM.orc.govt.nz 

~ Freephone 0800 474 082 
(Sam to 5pm, Mc:-noo,· to Friday) 

When do you think we should open a new offwe in 
Queen.stown? 

Option 1: Establish an office io Queenstown In the 2017 /2018 
year 

/ Option 2: Delay proposal until the naxt Long Term Plan 
process (2018/2019} 

How should we structure the rates for the Lower Waitald 
River scheme? 

Option 1: Change the way the scheme is paid for so that 10% 
of the scheme's costs are paid for as part of general rates. and 
00% by the lower Waitaki River scheme targeted rate 

Option 2: Leave am costs as l 00% Lower Waitaki River 
scheme targeted rate (slatus quo} 

Do you support the following activities? 

lake snow increased workplan 

Lake restoration scoping work 

Wallaby control 

Climate change adaption (Clulha claltaJ 

/Yes 

/Yes 
/ Yes 

,/'Yes 

Do you support the change to our Significance and 
Engagement policy for strategic assets? 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

--- -- - - · ----
V @otagoRC Dunedin Alexandra 

iJ Find us on iacebook 
70 $1aff«d Street Wimom FrDser But.ano 
Private Bag 1954 Ounonr.ig Street -
Oune:iin~ 1 01 IJ\.><&.'\dra 932() 
P03 4M 0827 MJ:'14488003 
F 0~ 478 O:'.l1e F <X, 441l 6112 



Janelle Houliston 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Joel Vanderburg <noreply@jotform.com> 
Thursday, 11 May 2017 10:04 p.m. 
Gemma Wilson; Annual Plan 
Re: Draft Annual Plan 2017/18 - Joel Vanderburg 

I l!J joraft Annual Plan 2017/18 

Name 

E-mail 

Address 

I would like to speak with 

Joel Vanderburg 

Council about my No 
submission {week starting 
22 May} 

How do you think we 
should structure the rates 
for civil defence and 
emergency management? 

Option 1: Uniform targeted rate ($25.89 per 
property). Everyone in Otago pays the same amount 
- regardless of the va lue of their property. 

Do you support our water 
quality environmental risk- Yes 
assessment programme? 

Do you support a risk-
based approach to dairy 
farm inspections for 
compliance monitoring? 

Do you support an 
accelerated programme to 
determine minimum 
flows? 

Do you support funding 
the deemed water use 

Yes 

Yes 

permit transition work for Yes 
the Water Management 
Reserve? 

Any comments? 

Any comments? 

When do you think we 
should open a new office 
in Queenstown? 

1) Must assure adequate staff to oversee 
2) Requires serious community consultation 
3) "Precautionary Approach" MUST be used in 
setting minimum flows! 

No comment 

Option 1: Establish an office in Queenstown in the 
2017/2018 year 

l 
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Any comments? 

How should we structure 
the rates for the lower 
Waitaki River scheme? 

Lake snow increased 
workplan 

Lake restoration scoping 
work 

Climate change adaption 
(Clutha delta} 

Do you support the change 
to our Significance and 
Engagement policy for 

strategic assets? 

MUST not affect the number of staff in Dunedin 
office - thus allowing Dunedin staff to concentrate 
on local Dunedin issues. 

Option 1: Change the way the scheme is paid for, so 

that 10% of the scheme's costs are paid for as part 
of general rates, and 90% by the Lower Waitaki 
River scheme targeted rate 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

You can edit this submission and view all your submissions easilv. 
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750 
Guardians of Lake Hawea 

Submission on ORC Draft Annual Plan Consultation Document 2017 /18 

1. Process: The ORC consultation document alone is not very useful to provide a basis for comment on 
Otago water management issues - being a summary pitched at a superficial level of readership and 
therefore not very informative. To understand what ORC is or isn't doing about water quality the 
consultation document needs to be read in conjunction with the full Draft Annual Plan 2017-18, the 
2016 "Updated Regional Plan: Water for Otago" and the Rural Water Quality Strategy 2011, all of 
which appear to drive the water items in the draft Annual Plan 2017-18, but which are (with one 
exception) not mentioned in the draft. The approach to water quality management for Lake Hawea (& 
the other 2 deepwater lakes) in each of the 2017-18 Annual Plan Consultation Document, and in the 
full 2017-18 Annual Plan Document as well as in the 2016 "Updated Regional Plan: Water for Otago" is 
grossly inadequate and provides us with no confidence that ORC will manage the lake and its 
catchments water quality. We have serious concerns that this can be achieved by Plan Change 6A 
alone. 

2. Importance of Our lakes: Lakes Wakatipu, Wanaka, and Hawea are undoubtedly three of NZ's most 
treasured environmental assets. They feature prominently in why many of us wish to live near them 
and why tourists are attracted to the region. Their good health is thus of great importance to us. As 
Guardians of Lake Hawea our focus is on the health of Lake Hawea, nevertheless our concerns are 
equally applicable to Lakes Wanaka and Wakatipu. 

3. ORC Information System: The Draft Annual Plan Consultation document ("Your Feedback Please"): 
makes no mention of plans for monitoring lake water quality 
provides minimal information about rural water quality monitoring and lake Snow 
does not direct the reader to sources for more detail on these matters 

Detailed information {e.g. monitoring of lake Hawea water quality) is either non-existent or difficult to 
find on ORC's website. We find the search engine on ORC's site is very poor at identifying relevant 
documents. This makes it difficult to prepare a well -informed submission. This needs to be rectified. 

Despite this, there is sufficient evidence to conclude that the current and proposed monitoring of the 
health of Lake Hawea do not provide an adequate evidence base to inform an assessment of the 
health of Lake Hawea. 

4. Lake complexity: The deep Otago lakes including lake Hawea are complex biophysical systems. This 
complexity needs to take into account in their management. For example, the water coming down the 
Hunter River will be carrying nutrients including nitrates. This dense cold water presumably sinks to 
the bottom of the lake. The changes in climate underscore the urgency of obtaining some baseline 
measurement. In the event of increasing westerly winds (predicted by climate change models), nitrate
laden bottom water could rise to higher levels in the lake. More detailed sampling and monitoring 
than that proposed by ORC would be required to understand such processes. 

S. Overseas Investment Office: Also of concern to Guardians of Lake Hawea is the Overseas Investment 
Office approval of the sale of the Hunter Valley Station lease. One of the conditions of the sale is to 
improve productivity - which presumably includes increasing stock numbers and increasing 
applications of nutrients to pasture. This has potential implications for Lake Hawea quality. For 
effective lake and catchment management, ORC needs to assess whether the plans for increased 
productivity will impact on the quality of Lake Hawea catchments such as the Hunter River and smaller 
tributaries such as Neck Creek, the Sawyer Burn and Terrace Creek. 
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6. Lake Snow: We welcome the investment in research on Lake Snow but it is difficult to assess the size 
of this investment when the documentation does not put a dollar value on the staff time allocated or 

how much will be assigned to Lake Hawea. 

7. Lake Water Quality: Surprisingly the Draft Annual Plan Consultation document ("Your Feedback 
Please") makes no mention of plans for monitoring Lake Water Quality. 

We have been advised: 

'7he lake trophic state monitoring started in late 2016 is proposed to continue until late 2019. This 
involves water quality monitoring in Lakes Hawea, Wanaka and Wakatipu - with a single open water 
site in each lake and two "inshore" sampling locations in each of Lakes Wanaka and Wakatipu. 
Sampling includes depth profiles of dissolved oxygen, temperature, conductivity, pH, chlorophyll and 
turbidity as well as nutrient sampling. Samples are also collected for analysis of phytoplankton 
composition, including a standardised sample of lake snow. Zooplankton samples are also collected 

and preserved and archived for later analysis. 11 

We understand that there is only one open water sample for Lake Hawea and no "inshore" sampling. 
These readings from this single site cannot be considered representative of the whole lake. Therefore, 
they are not an adequate basis from which to form an evidence-based understanding of the quality of 

the water. 

8. Other Aspects of lake Health: It is of concern that the current and proposed strategies as detailed in 
the Regional Water Plan exclusively deal with water quality. While necessary, this is not a sufficient 
basis from which to assess the health of the Lake. Consideration needs to be given to ecosystem 

functioning. 

9. Recommendations: 

• that ORC initiate development of a Lake Hawea and catchments management plan with the 
community and lake stakeholders 

• that the water quality of Lake Hawea and major tributaries be monitored according to international 

best practice 
• that Lake Hawea ecosystem health indicators be adopted and monitored according to international 

best practice. 

We recommend this greater investment in the monitoring of water quality for Lake Hawea and its 

major catchments on the grounds that: 

• Lake Hawea is a significant environmental asset 
• there has been virtually no monitoring in the past 
• the current investment does not provide a reliable evidence base from which to arrive at a 

determination of Lake Hawea water quality and ecosystem function. 
• the absence of any management of Lake Hawea water quality and ecosystem functioning means 

that it is at risk and is likely declining. 

Alison Brown 
Secretary 
Guardians of lake Hawea 
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Janelle Houliston 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

John Walker <noreply@jotform.com> 
Thursday, 11 May 2017 10:53 p.m. 
Gemma Wilson; Annual Plan 
Re: Dralt Annual Plan 2017 /18 - John Walker 

! 0 joraft Annual Plan 2017 /18 

Name 

E-mail 

Address 

I would like to speak with 
Council about my 
submission {week starting 
22 May) 

If yes, please provide a 
contact number 

John Walker 

Yes 

How do you think we 
should structure the rates Option 2: 50% uniform targeted rate and 50% 

general rate. Half of the cost is in general rates, and 
half is an equal amount paid by everyone. emergency management? 

for civil defence and 

When do you think we 
should open a new office 
in Queenstown? 

lake snow increased 
workplan 

Lake restoration scoping 
work 

Wallaby control 

Climate change adaption 
{Clutha delta) 

Would you like to make 
comments or provide 
feedback on any of the 
other proposed changes? 

Option 1: Establish an office in Queenstown in the 
2017 /2018 year 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Priority to preserving clean lakes and rivers by 
allocating more resources together with more 
funding and reserving accumulated funds before 
spending anything further on buildings.A building 
will not contribute anything to an environmental 
legacy that is already overly degraded due to lack of 
governance. 

You e<1n edit this submission and view all your submissions easily. 
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11 May 2017 

Sustainable Glenorchy is an incorporated society with 63 members with an interest, amongst other 

things, in the sustainable management of wastewater in the township. 

The Glenorchy community is facing significant pressure to pay close to $30,000 per household for a 
reticulated town wastewater scheme. It has emerged, that apart from there being no certainty of what 
standards any such scheme would have to comply with under ORC Plan Change 6b, there has been no 
monitoring undertaken to provide a baseline of the adequacy, or not, of the existing treatment 

regime. 

Over the years both the regional and district councils have failed to take the measures such as water 
sampling, inspection and testing of treatment plants and monitoring of compliance with consents that 

would enable a clear picture of the state of our groundwater to be ascertained. 

We consider that this should be undertaken in the 2017 /8 year, in particular:-

1. Monitoring/sampling to determine if there are any detrimental effects detectable to the quality 
of groundwater beneath the township and at the margins of the lake, and if so, a determination 

of the source. 
2. Monitoring of existing consents to ensure compliance with consent conditions. 
3. Sampling the quality of river water entering the lake. 

Given that it is proposed to increase our rates by over 20%, we consider that this work could be funded 

from that increase. 

We, also consider the Rees, Dart, and Greenstone Caples catchments should be included in year one 
of the Rural Water Quality Catchment Study Programme in order to help the Head of the Lake 
community gain a better understanding of the health of upper Lake Wakatipu region. This was a key 
recommendation arising from the 2016 Glenorchy Shaping our Future visioning and task force report. 

Sustainable Glenorchy supports the establishment of an ORC Queenstown office. 

John Glover 
On behalf of the Sustainable Glenorchy Executive Committee 
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Janelle Houliston 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

marlene laureys <noreply@jotform.com> 
Friday, 12 May 2017 7:48 a.m. 
Gemma Wilson; Annual Plan 
Re: Draft Annual Plan 2017/18 - marlene laureys 

I 0 joraft Annual Plan 2017 /18 

Name 

E-mail 

Address 

I would like to speak with 

marlene laureys 

Council about my No 
submission (week starting 
22 May) 

How do you think we 
should structure the rates Option 2: 50% uniform targeted rate and 50% 

general rate. Half of the cost is in general rates, and 
half is an equal amount paid by everyone. 

emergency management? 
for civil defence and 

Do you support our water 
quality environmental risk- Yes 
assessment programme? 

Do you support a risk-
based approach to dairy 

Yes 
farm inspections for 
compliance monitoring? 

Do you support an 
accelerated programme to 

Yes 
determine minimum 
flows? 

Do you support funding 
the deemed water use 
permit transition work for Yes 
the Water Management 
Reserve? 

Do you support the 
increased subsidy of public 

Yes 
transport in the Wakatipu 
Basin? 

Do you support extending 
the Wakatipu targeted 
rating area for public Yes 
transport to include Jack's 
Point? 
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When do you think we 
should open a new office 
in Queenstown? 

How should we structure 
the rates for the Lower 
Waitaki River scheme? 

Lake snow increased 
workplan 

Lake restoration scoping 
work 

Wallaby control 

Climate change adaption 
(Clutha delta) 

Do you support the change 
to our Significance and 
Engagement policy for 
strategic assets? 

Option 1: Establish an office in Queenstown in the 
2017 /2018 year 

Option 1: Change the way the scheme is paid for, so 
that 10% of the scheme's costs are paid for as part 
of general rates, and 90% by the lower Waitaki 
River scheme targeted rate 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

You can edit this submission and view all your submissions easily. 
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Janelle Houliston 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Tony Lepper <noreply@jotform.com> 
Friday, 12 May 2017 8:00 a.m. 
Gemma Wilson; Annual Plan 
Re: Draft Annual Plan 2017 /18 - Tony Lepper 

I~ joraft: Annual Plan 2017/18 

Name 

Organisation 

E-mail 

Address 

Do you support an 
accelerated programme to 
determine minimum 
flows? 

Do you support funding 
the deemed water use 

Tony Lepper 

Earnscleugh Irrigation Limited 

Yes 

permit transition work for Yes 
the Water Management 
Reserve? 

Any comments? The economic well being of Central Otago will be 
determined by the outcome of the renewal of 
deemed water permits. The need for or otherwise 
of minimum flows on all rivers and streams should 
have been established by now so that planning for 
the future can take place in a timely and sensible 
manner. When setting these flows an economic 
impact analysis needs to be completed. I can assure 
Council that the residents in my catchment are 
more interested in the multi million dollar 
investment that relies on water than they are in 
some Utopian view that 100 years ago the stream 
looked different to the way it does today. 

You can edit this submission and view all your submissions easily. 

1 
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Your 
feedback 
please ... 

Tell us whether you support the proposed =T55" 
changes to our work programme for 2017/2018. 
Use this form to share your feedback or submit online at; 
www.orc.govt.nz/ennualpfan 
You can also write or email your submission to: 

Olago Regional Council 
Freepost 497 

annual.plan@orc.go 

RECEIV~-
nz 1 1 MAY 2017 j 

Submissions ctose 12 May. 
Private Bag 1954 
Dunedin 90S4 

Name 

Email 

Organisation 
(If applicable) 

Address 

I would like to speak wi1h Council about my submission: J Yes 
This VA:Jul:I be on the waek s191tirs!) n May 

If yes, please JXOvide a contact ph."llla number 

How do you think we should strucue lhe rates for civil 
defence and emergency management? 
J Option 1: Unifonn targeted rate ($25.89 per property). 

Everyone in Otago pays the same amount - regardless of 
the value ol their property. 

Option 2: 50% uniform targeted rate and 50% general 
rate. Half of the cost is in general rates. and half Is an equal 
amount paid by everyone. 

Rural water quality 

Do you support our water quality environmental risk-assessment 
. ? 

programme. ./ Yes No 

Do you support a risk-based approach to dairy farm inspections 
for oompliance monitoring? ,/ Yes No 

Minimum 11ows and deeme<I water use pennit replacement 

Do you support an accelerated programme to_peterrnine 
minimum flows? ,/ Yes No 

Do you support funding the deemed water use permit transition 
work from the Water Management Aesave? 

./ Yes l~o 

Public transport in the Wakstipu Basin 

Do you support the increased subsidy of publiJ transport in the 
Wakatipu Basin? V Yes No 

Do y0u support extending the Wakatipu targeted raUng area for 
public transport to include Jack's Point? ,/ Yes No 

No 
7:F ;EGIONAL co 
':-CFIVED DUNED1':°IL 

1 Z MAY 2017 
When do you think we sho11ld open a n~e.in ............ ~·~"-· 
Queenstown? .,, ro ........ .............. . 
V Option 1: Establish an office in Queenstown In the 2017 /2018 

year 

Option 2: Delay proposal until the next Long Term Plan 
process (2018/2019) 

How ehould we sttucl:la'e the rates tor the Lower W'aitaki 
River scheme? 

V Option 1: Change the way the scheme is paid for, so that 10% 
of the scheme's c:os1s are paid for as part of general rates, and 
90% by the Lower Waitakl River scheme targeted rate 

Option 2: Leave all costs as 100% Lower Wailaki River 
scheme targeted rate {s1atus quo) 

Do you support the following acUvitips? 

Lal<e snow increased worl-:plan 

Lake restoration scoping work 

Wallaby con:rol 

Climate change adaption (Clutha delta) 

;. StilA.U, ~'-IMA,~ 

J Yas 

s/Yes 

/ves 
./Yas 

Do you support the change to our Significance and 
Engagement policy fer strategic assets? ./ves 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

Would you like to make comments or provide feedback on any of the other proposed changes? 

:[ J ' ' 
GM f 4 

1<JMS C:ll/\(H~J lkJ, ot.c I\ILov-t WIO,-l !""'c.'\ 0\... 

'i~~J 1
~\ t~ It"~ r-t~ ,J ~~\,, 'I's(d~ lo Wa~.f N~wo.vf. d.,..Jlllr 

A I ,~ ~'),~~ '()~( s L. (:'f QI'\ ~J ~ t{ J./ '\~«~4-'.(i!J "t(Hv.f.~~ 1vv:iJc.J{;l'\C\'' -J. / 

..! 

t ~ 0 c.. C. \\ l' J. J l 1 t ,· '~ ~ . I P/88S9 add additional P9P8f as ~Uired~ 2 
1 

<>~Sh ~~ o ti<\~ t..f 1A,1l ~.I J,,.Jo-. (o""; ft°""' fol"f OJ 
want to refer lo tile full draft Annual Plan for additional context whan you're considering your submission? ~ rrp,(f 

You'll find it at www.orc.govt.nz/annualplan. Hard copies available on request from our Dunedin and Alexandra offices (contact de~s below) 

~ Otago a annual.plan@orc.govt.nz V @otagoRC Dunedin Alexandra 

~Regional q 
70 Stalford Street Wl10Bm Frase< Sulldir.g 

~ www.orc.govt.nz Find us on facebook Pnvate Bag 19511 Dunorilrig Street 
-...:::;; Council Dunfldin 0054 Alexandra 9320 

~ Freephone 0800 474 082 
POS474 0827 P 03 4118 8063 
F0:34790015 Ff02G (8am to 5pm, Monday to l'riaay) 



Your 
feedback 
please ... 

Tell us whether you support the proposed ::f 5b 
changes to our work programme for 2017/2018. 
Use this tonn to share your feedback or submit online at 
www.orc.govt.nz/annualplan 
You cen also write or email your submission to: 

OTAGO REGIONAL COUNCIL 
orc.gi3i.CSl!/Eo DUNEDIN 

SubmiAions close 12 May. 

Otego Regional Council 
Freepost 497 

annual.plan 

12 MAY 2017 Prtvate Bag 1954 
Dunedin 9054 

Name 

Email 

V 

I would llke to speak with Council about my submission: 
Tho WOIAd l:Eo fn the wwk slartirg 22 May 

If yes, please provide a contact phone number 

How do you think we should structure the rates for civil 
defence and emergency management? 

/ Option 1: Unftomi targeted rate ($25..89 per property). 
Everyone in Otago pays the same amount - regardless of 
the value of their property. 

O;>tion 2: 50% unifOITll targeted rate anc 50% general 
rate. Half of the cost is in general rates, and half is an equal 
amount paid by 8\/eryono. 

Rural water ctuality 

Do you support our water quality envlronmont~k.assessment 
programme? v' Yes • No 

Do you support a risk-based approach to clairyJarm irispectloos 
for compliance monitoring? ./ Yes No 

M inimum 1IOW$ and deemed waler use pennit replacement 

Do you support an accelerated programme to ~termine 
minimum flows? ./ Yes No 

Do you suppc,n fundirQ 1he deemoo wa1er use permit transitlon 
worl< from the Water Management Res8!V0? 

Yes No 

Pu.blle transport In the Wakatipu Basin 

Do you support Iha increased subsidy of pu7ti transport in the 
Wakalipu Basin? Yes No 

Do you suppart extending the Wakatipu targeted rating ar;a for 
publlC transpart to Jr.elude Jack's Point? Yes ./ No 

Fill: No ........ _ . . 
U"1 10 ... , .. ·-......... -............. _ .. . 

Organisation 
(if app!icabfe} 

.. 11csOS 

When do you think we shou)d open a new office in 
Queenstown? 

Option 1: Establish an offiee In Queenstown in the 2017/201 8 
year 

OptiOn 2: Delay proposal untl the n~ Long Term Plan 
process {201 B/2019) 

How should we structure the rates for the Lower Waitakl 
River acheme? 

/option 1: Change the way 1he scheme is paid for, so that 10% 
of the schema's costs are paid for as part of general rates, and 
90% by the Lower Waltal<i River scheme targeted rate 

Option 2: Leave all costs as 100% l..Dwer Waitakl River 
sr.:h1:1me targeted rate (status quo) 

Do you support the followtng a~vitles? 

Lake snow Increased workplan 

Lake res:oration scoping work 

Wallaby control 

Climate ctiange adaptlon (Clutha delta) 

/ves 

/ ves 
/Yes 
/ves 

Do you support the chans,e to our Significance and 
Engagement policy for strategic: assets? 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

NO 

Would you like to make <:0mments or provide 1eedbaek on any of the other proposed changes? 

Please add addltJonaJ paper lf5 requited. 

Want to refer to the lull draft Annual Plan for addttional canted Whan you're considering your submission? 
You'll find it at www.orc.govt.nz:/annualp(an. Hald copies available on request from our Dunedin and Alexandra omoe:1 tcmtaot de!Btrs below) 

- - -

~~~ a annual.plan@orc.govt.nz V' @otagoRC Dunedin Alexandra 

1J 
70 S1at1ord S1ree1 wtni0m Fraser Gu~oing 

=:::: Cooncil q www.orc.golft.nz Find us on facebook Pr1"81e Beg 19(;4 Ounorliny Slrcct 
Dul>edin 0054 Alexandre. 9320 

~ FreeJjlone 0800 474 082 
;.> Oil 474 11627 I' 00 448 806:! 

(Sam to 5pm, Monda1· ;o Friday) 
FQ:;.(790015 r-16211 
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feedback 
·please ... 

Tell us whether you support the· proposed =15-:+ 
changes to our work programm or 2017/2018. 

OTA.Go REGIONAL COUNCIL Use tttls fonn to share your feedback or submit online a RECEIVED OUNEOJN 
www.orc.gO\lt.nz/annualplan 

f 2 MAY 2017 You can also write or email your submiation to: 

Submissions c:lose 12 May. 

Otago Regional Council 
Freepost 497 

.fl,_ C>IR TO ......................... ~ .............. . 
.., ............... , ..................... . 

PriVate Bag 1954 
Dunedin 9054 

Name 

Email 

Organisation 
(If applicable) 

I would like to speak with Councll about ffi>/ submiSl:lion: 
· 1 n1S woll:t r,e 1r. 1ne - $1$rt1ng 22 May. 

res 'f_..No 

If YEil>, please provide a contact phone number 

How do you think we should structure the rates for clvll 
defeno& and emergency managi,ment? 
..f Option 1 : Uniform targeted rate ($25.89 per property). 
,......._ Everyone in Otago pays the same amount - regardless of 

the value of their property. 

Option 2: 50% uniform targeted rate and 50% general 
rate. Half of the cost is in general rates, and half is an equal 
amount paid by everyone. 

Rural water quality 

Do you support our water quality environmental risk-assessment 
programme? Yes No 

Do you support a risk-based approach to dairy farm inspections 
for compliance monitoring? )(._ Yes No 

Minimum flows and deemed water use permit replacement 

Do you support an accelerated programme to determine 
mirimum flows'; )( Yes No 

Do you support funding the deemed water use pem,it transition 
work from the Water Management Reserv~? / 

')(.... Yes No 

Public tran$J)Ort In the WakaUpu Basin 

Do you support the increased subsidy of public transport iJl the 
Wakatipu BaSln? Yes~ No 

Do you support exteodillfl the W:Jkallpu targeted rating area for 
public transport to incliJde ,lack's Poini'? Yes)<. No 

When do you think we shoukf open a new office In 
Q11eenstown? 

~on 1: Establish an office in Queenstown in the 2017 /2018 

Option 2: Delay propoGal until the next Long Term Plan 
process (2018/2019) 

How should we structure the rates for the Lower Waitakl 
River scheme? 

'-1.... Option 1: Change the wey the scheme is paid for, so that 10% 
/ ~ of the scheme's ccsts are paid for as part of general rates, and 

90% by the Lower Waitaki River scheme targeted rate 

Option 2: Leave all costs as 100% Lower Waltakl Riv8r 
scheme targeted rate (status quo) 

Do you support the following activities? 

lake snow increased workplan ~es No 

Lake restoration scoping work 

Wallaby control 

Climate change adaption (Clutha delta} 

Yes~ No 

Yes~o 

~Yes No 

Do you support the change to our Significance .and 
Engagement policy for strategic assets? • 

)c( Yes No 

Would you like to make comments or prollfde feedback on any of the other proposed changes? ?...i b Jjc '#Fat'l SfD1 +-
f;,( Jae.it·~ -Pe1:ll+ ? Se,;.'al.)~/"-I J, J+ pet>pl-e CaVl afford -fo llv~ 'f-11tre '#t.e<-f 
~,, '+ n~td fvbJ.tc -{('a vl~r+ .. Arrt>~'fol.4>/\ woui 4 be l'.>i-H-c!" s~ru<:...t-~ · fviL>l,c 
t,ravt~c>,-r is NOT +"1L QV\~w-e..r -1-o our ~ra F..(;c coi'lqR~{o/"\ l STDP 
.b..,;ld<'"Cf utt-i.<t Ovr 1''10as'-/ruc:f...,r-e5"Cavt C~icl/i L)f· 5'-t-0 p f 1-e.a~e ! 
Wtt 1/qb'-I Cov1:-\,~ l ? wttt1..1 /lot- he Ip w,'tvr po~o:'vt-ct::!tcf'?+;~~f 

Want to niter to th& full draft Annual Plan for additional coo1ext wheo you're oonsidering your submission? O 
You'll find it e.t www.orc.govt.ntl'annualplan. Hard copl8$ awllab!e on request from our Duntdin and AtelGalldra offices (oontact d&talls below) 

~ Otago a annual.plan@orc.govt.r:z ~ @otagoRC Dunedin Alexandra 

Regional 11 
70 Stalft>rd S1reet William Fr89er Building 

==::eouncil Q W\.'JW.Orc.govt.nz Find us on facebook Private Bag 1954 Dunorling Street 
Dunedi'l9054 Alexandre 0020 

~ Freephone 0800 474 082 
P O'J 474 0827 P()34486063 

(8am 10 5pm, Mor.day to Friday) 
FOO 47900i5 F1&22 



Your 
feedback 
please ... 

Tell us whether you support the proposed ::,.5~ 
changes to our work progra for 2017/2018. 

OTAGO REGIONAL COUNC 
U$e this form to share Yot1r feedback or submit o line 411!:CEIVEO DUNEDIN IL 
www.OfC.gollt.nz/emualplan 
You can also witte oremall your submission to: f 2 MAY 2017 

Submissions close 12 May. 

Otago Regional CoJncU 
Freepost 497 
Priva1e Bag 1954 
Dunedin 9054 

Name 

Erne/I 

Organisation 
Qf applicable) 

Addrs~s 

I would like to speak with Council about my submission: Yes / No 
This wo.Jd be 1n 1M week s1.orting :??. May 

It yes, please provide a contact phone number 

How do you think we ahould structure tile rates for cMI 
d&fence and emergency mooagement? 

Option 1 : Uniform targeted rate ($25.89 per property). 
Everyone in Otago pays the same amount - regardless of 
the value of their property. 

/o"ption 2: 50% uniform targeted rate and 50% general 
rate. Half of lhe cost Is in general rates, and half iS an equal 
amount paid by everyone. 

Ru1111 water queltty 

Do you support our water quality environmental risk-as5essment 
programme? Yes No 

Do you support a risk-based approach to dairy farm inspections 
fOI' compliance monitoring? y ves No 

Minimum flows and deemed water use permit replacement 

Do you support an accelerated programme to determine 
mnimum floWs? ·\/"'Yes No 

Do you support fi.Jnding the deemed water use permit transition 
work from the Waler Management Reseive? 

Yes No 

Public transpc,rt in the Wakatlpu Basin 

Do you support the increased subsidy of pUbliS),'ansport in the 
Wakatlpu Basin? v Yes No 

Do you support extel'Y.ftng the Wakatipu targeted rating area for 
pubfic transport to include Jack's Point? Yes No 

When do you think we should open a new office In 
Queenstown? 

Option 1 : Establ.i!tl an office in Oueenstcwn In the 2017 /2018 

year 

/option 2: Delay proposal until the next Long Term Plan 
process (2018/20191 

How should we structure the rates for the Lower Waite kl 
River sch111T1e? 

Option 1 : Change the way the sroeme 1s paid for, so t!1at 10% 
of the scheme's costs are paid for as part of general rates, and 
90% by the Lower Waitaki River scheme targeted rate 

/option 2: Leave all costs as 100% Lower Waitaki River 
scheme targeted rate (status quo) 

Do you support the following activities? 

Lake snow increased workplan 

Lake restoration scoping work 

Wallaby controi 

Climat.e change adaption (Clutha delta) 

Do you aupport the change to our Slgnlflcance and 
Engagement Policy far tttrategig assets? 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

Would you like to make comments or provide feedback on any of the other proposed changes? 

Please adr.J additional pspe< as required. 

Want 10 refer to the lull draft AMual Plan lor additional context when you're OOllllldering yoAJr submission? 
You'll find It al www.oro.govt.nz/e.rinualplan. Herd copies available on request from our Dunedin and Alexandra offices (contact details belOW) 

···---· 

~Otago a annuaJ.plan@orc.govt.nz V @otagoRC Dunedin Alaxandra 

Regional 11 
70 S\affOrd Streat 'fflJ,am Fraser Building 

==::eooncil q www.orc.govt.nz Find us on facebook Private Bag 1954 DunorlinQ Street 
Ol.lnedb 90:.4 Alexa110111 0020 

~ Freephone 0800 474 082 
P03 ~74 0627 r 03 448 eoes 
F <X3 47!! 0015 Fci'023 (8am to 5pm, Monday lo Frloo~ 



Your 
feedback 
please ... 

Tell us whether you support the proposed :'.f :f\ 
changes to our work programme for 2017/2018. 
Use this farm to share your feedback or submit onllne at: 
www.orc.govt.nz/annualplan ~O::::Ti:::-N3=o=-=R:=EG~l~ONA- L_CO_ U_NCI __ . - l--. 
You can also write or email your submission to: RECEIVED DUNEDIN 

Submis$ions c:lase 12 May. 
Otago Regional Council 
Freepost 497 

a annua1.p1 "1@orf ~M'AY 20f7 
Private Bag 1954 
Dunedin 9054 

f1.E No .......... ~ ................ - ..... . 
OIRTO ..................................... . 

Name 

Email 

Organisation 
{it appl:cablel 

ddress 

I would like to speak with Council about my ~uhmission: Yes No 
This woud re 10 tho WGei< star1ln9 22 May 

If yes, please provide a contact phone number 

How do you think we should structure tile rat&S for civil 
defence and emergency management? 

~ Option 1: Uniform targeted rate ($26.89 per property). 
Everyone in Otago pays the sam& amount - regardless of 
the value of their property. 

Option 2: 50% uniform targeted rate and 50% general 
rate. Half of the cost is in general rates, and half is an equal 
amount paid by everyone. 

Rural water qual~ 

Do you support our water quality environmental risk-assessment 
programme? ,V Yes No 

Do you support a risk-based approach to dary farm inspections 
for compl!ance monitoring? ,{ Yes No 

Minimum flows and deemed water use permtt replacemerat 

Do you support an accelerated programme to determine 
minimum flows? y Yes No 

Do you support funding the deemed water use perrnit transitlon 
work from the Waler Management Reserve?,; 

~ Yes No 

Public transport In the Wakatlpu Basin 

Do you support the increased subsidy of public transport in the 
Wakattpu Basin? Yes .../ No 

Do you support extending the Wakatipu large~ rating area for 
public transport to include Jack's Point? ....( Yes No 

When do you think we &hould open a new office in 
Queenstown? 

-Option 1: Establish an office in Queenstown 111 the 2017/2018 
year 

../ Option 2: Delay proposal unUI the next Long Term Plan 
process (2018/2019) 

How should we structure the rates for the Lower Waitaki 
River scheme? 

Option 1: Chang\,l the way the scheme is paid for, so that 10% 
of the scheme's costs are paid for as part of generf!I rat.is, and 
90"Ai by the Lower Waitaki River scheme targeted rate 

~ Option 2: Leave all costs as 100% Lower Waitakl River 
scheme targeted rate (status quo) 

Do you support 1he following activities? 

Lake snow increased workplan v' Yes 

LaKe restoration scoping work /. Yes 

Wal!aby control / Yes 

Cflrnate change adaption (Outha delta) .../ Yes 

Do you supPort the change to cur Sfgnificance and 

No 

No 

No 

No 

Engagement policy tor strategic aaset$? / 
Yes~ No 

Would you like to make comments or provide feedback on any of the other proposed changes? 

Please 8fkJ ,1.r;kJitlcnaJ paper as required. 

Want to refer to the full draft Annual Plan for additional conte-..ct when you're com:ldering your submission? 
Yo'J'II find it at www.orc.govt.nz/annualplan. Hard copies available on request from our Dunedin and Alexandra offices (contact details below) 

~~l a annual.p1an@orc.govt.nz: S? @otagoRC Dunedin Alexandra 
70 Stllffortf Street WJL'lam f'raser Bul!dln9 

===Council q www.orc.govt.nz 1J Find us on facebook PmteteBeg 1854 Dunorlhg Street 
Ouneefon 9()5~ Alexandra 8320 

~ Freephone 0800 474 082 
P00474 0827 P03448806S 
F034790015 F'f02~ (Barn to 5pm, Monday to Ftlda)I) 



Your 
feedback 
please ... 

Tell us whether you support the proposed ::,0 Z 
changes to our work programme for 2017/2018. 
Use this form to share your feedback or submit onllne a 
www.orc.g::wt.nz/annualplan 

OTAGO REGIONAL COUNCIL 
RECEIVED DUNEDIN 

You can also write or email your submission to: t 2 MAY 20!7 
SUbmissions close 12 May. 

Otago Regional Council 
Freepost 497 

annuaJ.plan@ofc 

DIR 
...... " ............ h ••••• , • • • , ... , •• 

Private Bag 1954 
Dunedin 9054 

.......... ... -............ . . 

Name 

Ernad 

Organisation 
,J -- . · -- ')le) 

' 
I would like to speak with Council about my submission: Yes VNo 
Th& wouk1 D& ,n hi week Sl!lrti'"CJ ~2 May 

If yes, please provide a contact phone number 

How do you think we should sbucture the rates for CIVil 
defence and emergency management? 

Option 1: Uniform targeted rate ($25.89 par property). 
Everyone in Otago pays the same amourrt - regardless of 
the value of their property. 

/ option 2: 50% uniform targeted rate ond 50% g.eneral 
rete. Haff of the cost is In general retA.-., and half is an equal 
arnounl (Jaid by eveiyone. 

Rural water quality 

Do you support our water quality environmental risk-assessment 
programme? / Yes No 

Do you support a risk-based approach to daJry}alrn inspections 
for compliance monitoring? V Yes No 

Minimum flows and deemed wa~r use pennlt replacement 

Do you support an accelerated programme to detomllne 
minimum flows? V Yes No 

Do you support !unding the doomec water use permit transilion 
work from the Water Management Reserve? / 

V Yes No 

Publtc 'transport in the Wakatlpu Basin 

When do you think we should open a new office in 
Queenstown? 

Option · : Establish an office in Queenstown in the 2017/2018 
year 

V Ol)tion 2: Delay proposal until tile next Long Term Plan 
process (2018/2019) 

How should we structure the rates for the Lower Waitaki 
River scheme? 

Option 1 : Change the way the scheme is pnld for. so 1hat 10% 
of the scheme's costs are paid for as part of general rates. and 
90% by the Lower Waitaki River scheme targi;ted rate 

/ Option 2: Leave all costs as 100% Lower Waitaki River 
schemP. targeted rate (slat\JS quo) 

Do you support the following activttles? 

Lake snow hcreased workplan) Sli "1..c. Id 

Lake restoration sooplng worJ~~ ~ 
Wallaby contrcl f OCl?>-I 

Climate change adi:lptoo (Clutha delta) 

Yas ~No 

Yes .,,/ No 

VYes No 

,/ Yes No 

Do you support ttie change to ou.r Slgnifican<:11 and 
Do you suppon the incres.seCI sUbsidy of public transport , the Engagement policy for strategic assets? 

-~~ *V~ Ar~~ "--De~ b 1.,1.~c;,, ~ ~2- CA.Jes ;:> 
Do you support extending the Waketipu targeted rating area for • 
pUbr1e transport to include Jacks Point? V Yes No 

Would you like to make comm·anbl or provide feedback on any of the other proposed changes? 

~ ~ o R_ C (){()€J uot MJ4)I. "'--~ kt Q:11.4 Q h~ o. v1 

-- t,, _ Uc{;( a,e.. ~c/o..i/'lis [)f ~ rclfe/"fUT 
e,t lJ_ ) O i1R... • 1,' _ .,.1 : ,, ~ 5ll.U~ fN-. 11'1.o l1.el1 tJ Y7 ~ wa /e.,/1., 

/11..c r Cm r&li 'I-~ , - J Please add additional paper as n,quired. 

Want to refer to the full draft Annl.lal Plan for additional context when you're considering your 61/bmlssiort? 
Yo11'fl find it at www.oro.govt.nz/annualplan. Hard copies available on request from our Dunedin end Alexandraofflc86 (cont11ct details bGlow} 

~ Ota~ a annual.plan@orc.govt.nz t7 @otagoRC Dunedin Alexandra 

RegiJna1 1r 
70 Stefford Slreet William Fraser Building 

==:: Comcil C6 www.orc.govt.nz ~nd us on facebook Private Bag 19:'A Ou1101l ng Streel 
. ,t· Dunedin 9054 Alexandra 9320 

~ Freephone 08, A7". t ,Qr. 
P03474 0827 P034488063 
FOO 479 001G F~'ip 

(!lam to 6pm, Mond. 



Your 
feedback 
please ... 

Tell us whether you support the proposed :J06 
changes to our work programme for 2017/2018. 
Use this form to sha~ your fe«lback or submit online at: 
www.orc.govt.nz/annuaJplan 

OlAGO REGIONAL COlJNCI\. You can also write or emall yaur swmlssion to: 
RECEMD DUNEDIN 

Submis,;ions close 12 May. 
Otago Regional Council 
Freepost 497 

annual.plan~orc.1 ovt.nz

1 2 
MAY 2017 

Private Bag 1954 
Dunedin 9054 A.I:, ~ ............. , ........ ,n••" ....... , • 

Name 

Email 

tTCHAIJ..O. /iNOE~$,b,J. 

}/.It... 

Organisation 
(if appScable) 

Address 

I~ TQ ., •• ,.., ............. ou••••••••n·•·•• 

I would like to speak with Council about my submission: /Yes No 
This would be In the week slatttng 22 May 

If yes, please provide a contact phone number 

How do you think we should structure the ratea for clvll 
defence and emergency management? ' 

Optlon 1: Uniform targeted rate ($25.89 per property). 
Everyone in Otego pays the same amount - r09ardless of 
the value of their property. 

/option 2: 50% unifOfm targotad rate and 50% general 
rate. Half of the cost is in general rates, and half is an equal 
amount paid by everyone. 

Rural water quality 

Do you support our water quality environmental r1sk·aSSessJ)Jent 
programme? Yes ..,......No 

Do you support a risk-based approach to dairy farm inspections 
for compliance monitoring? •. Yes No 

Minimum flows and deemed water use permit replacement 

Do you support an accelerated programme to dete11T1ine / 
minimum flows? Yes v No 

Do you support funding the deemed water use permit transition 
work 1i'om the Water Manage.'T'ient Reswe? 

Yes No 

Public tran&port In the Wakatipu Basin 

Do you support the increaseo subsidy of public transport 1n the 
Wakatipu Baslr? Yes No 

Do you support extending the Wakatipu targeted rating area !or 
public trans;:,ort to include Jacks Point? Yes No 

I 

Whendo you think we t!hould open a new office In 
.Queenstown? 

Option 1: Establish an office in Queenstown in the 2017/2018 
year 

hton 2: Delay proposal untll the next Long Term Plan 
process (2018/2019) 

How should we structure the rates for the Lower Waltaki 
River scheme? 

Option 1: Change the w~ the scheme is paid for, so that 10% 
of the schemes costs are paid for as part of gE11eral rates, and 
90% by the Lower Waitaki River scheme targeted rate 

Option 2: Leave all costs as 100% Lower Waltal<I Rlvor 
scheme targeted rate (status quo) 

Do you support the foliowlng activl1ie&? 

Lal<e snow Increased workplan Yes 

Lake restoration scoping wo!1< Yes 

Wallaby controi Yes 

Climate change adaption (CILltha delta) Yes 

Do you support the change 10 our Significance and 
Enga!Jement pollcy for strategic assets? 

Yes 

~o 

~o 
v"No 

No 

No 

Would you like to make comments or provide feedback on any of the other proposed changes? 

Please add additional paper as required. 

Wam to refer to the ful draft Annual Plan for additional context when you're considering your submission? 
You'll find it at www.orc.govt.nz/annualplan. Hard copies available on req1,1ast from our Dunedin and Alexandra offi<.es (contact details below) 

...... __ ... , . .. --····--

~ Ora~ a annual.pfan@orc .govtnz t? @otagoRC Dunedin Alexandra 
70 stafford Street Witiiem Freser Boi'din9 

==== q www.orc.govt.nz 'U fjnd us on tacebook Pri\'818 Bag 1954 01.1nor11ni;,, ~'tree! 
Ovnedlo 9054 Ale,ca.sdra 9320 

~ Freephone 0800 474 082 P03474 0827 P034488063 
F O:l .479 0015 F,028 (Sam to Sµm. MOJJdey to FndeY) • 



I • 

To whom it may concern 

Firstly I was disappointed re the Sessions at Cromwell on Monday 1ot11 April. I was lead to believe 
that I could walk in at any time between 1.30 pm and 2.30 pm and ask individual questions, but No, I 
was wrong. 

I feel Council may have also been disappointed with only a dolen people present, and 9S% over the 
age of 65 years I 

I feel as a rate payer in the centre of Central Otago, I cannot really make comment or vote on 
subjects such as Queenstown Office or their transport, also the subject of Waitaki River scheme, or 
the Cllmate change in the Clutha Delta, unless I'm given a lot more information. 

As for Wallaby Control, just remember some of us have been flghtlns pests for a life time, such as 
rabbits, brlars, now pigs and Wlldlng Pines. So m'aybe all should come under the same umbrella, for 
example we have never had pigs on our country until the last 10 years, but have now seen a number 
of pigs and also a lot of sign, we are convinced that they have been released from other areas ,.and 
also being breed by individuals. 

As for minimum flows, again I can only speak about my local area - Bannockburn, which J have been 
involved with for a '"life time", the two streams being Shepherds and Bannockburn. 

In my opinion Shepherds would not exists for any irrtgatlon, or at all, if It wasn't for the water takes 
out of the Upper reaches of the Bannockburn and the carrlck Water Scheme corning through Duffers 
Saddle, plus the flood irrigation from these schemes. The "earliest" scheme being the Kawarau 
water right obtained from the Miner's in 1906 for irrigation. 

As for tne Bannockburn Stream, It is now home for hundreds of willow trees, so how can you even 
suggest a minimum flow in this situation. 

Yours sincerely 

RJAnderson 

1029 



Your 
feedback 
please ... 

Tell us whether you support the proposed ·1o4 
changes to our work programme for 2017/2018. 
Use this form to share VOLi' feedback or submit o...,,,'!;·n ~Aa~t:=". ~=----..... __, 
www.orc.govl.n1/annualplan 0'!1iGO REGIONAL CO!..N;IL 
You can a&so write or emaU your submission lo: RECEIVEO DUNEDIN 

Submissions close 12 Mai,. 
Otago Regional Council 
Freepcst 497 

a annua1.p1 n@on:jg2ttMAY 2017 
Private Bag 1954 
Dunedin 9054 

f1lE ~ •1••••uH,fltWt1•••""U••o•••••••• 
QR TO ••••u .. , •• ,." .. , .................. .. 

Name 

Email 

Organisation 
(if appricable) 

Address 

I would like to speak with Council about my submission: Yes 
Ths w.,ufo b8 in tile wa<lk Glartirg 22 Mi>y. 

If yes, please provide a contact phone number 

How do you think we should stNcture the rates for civil 
defence and emergency management? 

Option 1: Uniform targeted rate ($25.89 per property). 
Breryone in Otago pays the same amount - regardless of 
the value of the:r property. 

~ 50% uniform targeted rate and 50% general 
~ of the cost is in general rates. and half is an eQual 

amount paid by everyone. 

Rural wa1ar quality 

Do you support our water quallty environmental risk-assessment 
progra.'Time'? B No 

Do you support a risk-based approach to dairy farm Inspections 
for compliance monitoring? e No 

Minimum flows and dHmted water use permit replacement 

Do you support an accelerated programme to determine 
minimum flows? @ No 

Do you support funding lhe deemed water use permit trans~lon 
work from the Water Management Reserve? 

f!!) No 

Public transport In the Wakatipu Basin 

Do you supPort the increased subsidy of public transport In the 
Wakatlpu BaSin'i Yes No 

Do you support exten::llng the Vvakatipu targeted rating area for 
p1..blic transport to Include Jack's Point? Yes No 

When do you think we should open a new Offi<:e in 
Queenstown? 

Option 1: Establish an office in Queenstown In the 2017/2018 
year 

~: Delay proposal until the next Long Term Plan 
~ (2018/2019) 

How should we structure the rates for the Lower Waitaki 
River scheme? 

~ange the way the scheme is paid for, so that 10% 
~~es costs are paid for as part o1 general rates, and 

90% by the Lower Waitaki River scheme targated rate 

Option 2: Leave all oosts as 100% Lower Waltal<I River 
scheme targeted rate (status quo) 

Oo you support the following acti'liftle9? 

La'<a snow increased workplan (!9 
Lake restoration scoping work @) 
Wallaby control 

~ Climate change aclapt[on (Clutha delta) s 

Do you support the change to our Significance and 
Engagement pollcy for strategic assets? 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

Woul~ you llke·to. m.;ike comments or provide feedback on any of the other proposed changes? 

Please add eddmoneJ paper as reqllired. 

Want to refer to the full draft Annual Plan for additional context when you're eor'ISidenng your submission? 
You'll find it at www.orc.govt.nz/annua1plan. Hard copies avsilebla on request from our Dunedin and Alexancta offices (contact details below) 

""~l a annual.plan@orc.govt.nz V @otagoRC Dunedin Alexandra 

if 
70 S1alfortl Street Willlam Fraser Bulldlng 

C§ www.orc.govt.nz Find us on facebook Prillale B?g 19G4 Dunorllng Stn,et 
~Council Dunedin 0054 Alexandre 9320 

~ Freephona 0800 474 082 
P03474 0627 P 034486063 
f 034790015 F1~ t8am to5pm, Mon<:ta11to Fllday) 



Janelle Houliston 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

ollie yeoman 
Thursday, 11 May 2017 11:05 p.m. 
Annual Plan 
submission 
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Attachments: Ollie Yeoman ORC submission comments May 2017.docx; Ollie Yeoman submission May 
2017.JPG 

Hi there 

I have attached my submission as two documents. 
- the ORC feedback sheet. 
- extra comments and questions 

Thanks 
Ollie Yeoman 

1 
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1.) Rural Water Quality 

Do you support our water quality environmental risk-assessment programme? 

I am in support of the water quality environmental risk-assessment programme, but 
have some concerns and questions. 

The ORC feedback document states that "By 2020 rural landholders need to limit the 
amount of E. coli, nitrogen and phosphorous going into freshwater." The document 
also states that landowners are allowed to "make their own decisions on how they 
manage their land - so long as their activities don't pollute lakes) rivers, wetlands or 
groundwater (or breach our Water Plan)". 

My concern is regarding the limits of E. coli) nitrogen and phosphorous. I would 
encourage the ORC to set significantly more ambitious limits than those laid out in 
the National Policy Statement) which have been scientifically proven to be 
inadequate. Recent reports on the state of our freshwater confinn that ow· water 
management is failing. To suggest a compromise between water quality and economic 
gain is not enough. Freshwater ecosystems do not have the ability to compromise - if 
we set poor environmental limits our freshwater ecosystems suffer, and that is to the 
long term detriment of all. Our freshwater is a public asset so if a landowner is 
managing their land in a way which is compromising freshwater health yet bringing 
them economic gain there is clearly an injustice being done. This is clearly the case in 
many catchments and must be addressed by council. Setting meaningful water quality 
limits that will restore freshwater ecosystem health would be a significant step that I 
urge the council to take. 

'Swimmability' has been a popular phrase recently. I would argue that swimmability 
is a poor measure of freshwater health) given that humans may well be able to safely 
swim in a degraded freshwater system. The well-being of other organisms and levels 
of E. coli, nitrogen and phosphorous within that ecosystem are a far better measure of 
freshwater ecosystem health, and hence I believe ambitious limits must be set, 
monitored and sttictly enforced. 

The tenn 'pollute' is a vague tenn and means difterent things to different people. 
Whether a landowner pollutes or not should be quantified and based on scientific data 
- ambitious limits as previously discussed above. I am concerned that the 
environmental risk assessments on rural properties and large lifestyle properties will 
merely infonn and add wtderstanding, but may well fall short on enforcing higher 
standards. 

I support the increase in the rural water quality target rate. 

The document states that ORC are "proposing to carry out catchment studies in five 
catchments every year.'' I am strongly in support of this but would encourage ORC to 
once again be ambitious with this. As catchment sizes vary significantly I would 
question which catchments will be included in the five? Five might be appropriate if it 
is large catchments like the Clutha or Taieri that are being studied, but if it is smaller 
catchments I believe that ORC should extend their study to a greater number of 
catchments. I would also suggest that ORC must look at land use and prioritise the 
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study of those catchments that are most intensively fanned or contain other industry 
considered high-risk. These studies must be scientifically sound and independent of 
economic interests. The sooner ORC can gain a thorough baseline understanding of 
the state of our wateiways across the region the better. 

Do you support a risk-based approach to dairy farm inspections for compliance 
monitoring? 

I am in support of the risk based dairy fann inspections, but again have some areas of 
concern and uncertainty. 

I agree that ORC must regularly inspect those fanns assessed as being most at risk of 
impacting water quality, and I believe those farms must receive at least three visits a 
year. I have concerns however that fanns deemed as low risk may only receive one 
visit every two years. The document is unspecific about how the risk will be assessed, 
I would expect that ORC would make this a transparent process and that all farms, 
whether deemed high-risk or low-risk, have to meet the same high standards, with 
penalties for not doing so. 

Furthermore I question why ORC are only targeting dairy farms? I believe that dairy 
fanns must be included in this risk assessment but that ORC must also investigate 
what other land uses might be having detrimental impacts and should therefore be 
receiving regular inspections. I support ORC when it states that " it means more visits 
in total and will focus our attention where it's most needed." I also support the raising 
of the increased rate charge for this, but once again encourage ORC to look more 
widely than just assessment of dairy farms. 

2.) Minimum flows and deemed water use permit replacement 

Do you support an accelerated programme to determine minimum flows? 

I am in support of an accelerated program to determine minimum flows, once again 
however this must be rigorous and ambitious minimum flow requirements must be 
set. It is widely accepted that the more water that remains in a waterway the healthier 
that watetway will be. 

ORC states that ' 'Mimimum flows and levels ensure that economic use of water 
continues while enough water remains in our lakes, rivers and aquifers to maintain 
ecosystems and natural character." 1 would argue that to use the word maintain is 
unambitious and insufficient. Many of our waterways are already degraded and to 
maintain is simply to maintain a degraded waterway. We need to do far more than 
maintain our aquatic ecosystems, we need to restore and improve them through 
setting higher minimum flow requirements, as well as stricter pollution limits and 
enforcement of these. A. minimum flow that regenerates the ecosystem is a priority, 
land users must then adapt their land use to work within these limits. Any land use 
that cannot occur within these limits cannot be considered an appropriate or 
sustainable land use as it is relying on the degradation of an ecosystem. 
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ORC is encouraging local catchment 'water management groups' to manage water 
sharing and rationing. My concern with this approach is that those with economic 
interests will be over-represented and those with ecological concerns under
represented. Council must manage this to ensure that ecological 'bottom Jines' are 
met and those with economic interests adapt their practices to work within these 
ecological bottom lines so that aquatic ecosystems can regenerate. 

Do you support funding the deemed water use pennit transition work from the Water 
Management Reserve? 

According to the ORC document the water management reserve is already the 
smallest of the estimated reserves for June 2017, at just $1.5 million. I am concerned 
that if this is dipped into to fund the deemed water use permit transition work there 
will be very little left in the reserve. The ORC document states that this reserve is 
"tagged for use for community water management purposes." I am interested to know 
what exactly is included in this? What was the original intent of the fund? If the 
reserve fund is dipped into, are there other community water management issues that 
will be neglected as a result? 

Water use permit transition work was previously funded by general rates. The 
proposal is that the water management reserve fund would be used. I would question 
whether either is appropriate, or should this not be funded by the individual permit 
holders who are applying for new resource consents? 

On another note, I am advised that much of the infrastructure built under the deemed 
water use permits has inadvertently had the positive impact of protecting many of our 
native fish species from predation by trout ( which were introduced at a later date). 
They have provided a physical barrier, preventing the movement of trout. If this 
infrastructure is removed in the process of landowners transitioning to resource 
consents our freshwater species will be at risk of predation and quite possibly 
extinction. ORC must work with the Department of Conservation in order to manage 
this process and ensure the survival and growth of these galaxid populations, many of 
which are critically endangered and largely forgotten. Does ORC have a plan in place 
for managing this transition? 

Thankyou 

Ollie Yeoman 
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Janelle Houliston 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Barbara Blatt <noreply@jotform.com> 
Thursday, 11 May 2017 9:47 p.m. 
Gemma Wilson; Annual Plan 
Re: Draft Annual Plan 2017/18 - Barbara Blatt 

! 0 joraft Annual Plan 2017 /18 

Name 

E-mail 

Address 

I would like to speak with 

Barbara Blatt 

Council about my No 
submission (week starting 
22 May) 

How do you think we 
should structure the rates Option 2: 50% uniform targeted rate and 50% 

general rate. Half of the cost is in general rates, and 
half is an equal amount paid by everyone. 

emergency management? 
for civil defence and 

Do you support an 

accelerated programme to 
determine minimum 
flows? 

Do you support the 
increased subsidy of public 
transport in the Wakatipu 
Basin? 

Do you support extending 
the Wakatipu targeted 
rating area for public 
transport to include Jack's 
Point? 

Any comments? 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

I actually wish MORE was attributed to this issue, 
but also that the ORC support was also given 
concurrently to the Upper Clutha basin. Public 
transport is needed now in and around Wanaka, to 
avoid being very soon in the same situation as 
Queenstown is today! 

This being said, Public Transport isn't the only way 
to help with traffic, roading and parking issues. 
Solutions such as car-pooling, park and ride (bikes), 
and commuting on foot or by bicycles should be 
encouraged just as much as a Public Transport 
system; both by appropriate infrastructures and 
communication campaigns. 

1 
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When do you think we 
should open a new office 

in Queenstown? 

Lake snow increased 
workplan 

Lake restoration scoping 

work 

Climate change adaption 
{Clutha delta) 

Any comments? 

Would you like to make 
comments or provide 
feedback on any of the 
other proposed changes? 

Option 1: Establish an office in Queenstown in the 

2017/2018 year 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

I fully support point O} of Mayor Boult in his 
SUBMISSION ON BEHALF OF THE QUEENSTOWN 
LAKES DISTRICT COUNCIL Merely researching the 
problem is not sufficient. Action needs to be taken 
as soon as possible. I submit that the ORC offset an 
increase and solution-based fund for this work in 

2017/18. 

I think "Wallaby control" should be replaced by 
"rabbit control", then I would support it. 

Successful management or water quality and health 
is facilitated with community engagement, working 

alongside regulators and scientists. The Upper 
Clutha community has indicated strongly a wish to 
be proactive and develop and implement a 
collaborative water management plan. The regional 
council ORC should be a key lead in this, but I urge 

you to please support the development of a 
community led plan! 

Finally, I submit that the ORC needs to recognise the 
significant and unprecedented growth in 
the Queenstown Lakes District and more effectively 
partner the QLDC to find critical 
solutions to challenges as outlined and to become 
more strategic in its forecasting to 
meet the future challenges. 

Thank you. 

You can edit this submission and view all your submissions easily. 

2 
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Janelle Houliston 

from: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

michael Ramsay <noreply@jotform.com> 
Friday, 12 May 2017 10:50 a.m. 
Gemma Wilson; Annual Plan 
Re: Draft Annual Plan 2017 /18 - michael Ramsay 

I 0 joraft Annual Plan 2017/18 

Name 

E-mail 

I would like to speak with 

michael Ramsay 

Council about my No 
submission (week starting 
22 May) 

How do you think we 
should structure the rates 
for civil defence and 
emergency management? 

Option 1: Uniform targeted rate ($25.89 per 
property). Everyone in Otago pays the same amount 
- regardless of the value of their property. 

Do you support our water 
quality environmental risk- No 
assessment programme? 

Do you support a risk-
based approach to dairy 
farm inspections for 
compliance monitoring? 

Do you support an 
accelerated programme to 
determine minimum 
flows? 

Do you support funding 
the deemed water use 
permit transition work for 
the Water Management 
Reserve? 

Do you support extending 
the Wakatipu targeted 
rating area for public 
transport to include Jack's 
Point? 

When do you think we 
should open a new office 
in Queenstown? 

How should we structure 
the rates for the Lower 
Waitaki River scheme? 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Option 1: Establish an office in Queenstown in the 
2017 /2018 year 

Option 2: Leave all costs as 100% Lower Waitaki 
River scheme targeted rate (status quo) 

1 
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lake snow increased 
workplan 

lake restoration scoping 
work 

Wallaby control 

Do you support the change 
to our Significance and 
Engagement policy for 
strategic assets? 

Would you like to make 
comments or provide 
feedback on any of the 
other proposed changes? 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

YES. 
I note that the wilding pine control budget is out of 
control. It has been captured by a special interest 
group, supported by the ORC, and comes at the 
expense of other activities. As a result you have 
virtually no funding available for rabbit control, no 
policy regarding broom and gorse control, no policy 
regarding the huge spread of prickly rosehip bushes, 
and no policy regarding the removal of dead wilding 
pines and especially oregon. {aka Douglas Firs) 
These trees do not rot away (as the conifer control 
crowd claim} and sit for years on skylines 
everywhere detracting from the regions beauty. 
Oregon are an entry level hardwood and once dried 
out, unlike pinus radiata, repel water. Thus decay 
takes decades. Can we please have a policy of tree 
removal after these trees have been poisoned. 
Rather than write pages on this submission, let me 
summarize by requesting some balance in the 
application of funding for environmental purposes, 
instead of one special interest group receiving an 
out sized share of the limited funding resources. 

You can edit this submjssion and view all your submissions easily. 

2 
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Janelle Houliston 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Lloyd McCall, M90 Farm Solutions 
Friday, 12 May 201712:03 p.m. 
Annual Plan 
Annual Plan submission 
Scan.pdf 
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Your 
feedbacl< 
please ... 

Tell us whether you support the proposed 
changes to our work programme for 2017/2018. 
Use thi6 form to $hare your feedback or submit onllne at: 
WWW.l)l(C.govt.nz/anrualplan 
You can also write or email your submission 10~ 

Submissions close 12 May. 

Otago RegionBI Council 
Freepost 497 a annual.plan@orc.govt.nz 

Private Bag 1954 
Dunedin 9054 

Email 

I would Ji<& to speak with Council about my submission: 
lNs WO\ld be r, lh9 ,_.. sl1w1iilg 22 MIi< 

If yes, please-provide a contact phone romber 

How do you think we should structllnl the rates for civil 
defence and emergency management? 

OpUon 1: Uniform ~eted rate ($25.89 per property). 
Everyone in Otago pays the same amount- regardless o1 
I.tie value of 1heir property. 

Option 2; 50% uniform targeted rate and 50% general 
rate. Half of the cost is In general rates, and hair Is an equal 
amount pald by eveiyone. 

Rural water quality 

Do you support our water quality environment~ ri~sment 

prog1'81Tm9? ~ No 

Do you support a risk-based approach to dairy tam, inspections 

for ~e monitoring? (3 No 

Minimum flows and deemed water use pennit replacement 

Do you support an accelerated programme to determine 
minmun flows? Yes No 

Do you support funding ths deemed water use permit lransition 
work from the Water Managemait Reserve? 

Yes No 

Public transport In the Wakatlpu Basin 

Do you support the inc~sed subsidy of public transport in the 
Wakatlpu Basin? Yes No 

Do you support extending the Wakatipu targeted rating area for 
public transport to include Jack's Point? Yes No 

Organisa.1ion 
{If applicable) 

Address 

No 

When do you think we should open a n.aw office in 
Queenstown? 

Option 1: Establish an office ln Queeostown in tne 2017/2018 
year 

Option 2: Delay proposal untU the next Long Term Plan 
process (2018/2019) 

How should we structure the rates tor the Lower Waftaki 
River scheme? 

Option 1: Chenge the way the scheme Is paid for, so that 10% 
of the scheme's costs era pa.'d for as part of general rates, aoo 
90% by the l.oYier Waitaki River scheme targeted rate 

Option 2; l.Jlave all costs as 100% Lower Waital<i River 
scheme ta,yeted rate (slatus quo) 

Do you support the following activities? 

LBke snow increased workplan Yes 

Lake restora1ion scoping work Yes 

Wallaby control Yes 

Cftmate change adaption (Clutha delta) Yes 

Do you support the change to our Signlflca!"lee and 
Engagement policy for stTateglc assets? 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

Would you like to make comments or provide feedback an any of the other proposed changes? 

Please add additional ~r as ,vquired. 

Want to rufer to the fun draft Annual Plan for eddltlonal comext when you're considerln; your submission? 
You'll find it at www.orc.govt.nz/annualplan. Hard copies available on req00$t from our Dunedin end Alwrandra offices (cor\lact details below) 

~ Otago a annual.plan@orc.govt.nz t] @otagoRC Dunedin Alexandra 
70 StaNord S\Jeet William Fraser Bulking Regional 

Q www.o~.govt.nz 1f Find us on facebook Pril•ale Bag 1954 Dunorling SlNOel :=:::::: Council Dunedin 9054 Alexandra 9320 

qg Freephone 0800 474 082 
P03~74 0827 ?03 44:t~ 1 
FOB 4711 0015 F00 448 

(8,m lo 5pm, Mcoday 10 Friday) 



SUBMISSION TO OTAGO REGIONAL COUNCIL ON THE LONG TERM PLAN 2017 

4th May 2017 

To Otago Regional Council annual.plan@orc.govt.nz 

From Lloyd McCall 

Contact 

I would like to present this submission in person 

SUBMISSION 

1 Rural Water Quality Risk Assessment Programme 

o t think this is a commendable initiative targeting education. 

o The question is, will farmers buy into this initiative? 
o It is noted this initiative will require an 86% increase in the rural water quality 

targeted rate. 

CONCERNS 
• By making the risk assessment voluntary it is highly likely the only farmers 

to take advantage will be the farmers who are already proactively making 

changes to improve water quality 

• The target group are very unlikely to take the opportunity to invite the 

ORC onto their properties to do a farm assessment/plan 

• Farmers will be very wary of allowing the ORC onto their properties to 

itemise any possible compliance issues. Prohibited activitiy rules spotted 

by ORC staff are required to be forwarded to the compliance team. What 
farmer in their right mind would risk this. 

• There is a real chance the farmer may not be able to become fully 

compliant due to reasons outside his control. 

• There needs to be a form of regulation, reward or savings for farmers to 

take up any initiative 
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IDEAS 

• Being voluntary with no follow limits any usefulness 

• There are currently many voluntary industry farm environmental plans 

farmers can complete. Is the proposed plan just replicating what is 

already available? 

• I favour a base plan for all farm businesses. This would be an 

amalgamation of all the current industry plans. 

• The development of the plan should be done in conjunction with 

industry groups and proactive farmers. 

• The farm plan delivery should be privatised. This would remove the 

Issue of regulatory compliance and trust issues with the counciL To be 

truly successful it is important farmers buy into the desire to reduce 

their environmental input rather than tick boxes. 

• Any plan needs to be realistically achievable, measurable and time 

bound. This will require follow up and monitoring of any action points. 

• The completion of an accredited plan needs to be either made 

compulsory or be of significant benefit to the farmer. This could be in 

the form of a rates rebate or recognition in some way. (ie say noted 

on an ORC database) The ORC could then recognise these farmers as 

reduced risk come 2020 compliance time allowing ORC staff to 

concentrate on the 20-30% of farmers who remain in denial. 

• It needs to be made Chrystal clear to farmers what the likely costs of 

obtaining consents will be if compliance thresholds are not met by 
2020. (It is highly likely a functioning, monitored farm plan would 

form part of any consent) 

• Discharge testing would be a pillar of any plan . Farmers need to know 

what their farm is contributing to the environmental footprint before 

they will take ownership and commit to making improvements. 

• Participation would not give immunity to the current prohibited 

activities rules but would recognise good farm practice. 
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Risk Based Dairy Farm Inspections 

• I agree with the concept of risk based assessment. This risk bases assessment 

should be complemented with a risk based payment system. User pays. 

• I do not think it unreasonable for all farmers to pay a set rate based on one 
assessment per year. Additional visits should be fully charged to the 

individual farm owner. This is one way that Infrastructure issues can be 

targeted. Currently the effects based approach monitors the outcomes. Often 
the outcomes are determined by the infrastructure. 
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Janelle Houfiston 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Aspiring Environmental. 
Friday, 12 May 201712:04 p.m. 
Annual Plan 
'Natasha Garvan' 
Submission on changes from the Long Term Plan to the Annual Plan for 2017 /2018. 
3F fif-application-form-part-1 Final.pdf; 3F _Rural WQ ORC Annual Plan Submission.pdf 
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Otago Regional Council - Submission on changes from the Long-Term Plan to the Annual Plan for 
2017/2018. 

Name: 3F - Food, Fanns, and Freshwater - A project that involves an economically 
profitable route for farmers to enhance the quality of waterways and on-farm biodiversity 

Contact Details. 

Primary contact name Chris Arbuckle 
Organisation 3F 
Phone 021 296 5879 Mobile 
Email address chris@aspiringenvironmental.co.nz 
Physical address 3/111 Balmacewen Road, Wakari, Dunedin, 9010 

We would like to speak with Council about our submission: We request a time 
slot on Monday May 22nd because of prior commitments. Contact details above. 

Regards Chris Arbuckle 

AS1'J.RING 
lN\'!1,or-;:,,.1n-n.\1 

CHRIS ARBUCKLE 
Director 
q: MSc Zoology (Distinction); PG Dip Wildlife Management 
{Distinction); NZCS (Biology/Microbiology) 
e: · I 
w:www.aspiringenvironmental.co.nz I twitter: @Asp Env 
a: 3/111 Balmacewen Rd I Wakari I Dunedin I 9010 I New Zealand 
c: 
f \'ieivmyprofileon all~ 
i Linlcedu .... 

Ideas, like large rivers never have just one source - Willy Ley 

Our volunteer project on Lake Wanaka's values - Touchstone -
www.touchstone.org. nz 

This email message and any attachment(s) is intended solely for the addressee(s) 
named above. The information it contains is confidential and may be legally 
privileged. Unauthorised use of the message, or the information it contains, may be 
unlawful. If you have received this message by mistake please call the sender 
immediately on 021 2965879 or notify Aspiring Environmental Ltd by return email 
and erase the original message and attachments. Aspiring Environmental Ltd 

1 
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accepts no responsibility for changes made to this email or to any attachments after 
transmission from the office. Thank you. 

2 
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Otago Regional Council - Submission on changes from the Long Term Plan to the 
Annual Plan for 2017/2018. 

Name: 3F - Food, Farms, and Freshwater - A project that involves an economically 
profitable route for farmers to enhance the quality of waterways and on-farm biodiversity 

Contact Details. 

Primary contact name 

Organisation 3F 

Phone 

Email address 

Physical address 

Chris Arbuckle 

We would like to speak with Council about our submission: We request a time slot on 

Monday May 22nd because of prior commitments. Contact details above. 

Rural Water Quality - "Risk Based Assessment" 

3f FOOD. 
FARMS. 
FRESHWATER. 

3F (www.3f.co.nz) supports the Otago Regional Council's focus on 

improving rural water. Land holders will have to meet stringent 

rules in 2020, and the council has briefly outlined in the 

consultation document a proposed "risk based assessment" as a 

mean to further implement policies and help farmers transition to 

good management practice and monitor progress towards a goal of 

good water quality in Otago catchments. Also, catchment studies 

will inform farmers and communities as to the state of their water 
resource. We also note there will be a significant increase in rates to fund these activities. 

In March 2017 3F applied to the government's Freshwater Improvement Fund (FIF}. The application 

to test and implement 3F is focusing on 4 regions throughout NZ, including Otago (the Lake Wanaka 

catchment). The application has over $326K of committed funding from private funders and 
Regional Councils 

During the application process 3F encouraged ORC to partner on one of our focus catchments, Lake 

Wanaka. Currently we have some private funding and commitment from catchment farmers to 

investigate a farm based charge to pay for a whole of catchment farm plan process. This wou Id 
provide the building block framework for 3F and development of its audit model. 

This submission is to support the earlier request for the ORC to co-fund the 3F Lake Wanaka 

catchment project FIF application. We have attached the Flf Grant Application for your information. 

Request: 3F is asking the ORC to contribute $30,000 per annum for 2 years from the LTP rural 

water quality budget to co-fund the establishment of the 3F framework on Lake Wanaka farms. 

We also request the ORC use the Wanaka Catchment as one of its 5 intensive sampling 

catchments. 
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3F Background 

3F's main activity is integrating people, places, practices, knowledge and systems to provide the 
pathway to achieve 3F's vision -for New Zealand and international consumers to value and choose 
food products that support farmers to farm more sustainably, with the result that water quality and 
biodiversity are restored in New Zealand within two generations. 
The 3F team has experience in developing environmental brand strategies, preparing farm plans, 
working with farmers to implement good management practice (GMP), and reviewing verification 
systems. 

Purpose 

3f's project is to scale the Taupo Beef model in four pilot catchments to enable food producers to 
take an economically profitable route to enhance the quality of waterways within their farm 
business. New business models are needed to assist farmers to obtain greater market value for their 
products so they can afford to farm within limits and implement good management practice 
required to achieve community and national objectives for freshwater. 3F will establish a nation
wide environmental verification system grounded in catchmenHcience for all farmers to improve 
therr environmental performance, and will create a value chain for verified products, initially 
focussing on the red meat sector. 

The Big Challenge: 

We know there are currently significant financial barriers to the advancement of farm business in NZ 

under future resource constrarnts (both regulatory or natural) and the adoption of GMP on farm to 

attempt to mitigate farm environmental effects is currently poorly implemented. At present 
environmental limits are viewed as economic restraints. However, providing a financial incentive 

through an environmental verification process can change this perception (as has been achieved by 
Taupo Beef). 

One key method to underpin community action is to provide economic resilience. 3F will help 
individuals to see value and pride in implementing GMP or adoption of farm systems changes 
because of a tangible benefit (profit). 3F will add momentum to the adoption of mitigation actions in 
catchments and provide a method for a community collaborative process to trust farmers and their 
actions, build pride, and ensure land users can follow through on priority issues that advance water 
management without affecting their bottom lines as significantly. This is at the heart of the nexus 
between environmental improvement and cost to community. 
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What will we do? 

Our approach involves the establishment and communication of a verification system designed for 

all types of farmers to improve their environmental performance in respect of all the priority 

contaminant challenges (nitrogen, phosphorous, sediment, and pathogens}. Our aim is that farmers 
who meet the 3F standard {verified through auditing) will receive a premium from consumers to 

provide greater incentives and the mechanism for participating farmers to deliver or maintain 

swimmable and f ishable freshwater. Therefore, our project involves the creation of a value chain for 
such products, initially focussing on the red meat sector. 

This solution addresses the problem as it provides a new business model to assist farmers to 

undertake the necessary behaviour change to improve our waterways in an economically profitable 

way. The verification system will provide farmers (and associated councils, processors and retailers) 

the ability to make meaningful brand claims about the sustainability of their products and 

regulations. The system will provide consumers with proof that the environmental claims made by 

such food brands are real, and so they can trust that the premiums they pay are delivering 

environmental benefits for the local catchment. 

It is likely the solution will mean community objectives and regulatory limits will be achieved earlier 

as farmers adopt tailored GMPs for their farms and these in turn provide measurable improvements 
in water quality, farm profit, and community wellbeing. 

The proposed solution is the most appropriate for the problem described as it Is more likely to be 

enduring compared to other possible options that change the economic model for food production 

(for example, subsidising farmers). The 3f solution incorporates environmental credentials into the 

value chain/market which is likely to be the best source for long-term funding and corresponding 

behaviour change. 

How does this support the improvement of the regions Rural Water Quality? 

Regardless of the regulations in place to limit contaminants, behaviour change is required to deliver 
'swimmable and fishable' waterways that most of our communities want. 

We know that councils such as ORC are currently implementing the NPSFM, but regulation alone will 
not achieve the necessary behaviour change and adoption of good management practice. New 

business models are needed to assist farmers to obtain greater market value for their products 

whilst farming within limits and implementing good management practices. This is a nation-wide 

challenge and 3F presents a rare opportunity to align our primary production with national, regional 

and community objectives for our waterways and New Zealand's brand as represented and 

respected in tourism and export markets. 

Currently few farmers are rewarded for looking after our environment and limited numbers can 

demonstrate their actions are improving their local water quality. There is no nation-wide 

environmental verification system for farmers to measure their environmental performance against, 

nor grounded in catchment-science, which can credibly withstand consumer and competitor 

scrutiny. Without such a system, it is difficult, if not impossible, for farmers (and associated 
processors and retailers) to make meaningful brand claims about the sustainability of their products. 
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This also means few consumers have the choice to support and value those farmers looking after our 

environment. 

If we do not investigate innovative approaches that enable and speed up behaviour change and 

increase adoption of GMP, then our waterways will continue to deteriorate because even if other 

one off 'clean up' actions occur, these are unlikely to suffice if the simple underlying causes of the 

degradation are unchanged. Alternatively, if regulatory limits require significant on-farm changes at 

a catchment level and a re strictly enforced then our economy and farmers' businesses are likely to 

suffer if we persist with existing business models based on the quantity produced. In the future, it is 

likely international markets will set environmental standards for market access, and New Zealand 

will have lost its opportunity to obtain greater market value because it has no independent 

verification system. 

Based on the consultation document, the ORC intends to use a "risk based assessment" to measure 

performance on farm in meeting GA and other water resource rules on farm and increase 

understanding as to the methods farmer need to use to mitigate effects on water quality. Our 

framework will also use existing regulatory limits and standards in the ORC Water Plan as a 

benchmark of environmental performance, so we will report against the rules a farm must meet at a 

farm and catchment level. 

However, 3F's approach advances on a "risk based assessment", by providing a robust method of 

both measurement and audit at a farm and catchment level of the responses needed to mitigate 

contaminant loss at a farm scale. Where there is a significant difference between 3F and ORC's 

proposed approach, 3F adds value to a farmer as an opportunity for innovation. Its not "blunt" 

compliance measure, 3F will provide rigour and industry value and a potential profit pathway, 

alongside the common goal of improving water quality and meeting regional rules. 

Why Lake Wanaka? 

Lake Wanaka is one of the large inland glacial lakes of Otago, a member of the Great Southern Lakes 

Complex. These lakes form the backbone of the inland communities and economy of the South 

Island. Lake Wanaka can be considered a nationally significant icon for New Zealand tourism and is a 

critical water source for a hydroelectric scheme, its rural and urban community water supply. 

Wanaka is a central element in Ngai Tahu tradition, and as such, it has special significance. 

Over the past 40 years land use intensification and urbanisation has occurred in the catchment and 

people are concerned early signs of decline in the lake's quality are becoming evident. While water 

quality is still pristine when compared to national guidelines and the Regional Council has limits on 

nitrogen loss and contaminants such as sediment and phosphorus in place, the Wanaka community 

considers the Lakes future water quality vulnerable to further urban development and farming 
practices. In addition, invasive aquatic species are an increasingly significant and a costly 

management challenge. 

Lake Wanaka's tributaries, such as the Matukituki River have a significant footprint of extensive 
sheep and beef farming activities. Deer farming is also prevalent. 

While overall stocking rates have not significantly changed in the past 15 years, farming practices 
have and there is more use of winter fodder cropping within key catchments and use of more 
intensively grazed river side paddocks. The Wanaka township has grown significantly and sources of 
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contaminants from poorly managed storm water are threatening some of the bays of the Lake, 
especially for contact recreation. 

Most of the monitoring and research evidence does not indicate that lake water quality is declining 
significantly (apart for local changes in turbidity as yet unexplained). This is especially evident in 
long term trend analysis provided by Otago Regional Council (ORC) reports. limited monitoring 
results from Lake Wanaka indicate the lake is in an ecological stable state, with little change in water 
quality occurring over the last few years. All three sites (Roy's Bay, Dublin Bay and the open water 
site) can currently be classified as being in an oligotrophic state, however there is a trend of 
increasing algal biomass at all three sites, although levels are so low they still fall into the 
microtrophic category. Roy's Bay was reported as showing a trend of increasing clarity, but also total 
nitrogen. 

In recent years, there has been a bloom of 'lake snow", a build-up of microscopic bacteria, algae 
(Cyc/otet/o bodonico) and mucus that have clumped together and become visible to the human eye. 
This maybe an invasive species or perhaps an indicator of an ecological shift in the lake. 

ORC have taken a precautionary approach with its Plan Change 6A about setting standards, because 

of these growing concerns. Though the approach taken thus far to develop limits has been 

inconsistent with measured effects in the lake because of a paucity of data, the recent "lake snow" 

phenomenon does deserve more investigation. However, it is still early in the process to solely 

identify the effects on land use change as a primary cause, there are many environmental drivers 

that as yet are unquantified. The fact trends show no discernible change in lake water quality, in 
itself indicates more understanding of the causes of perceived changes in lake ecology are needed. 

Because research on the ecology of the lake is limited and fragmented. Because of the need for 

coordinated research a large MBIE application (The Great Southern Lakes Project) has been lodged 
to advance core science knowledge. Wanaka is included in this bid. 

Regardless of the existing ecological science, farmers in the catchment have responded positively to 

information advancing good management practice on farm. A recent two-year Beef & Lamb NZ 

Environment project has concentrated its efforts on advancing environmental management in the 

catchment and increasing an awareness of the benefits of locking farm financial management to 

environmental outcomes and quantifying what nutrient losses are derived from existing practice. It 

has identified some farms exceed the current ORC nitrogen limit of 15kg/ha/yr at a farm scale for 
Lake Catchments. From this work, local farmers have recently initiated a catchment wide 

environmental plan project to complete a full catchment farm plan roll out, along with OVERSEER 

nutrient plans. This initiative realises previous government investment in understanding nutrient 

loss in the catchment, nitrogen and phosphorus concentrations and fluxes in drainage from pasture, 

winter forage crop and native bush sites (Ref. West Matukituki Valley Community Environment 

Fund Round 6, which was administered by the NZ Ministry for the Environment). Having the 

outcomes and learnings of this work nested within the 3F funding application provides well 

evidenced building blocks for an audited catchment model, fit for advancing the 3F framework 

quickly within the farmer community and supporting the development of full Catchment Plan. This a 
huge opportunity to support the iconic status of this area with a Lake catchment based 

environmental brand initiative, like lake Taupo. 
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What we need from ORC? 

3F already has some private funding for Lake Wanaka and commitment from catchment farmers to 

investigate advancing a whole of catchment farm plan model. 3F requires co-funding to develop the 

framework for Otago and value chain for the catchment. 

3F is asking the ORC to contribute $30,000 per annum for 2 years from the LTP rural water quality 

budget to co·fund the establishment of the 3F framework on Lake Wanaka farms. We also request 

the ORC use the Wanaka Catchment as one of its S intensive sampling catchments. $30,000 per 

annum is commensurate with the commitment from other councils. 
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Officia I information and privacy 

Official Information Act 1982 

Important: Information presented to the Minister for the Environment or the Ministry for the Environment is 
subject to disclosure under the Official Information Act 1982 (OIA). Certain information may be withheld in 
accordance with the grounds for withholding information under the OIA. further information on the OIA is 
available at www.ombudsmen.parliament.nz. 

Information held by the Minister or Ministry may have to be released under the OIA in response to a request 
from a member of the public (or any other body} for that information. If you wish to provide sensitive 
information to the Minister or Ministry which you do not want released, it is recommended you consult with 
the Ministry as to whether the information is necessary for the application, and whether there may be 
grounds in the OIA for withholding the information. for instance, if release of the information would disclose 
a trade secret, or be likely to unreasonably prejudice the commercial position of the person who supplied or 
who is the subject of the information, then there may be grounds to withhold the information. If an OIA 
request relating to your application is received, the Ministry will endeavour to contact you to discuss it, and 
what the implications of releasing your information are. 

The grounds for withholding information must always be balanced against consideration of public interest 
that may justify release. Although the Ministry does not give any guarantees as to whether information can 
be withheld under the OIA, it may be helpful to discuss OIA issues with the Ministry in advance if information 
provided with an application is sensitive. 

Privacy Act 1993 

Important: The Ministry for the Environment {Environment House, 23 Kate Sheppard Place, Wellington 6011 
temporarily located at Level 2, 3 The Terrace, Wellington 6011) may collect, use, hold or disclose personal 
information for the purpose of assessing eligibility and suitability for Freshwater Improvement Fund funding. 
Individuals have the right in accordance with the Privacy Act 1993 to request access to and correction of their 
personal information. While the provision of personal information is not mandatory, failure to provide 
requested information could lead to a delay in considering the application or a decline of the same. 

Freshwater Improvement Fund: Application Form (Part l) 2017 Page 1 
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Introduction 

This application form is for project proposals to the 2017 funding round of the Freshwater Improvement 
Fund. We strongly recommend that you read the Freshwater Improvement Fund Guide for Applicants 2017 

before completing this application form. 

Important information 

Page2 

• To improve your chance of success, refer to the Freshwater Improvement Fund Guide for Applicants 

2017 before completing this form. 

• There are two parts to the application form - both must be completed: 

Part 1 : Project proposal and governance (in Word) [this document) 

Part 2 : Estimated Project budget (in Excel) 

You must fill out both parts as incomplete applications will not be assessed. 

• You can move between boxes in this form by using the mouse, pressing the t and .J, keys on your 

keyboard, or using the Tab key. Use text only; do not enter images, tables or graphs into the form. 

• Complete all questions and the checklist. If a question does not apply to your project, please use 'N/A' 
or 'none' instead of leaving the reply blank. 

• Follow the word limits for those parts that have them. To check the number of words, highlight the text 

and use Word Count on the Review toolbar. 

• We are unable to accept applications which are late or incomplete. An application will not be 

considered if: 

the designated application form (Part 1 and Part 2} is not used or the template form has been 

altered in any way 

the application form (Part 1) is not electronically signed 

the 'Balance of Funds (Cl' in application form {Part 2) is showing a negative figure 

the required supporting documentation has not been attached 

all of the required information is not submitted as one email 

it is received after the closing date, or received after the closing time on the closing date. 

• Note that Freshwater Improvement Fund grant payments can only be paid ajter funding is approved 
and a deed of funding has been signed by both contracting parties. Funds are not available for activities 

which occur before the deed is signed. 

If you need help to complete the application form, refer to the Guide for Applicants 201.7 in the 
first instance. For any further information, email fif@mfe.govt.nz. 

Freshwater Improvement Fund: Application Form (Part 1) 2017 
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When your application is complete 

Completed application forms (including all supporting information) must be received by the Ministry 
for the Environment by mid-day 13 April 2017. We are unable to accept late applications. We are also 
unable to assess incomplete applications, so it is important you provide all the required information. 

Email your completed application form and supporting documentation (as required) to 
fifapplication@mfe.govt.nz (with 'FIF application' and your organisation name in the subject line). 
We will only accept one email per application - documents submitted as multiple emails will not be 
accepted. There is a checklist for your use on the last page of this application form. 

Once you have emailed your application, you should receive a reply to acknowledge that your 
application has been received. If you have not received a reply within one working day please call us to 
let us know. Rarely emails can be blocked without notification to either party and we do not want to 
miss your application. 

Freshwater Improvement Fund: Application Form (Part 1) 2017 Page 3 
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Eligibility criteria 
Applications to the Freshwater Improvement Fund must be able to answer 'yes' to each of the eligibility 
criteria below. The following self-assessment checklist is based on the fund criteria. lf you cannot meet 
these criteria, you are not eligible to apply to the Freshwater Improvement Fund. 

Note that meeting the eligibility criteria does not guarantee that your project will be funded. If you have 
any queries about the eligibility criteria please, email fif@mfe.govt.nz. 

Self-assessment checklist 

I 

Does your project meet the following criteria? Yes/ No 

1 The project wlll contribute to the improvement of the management of New Zealand Yes 
freshwater bodies. 

2 The project will address one or more of the following: Select all that apply: 

• achieve demonstrable co-benefits such as improved fresh, estuarine or marine IZJ 
water quality or quantity; increased biodiversity, habitat protection, soil 
conservation; improved community outcomes such as recreational opportunity or 
mahinga kai; a reduction to current or future impacts of climate change; reduced 
pressure on urban or rural infrastructure 

• increase iwi/hapu, community, local government, or industry capability and capacity IZJ 
in relation to freshwater management 

• establish or enhance collaborative management of fresh water IZJ 
• increase the application of matauranga Maori in freshwater management D 
• include an applied research component which contributes to improved lZJ 

understanding of freshwater interventions and their outcomes. 

3 The project is requesting at least $200,000 (excluding GST) from the fund. Yes 

4 The project is able to provide at least 50 per cent co-funding from other sources Yes 
(excluding in-kind contributions). 

5 The project will be funded for a maximum period of up to 5 years after which the project Yes 
objectives will have been achieved or the project will be self-funding. 

6 The project will achieve benefits that would not otherwise be realised without the fund Yes 
or are not more appropriately funded through other sources. 

7 The effectiveness of the project and its outcomes will be monitored, evaluated and Yes 
reported. 

8 An appropriate governance structure is in place {or will be established as part of the Yes 
project). 

9 The applicant is a legal entity. Yes 
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Assessment criteria 
Projects are measured against assessment criteria. The assessment panel reviews, scores and assesses 

applications that meet the eligibility criteria by determining the extent to which and how well the project 
demonstrates it meets the assessment criteria. 

Some projects may be recommended for funding without conditions. Some projects may be recommended 
for funding for less than the requested amount, and/or with specific conditions of funding attached. 

Assessment criteria 

1 The extent to which the project addresses the management of freshwater bodies identified as vulnerable. 

2 The project demonstrates improvement in the values and benefits derived from the freshwater body. 

3 The extent to which public benefit is increased. 

4 The project demonstrates a high likelihood of success based on sound technical information or examples of 
success achieved through comparable projects undertaken elsewhere. 

5 The extent to which the project will leverage other funding. 

6 The project will involve the necessary partner organisations to ensure its success. 

7 The project will engage personnel with the required skills and experience to successfully deliver the project. 

Freshwater Improvement Fund: Application Form (Part 1) 2017 Pages 
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SECTION A: Applicant details 

See pages 13 and 14 of the Guide for Applicants 2017 for information on how to complete this section. 

1. Organisation details 

Organisation name 

Trading name 
(if different) 

Description of your 
organisation 

Physical address 

Include post code. 

Postal address 

lndude post code. 

Telephone 

Website address 

GSTnumber 

Enter 'NIA' if you ore 
not GST registered. 

Legal entity status 

Select one only. 

(You will be required to 
provide o certificate of 
incorporation if you are 
invited to Stage 2 of the 
funding process.) 

Date of Incorporation 
or establishment 

Food, Farms, and Freshwater (3F) Trust 

3F 

3F's main activity is integrating people, places, practices, knowledge and systems to 
provide the pathway to achieve 3F's vision - for New Zealand and international consumers 
to value and choose food products that support farmers to farm more sustainably, with the 
result that water quality and biodiversity are restored in New Zealand within two 
generations. 

The 3F team has experience in developing environmental brand strategies, preparing farm 
plans, working with farmers to implement good management practice (GMP}, and 
reviewing verification systems. 

As above. 

www.3F.co.nz 

GST registration is pending 

0 Incorporated 
society 

0 Limited liability 
or cooperative 
company 

Established as 
unincorporated group 
in 2014 and application 
to register as 
charitable trust lodged 
April 2017 

181 Charitable trust 

D Regional council / 
unitary authority 

D Limited D Maori trust 
partnership board 

D Territorial 0 Other 
authority 

2. Contact details for this application 

Page6 Freshwater Improvement Fund: Application Form (Part 1) 2017 
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Primary contact Chris Arbuckle Secondary contact Natasha Garvan 
name name 

Organisation 3F Organisation 3F 

Role or job title Project Manager Role or job title Project Co-ordinator 

Phone Phone 

Email address Email address 

Physical address Physical address : 

Freshwater Improvement Fund: Application Form (Part l) 2017 Page 5 
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SECTION B: Project details 

See pages 15 and 16 of the Guide for Applicants 2017 for information on how to complete this section. 

3. Project overview 

Project name 

Project purpose 

This should be a short and 
succinct description of the 
problem, solution and outcome 
your project will achieve. 

You will have the opportunity 
to expand on this description 
later in the application form. 
(approximately 100 words) 

Region 

Select all that apply. 

How many years are you 
seeking funding for? 

Project must be between 1 and 
5 years. 

Total project cost 

What is the cosh cost 
(exclusive of GST) of your 
project, including Freshwater 
Improvement Fund funding, 
external fcmding, and your 
organisation's contribution? 

Do not include in-kind 
contributions in the total 
project costs. 

Freshwater Improvement 
Fund contribution 

How much funding (exclusive 
of GST) are you requesting 

Food, Farms and Freshwater (3f}- Pilot Catchment Project 

3F's project is to scale the Taupo Beef model in four pilot catchments to enable food 
producers to take an economically profitable route to enhance the quality of 
waterways within their farm business. New business models are needed to assist 
farmers to obtain greater market value for their products so they can afford to farm 
within limits and implement good management practice required to achieve 
community and national objectives for freshwater. 3F will establish a nation-wide 
environmental verification system grounded in catchment-science for all farmers to 
improve their environmental performance, and will create a value chain for verified 
products, initially focussing on the red meat sector. 

D Northland D Taranaki D West Coast 

D Auckland D Manawatu-Wanganui D Canterbury 

IZI Waikato ~ Wellington ~ Otago 

D Bay of Plenty D Tasman ~ Southland 

D Gisborne D Nelson D Chatham Islands 

D Hawke's Bay D Marlborough 

3 years 

$642,000.00 

$316,000.00 
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from the Freshwater 
Improvement Fund? 

This must be no more than 
50% of the Total Project Cost. 

4. Details of water body 

Tell us more about your project by answering the questions below. See page 16-18 of the Guide for Applicants 2017 
for information on how to complete this question. 

Name and location of water body Mangatarere Stream Catchment, Wairarapa District, Wellington Region 

If your project includes more than 
one water body, include details of Lake Wanaka Catchment, Queenstown Lakes District, Otago Region 
each water body. 

Type of waterbody 

Select oil that apply. 

Is your project located in a 
catchment identified as 
vulnerable? 

Refer to the Fund's map af vulnerable 
catchments published on the Ministry 
for the Environment's website. 
{https://data.mfe.govt.nz/layer/3523 
·fif-catchments/J 

Please provide the GPS 
coordinates of your water body 

If your project includes more thc:n 
one water body, confirm the GPS 
coordinotes of the largest water body 
only. 

If your project is for a water body 
not identified on the map of 
vulnerable catchments, what 
information or data can you 
provide supporting your view 
that it is in a vulnerable 
catchment? 
Provide o summary of the 
information available only. This 

Page8 

Aparima River Catchment, Southland District, Southland Region 

Torepatutahi Stream Catchment, Upper Waikato, Waikato Region 

[8] Lake 

[8] Other 

[8] River D Wetland D Groundwater 

Estuary (Please specify) 

~ Yes [8J No 

Mangatarere Stream Catchment- 1810000 E 5458000 N NZTM (Not classed as 
vulnerable) 

Lake Wan aka Catchment - 1289046E; 5049685 N NZTM (classed as vulnerable) 

Aparima River Catchment 1217330E 4874397N (classed as vulnerable) 

Torepatutahi Stream Catchment, 1892693 E 5734601 N (classed as vulnerable) 

Mangatarere Stream Catchment 

The Mangatarere Stream is a sub-catchment of the Ruamahanga. It has soluble 
nutrient concentrations that are elevated from both a regional and national 
perspective and is recognised in Greater Wellington Regional Council's 
Proposed Natural Resources Plan as needing enhancement for aquatic 
ecosystem purposes. It is also recognised for its trout spawning values and 
provides habitat for four species of threatened native fish. 

Freshwater Improvement Fund: Application Form (Part 1) 2017 
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should be descriptive text rather than 
rawdato. 

What activities have previously, 
or are currently, impacting upon 
water quality and/or quantity? 

Please also indicate whether 
these activities are ongoing. 

During groundwater quality sampling for the Mangatarere catchment 
investigation (October 2008 to October 2009), several bores in the unconfined 
aquifer and in surface waters had nitrate concentrations that were elevated. 
The highest concentrations in both groundwater and streams occurred in the 
winter months. This is the time of year when groundwater levels were closer to 
the soil surface and more likely to intercept land drainage. This indicates a 
'flushing' of nitrogen from saturated soils through into the underlying 
groundwater. 

There is therefore a general trend of increasing nutrients, as we move down 
the catchment (https://www.lawa.org.nz/explore-data/wellington
region/river-quality/ruamahanga/mangatarere-river-at-state-highway-2/). 
For ORP, there are higher concentrations in the Enaki and Hinau streams; the 
contribution from the Wastewater Treatment Plant is also very evident. The 
nitrate and E.coli levels observed in the waterways are consistently higher than 
might be expected for a catchment of this type and land use and the data does 
not suggest any particular hot spot contributions i.e. the sources are diffuse. 

Mangatarere Stream Catchment 

The effects of human activities are undeniable in the Mangatarere catchment. 
The levels of nutrients, faecal bacteria and suspended sediment are all higher 
than what we might expect under natural conditions. Although some of this 
pollution comes from point sources (e.g. the wastewater treatment plant 
discharge) a lot of it comes from diffuse pollution. Because of the distributed 
source, it can be very difficult to identify exactly where the high levels of 
contamination in the river are coming from. 

The Mangatarere Catchment has a mixed land use of drystock and dairy whose 
impacts have not been quantified. However, water quality results indicate that 
the impacts of stock access and surface runoff of dairy shed effluent are having 
an effect. Furthermore, many dairy farms within the catchment do not have 
deferred effluent storage. The Carterton Waste Water Treatment Plant 
discharge has led to an increase in DRP loads in the lower reaches of the 
catchment. The application of wastewater to land at a piggery has had a 
measurable impact on soil, groundwater and stream water quality. 

Greater Wellington Regional Council is at a key stage in developing how they 
will implement the Proposed Natural Resources Plan and individual Whaitua 
chapters. These Whaitua chapters will set environmental limits, which will take 
the Council into new territory in terms of effectively collaborating and 
partnering with communities to meet these limits. Additionally, climate change 
will pose new challenges {especially in the Wairarapa). In the not-so-distant 
future water management will be especially important as droughts and 
extreme events become more frequent. Resilient and adaptable communities 
will need to become the norm. 

The3F project will assist this approach by: 

• Trialling the 3F approach in the Mangatarere sub-catchment to 
see if uptake of Good Management Practice (GMP) is increased 
though integration in a farm business model; 

• Trial the creation of a sub-catchment management group in the 
Mangatarere sub-catchment to advance community catchment 
environmental planning; 
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• Include an advanced GMP overlay to the sub-catchment trial 
(which will link to the MfE/MPI Good Farming Practice policy 
initiatives), underpinned by the industry-agreed good 
management practices relating to water quality that were 
developed from the Canterbury Matrix of Good Management 
project (2015). 

LakeWanaka 

Lake Wanaka is one of the large inland glacial lakes of Otago, a member of the 
Great Southern Lakes Complex. These lakes form the backbone of the inland 
communities and economy of the South Island. lake Wanaka can be 
considered a nationally significant icon for New Zealand tourism and is a 
critical water source for a hydroelectric scheme, its rural and urban community 
water supply. Wanaka is a central element in Ngai Tahu tradition, and as such, 
it has special significance. 

Over the past 40 years land use intensification and urbanisation has occurred 
in the catchment and people are concerned early signs of decline in the lake's 
quality are becoming evident. While water quality is still pristine when 
compared to national guidelines and the Regional Council has limits on 
nitrogen loss and contaminants such as sediment and phosphorus in place, the 
Wanaka community considers the Lakes future water quality vulnerable to 
further urban development and farming practices. In addition, invasive aquatic 
species are an increasingly significant and a costly management challenge. 

Lake Wanaka's tributaries, such as the Matukituki River have a significant 
footprint of extensive sheep and beef farming activities. Deer farming is also 
prevalent. 

While overall stocking rates have not significantly changed in the past 15 years, 
farming practices have and there is more use of winter fodder cropping within 
key catchments and use of more intensively grazed river side paddocks. The 
Wanaka township has grown significantly and sources of contaminants from 
poorly managed storm water are threatening some of the bays of the Lake, 
especially for contact recreation. 

Most of the monitoring and research evidence does not indicate that lake 
water quality is declining significantly (apart for local changes in turbidity as 
yet unexplained}. This is especially evident in long term trend analysis 
provided by Otago Regional Council (ORC) reports. limited monitoring results 
from Lake Wanaka indicate the lake is in an ecological stable state, with little 
change in water quality occurring over the last few years. All three sites (Roy's 
Bay, Dublin Bay and the open water site) can currently be classified as being in 
an oligotrophic state, however there is a trend of increasing algal biomass at all 
three sites, although levels are so low they still fall into the microtrophic 
category. Roy's Bay was reported as showing a trend of increasing clarity, but 
also total nitrogen. 

In recent years, there has been a bloom of 'lake snow", a build-up of 
microscopic bacteria, algae (Cyclotella bodanica) and mucus that have clumped 
together and become visible to the human eye. This maybe an invasive species 
or perhaps an indicator of an ecological shift in the lake. 

ORC have taken a precautionary approach with its Plan Change 6A about 
setting standards, because of these growing concerns. Though the approach 
taken thus far to develop limits has been inconsistent with measured effects in 
the lake because of a paucity of data, the recent "lake snow" phenomenon 
does deserve more investigation. However, it is still early in the rocess to 
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solely identify the effects on land use change as a primary cause, there are 
many environmental drivers that as yet are unquantified. The fact trends show 
no discernible change in lake water quality, in itself indicates more 
understanding of the causes of perceived changes in lake ecology are needed. 
Because research on the ecology of the lake is limited and fragmented. 
Because of the need for coordinated research a large MBIE application (The 
Great Southern Lakes Project) has been lodged to advance core science 
knowledge. Wanaka is included in this bid. 

Regardless of the existing ecological science, farmers in the catchment have 
responded positively to information advancing good management practice on 
farm. A recent two-year Beef & Lamb NZ Environment project has 
concentrated its efforts on advancing environmental management in the 
catchment and increasing an awareness of the benefits of locking farm 
financial management to environmental outcomes and quantifying what 
nutrient losses are derived from existing practice. It has identified some farms 
exceed the current OR.C nitrogen limit of 15kg/ha/yr at a farm scale for Lake 
Catchments. From this work, local farmers have recently initiated a catchment 
wide environmental plan project to complete a full catchment farm plan roll 
out, along with OVERSEER nutrient plans. This initiative realises previous 
government investment in understanding nutrient loss in the catchment, 
nitrogen and phosphorus concentrations and fluxes in drainage from pasture, 
winter forage crop and native bush sites (Ref. West Matukituki Valley 
Community Environment Fund Round 6, which was administered by the NZ 
Ministry for the Environment}. Having the outcomes and learnings of this work 
nested within the 3F funding application provides well evidenced building 
blocks for an audited catchment model, fit for advancing the 3F framework 
quickly within the farmer community and supporting the development of full 
Catchment Plan. This a huge opportunity to support the iconic status of this 
area with a Lake catchment based environmental brand initiative, like Lake 
Taupo. 

Aparima River Catchment 

The Aparima is the smallest of Southland's four main catchments (153,740 
hectares). It extends from the Takitimu Mountains west of Mossburn to the 
Jacobs River Estuary and the headwaters drain alpine, native tussock and 
forested land. The Aparima River flows directly into the Jacobs River Estuary, 
where issues with faecal coliforms (shellfish gathering}, high sedimentation 
rate and macro-algae proliferation have been identified. The estuary is shallow 
(mean depth -2m) and has a mixture of poorly flushed and well flushed areas. 
Human use of the estuary is high and is used for walking, shellfish collecting, 
boating, fishing, duck shooting, bird watching, bathing, and whitebaiting. 

The Aparima influences the estuaries water quality as it drains a primarily 
agricultural catchment, with an increasing level of land use conversion from 
sheep and beef to dairy. Other primary sector land uses within the catchment, 
e.g. deer, forestry, and arable, are minimal and not showing a significant 
expanding or contracting trend. The estimated number of commercial farms 
{farms> 25 ha) within the catchment is 150 dairy farms and 251 sheep and 
beef farms. 

A key threat to the existing water quality in the Aparima catchment is the land 
use change from sheep and beef to dairying. While it may bring significant net 
economic benefits, the change will cause significant environmental effects 
unless GMP is widely implemented. If all sheep and beef land in the catchment 
considered suitable for dairying is converted to dairying and dairy support (an 
increase from 25,000 to 75,000 hectares}, this will increase economic ain of 
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around NPV $370 million as assessed by MPI - an increase in farm income of 
$700 million versus the capital costs of conversion of around $330 million. 

However, the assumed land use intensification increases the modelled nutrient 
losses from farm land in the catchment significantly. In the absence of any 
further mitigation measures, intensification results in increased nitrogen (N) 
losses of 43 percent (from 1,878 to 2,692 tonnes) and increased phosphorus 
(P) losses of 20 percent (from 71 to 85 tonnes). The Aparima requires a 

catchment wide implementation of GMP regardless of predicted Nor Ploss 
from future conversion because of the existing compromised health within the 
Jacobs River estuary. 

While Environment Southland has instigated a Farm Focus Study, to roll out 
farm plans across catchments, this programme is not solely focussed on one 
catchment. The Aparima River is also a key catchment to examine limit setting 

methods for the current Regional Water and Land Plan review. 3F is an 
innovative model to test in the Aparima because of its susceptibility to land use 
change and its approach may retain lower impact land uses within the 

catchment by increasing sheep and beef profitability. 

Torepatutahl Stream catchment 

The Torepatutahi sub catchment is in the Upper Waikato Management Unit 
and located near Reporoa, Tau po. The catchment is about 21,500 ha of mainly 

flat to undulating pumice country. The upper and lower catchment is 
separated in the middle by a scarp of rolling hills with some steep sided gullies. 
The streams flow from east to the west to join the Waikato River. The main 

streams are the Torepatutahi, Mangatete, Otonga and Ruatawiri. The soils are 
porous and the upper section of these streams are often dry and only flow in 

the heaviest rains. land cover is mainly exotic forest and pasture. Land use is 
mainly forestry and dairying. There is some sheep and beef on the rolling land. 
There are 98 properties of which about 76 are farms. The catchment is 
identified as a high priority catchment in the Waikato Regional Council (WRC) 

Healthy Rivers Plan and assessed to be in the top 10% for high risk to water 
quality in the upper Waikato River Catchment. Risk from phosphorus is high 

and diffuse source management on farm is the key to improving water quality. 
Nitrogen from the catchment is assessed as moderate and mainly comes from 
dairy land use. E.coli and clarity risk is low. The Healthy Rivers Plan is at a key 

stage in developing how WRC will implement their proposed catchment plans. 
This plan approach will set environmental limits, which will take communities 
into new territory in terms of effectively collaborating and partnering with 

Council to meet these limits. WRC see 3F is a supporting implementation 
measure, to further enable the use of farm plans that are required through 
consent to be integrated and used in day to day farm business. 3F will assist in 

adding value to the Catchment Story approach WRC is using in their limit 
setting framework. 
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S. Details of the project 

Tell us more about your project by answering the questions below. See pages 19-22 of the Guide for Applicants 2017 
for information on how to complete this question. 

What is the problem that you 
plan to address with the project? 
Consider: 

• the size or extent of the 
opportunity or problem 

• the impact the problem has 
on the environment, the 
community, and/or people's 
lives 

• the likely future 
consequences of not 
addressing the problem now. 

(maximum 400 words} 

What is the solution or action you 
are proposing to address the 
problem described? Consider: 

• how the solution (or specific 
actions) being proposed 
addresses the problem 

• what improvements to 
freshwater quality and/or 

Behaviour change is required to deliver 'swimmable and fishable' waterways 
that most of our communities want. Regional councils are currently 
implementing the NPSFM but regulation alone will not achieve the necessary 
behaviour change and adoption of good management practice. New business 
models are needed to assist farmers to obtain greater market value for their 
products whilst farming within limits and implementing good management 
practices. This is a nation-wide challenge and 3F presents a rare opportunity to 
align our primary production with national and community objectives for our 
waterways and New Zealand's brand as represented and respected in tourism 
and export markets. 

Currently few farmers are rewarded for looking after our environment and 
limited numbers can demonstrate their actions are improving their local water 
quality. There is no nation-wide environmental verification system for farmers 
to measure their environmental performance against, nor grounded in 
catchment-science, which can credibly withstand consumer and competitor 
scrutiny. Without such a system, it is difficult, if not impossible, for farmers 
{and associated processors and retailers) to make meaningful brand claims 
about the sustainability of their products. This also means few consumers have 
the choice to support and value those farmers looking after our environment. 

If we do not investigate innovative approaches that enable and speed up 
behaviour change and increase adoption of GMP, then our waterways will 
continue to deteriorate because even if other one off 'clean up' actions occur, 
these are unlikely to suffice if the simple underlying causes of the degradation 
are unchanged. Alternatively, if regulatory limits require significant on-farm 
changes at a catchment level and are strictly enforced then our economy and 
farmers' businesses are likely to suffer if we persist with existing business 
models based on the quantity produced. In the future, it is likely international 
markets will set environmental standards for market access, and New Zealand 
will have lost its opportunity to obtain greater market value because it has no 
independent verification system. 

The four catchments and regions supporting this work represent an ideal test 
framework for 3F. They have adequate science and monitoring histories and a 
range of regulatory frameworks in place. Each region is using different policy 
development methods and community engagement approaches. This 
represents a sound canvas to test the effectiveness of the 3f approach and to 
test its applicability across New Zealand farming systems, catchments and 
communities. 

Our solution involves the establishment and communication of a verification 
system designed for all types of farmers to improve their environmental 
performance in respect of all the priority contaminant challenges (nitrogen, 
phosphorous, sediment, and pathogens). Our aim is that farmers who meet 
the 3F standard (verified through auditing) will receive a premium from 
consumers to provide greater incentives and the mechanism for participating 
farmers to deliver or maintain swimmable and fishable freshwater. Therefore, 
our solution involves the creation of a value chain for such products, initially 
focussing on the red meat sector. 
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quantity are expected to 
occur 

• the impact the solution will 
have on the environment, the 
community, and/or people's 
lives 

• how you have determined 
that the solution proposed is 
the most appropriate for the 
problem described. 

(maximum 400 words) 

If applicable, explain how your 
project will develop freshwater 
management capability and/or 
capacity of iwi/hapil, the 
community, local government, or 
industry. 

(maximum 300 words) 

This solution addresses the problem as it provides a new business model to 
assist farmers to undertake the necessary behaviour change to improve our 
waterways in an economically profitable way. The verification system will 
provide farmers (and associated councils, processors and retailers) the ability 
to make meaningful brand claims about the sustainability of their products and 
regulations. The system will provide consumers with proof that the 
environmental claims made by such food brands are real, and so they can trust 
that the premiums they pay are delivering environmental benefits for the local 

catchment. 

It is likely the solution will mean community objectives and regulatory limits 
will be achieved earlier as farmers adopt tailored GMPs for their farms and 
these in turn provide measurable improvements in water quality, farm profit, 

and community wellbeing. 

The proposed solution is the most appropriate for the problem described as it 
is more likely to be enduring compared to other possible options that change 
the economic model for food production {for example, subsidising farmers). 
The 3F solution incorporates environmental credentials into the value 
chain/market which is likely to be the best source for long-term funding and 

corresponding behaviour change. 

The project involves the 3f team working across farms, catchments, with 
communities, testing marketing innovations, and supporting regions with all 

facets of catchment management. 

The work starts at the farm business and at farm scale which is where the 
effects of land use are felt on a catchment's water quality. By working with 
farmers within catchment communities and by adding value, we scale up the 
implementation of farm based management activties quickly as we lessen the 

financial barrier for adoption of such activities. 

The project design is to nest 3F within any community process or regulatory 
frame, so it can act as a conversation starter (cold start process in a new 
catchment with farmers or farm systems just engaging in the challenge and 
threat of regulation), or add value to existing activities (for example, existing 
catchment projects such as Landcare Trust focus catchments, Whaitua or zone 
processes) or provide environmental validity to an existing innovative farmer 
group adding value to a product (for example, organic farming). 

By working in these different situations, 3F can empower different fragments 
of community on the topic of freshwater management, and develop their 
capability. This has been the case with Tau po Beef which has engaged with 
iwi/hapu as participating farmers, worked within existing industry structures to 
develop industry capability and capacity, and has had significant community 
involvement in educatina: oeople about freshwater management challenges. 

If applicable, explain how your N/A 
project will increase the 
application of matauranga Maori 
in freshwater management. 

(maximum 300 words) 

If applicable, explain how your 
project will establish or enhance 
collaborative management of 
fresh water. Consider how the 
oroiect will enable oarties to 
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The collaborative model requires shared experiences and shared challenges to 
be held by community. In water management. these experiences need to be 
directly relevant to the people who live and work in a catchment and relevant 
to the things they can do to influence water management. For example, how 
they manaie farm system change, lessen nutrient losses, or plant trees. We 
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establish a collective also know that improving or even maintaining water quality or halting its 
understanding of desired decline is an intergenerational challenge, and will require actions in community 
outcomes and how to achieve and on farm to endure for decades. 
them. 

(maximum 300 words) We know there are currently significant financial barriers to the advancement 
of farm business in NZ under future resource constraints (both regulatory or 
natural) and the adoption of GMP on farm to attempt to mitigate farm 
environmental effects is currently poorly implemented. At present 
environmental limits are viewed as economic restraints. However, providing a 
financial incentive through an environmental verification process can change 
this perception (as has been achieved by Taupo Beef). 

One key method to underpin community action is to provide economic 
resilience. 3F will help individuals to see value and pride in implementing GMP 
or adoption of farm systems changes because of a tangible benefit (profit). 3F 
will add momentum to the adoption of mitigation actions in catchments and 
provide a method for a community collaborative process to trust farmers and 
their actions, build pride, and ensure land users can follow through on priority 
issues that advance water management without affecting their bottom lines as 
significantly. This is at the heart of the nexus between environmental 
improvement and cost to community. 

Does your project include an AgResearch will provide an applied research link to the 3F trial. Existing work 
applied research component? If on mitigation strategies (based on the Matrix of Good Management) applicable 
yes, then describe how this will to our catchments and farm systems will be reviewed by AgResearch in the 
contribute to an improved second year as Farm plans are implemented. This work will further reaffirm the 
understanding of the impacts of relevance of on farm environmental management to catchment water quality 
freshwater interventions and outcomes. 
their outcomes. 

(maximum 300 words) 

How will you ensure the We will ensure the outcomes in the pilot catchments will endure because the 
outcomes resulting from your project will foster and emb_ed an environmental stewardship ethic and sense of 
project will endure, once kaitiakitanga amongst the project participants, as opposed to simply 
Freshwater Improvement Fund establishing a "tick the box" system. This, coupled with greater market value 
funding has ended? for verified products, provides the foundation for enduring systems change. 

(maximum 300 words) 
Beyond the pilot catchments, the roll-out of catchment based limits provides 
3F with an opportunity to achieve outcomes at scale and shape the approach 
to farming within environmental limits in a positive manner. In addition, 
existing farmer catchment and landcare groups provide a platform for 3F to 
achieve scale and ensure the 3F verification system and value chain endures. 
There is a significant amount of effort and resources already being put into 
local catchments. The 3F system will appeal to such groups as It provides 
financial incentives for environmental performance. 

In the mid-term 3F aims to establish a social enterprise to support the roll out 
of the verification system and value chain to more catchments and farmers. To 
achieve this 3F will endeavour to create a revenue stream which could involve 
a percentage of sales of 3F verified products, an annual fixed verification fee, 
or payment for ecosystem services. These options will be explored during the 
project. 
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Supporting information: You may provide additional supporting information as part of your application. 
Supporting information must be directly related to the project proposal, the issue you are trying to address or 
the solution being proposed. This should be provided as one document Refer to page 22 of the Guide for 
Applicants 2017 for further information. 
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6. Implementation of the National Policy Statement for Freshwater 
Management (council applicants only} 

This question applies only if you are applying on behalf of a regional council, unitary authority, or territorial 
authority. See page 23 of the Guide for Applicants 2017 for information on how to complete this question. 

How does this project relate to 
the council's implementation of 
the National Policy Statement 
for Freshwater Management 

(maximum 200 words) 

How will the project support the 
transition to managing water 
quality and quantity within 
limits? 

(maximum 200 words) 

Each one of the Regional Councils supporting this application are using 3F as an 
innovation measure within steps of the NPS-FM limits setting process. Greater 
Wellington Regional Council has integrated 3F into their whole response to the 
NPS-FWM, across values, attributes, objectives, limits and methods. 
Environment Southland is using 3F as a method/ implementation tool, while 
they consult on their Water & Land 20/20 policies, to ensure farmers are ready 
to respond to limits. Waikato Regional Council is integrating 3F into their 
methods section, using it to support the roll out of farm plans at a catchment 
scale. Therefore, 3F is being used a supporting measure across each Regional 
Councils freshwater policy implementation response to the NPS-FWM. 

3F will assist farmers to advance their use of tools such as farm plans and 
nutrient budgets because they will be part of their business. Thus, enabling a 
value add to regulation. This will increase the uptake of mitigation measures at 
a farm scale, and ensure these actions can endure and remain relevant to 
meeting freshwater objectives within a catchment. 

7. What environmental, social, cultural and economic benefits will occur as a 
result of this project? 

Ecosystem services are the benefits people obtain from ecosystems. Identify which of the ecosystem service categories listed 
below will be enhanced or improved through the delivery of your project. If required, you may include additional types of benefit 
and/or value in the 'other' cotegory. See pages 24-25 of the Guide for Applicants 2017 for information on how to complete this 
question. 

Ecosystem services category 

Food 
eg, mahinga koi, fisheries, wild food, 
crops 

Using the following scale, 
indicate the expected 
magnitude of change: 

++ Potential significant 
positive effect 

+ Potential positive effect 

0 Negligible effect 

Potential negative effect 

Potential significant 
negative effect 

? Gaps in evidence 

++ 
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For those ecosystem services categories that 
apply to your project, describe how the 
benefits will be realised through the delivery of 
the project. Consider: 

• an estimated timeframe of when changes 
may occur {eg short-, medium- or long
term) 

• what indicators {qualitative or quantitative) 
you will use to measure change 

• any assumptions underlying the nature and 
estimated magnitude of the changes. 

Significant positive effects for mahinga kai and 
fisheries are expected to be realised over the 
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medium to long-term within the pilot 
catchments as water quality improves. 

3F will primarily rely on regional council and, 
where relevant, community monitoring of 
mahinga kai and fisheries and policy 
implementation measures to track change. 

Raw materials + Potential changes to the use of fertiliser are 
eg, fibre, timber, fuel wood, fodder, likely to occur over the medium-term as some 
fertilizer farmers gain a better understanding of the 

opportunities within their farming systems to 
reduce fertiliser use. Also, the soil resource as a 
whole will be better managed by the adoption 
of advanced cropping methods and soil 
management approaches (such as direct 
drilling) on farm. 

Fertiliser use will be measured through the 
environmental verification system developed 
as part of the project, related to efficiencies 
gained by implementing the recommendations 
from nutrient plans. 

Fresh water ++ It is estimated changes will occur over the 
eg, for drinking, irrigation, cooling medium (lOyears) to long-term (lOOyears). 

Regional Council SOE and resource monitoring 
data will be used to measure changes in 
freshwater in the pilot catchments. 

Medicinal resources N/A N/A 
eg, natural medicines ond 
pharmaceuticals 

Local climate and air quality + There is evidence of a correlation between 
eg, capturing (fine) dust, chemicals improvements in water quality and reduction in 

greenhouse gases including through lowering 
stock numbers as changes in stock policies are 
adopted. The latter will be evident in the short-
term and beyond as farming systems change 
and new management approaches are 
adopted. 

Stock numbers and policy changes will be 
accounted for as part of the environmental 
verification system which will enable possible 
co-benefits of climate change to be measured. 

Carbon sequestration and storage + There is evidence of a correlation between 
eg, C-sequestration, influence of improvements in water quality related to 
vegetation on rainfall activities such as riparian planting and wetland 

restoration and a small but quantifiable 
increase in carbon sequestration at a National 
scale. 
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Moderation of extreme events + Mitigation measures at a farm scale, such as 
eg, storm protection and flood wetland restoration, riparian planting and land 
prevention retirement may well accumulate at a 

catchment scale to equate to an improvement 
in mitigating flood peak flows during rainfall 
events. 

Regulation of water flows ++ Farm Plan processes identify water use 
eg, natural drainage, irrigation ond efficiency and management options, leading to 
drought prevention improved irrigation practice on farm. 

Increasing farm profit can be re-capitalised into 
infrastructure developments, such as moving 
from gun irrigation to spray. This is especially 
relevant in the Wairarapa and Otago. Advances 
will be measured through the farm plans and 
environmental verification system. 

Waste-water treatment N/A N/A 
eg, water purification, removal or 
breakdown of organic matter 

Erosion prevention and ++ These are likely to be medium to long-term 

maintenance of soil fertility benefits, and erosion prevention will be 
eg, soil retention/prevention of land measured through the farm plans and 
or asset erosion environmental verification system. 

Habitats for species ++ Significant positive effects for species are 
eg, taonga indicators, native or expected over the medium to long-term within 
migratory species, nursery habitat the pilot catchments as water quality improves, 

and in relevant catchments riparian planting is 
undertaken to provide shading for fish habitat. 

3F will primarily rely on regional council and, 
where relevant, community monitoring to 
measure change. 

Recreation and tourism ++ These benefits are expected to be realised in 
eg, fishing, swimming, tramping the short and medium-term depending on the 

current baseline in the specific pilot catchment. 

These benefits will be measured primarily 
through measuring improvements to water 
quality which often translate to increases in 
recreational use of the relevant water body. 
Community support of farmer environmental 
initiatives may add tangible benefits to tourism 
through the value of supporting and evidencing 
the Clean Green Image. 

Aesthetic appreciation ++ Some of these benefits may be immediate for a 
appreciation of natural scenery other community for example riparian planting of a 
than through deliberate recreational waterway which aids aesthetic appreciation. 
activities Whereas other aesthetic benefits are likely to 

result in the medium to long-term because of 
improvements to farming practices for example 
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stock exclusion and corresponding 
improvements to water quality. 

Aesthetic appreciation will be measured 
indirectly via records of planting undertaken, 
farming practices through the 3F 
environmental verification system, and regional 
council monitoring of water quality and 
community values. 

Spiritual experience and/or sense ? There are tangible links to the value of 
of place landscape and spiritual value of water for all 
eg, wahi tapu, wai tapu, karakia people. As farming practices are improved, 
and/or species with spiritual/ economic benefits felt in community and 
religious value greater community value of well-being will be 

evidenced in catchment. 

Information for learning and ++ There will be opportunities for formal science 
development and informal education in the short-term and 
eg, education and science beyond. For example, formal social science in 
opportunities for formal and informal assessing the common factors for behaviour 
education and training change and physical science through practical 

experiments such as those being undertaken on 
the Barton's farm. In addition, the lessons 
learnt from developing the 3F system can be 
shared with regional councils and industry 
bodies and catchment community groups. 

3F can measure this by retaining a register of 
formal and informal education and training 
linked to the 3F project. 

Other ++ Economic We expect economic benefits over the medium 
Provide details of any other values or to long-term which will make farming more 
benefits of significance not described viable under a limits regime and/or robust 
above. environmental management framework. 

Economic benefits will be measured by the 
sales of verified product and the premium 
returned to the farmers for these products. 
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8. Project objectives 

Provide between three and s;x concrete staremenrs whict. describe the ra11gible resu/rs yowr projtc.t will a,IJieve. Nott th~t some pro/e(t oukomes WIii be oc'1teved o~r o long tr tlmefromt, 
l'.ow1tver r/11: ob)e<rlves desetibed here must be ochievoble within the durot;o11 of the funding. Plecse ensure thot~ 

• obiecri'I<$ or• SMART (Speclfi<, Mea$Ul"oble, A<hievable, and Realist!< Within tt.e Timeframe of the project}. Re/<r Appendix 2 (poge 42) of the Guide for Applicants 2017 for more 
information on settiog SMART objtcrJves. 

• all objectives ore clearly d,if/ned cmd och/evuble within thfl durotlora of the funding 

• each otjective has at lecs.t Gne key performonce indicator (KPI) 

successful completion of tosks and ocrlvitlr1. (question 9) wlll /tod to achievement of rr.e proJe.t.r objectives 

• you have o dear l}ID11 for meowring, evoluotl . .-.g ond report;ng wht-ther yo!.lr project ob/JtcCI"~!,. hove te~n met. 

Objective Kev performanu Indicators How Will you monitor and Baseline infotmation Expected outcome 
(Kl>ls} evaluate the achievement of this 

obJe"'ve? 
Describe the tangible results your KPls ore conc;se sratemeMs about How will y~u mto,ure your progre$$ Ot$Cr/be the current $/Wolion, What is tM expe<ted benefit 
proiect Is ttying ro o,hieve. key benejlu oft.~e pt0jec:ono how and demonstrate that the objecti11e hos using the doto you how from rhis objective being met? 

th,y w/11 be ochieved. been ach,eved"? ovaUr:rble How does this "'ntril>ute to the 
purpose :>fyour pro}ect? 

Establish the building blocks/ Plans and budgets will be 
Year One: Review existing farms Farm Plan adoption and the Increased Farm Plan 

tools oo enable 3F. These developed in year 1 where they 
and plans in pilot catchments, provision of nutrient adoption and nutrient 

include Farm Plans/ nutrient are not already fit for 3F purpose 
budgets· OVERSEER, etc.) (e.g. Industry led - Beef & Lamb 

repo" state of existing farm plan budgets across NZ Is management In pilot 

that enable metrics to provide NZ). 
and nutrient budgets. Test against inconsistent. especially in catchments. Farm plans 

measures for on farm 
audit framework. We will survey the sheep and beef sector. audited and managed in a 

verification. Ensure 3F will ensure a minimum of 1 • 
the level of farm plan adoption in 3F's aim Is to increase the verification framework. 

consistency between farms 10 farm plans are developed/ 
catchment. speed of the adoption of Adoption of G MP and farm 

and regions so verification reviewed in each pilot catchment Year Two: Audit adoption of farm 
this farm planning tool. mitigations tracked and 
farm plans are the audited and reports 

template can be applied respectively (more than 20 in plan practice and nutrient implementation tool for the provided to farmers and 
effectively. Having building totalJ. management wlfl be surveyed and adoption of most GMP's and Council. Key 
blocks in place for 3F Is a 1·10 nutrient budgets developed/ tested against 3f verification becoming a compliance recommendations on gaps 
critical step. reviewed in each pilot catchment system. we compare Year 1 survey measure for catchment limit in performance (Response 

respectively (more than 20 in data in eatchn1ent. setting. Plans) will be prollide<I). 
total). 
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Establish a verlflcatlon svstem The 3F veriftcation system is Each farm will be surveyed and No base data as this is new We will evaluate the 3f 
which achieves the following: developed and tested on focus 

metrics from farm plans and GMP work. End of year two all Implementation process at 
a) Applies to nutrient, farms. 

adoption will be recorded. Each farms in focus catchments the farm, catchment and 
sediment, phosphorous, 

farm will be •scored" and provided wlll be audited and success regional scales. Lessons 
and path09en 3F will ensure a minimum of 1 to 

a performance measure. of S1"$tem reported. learnt will be applied to 
contaminant challenges: 10 farms reviewed per catchment further iterations of the 3F 

b) Applies to sheep, beef, (over 20 farms). Farm key areas for improvement system. assisting with 
dairy, deer, horticulture, /and factors within the verification uptake throughout the 
and viticulture land uses; svstem that are not performing or country. 

c) can function In different are clearly confusing will be 
regulatory regimes; amended. 

d) Consistent with the 3F 

principles: outcome 
focussed, relevant 
honest, fair, accessible, 
and integrative (see 3F 
principles in section 18 of 

this application for 
further details). 

t- - -
To assist farmers within the 

3f will hold regional meetings (4- Workshop attendees will be 3F audit wlll Identify key We will evaluate ii 3F has 
pilot catchments to improve 

5) with pilot catchment farmers surveyed as to whether they found recommendations that Influenced or advanced on 
their environmental 

in the first year and follow-up each workshop useful. remain to be implemented. farm GMP adoption in pllot 
performance and adopt 

meetings/ field days in the Each farm will be provided catchments by revleWing 
GMP's relevant to the specific 

s«ond year. These workshops Farms wlll be surveved and visited with an Audit report. against a base line survey 
catchment's issues. will enable group learning as to by RC and 3F staff and because of data of r.irm plan adoption 

the purpose of 3F, discuss GM P the farm plan development, in catchment. 

and regional council outcomes, priority GMP's will be identified on 
GMP adoption tailored to and enable farmers to actively farm. 
key water qualltV Issues at a contribute to the 3F systems 
farm and then catchment development. Year two will 
s.ale. Inclusion of other showcase farms and outcomes. 
GMP inltiativt's relevant to 

3F will work with each Regional farm business and the 3F 
Council to ensure that GMP's model. 

specific to catchment water 
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quality challenges are adopted on 
farms in pilot catchments. 

To establish a value chain to 
3F Intends to secure at least one Progress will be monitored by the Most farmers are not The realisation of a 10% 

provide a 10% premium to 
significant red meat processor number of quality processors 3F is receiving a premium for premium will ensure 

farmers who meet 3f's 
before the end of the second In discussions with, and then their stock above market farmers can reinvest In 

standard (with a 20·30% 
premium at retail level). 

year of funding. agreements to ttlal the 3F brand. schedule. environmental stewardship 
This objective will be evaluated by activities and remain 
the percentage premium ultimately Taupo Beef provides a economically viable. This is 
offered to participating farmers. useful baseline with an at the core of the purpose 

average 10% premium of this project. 
returned to participating 
farmers. 

To assess whether the The likely critical success factors Progress wlll be measured by the N/A The expected outcome is it 
Mangatarere Stream to support further roll-out of the extent to which the key partners will be clear whether the 3F 
Catchment pilot can be rolled 3F verification system are for the assessment have been system is likely to be 
out across the Ruamahanga Identified. engaged, namely farmers, successful if rolled out to 

Whaitua. stakeholders, regional council, and the Ruamahanga Whaitua, 
The potenti,I partners to support retail or innovation partners. and if so what the factors 
a roll-out of the model are Whether this objective has been art> to support this process. 
identified, and willing to assist. achieved can be evaluated by thi, This benefits the project as 

quality of the final report. it provides a mechanism to 
achieve scale in the 
Wairarapa. 

9. Project key tasks/activities 

list the main tosks/oc.t/vltie$ in chr.:,nologiccl order thot will be uno'ertaken .in the delivery of your project The r:,chievern~tit: ~, t/lese t&sks aud o,tivFtie~ will be o primary measure for 
eVQ/U(Jtlng the pr~ject's suaess. See page 2!- :Jjtfl(' GW!<' /<Jr A()pltc«fltf 2tJ1 / /Minfrwm11rinn oo ht>w tu complete this quettior.. 

YEAR1 
Project taskS/actlvltles 

YEARZ 
Project tasks/aclivities 
(if applicable) 

YEAR3 
Project tasks/activities 
(if applicabt,,) 

Community £nvlronmont Fund: ApPllcatton Form for open conteitable funding round 
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. Review policy and • Provide selected farms In . FOr Greater WellingtOn . • 
regulatory frameworks for pilot catchments or groups Regional Council evaluate 
each pilot catchment. with follow up workshops/ effectiveness and test if • . 
Align framework for 3F meetings on GMP the Mangatarere Stteam 
verification system to each implementation. Catchment pilot can be . • 
pollcy, compliance and rolled out across the 
rules across all key . Develop retail agreements Ruamahanga Whaitua. . . 
contaminants. for sales of 3F product or This will Involve the 

work with Innovation following tasks. . . . Work with pilot catchment partner to confirm 
groups to build accep1ance of verification • Assess the applicability of . . 
understanding of how we system and the 3F verification system 
can meld eKisting business implementation of pilot to the enllironmental 
and farm products to 3F catchment brand strategy. management challenges in 
system and value chain. the remainder of the . Six monthly progress Ruamahanga • . Work with individual reports to funding 
farmers to set 3F scene. partners. . Discuss with farmers in 

the wider Ruamlihanga . oevelop framework to . Six monthly steering group about their interest or 
report GMP progress/ meetings !where otherwise In applying the 
implementation on farm. appllcal>le) for pilot 3f system. 

catchments. . Six monthly progress . Discuss with existing retail 
reports to funding . Review roll out of GMP or innovation partners 
partners. across the sub~atchment about scale of market 

and focus farms using demand and capacity. . Six monthly steering group review framework . 
meetings (where . If not enough capacity tQ 
applicable) for pilot • Refine 3F verification extend volumes then 
catchments. system following field approach new retail or 

testing with farmers in innovation partners. . Develop framework for 3F pilot catchments . 
verification system. . Farmer/ sub catchment . Provide building blocks for group meetings . 
3f for selected focus farms 
In pilot catchments. 

l>•ge 24 Freshwater Improvement Fund: Appllullon fl)rm !Part 1) 2017 
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Roll out of GMP across the . Evaluate effectiveness of 
sub<atchment through 3F integration on farm and 
workshops. within products. 

Consumer resea,ch, Evaluate effectiveness 
negotiations with (ac1oss all four 
processors, development wellbeings) to see if tll is 
of catchment brand model could be rolled out 
strategy. to other sub-catchments. 

. Six monthly progress • Six monthly progress 
reports to funding reports to funding 
partners. partners. 

Freshwater Improvement Fund: Appllcatlon Form (P•rt 1) 2017 Pare 2.s 
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10. Risk management 

Provid# o brfe/ de-s-:ripri'on of tht mojor rjsJc.:; to the prt>/£ct ocMeiring the Uatend€'d out comet. lnclvde constderoUon of potenCfr.JI bor-!'icrs thctt may pose o :-Ilk to th~ success of th~ proje~t. 
Whe,e possible g,..,. an l:.aicatl<lr. of IN Pxell>:x,d or.d <lg!,iflc~ of ti,,, risk ond any mltigalion <DYJteg.~, to be intJud~o In tt,e proj,ct. 

~ e pDt;« 26 of the G"v;d, for Appl;contj 2017 f o, ;nformotion ah how r, complete tt. .11 qucstic11. 

Potenli1I risk 

loer.t/fy tile p<>llntlnl risk to your project (for .. omplt, 
project rt<)t ,ompl•ted on time, 1.1npredlctobl, tVel'lt~ 
Juell a.s weotlt-*r, lc( k .:,/ rao'4·rc,: commJtment, Ii~ 
ond ro.itt t .r"Jmoc,s coo opt1mistlc1 unexp~,t~d budgrt 

I 
wu, sta~lroldcn thlmg.'rtg reqwrrments ajt,r the 
project ."tas starttd, ,;sics to the 1ndr;stry ot sttto, co 
whi<t, ti1< orgon,,atron belongs). 

Another entity develops an •nvlronmental 
verliicatiori svstem th•t is less robust and not 
grounded in cat<hment science which does not 
drive behaviour chan1e and thev turn the water 
quality challenge for New Zealand Into a market 
access 15sue rather than a market premium issue. 

We know there are fe,w tools to allocate 
contaminant:$ back to farm-scale (except for 
nitrogen) and so it is llkely ·good management 
practices• for key contaminants will be adopted. 
The risk is this is criticised as not being robust. 

Pa"' 26 

I Level of risk Impact on proJed 

I 
Low, medium or O~scrlb# the (r,,pact thl, n,k would how oo 
high. the project (far ,xample, mi<onder$tandlogs, 

1 

dup/;co<ioll of wul(. ll>COO>p~U wotk) 

I 
Medium I This would mean 3F would face g~ater 

competition 10 ,ecure processing and 
retail partn•rs, and potentially 
confusion amongst farmers and 

I co,,sumers about the different systems. 

I 
I 

I 
Low This could mean some consumers in the 

future do not pay a premium for I proj ects verified by 3F due to concern 

I about 'green-washing' 

I I 
I 

ConstQuence 
on project 

Mir.or, moderat~ 
or severe 

Moderate 

Moderate 

Strat~ to mitigate 

Otsal« the pr-,, }'OU wiU use to 
minimise o.•d mon(XJ• the risk (for 
1.romphl, pro),ct monoge: monrtors 
functiom,J rolls ro ,,,..,,,, •nou9h tfm• ,s 

o/locot•d "' comp/et• ccch to•k/ornvlty 
and th• ;,roieccos a whole). 

Treat rbk if ft arises bv emphasising 
the outcome focus of the 3F 
verification svstem (swimmable and 
fishable water), that 10<.al catchment 
.cience underpins the system so It is 
more robust, and thlt the 3 F system 
Is mimed as a tool to secure a 
market premium so will be more 
successful at driving environmental 
improvement. 

AIIOid risk by involving likely critics in 
development of envfronmental 
verificalioo system so it is robust. 

Mitigate risk by providing for 
iterati~e development of 
environmental verification system as 
science about allocatinR 
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I contaminants and/or best 
management practices develops. 

That 3F cannot find a willing and committed Medium This would mean there will be no Severe Taupo Beef has validated a 10% 

processor and retailer that is willing to provide a financial value in meeting 3F's wholesale premium can be obtained. 

10% wholesale premium above the market environmental standards In markets, Manage risk by targeting a number 

schedule (or other sufficient premium) for whole which is likely to affect uptake of of processors and retailers. 

beer carcasses. or a sufficient premium for sheep farmers in the future. 
and deer carcasses to farmers for meeting an Treat risk by undertaking toll 
environmental standard. processing option, and retaller 

selling meat on a 3F investor-risk 
basis which Farro Fresh has 
prevlously agreed to. This assumes 
3F can locate an investor willing to 
accept this risk. 

That farmers are not willing to commit to one I Medium That farmers do not want to participate Moderate Manage the risk by either selecting a 
processor across the catchment groups in the in the 3F project due to the choice of processor who has national covtfage 
project. processor. and oovers sheep and beef and deer, 

and has integrity with farmers, or 
selecting a number of processors for 
farmers to choose. 

In addition, manage risk by enabling 
fanners to continue suppiying some 
of their stock through existing 
processor to mitigate their risk. 

Consumers are not paying a retail premium for Medium This would mean either that it would be Severe Mitigate risk by ensuring partner 
the environmental credentials of the products. easy for a competitor to displace a 3F processors Invest sufficient resource 

verified brand in markets by replicating in brand development and 
other att.-Tbutes, or the 3F system would marketing, so we can capture the 
no longe, be used by processors and superior red meat market quickly, 
farmers. and create ongoing customer loyalty. 

Monitoring networks in catchment are not robust Medium This would mean short to long term Moderate Mitigate risk by working with Council 
enough to measure improvements in water improvements in water quality are to upgrade monitoring where 
quality, through time. unable to be evidenced through robust needed. Instigate a farmer led 

water quality monitoring IGW, SW). community monitoring regime 
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Pago 28 

where possible and use 
commensurate measures (stocking 
rate reduction, nutrient 
management etc.) to evidence 
tangible change. Use catchment 
modelling to examine predicted 
respon5es in water quality through 
whole of catchment adoptiOn of 
GMP across pilot catchments 
(Regional Covncll modelling project). 
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SECTION C: Resources and capability 

S~;, pages 27-29 ojlhe Guide for Applicants 2017 ,'or information on how to complete this section. 

11. Partnership and collaboration 

You must be able to demonstrate that the project will involve the necessary parlner organisotions to ensure its success. Provide details of orgonisotions that you wili be 
partnering with in the delive,y of this project. Please outline the nature of each of the partners iMolvement and whc,t they will contribute to the successful delivery of the 
project. See page 27 of t/Je Guide for Applicants 2017 for Information on how lo complete this question. 

Organisation name Contact details 

Nam~. phone numberond emcil 

I Matt Hickman 
Greater Wellington Retional Man;iger, Environmental Policy 
Council Greater Wellington Regional 

Council 
Te Pane Matua Taiao 
Matthew Hickman 

. 

•.. 

Farmer 

P•ge29 

Details of involvement or collaboration 

Fot ey.ampl~, rontrib11t;o11 of funding or resourus, Jni:ofv~m{>nt Jn deds1on-ma/(.ing. responsibility Jo, dellvetfng a 
oomponent of the projm 

C<>-Funder (SOK Pal, Council lead contact and Steering Group n1ember for the Mangatarere Stream 
Catchment. Responsible for developing strategic plan with 3F for the roll out of the framework in 
the Ruamiihanga Whaltua. 

Farmer commitment to establish a collective funding project l48K pa) for the roll out of farm plans 
and nutrient budgeu for 14 farms in the lake Wanaka Catthment (7 Year one /7 year two). 
Discussions planned fur May. Financial agreement though MOU with 3F by October 2017. Randall is 
an active member of the Upper Clutha Water Group (see Te Kakano Project below) and has already 
gained a LEP3 and OVERSEER budget through the Beef & Lamb Challenging Environments Project. 
The Beef & lamb project has established a significant level of awareness wi1hio the community for 
the need for farm plans and advanced nutrient management in catthment. See further details here: 

Fre,hw.tar Improvement Fund: Application Fi>rm (Part 1) 2017 
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btti2·ll'tiYJ.'IJ..b~eflambnz.comloci;:~-e~eai:.l New,1l2Ql ,Sl o12~m!!1:r/11rojec1-!Jigbli&tltNbe·1m,1ide-of- I 
envirgnwcDtill:t!lWllll~ncel 

Grant Ruddenklau Fanner commitment to establish a collective funding project (48K pa) for the roll out of farm plans Farmer .. 
and nutrient budgets for 14 farms in the Lake Wanaka catchment (7 Year one /7 year two). 
Discussions plenned lot May 25"'. Financial agreement though MOU with 3F by October 2017. Grant 

I 
(Manager at Mt Burke Station! has already gained a lEP3 and OVERSEER budget through the Beef & 
Lamb Challen3ing Environments Pl'QJect. The beef & limb project has established a significant level 
of awareness within the community lot the need for farm plans and advanced nutrient management 
In catchment. See further details here: http·ljwww.beeflambnz cow/news-
eventsl New~l 221~a~m~erl2roject-highligbt,!·1b~·ll!!Slde-<lf-envi[l!nm!:!!1~1-com2llancg/_ 

Environment Southland Co-Funder (20K Pa), Council lead conuct and Steering Group member for the Aparim~ River 
Catchment 

..... ·-; ---·· 
Individual donor Natasha Garvan Organisational Funding (10K Pal, 3F project group member funded to assist funding for the Lake 

Wanaka catchment 

Waikato Regional Council 
Alan Campbell 

Co-Funder (lOK Pal, Council lead contact and Steering Group member for the Torepatutahi stream 
Team Leader, Land 
Management Advisory Services Ca«hment. 

Integrated Catchment 
Management 
Waikato Regional Council .. -

Private Bag 303S, 
Waikato Mail Centre, 
Hamilton 3240 

DeerNZ 
unosayt-ung 

Industry connection and supporter of the 3f project. Assl!t with farmer liaison In catchments, with a 
Environmental Policy Manager 
.. particular focus on lake Wanaka . 
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.. 

Matt Har<ombe 
Beel & lamb NZ Environment Programme Industry connection and supporter of the 3F project. Assist with farmer liaison In catchments, with a 

Manager particular focus on LEPS and GMP at a farm scale. 

Beef+ lamb New Zealand 
level 2, Queens Gardens Court 
3 Crawford street 
Dunedin 9016 ,-

Ag Research 
Dr. l\os.s Monaghan 

Applied research partner, on farm Environmental mitigation. Project Steering Group member and Senior Scientist .. contractor • 

:ntre 

Te Kakano (and Upper Clutha 
Megan Willlams 

Complementary initiative from Te ~akano. A FIF bid to develop a Lake Wanaka and Upper Clutha Community Liaison and 
Water Group) 

Development Manager Community Water Management Plan. 3F and an existing Community water quality project 
Te K/lkano "Touchstone" www.touchstone.org.nz are supporting partners to intention to develop a community 

led lake Wanaka catchn1ent wide management plan. Manegement outcomes are complementary to 
the community focus of the 3f lake Wan aka Pilot and expected outcomes from the farmer led 
collective. 
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12. Project team 

rou mcm be ob/e to demonstrate thot the pmject will engage personnel with the required technical, project mom:,gement, and finonciol monogement ski!/5 ro 
successfully deliver the project. Provide details of your proposed project team ond mn/lrmafion of their ovailobiliry for the durotlon of th• project. Note that it Is 
mandatory tn provide details of your project mona,er. 

See page 27 of rhe Guide fer Appf,conts WJ 7 fr,, mformutioP. on l'IO'" to complete th,s question. 

Neme I Oraaniution 

Chris Arbuckle Aspinng Environmental 

,_ --
Mike8arton Ta up,5 Beef 

Natasha Garvan 3F 

I Role in project 
! 

Project manllger 

Note that you mu..st pro·Jid2 a 
copy of rhe prc/f<I manog€r'! C.V 
or }ob dt!1. aiptton of proje,r 
manager os pofl rJ/ you.r 
appl!ttJciM. 

---
Value chain facilitator 

Project co-<1rdlnator 

Fre,hwater lmprovem"nt Fund: Appllcatlon Form (Part 1) 2017 

I Confirmed 

Yes 

I 

k-
Yes 

· Phone I Email 

- _,._ 

_ ,_ 
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See page 28 of the Guide for Applicants 2017 for information on how to complete this question. 

Project governance 

Describe the governance 
structure/s that will be 
implemented to ensure 
monitoring and management of 
performance and effective 
decision-making occurs. Include 
information on members of the 
governance group and their skills. 

(maximum 300 words) 

Managing funds 

Provide information about how 
you will manage the project funds 
if your application is successful. 
Include information about how 
you will procure goods and 
services, approve payments, and 
monitor and address budget 
overspend. 

(maximum 250 words) 

14. Health and safety 

3F has applied to be registered as a charitable trust. 3F's trustees are Allstair 
Mowat, Erica van Reenen, and Andrew Schollum. Meetings will be held at least 
four times per year to assess key opportunities and risks. The trustees will foster a 
culture of "risk aware" decision making. The trustees will undertake adequate due 
diligence to ensure that mitigation of key risks is carefully factored into the 
decision process. Trustees will consider how risks can be avoided, transferred, or 
limited in their decision making. 

Alistair is a Director of Thought Strategy and the End-user Lead for the Greater 
Value in Global Markets theme of the Our Land and Water National Science 
Challenge. Alistair was the Innovation Leader - Sustainability at Zespri and a 
principal advisor at Ministry for Primary Industries. He has skills in developing 
strategies and understanding a range of primary industry value chains including 
the management, measurement and reporting of credence attributes associated 
with who, how and where a product is produced. 

Erica is a consultant for Agfirst and has extensive experience working at the 
interlace of environmental management and production drivers on-farm, 
including the development of an on line environmental planning tool. Erica was 
previously the environment extension manager for Beef+ Lamb New Zealand and 
a policy analyst for the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry. Erica has leadership 
and governance skills as trustee of the Waikato Te Araroa Trust, and various roles 
with the Young Farmers Club. 

Andrew is the Lead for Natural Resources at Martin Jenkins and co-founder of 
Eiver with first-hand experience in all facets of the resource management system. 
Andrew was previously part of the secretariat for the land and Water Forum and a 
policy analyst at the Ministry for the Environment. Andrew has skills in building 
consensus and delivering complex multi-party projects under demanding time 
pressures. 

The trustees will approve the procurement of goods and services, and the 3F 
project budget. Once the budget has been approved, it will be added to 3F's 
accounting system to ensure the treasurer can compare it against actual income 
and expenses. Any significant difference between actual figures and the budget 
will be reported and examined by the trustees. 

3F will open a separate FIF project bank account by which all contributions and 
payments are made. The treasurer will prepare a list of future payments each 
month to be approved by the trustees by way of e-mail. There will be two 
authorising codes for internet banking, or two signatories for cheques. 

It is important that you have the necessary health and safety policies, resources and expertise to safely undertake 
and complete the project. You must comply at all times with the requirements and provisions of the Health and 
Safety at Work Act 2015 (HSWA). You will be asked to submit a health and safety pion for your project if you are 
invited to proceed to Stage 2. See page 28 of the Guide for Applicants 2017 for information on how to complete this 
question. 
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Does your organisation have a 181 Yes ~ No 
health and safety policy? 

If yes, state when this was last reviewed/updated. 

Aspiring Environmental Hazard and Accident Management Procedures Manual 
and Aspiring Environmental Contractor Safety Management System will be the 
guide for 3F. 

Last reviewed: ChrisArbuckleVer 5.022 February 2017 

Has your organisation been 0 Yes ~ No 
issued with any notices under 
health and safety legislation? if yes, please provide details. 

Who will be responsible for Chris Arbuckle (Ref. Aspiring Environmental Hazard and Accident Management 
health and safety for the Procedures Manual and Aspiring Environmental Contractor Safety Management 
project? System will be the guide for 3F) 

15. Environmental compliance 

See page 29 of the Guide for Applicants 2017 for information on how to complete this question. 

Do you require any statutory 
or non-statutory permissions 
to complete the project? 

For example, resource cons en ts, 
planning consents, or landowner 

permissions? 

Has your organisation 
received any prosecutions 
under the Resource 
Management Act 1991 during 
the past 5 years? 

0 Yes ~ No 

If yes, which permission(s) are required? Hove you applied for these? if so, when is a 
decision expected (if known)? 

This is a voluntary project and landowners choose to participate. We have 
landowner commitment in the pilot catchments. 

0 Yes No 

If yes, pfeose provide details. 

16. Publicly-funded projects 

Complete the table below for each publicol/y-funded project you hove received funding for in the past 5 years either 
from the Ministry for the Environment or from other agencies or organisations. (maximum 200 words per project} 

Name of fund and 
organisation 

I N/A 

Page 34 

Amount received 

I$ N/A 

Details of project (Including outcome, 
maximum 200 words per project) 

IN/A 
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SECTION D: Additional information 

See pages 30-31 of the Guide to Applicants 2017 for information on how to complete this section. 

17. Conflicts of interest 

Describe any known conflicts of interest (actual or potential) and steps you will take to manage them. Before 
completing this section, see page 30 of the Guide for Applicants 2017. 

There are no identifiable direct or indirect conflicts of interest for the Project team. 

Mike Barton - One potential perceived conflict is Mike Barton is the co-owner of Tau po Beef and will be working 
with other farmers to establish a value chain. The Tau po Beef brand is based on products produced within the 
Taupo catchment which is not one of the pilot catchments so we do not consider there is a direct or indirect conflict 

of interest. 

18. Is there anything else we need to consider about your application? 

Provide any additional information you or your organisation considers important, but has not been covered in 
previous questions in this application form. (maximum 400 words) 

Princl~lesLobjectives for the 3F verification ~ stem 

Principle What this means for the system What we don't want 

1. Outcome focussed - 3F is a journey to somewhere: - Not a "tick the box" approach 

continuous improvement until or a system for systems sake. 

environmental (swimmable 

and fishable water and 

improved biodiversity} and 

economic objectives are 

achieved over time, and at 

least within two generations. 

2. Relevant - To the specific catchment's - Not a "gold plated" list of 

environmental issues. For measures for all catchments 

example, if the primary issue everywhere that fails to 

in the catchment is sediment reflect local circumstances. 

then the system focuses on 

that. - Not a system/standard for 

market access but one that 

- To the farmers because drives value. 

compliance with the system is 

recognised and valued by 

those in the value chain. 
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3. Honest - To consumers that system is - Not "green washing". 

delivering what it states it is 

delivering. - Not a "silver bullet". 

- To farmers that the 3F system 

is not currently the solution in 

catchments where significant 

land use change required. 

4. Fair - Catchments and farmers with - Not requiring higher standards 

similar issues are treated alike. of some farmers over others if 

they have same catchment 

specific issues. 

s. Accessible - Farmers find the system easy - Not so complex it limits 

to use. uptake. 

- The costs of the system can be - Not so expensive that few 

embedded into a value chain. people can afford to use it. 

6. Integrative - Builds on and integrates the - Not "reinventing the wheel". 

best information already 

available. 
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Declaration 

This declaration must be completed by a person with the organisation's signing authority. See page 31 of the Guide for 
Applicants 2017 for additional information on how to complete this question. 

Important: Please contact the Minis try if you have any queries ubout the terms and conditions of the deed of Jund in g for the 
Freshwater Improvement Fund. 

As a duly authorised representative of the organisation as per Section A of this Freshwater Improvement Fund 
application form: 

• I declare that my project meets all of the eligibility criteria for the Freshwater Improvement Fund (see 
page 4 of this application form}. 

• I declare that to the best of my knowledge, the information contained in all sections of this application 
form, or supplied by us in support of our application, is complete, true and correct. 

• I declare that I have the authority to sign this application form and to provide this information. 

• I declare that the application is not being made by an organisation that is in receivership or liquidation, or 
by an undischarged bankrupt. 

• I declare that I have provided information about any actual or potential conflicts of interest {in question 17) 
and that I will promptly inform the Ministry for the Environment of any such conflicts if they arise 
subsequent to the submission of this application. 

• I understand that information presented to the Minister for the Environment and Ministry for the 
Environment is subject to disclosure under the Official Information Act 1982, other legislation, court 
orders, and in response to Parliamentary questions. 

• I understand my rights in accordance with the Privacy Act 1993. 

• I agree that the Ministry for the Environment can undertake, for the purpose of assessing eligibility and 
suitability for Freshwater Improvement Fund funding, a background check on the applicant(s), including 
but not limited to credit checks, criminal record checks, and reference checks from other parties, and may 
liaise with local and national organisations about this application. 

• I understand that if I receive an invitation to proceed to Stage 2 of the funding process this is not a 
confirmation of funding, and that the final decision is subject to a successful completion of Stage 2. 

Name 

Position 

Signature 

By typing your name in 
the space provided you 
ore electronically signing 
this application form. 

Christopher Arthur Henry Arbuckle 

Project Manager 

Christopher Arthur Henry Arbuckle 

Freshwater Improvement Fund: Application Form (Part 1} 2017 
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Checklist 

Use the following checklist to confirm you have provided all the required information in your application. 

Do not include any attachments that the Ministry has not specifically requested. These will not be provided to 

the assessment panel. 

Page 38 

All sections of this Application Form (Part 1) have been completed (using 'N/A' or 'none' if required). 

All sections of this Application Form (Part 2} have been completed (using a zero if required). 

All $ figures provided in Application Form {Part 1) and (Part 2) add up and are consistent throughout the 

application. 

Declaration on the Application Form (Part 1) has been electronically signed and dated. 

A copy of the 0/ for the project manager listed in question 12 is attached {if confirmed). 

Letters confirming co-funding for your project from each organisation listed as 'external funding sources' 

in Application Form (Part 2). 

Optional - One additional document in support of your application. This must be directly related to the 
project proposal, the issue you are trying to address, or the solution being proposed. 

Application form, project budget, and any supporting information will be submitted as one email only. 

{Documents submitted as multiple emails will not be accepted.) 

Application form, project budget, and any supporting information will be submitted no later than mid-day 
13 April 2017 

Freshwater Improvement Fund: Application Form (Part 1) 2017 
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Your 
feedback 
please ... 

Telf us whether you support the proposed 
changes to our work programme for 2017/2018. 
Use this 1orm to share your feedback or &Ubmit online at 
wvm.orc.govt.nz/arinuaplan 770 
You can also write or email your submission ta: 

Subml!llllons close 12 May. 

Otago Regional Council 
Freepost 497 

annual.plan@orc.govt.nz 

Private aag 1954 
Ounedin 0054 

Name LlD'ffl) J/l,dC4LL 

Emal 

I would like to speak wllti Council about my submissiorr 
This -..ou'tt be in lhe ,_k starlt,g 22 May. 

If yes, please provide a contact phone number 

How do you think we should struct\Jre the rates for eMI 
defence and emergency management? 

Oplioo 1: Uniform targeted rate ($25.89 per property). 
Everyone In Otago pays the same amount - rega,dless of 
the value of their property. 

Option 2: 50% uniform targeted rate and 50% general 
rate. Half of the cost is in general rates, and half is an equal 
amount paid by everyone. 

Rural water quality 

Do you support our water quality environmental risk-assessment 
programme? ~ No 

Do you support a risk-based approach to d~ inspections 
for compliance monitoring? ~ No 

Minimum flows and deemed water use pennit replacement 

Do you support an accelerated programme to determine 
miniml.m flows? Yes No 

Do you support funcls1g the deemed wa1er use pEmlit transition 
work from the Water Management Reserve? 

Yes No 

Public transport in 1he Wak&tipu Basin 

Do you suppcrt the Increased subsidy of putiic transport In the 
Wakatipu Basin? Yes No 

Do you support extending the Wakatipu targeted rating area for 
public transport to include Jack's Point? Yes No 

Address 

No 

When do you think we should open a new office in 
Queenstown? 

Option 1: Establish an office in Qu881\S\own in the 2017/2018 
year 

Option 2: Delay pr0posal until the next Long Term Plan 
process (201 B/2019) 

Kow should we structure the rates for the Lower Waitaki 
River scheme? 

Option 1: Change1hs way the scheme is paid for. so that 10% 
of the scheme's costS are paid ior as part of general rates, and 
90% by the Lower Waitaki River scheme targeted rate 

Option 2: Leave all costs as 100% LDwer \'Vaital<i River 
scheme targeted rate (status quo) 

Oo you S1Jpport the following activities? 

Lake snow increased workplan Yes 

Lake ~oration scoping work Yes 

Waflaby control Yes 

Climate change adaption (Clutha delta) Yes 

Do y0u support the change to our Significance and 
Engagement policy for strategic assets? 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

Would you like to make comments or provide feedback on any of the other proposed chahgeu.? 

Want to refer to tile full draft Annual Plan !or addltie>nal contexl when you're oonskleril1g }'Ol,Q" submission 7 
You i1 find It at www.orc.govt.nz/annuafplan. Hard copies available on req1.1ast frOm our Dunedio and Alexandra offices (contact details belowi 

----
Otago a annuaLplan@orc.govt.nz t? @otagoRC Dunedin Alexandra 

Region?1 if 
70 Slaflord &.re~ William FTaser Bui~ 

q www.orc.govt.nz. Rnd us on facebook Privaie Bag 1954- Ounoriing Street =::::: Council Dunedin 9054 AJaxaodra 9320 

~ Freept\One 0800 474 082 
P03 4740827 ~:!:1~4 F03479001S 

(!Ism to 5pm, Mcndtry t() FndayJ 



SUBMISSION TO OTAGO REGIONAL COUNCIL ON THE LONG TERM PLAN 2017 

10th May 2017 

To Otago Regional Council annual.plan@orc.govt.nz 

From The Pomahaka Water Care Group Incorporated 

Contact c/-

A representative of the group wishes to speak to this submission in person 

SUBMISSION 

1. Rural Water Quality Targeted Rate 

The Pomahaka Water Care Group support a targeted rate for effects based activities 

however the proposed increase is almost double the current allocation. In an on farm 

environment where water quality improvement initiatives already are a significant cost 

to farmers, the fact that the general rate increase for ORC related activities is looming, it 

is unfair to propose such a significant increase. 

2. Rural Water Quality Risk Assessment Programme 

o The Pomahaka Water Care Group considers that a support and advice based 

initiative such as is proposed is a good idea and welcome the positive 

outcomes which can result. 

We have some concerns however; 

• By making the risk assessment voluntary it is highly likely the only farmers 

to take advantage will be the farmers who are already proactively making 

changes to improve water quality. Preaching to the already converted! 

• Because of the voluntary nature of the engagement the currently 

disengaged farmers will continue to remain disengaged. Farmer apathy is 
slowly changing but still very real/ 

• Farmers will be very wary of allowing the ORC onto their properties to 

itemise any possible compliance issues as part of the assessment. Small 
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rule breaches spotted by ORC staff are required to be forwarded to the 

compliance team. Farmers will be understandably suspicious of the 

visitor's intent. We propose a 2 week amnesty for minor non compliance 
issues. 

• We suggest a reward based plan or cash savings of some description for 
farmers to take up any in;tiative. No reward leads ta low motivation for 
engagement. 

• There are currently many voluntary industry farm environmental plans 

which farmers can complete. We are cautious that there is unnecessary 

repetition with this proposal, especially for those who are already very 

engaged in the water quality 'space'. 

• As an already established catchment group we feel that the ORC could 

better target resources in supporting our group to a greater extent than it 
currently does through further funding. 

Opportunities; 

• The development of any environmental initiatives should be done in 

conjunction with industry groups such as ours and proactive farmers. 

Please let's work together on the intent of the visits and the parameters 

around what can be achieved. 

• Any planed outcomes of the assessment needs to be realistically 

achievable, measurable and time bound. This will require follow up and 

monitoring of any action points. Is the initjative going to have full 

geographic coverage or should the ORC's efforts be more defined to 

particular catchments such as ours? We propose a catchment approach. 

• The completion of an accredited plan needs to be either made 

compulsory or be of significant benefit to the farmer. This could be in the 

form of a rates rebate or recognition in some way. (ie. say noted on an 

ORC database) The ORC could then recognise these farmers as reduced 

risk come 2020 complia nee time a If owing o~e staff to concentrate on the 

small percentage of farmers who remain disengaged. 

• It needs to be made clear to farmers what the likely costs of obtaining 

consents will be if compliance thresholds are not met by 2020. (It is highly 
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likely a functioning, monitored environmental farm management plan 

would form part of any consent) 

• Discharge testing should be a pillar of any plan. Farmers need to know 

what their farm is contributing to the environmental footprint before 

they will take ownership and commit to making improvements ... 

Risk Based Dairy Farm Inspections 

• We agree with the concept of risk based assessment. Where risks are real 

and tangibfe further assessments should be complemented with a risk based 

payment system. User pays. 

• We do not think it unreasonable for all farmers to pay a set rate based on 

one assessment per year. Additional visits should be fully charged to the 

individual farm owner. This is one way that infrastructure issues can be 

targeted. Currently the effects based approach monitors the outcomes. Often 

the outcomes are determined by the infrastructure. 

Thank You 

The Pomahaka Water Care Group 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

L!zAngleo 
Gemma Wilson: Annual Plan 
Re: Draft Annual Plan 2017/18 - Uz Angleo 
Frtday, 12 May 2017 12:07:08 p.m. 

771 

[jj] Draft Annual Plan 2017/18 

Name 

E~mail 

Address 

I would like to speak with 
Council about my 
submission (week starting 
22 May) 

If yes, please provide a 
contact number 

How do you think we 
should structure the rates 
for civil defence and 
emergency management? 

Any comments? 

Do you support our water 
quality environmental 
risk-assessment 
programme? 

Do you support a risk
based approach to dairy 
farm inspections for 
compliance monitoring? 

Any comments? 

Do you support the 
increased subsidy of 
public transpo1t in the 
Wakatipu Basin? 

Do you support extending 
the W akatipu targeted 
rating area for public 
transport to include Jack's 
Point? 

Any comments? 

LizAngleo 

Yes 

Option 2: 50% uniform targeted rate and 50% 
general rate. Half of the cost is in general 
rates, and half is an equal amount paid by 
everyone. 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

I do not understand this jargon. 
In simple terms- too much water is used for 
irrigation and livers are suffering. This should 
be limited as should water for dairy farms. 

Yes 

Yes 

I support any increase in public transport. In 
fact the subsidy idea was mine which I 
submitted for the Dunedin bus service in 2014. 
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When do you think we 
should open a new office 
in Queenstown? 

Any conunents? 

Would you like to make 
comments or provide 
feedback on any of the 
other proposed changes? 

Pity it was not , implemented here- but good 
luck to Queenstown. I like the local council 
input to public transport. 

Option 2: Delay proposal until the next Long 
Teim Plan process (2018/2019) 

No more offices. Less travelling. Use Skype 
++ 

Reinstatement of the Canongate, Russell St 
part of the Bellknowes No 19 bus route in 
Dunedin 

Immediate reinstatement of half hourly 
frequency during off peak hours on the City to 
Belleknowes end of Route 19 

An Airport bus to be introduced ( to be in line 
with most airports arowid the world). 

Pass over management of Dunedin buses to 
the Dunedin City Council ASAP. The ORC's 
efforts have been a failure. 

Stop the selling and burning of coal in Otago. 
This is long overdue. Overseas visitors must 
be shocked to see it in our 'clean, green NZ'. 

You cao e<)j1 this ,uhmission and view al) vour submjs,;ion, easily. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

011oe seat1e 
Gemma Wilson; Annual Plan 
Re: Draft Annual Plan 2017/18 - Chloe Searle 
Friday, 12 May 2017 12:17:23 p.m. 

772 

iii Dl'aft Annual Plan 2017/18 

Name 

Organisation 

E-mail 

Address 

I would like to speak with 
Council about my 
submission ( week starting 
22May) 

Would you like to make 
comments or provide 
feedback on any of the 
other proposed changes? 

Chloe Searle 

Forest and Bird Waitaki Branch 

No 

Our branch would like to encourage the Otago 
Regional Council to provide more funding for 
protecting and enhancing biodiversity. We 
would also support increased funding to 
ensure monitoring and compliance when it 
comes to environmental standards. Finally we 
would also support more funding to deal with 
weed issues. We believe the ORC plays an 
important role in looking after our 
environment and must keep focused on 
ensuring our environment is not degraded and 
is in fact enhanced. 

You can edit thi8 ~ubmission and view all your submissions easily. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Joanna Kldston 
Gemma wuson; Annual Plan 
Re: Draft Annual Plan 2017/18 - Joanna Kidston 
Friday, 12 May 2017 12:40:21 p.m. 
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11 Draft Annual Plan 2017/18 

Name 

Organisation 

E-mail 

Address 

I would like to speak with 
Council about my 
submission (week starting 
22 May) 

How do you think we 
should structure the rates 
for civil defence and 
emergency management? 

Do you support our water 
quality envirorunental 
risk-assessment 
programme? 

Do you support a risk
based approach to dairy 
farm inspections for 
compliance monitoring? 

Would you like to make 
conunents or provide 
feedback on any of the 
other proposed changes? 

Joanna K.idston 

Careys Bay Histolic Hotel 

No 

Option 1: Uniform targeted rate ($25.89 per 
property). Everyone in Otago pays the same 
amount - regardless of the value of their 
property. 

Yes 

Yes 

Very disappointed to see an absolute minimum 
spent on Dunedin's greatest asset- the Otago 
Harbour. I support the submissions of the 
Aramoana League Inc and the Aramoana 
Wharf Restoration trust. 

You can edjt thjs ~uhmjssifln and yjcw all , our ,uhmi,sions easily. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

John Roberts 
Annual Plan 
ORC Annual Plan 17-18 DOC Submission 
Friday, 12 May 2017 12:50:13 p.m. 
QRC Annual Plan 17-18- DOC Submission.pdf 

Hi there - please find submission as above. 
Any enquiries please contact me in the first instance 
Thanks 
John Roberts 

Statutory Manager, Southern South Island 
Department of Conservation 

774 

Caution - This message and accompanying data may contain information that is 
confidential or subject to legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient you are 
notified that any use, dissemination, distribution or copying of this message or data is 
prohibited. If you received this email in error, please notify us immediately and erase all 
copies of the message and attachments. We apologise for the inconvenience. Thank 
you. 
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1 Department of 
Const~rvat ion 
T~ />a/J<t Ala1"1:J11i 

SUBMISSION ON THE OTAGO REGIONAL COUNCll. DRAFI' ANNUAL PLAN 

To: 

Name of Submitter: 

Submission on: 

Date: 

Otago Regional Council 

Harry Maher, Acting Director. Operations, Southern South 
Island Region - acting upon delegation from the Director
General of the Department of Conservation 

Ota.go Regional Council Draft Annual Plan 2017-18 

11 May2017 

I do not wish to be heard at the hearing scheduled for the week of 22 May 2017 

1. Rural Water Quality 

Land development and intensification have the potential to cause declines in water quality in 
rural areas. 

The Department is actively working with landowners, catchment groups and through the 
RMA process for the protection and enhancement of many threatened freshwater fish species 
and overall freshwater values within Otago's waterways. 

The Department supports the Otago Regional Council (ORC) in undertaking catchment 
studies in five catchments every year, a landholder envirorunental risk-assessment 
programme and risk-based dairy farm inspections. 

2. Minimum Flows and Deemed Water Permit Replacement 

The Department has a mandate to be involved in the management of waterways supporting 
populations of threatened indigenous fish and invertebrates. The Department seeks to have 
ongoing input into management decisions regarding these waterways. including the 
establishment of minimum flows and residual flows. 

The Department supports the ORC accelerating the current minimum flow setting 
programme. 

Department of Conservation Te.PupaAtcrwhai 
Southern South Island Region 
PO llox 743, Invercargill 9840 
l:)!'Ww.doc.govt.nz 
doccm - 3033157 
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3. LakeSnow 

The Department supports the ORC increasing the resourcing required to deliver lake snow 
research work. 

4. Lake Restoration 

The Department supports the ORC's proposed funding for scoping work, including working 
with local communities to develop a vision and action plan, to restore Lake Hayes, Lake 
Tuakitoto and Tomahawk lagoon. 

5. Wallaby Control 

The Department supports the ORC's ongoing wallaby control programme and funding. 

6. Climate Change Adaption 

The Department supports the ORC's proposed climate adaptation projects and ongoing 
work on climate adaptation and preparedness. 

When undertaking Climate adaptation planning the Department advocates that the ORC 
keeps in mind the New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement. In particular Policy 3 (2) (b )t that 
natural adjustment of coastal process, natural defences, ecosystems, habitat and species are 
allowed to occur; 

7. Wilding Tree Control 

The Department, in collaboration with other stakeholders and Crown entities, has 
contributed to the effective community entities that are currently undertaking wilding conifer 
control within Otago. 

The Department supports the continuation of ORC's funding for these community groups. 

However, $100,000 is not seen as a significant investment and it is the Departments 
expectation that this figure will increase significantly each year. This is to better reflect 
ORC's role relative to the threat and contributions being made by other local and government 
agencies, community funding bodies, local businesses and private individuals. 

Harry Mah~.:r. 
Acting Director, Operations 
Southern South Island Region 

Pursuant to delegated authority on behalf of Lou Sanson, Director-General of Conservation 

Note: A copy of the lnstnunent of Delegation may be inspected at the Director-General's office at Conservation 
House Whare Kaupapa Atawhai, 18 - 32 Manners Street, Wellington 6011 

Department of COn.se:r\'ation Te Papa Atawluri 
Southern South Island Region 
PO 8ox 743, Inwn:mgill 9840 
W\1'w.doc.ggyt,nz 
doccm - 30331$7 
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Clutha 
Community Trust 775 

Rural Water Quality 

I understand that ERA (Environmental Risk Assessments) will be conducted not 
using warrants to allow access to properties. It will be by invitation only from 
property owners. The consultation documents fail to mention that any breaches 
of the plan would be referred to the compliance arm. This is because ORC rules 
say staff are obligated to do this. 

As soon as the farming community hear of one farm or farmer being referred to 
compliance, the whole ERA will be compromised, resulting in a waste of money, 
and leave trained resourced staff with nothing to do. ORC staff are often in the 
difficult situation of suspicion and misunderstanding when dealing with the 
farming community. This project will not help if farmers risk aversion is 
multiplied up by enforcement action. 

Solutions-
Use third party provides who are seen as non-threatening and neutral 

Use ORC staff but make it a kitchen table exercise, using topographic maps and 

fann data to establish potential risk. Educate farmers on what the water plan 
rules mean and how at risk they are on their properties. This mean farmers will 

not feel threatened and ORC staff are not in the position of having to be police 
people. The result of not going past the farm house will be-

• Greater farmer uptake 

• More educated farmers 
• Savings in time and costs 

• Less risk of ERA project failure from lack of farmer participation 
following enforcement action on one or a number of properties 

The ORC Water Plan has the potential to be the best in the county, provided 
farmers buy into it and do the best they can. 

Risk Based Dairy Farm Assessments 

Raising the charge for dairy farm inspections for $325 to $478 is 'inequitable'. 
This charge rate means a property oflow risk with an inspection every 2 years 
will pay $956 per visit, where as a high risk property which needs 6 visits over 2 
years will pay $159 per visit. The costs should be based on a per visit basis with 
those requiring more visits paying more. 

PO Box 216 Balclutha 9240 I 03 418 4048 I lnfo,1:t,cluthanz.com I eluthadevelopment.nz 
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Clutha 
Community Trust 

As I have mentioned in previous submissions, the risk should be based on 
operator risk, not soil type or topography, but allowing for infrastructure risk. 
You could have the best operator on the worst soils and topography and the 
worst operator on the best soils and topography. What is suggested at the 
moment amounts to low risk operator subsidising high Iisk operators. 

Hamish Anderson 
Project Manager 

6 John Street 
P0Box216 
Balclutha 9240, New Zealand 

cluthadevelopment.nz I cluthacountry.co.nz I cluthanz.com 

PO Box 216 Balc:h.rtha 9240 I 03 418 4048 I lnfo@cluthanz.com I cluthadevelopment.nz 
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Your 
feedback 
please ... 

Tell us whether you support the proposed 
changes to our work programme for 2017/2018. 

SUbmlulOM cloee 12 May. 

Name 

E"1al 

U. lttil form to._ you,·fee<fback 11r • ubmit onllne at: 
www.orc.govt.n.vannua1p1an 
You can al1lo wm. or email your Sllbmlssloo 10: 

Otago Regionai Counc11 
Fr&epO&t 497 
P~Bflg 1954 
()ur,ecfu 9054 

I ......:itid like ~ speak with COIJld about my Slb'nissioo: .,,/ Yes No 
!his~ bo •• lh• ..«•io'°'*'ll :a Mey. 

Jf yes, olease plOvide a contact phOnenumber 

How do you think wo s'-.lld &tructure Ille rates for chnl 
delenco ~nd emergency management? 

When do yw lhlnk we should open a naw office In 
Queenatown? 

776 

0pt,or, I: Undotm targeteO rate ($25.89 per p,opanyl. 
Everyore in Otago pays the same an'IOOl'T - cegaroess O'f 
'the '1181U8 o{ the<r property. 

Option i, t.stab:,sh in office I" Q..ieenstOW'I in ·.tie 2017/2018 
i>'881' 

Option 2: SO% ul'ifoMl ta'geted rate and 50% ~ 
rate. Half of the cos.r is ·In general rates. aocl tialf is an equal 
amount paid by -,yeryone 

Rural Wll1ltT quality 

Do 'fOJ support our water qua!ny 8/llllronmental nsK -assessment 
orogra'l'me? 0es No 

Do you support a nsl<-based approach to oo,ry fem, 11'1Soeclt'!".S 

for oompiance mon1tomg? VYes No 

Minimum flows and deem1WI water use permit replacement 

How should we structure the rates for 1tMt Lower WaltMJ 
River gcheme? 

.::>r:i;,c., : Change the wa1 t:ie SCheme !S oaid for. so that 10% 
01 ·.:ie Sl.!.'ldr11&'s o:ists are ca,j for as part at general .-ates, and 
go< .• Oi- ine \.¢Wei' Waitakl Qrve-- scheme t-argeted rate 

/ OptlOn 2: Leave al costs as 100% LoWer Wai!aki River 
scheme targeted rate {$1atus Quo) 

Do you eupport the fplfowlng actMties1 

Oo you 61.lpport an accelnted p,ogramrne to ~enmne Lal<e S">0\1/ lllCreased wo~ 
011ntnurn flows? v Yes No 

L/'(es 

\/"tl5 
VYes 

,/ Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

~ - ·--- -· - ---- _a.,e ;e,loriJOO"' 5rof)l"lQ wak 

I,, • .,,ti(· Do you suppo,1 funding f~e d6<11Tl8d \o!/81er use perrr.rt ttaris:i.~o--
l", £ wO!I< from me W&te< Management Resel'\'97 W,uab, =al 

/ c., ~ ~ ~ . ~ { Yes NO C T\9te Cl'e~e ad3l)li.,,, (Clutha delta) 
1..- -

-Ptlbtitlli'anspo·rt In lhe Wakatipu Basin 

Do y~ support the incl'8SSed subsidy of public 1ransp.,rr ,n tt,e 
1/o/akatipi, Basin? Ves \ No 

Do you 111upport tit• chang& to our Slgnlficm10$ and 
Engagement poficy tor walltglc ass&b.? 

Do you suppoit exten<:1i119 tile Wallatipu targeted rating area tor 
public transport to include Jack's Point? Yes No 

,.Otago 
, ', Regicnal 
~ Cooncil 

a 8/ll'USl.pla()@orc.govt.nz 

q www.orc.govt.nz 

qg i=reeohone 0600 ,m 082 
~- - l,ly,a;. :e -

t] @otagoRC 

'(f Fln:J us 0n facebook 

Dunedin 
70 S1anore Streei 
Pr,1·1te Bag 1954 
OuMd<1005J 
P 0~ 47'- O.SZi 
,:sa19001t. 

Yes 

Alaxanora 
Ymam i::rase, SIIAcl,ng 
Dut1onl10Sue.>t 
No..,,.c,.., 9320 

"03.W680631 107 
•C3Hl!6,~2 
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Mak;/1; 1v{Asf SReJ 1l1€. 
Sf£ln1 t>h vv~./d.,'vt_J flVle 
r~a!J , 

/lt9t z 
-r I 

amouf'1.f of fvlov1..(2<j 

y~~ova f as /zir foo 

h t:JCC{An,,,,./a-kd -iuv,ofJ af/ oor kd fr:J,,
.(!_KU <;5'. 1it-e.f'j eJ.fMS,Je b.,tf ~,vijs p1,,.uSf- he 
n ctf/oUl.kcA fo _ ik! .e/1(.'Lr'(}f/1.rvl.£;,d- f':,/f ..,_ k al 
/,NttkYWA4S 1nVtU ,vie wudJ C,h /,:,v,.d a.-..d ,;,, 

J I , 

wa-kr, pla;, f ci:"'A_ aviw;,,_a I 11t:.c1r>ex.fwic..fw"1.; 

fOllu f.on ft>,,,.,, d 4 1':J'VlJ / ;oor r,rxi.r -ftou; 
d1Ae_ fo ex C€.~s ,J.e ,;-ja fiOvJ wh,7 e 11-i~ 
Un1y~t (;.,hi Dk:Jo fiA.go0{q""tds. C!l,-e 

1/'V'__-fvu:l..l[; ff°~ h.e_ cauH of Ya hb.f . 
rnvaJ1Clns ,r, vas, t1.e yve12 ds t:'i"'-d q M" rf / N.de 

I 

of ·o f;v,,,v na Jon .s 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Ray Henderson 
Gemma Wilson; Annua] Plan 
Re: Draft Annual Plan 2017/18 - Ray Henderson 
Friday, 12 May 2017 1:27:05 p.m. 

1B Draft Annual Plan 2017/18 

Name 

Organisation 

E-mail 

Address 

I would like to speak with 
Council about my 
submission (week starting 
22 May) 

How do you think we 
should structure the rates 
for civil defence and 
emergency management? 

Any comments? 

Any comments? 

Any comments? 

Any comments? 

Any comments? 

How should we structure 
the rates for the Lower 
Waitaki River scheme? 

Any comments? 

Any comments? 

Any comments? 

Would you like to make 
comments or provide 
feedback on any of the 
other proposed changes? 

Ray Henderson 

1952 

No 

Option 2: 50% uniform targeted rate and 50% 
general rate. Half of the cost is in general 
rates, and half is an equal amount paid by 
everyone. 

There is NO Option 3 - "Don't have this 
exorbitant Charge" 
see final Comments below 

n/c - not able to investigate thoroughly enough 
to make a reasoned decision. 

n/c - not able to investigate thoroughly enough 
to make a reasoned decision. 

not applicable 

not applicable 

Option 2: Leave all costs as l 00% Lower 
Waitaki Rive.r scheme targeted rate (status 
quo) 

Don't 'fix' what1s not broken 

n/c 

n/c 

Emergency Management: 
Central Govenunent often 'proudly' boasts that 
Inflation is running between O & 2%. 
My Local Council, W aitakiDC, is embarrassed 
that the target Rates increase for 2017 may 
creep out from I% to 1.5%. 
My 2016 ORC Rates were $35, 2017 is 
projected to be $65. How DARE you foist an 
almost 100% increase on me!! 

777 
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I have only recently recovered from paying the 
extortionate Forsyth Barr Stadium Levy. I 
have never used or visited it, will never use or 
visit it, but I was made to pay for it. 
Was just getting used to a more rational 
Annual charge then wham .. 
So where does this new exorbitant increase 
come from? A $26 Emergency Management 
charge. Whaaaa .. t !? 
How many Bodies think they can demand 
payment to 'look after us' in a time of Disaster 
(when we're most vulnerable)? 
Every Insurance Policy I have has an EQC 
levy. My Local Rates have a CD/EM levy. 
Regional Council (sticking to your knitting) is 
meant to be about Air, Water, Land, Regional 
Transport. 
Well, there's no Passenger service by Rail, no 
Air Service in Oamaru, & Bus Companies are 
stand-alone self-sufficient businesses so strike 
out that last one. 
My Local Council is currently sorting out the 
Erosion prone Beach Road, the Flood disaster 
at Otematata Boat Harbour, and now is 
providing more Erosion protection North of 
Oamaru Creek. 
Where is the Regional Council? 
Sitting in the Dunedin Offices, which 
apparently aren't grand enough. 
[ see this latest money-grab as another 
mechanism to build-up your slush-fund for the 
new & completely unnecessary Offices 
upgrade. 
I will be making a sincere effort to stage a 
Rates revolt and have as many Ratepayers as 
possible to withhold payment in protest. 

From a VERY, VERY ANGRY Ratepayer 

You can s:;,l it 1hjs submission and view an vour submissions easily. 
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From: 
To: 
Sllbject: 
Date: 

smeeMarsh 
Gemma Wilson; Annual Plan 
Re: Draft Annual Plan 2017/18 • Billee Marsh 
Friday, 12 May 2017 1:28:53 p.m. 

778 

Ill Draft Annual Plan 2017/18 

Name 

E-mail 

Address 

I would like to speak with 
Council about my 
submission (week starting 
22 May) 

How do you think we 
should structure the rates 
for civil defence and 
emergency management? 

Do you support our water 
quality environmental 
risk-assessment 
programme? 

Do you support a risk
based approach to dairy 
farm inspections for 
compliance monitoring? 

Any comments? 

Do you support an 
accelerated programme to 
determine minimum 
flows? 

Do you suppott funding 
the deemed water use 
permit transition work for 
the Water Management 
Reserve? 

Any comments? 

Billee Marsh 

No 

Option 1: Uniform targeted rate ($25.89 per 
property). Everyone in Otago pays the same 
amount- regardless of the value of their 
property. 

Yes 

Yes 

Inspections need to be regular and your 
compliance rigorous. 

Yes 

No 

2021 is not far away, and it's been a long 
process to get to this stage, I find it hard to 
believe you will be able to accelerate the 
process now. I would like to say yes but our 
local farmers have engaged the ORC in an 
obstructive and hostile dialogue at every 
consultation, and that stance will never 
change. Funding to encourage and enable 
water users to manage their water allocation is 
a good idea, in theory. However, I am not 
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Any comments? 

When do you think we 
should open a new office 
in Queenstown? 

Any comments? 

Lake snow increased 
workplan 

Lake restoration scoping 
work 

Wallaby control 

Climate change adaption 
(Clutha delta) 

Any comments? 

Would you like to make 
comments or provide 
feedback on any of the 
other proposed changes? 

convinced all water user groups could work 
together in the way ORC would hope! Some 
pennit holders have not accepted the changes 
needed to move forward, and will battle ORC 
to the bitter end. 

As I don't live in Wakatipu Basin I don't use 
the public transport. However my daughter 
lives there and often comments about how 
expensive it is. 

Option 1: Establish an office in Queenstown in 
the 2017/2018 year 

It's definitely needed in Queenstown. The 
growth is phenomenal 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes they're all part of ORC business. And 
don't forget to keep eradicating wilding pines 

Finally public opinion has woken up to the 
fact that our water quality is under severe 
threat and needs to be protected. ORC will be 
harshly criticized if rivers are allowed to be 
pumped dry for irrigation and our water 
quality is degraded. 

You can eJi1 this submission and view all , our submissim1s easily. 
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Your 
feedback 
please ... 

Tell us whether you support the proposed 
changes to our work programme for 2017/2018. 
U.ae this form to eh-your feedback or submit online et: 
www.orc.i,Jovt.nZ1arnua1p:an 
You can .afao write or ematt your eubmiesion to: 

Sut1mtssion11 close 12 Mav. 
Orago Re,J:ona1 Cou1:ai 
Freeooo1497 
P~~ate SaQ , 9,.o:;;1 
D!.;nedin 9054 

karrie 

Email 

I would llk9 ~o speak wim Council al:)01.f. 1r.) iuomiSsion· 
Tn,t~Jlt.J beG"',1ha~k.t~n ,'!'fh·, 

tf yilS. o:ease provide a contact phone rn.rnber 

How do you think we should litn.lct~ the ra18a for civil 
defence and emergency mana99ment? 
V Optio•1 t: Uruform ia'9<,'leo rale $2f :39 µer o'CP<:rt'J: 

e,e-yone in Otago oav .. tr:.a ~ ~r,c;,,,.., - .. ~ ;iarc,ess 
ttie value of their propertv. 

Option 2: SOC!o uniform targeteo rate a:id SC~« genera 

Or~nis.a!IOI' 
11f appficab!el · 

779 

rate. t-ialt of the C05t 1& if'I generai raies, and half ,s an ,aq..ial 
armunt pa.:! by '13\'e<'YO'W. How ehoUlcl '" etruc:ture the rates 1or the Lower Waitakl 

Riwlrseheme? 
Rural war.r quaDty 

00. ~'OU :;ucport an accelerat&;., P:'QIJ'alY'rrle .:o n::te<.,.. • fi. 
• minimum lbws? V ,,."es l\:o 

~~Do you suppon funding tno deerneCI wa1.,r ·-St: c..~r.-,i,t transi:io· 
\<t-·, '\ worl< i:om tf1e War.er Manags-r:.-~it R-.:lP.r,e'? 

ti \J~-;{\ \'\-~tn-- rlatnfji,~ ki ol~es, )! \~ 
~ Public transport lo the Wakatlpu Basin / 

Do 'Fh supccrt me inereased SUOSIC)' ,:JI !)s.:J,.C ; ars::.;~ ..... /:! . 
Wai<atipu Basin? E*, ./ Ne 

.)o ~Oil support exrsnding tr19 'l.faT<:tii;." targetec: ,i;tir-g area :or 
public l'at'.SOOn: to 1nclooe Jaek'& Pa1•? Yes No 

Oc.tiOn 1 · Changa 1f':e wr.y irn scheme ,s P8!0 for, so lhar 10% 
r· t'!E scherr;;r. COStS are oaro for as part of gar.era! rates. and 
90~;. :;y :tie _o.-.l<r li"./aitaki Rw schllf'r;i targeted :ate 

- /o~tOI' 2; ..<'.a,.:. ;;•·· -,,~S!S as ? 00-:, LJYNer Waita<i Rivel 
V scr:e..T.e t11:-g;;;oo ,-e·e ,$ratus c::uo, 

Do you a.ipport 'the following activttle3? 

-,~1<.e ~s=i•or scco,ng work 

Waltoo\' ·:'.'01'<,"'Ci 

Do you lll.lpport the c:hange to our Slgnlffcanc:e and 
Engagemmt policy for $trateglc: assets? / 

vves 

NO 

No 

No 

No 

No 

Would you like to make comments or provide feedback on any of the other proposed changes? 

f<c,hb;f (! X#1;>1,;1~,-f10~1 -
1 

no .e.xc u \e~ 
w,rd,~q p,rlf ~ova 
Clean iAp. Wn#-t1'vC1'-:.f.S \\. . 
N uvtu r...e 1)~. w·,Jtkf ~ ~ --p--e~ f e t~P'!/§erll$,&qUNe/1. 

W31'1t·to re18r to the fl.ii! oraft M/lua! !'!an tot addi\1of\111 corrtl!X! WMon 1ou·re ~.¢11s,aeriog your submi~ion'? 
You~! find it at WWW.(ll'C.govtn:fa.;nuatpra.-,, Hard copies avsllable on request frotn our Ovned,n 8nd Ale><*ndta offices jcontact 'details below\ 

~~I a annual.plan@orc.gOVt nz t? @o1agoRC Ounec!in Alexandra 
10 s,..:k>rc sr...ei w,MM FwMY eu.1e1,og 

q, WWW.O<C .'Jo':Ni. ":l 'fr Find us on facebOok ?ro,;.'e eag :ss~ 0unoi1mg si-. =::::: Council >,JlOO .. 0064 NBi<Y>d•oli320 

~ Freephone 0800 474 082 
POOm0,321' P03 146806S 
c ;":S .in- ·~·IJ1b ~0344aE.n2 

'.83"'l10!i!:m "'40"~yu,c, Javi p.ro 1114 



·-·-~ 

Jfo tl'//l(l tl-e /J~dd121J, One ofn<l 1Yl 

D l,tv"<Q d l ;_, O 1/\R.. t;;, {ro fl-"-iAf { C< ~ 
rv-A J ~ 1 

0 
vie t;;.. /3,:, / cJ"' fl-...1 16 Str.111 (.ALA I. 

If 7S a 1rolf WtiJ* of j41ov::y lo. -
fp1,,d '$3 5' ;,;,d/tOn (>V\ a ,Pnc.:J /Ju1{dmy 

I~ Dunf..Jth 
I 
a~ anofhR.r fvi 

Q v.f!LY)J1o v,/n~ 
... 

~ JOI,( /Ami:: //low t>/tJ//1-tcJ 71 ~ 
effr;("T fhaf fws Jo vie 101-o raloh:f 
f..11\Mcf,,,DV\ -:-how IMW.J,,, JN1.0 ~ w4J 

S~+ OY\ jn(s -- aVI.J fio1-v lvt<.t ~ 

WIO~j JP"' ~4vL af/occrfeol ~v--

a ~ buttdiy You H1t1.Je. Ticul~ 

LDST youf\. WA-Y ., 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Reuben Morison 
Gemma Wilson; Annual Plan 
Re: Draft Annual Plan 2017/18 - Reuben Morison 
Friday, 12 May 2017 2:20:33 p.m. 

I}_ Draft Aunual Plan 2017/18 

Name 

E-mail 

Address 

I would like to speak with 
Council about my 
submission (week starting 
22 May) 

If yes, please provide a 
contact number 

How do you think we 
should structure the rates 
for civil defence and 
emergency management? 

Would you like to make 
comments or provide 
feedback on any of the 
other proposed changes? 

Reuben Morison 

Yes 

Option 2: 50% uniform targeted rate and 50% 
general rate. Half of the cost is in general 
rates, and half is an equal amount paid by 
everyone. 

Darwins Barberry is a significant issue 
throughout coastal Otago, including Signal hill 
in Dunedin. You had it in your last IO year 
plan to remove Darwins Barberry and Gorse 
from Signal Hill in the sho1t term, and NO 
work has even been sta1ted, apart from what 
MTB Otago have done to keep their n·acks 
clear. Even this is a large struggle for them. 
This needs to be put on the ORC invasive 
weed list, and proactively removed from 
public and p1ivate land. If it is not dealt with 
soon, it will invade deep into our native bush) 
and any farmland and private land within the 
range of birds from Barberry. This will create 
an even larger problem, which will take far 
more council resources and money to 
eradicate. If it is dealt with sooner. the 
problem and cost will be smaller. which means 
that more money can be spent on other 
important projects. If it is left until later, there 
will be less money for these other projects. So 
don't just put it in your plan, do something 
about it. 

You can e<lil this submission and view all your suhmissi«ms easily. 

780 
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Submission to Otago Regional Council (ORC) 
Annual plan from the Upper Clutha Water Group 

Who we are: 

781 

The Upper Clutha Water Group is a collaboration of various agencies and groups concerned about our 
waterways. By working together over the past 9 months we have formulated a strategic plan with the 
following vision: 

Water in a quality ecosystem has functional diversity. All Upper Clutha lakes and rivers are improved or 
maintained at pristine levels for the long term. 

UCWG Strategic Plan objectives: 

1. Deliver leadership and direction of water quality management 
2. Confirm and support whole community values 
3. A process for the development of water quality management in the Upper Clutha 
4. Assist with developing a comprehensive understanding of the ecosystem in the fakes and waterways 

5. Define and engage with key stakeholders 
6. An inclusive and collaborative communications strategy 

We are planning to: 

1. Deliver on the agreed strategic plan as above. 
2 Review and update the stormwater management catchment plans in response to the needs of new and 

existing growth areas with support from an application to the Ministry of Environment in conjunction 
with Te Kakano Aotearoa Trust. 

3. Lead a Community led lake Wanaka Management Plan. 

ORC activity: 

From the 2017-2018 ORC draft annual plan: 

"In recent years, an algae that produces a sticky substance called lake snow has been found in Lakes 
Wanaka, Wakatipu and Hawea. Although it is non-toxic, it is creating problems for water users. If it gets into 
the residential water supply, it causes blockages, and clogs filters and household appliances connected to 
the system. We are working with other stakeholders and researchers to find out more about what it is, 
where it comes from, what influences it and how it could be managed. We'd like to increase our work in this 
area to increase the rate of progress, and so we are proposing to allocate staff time and $100,000 of general 
rates towards research on this problem." 

This small scale commitment merely to 'research the problem' is very concerning to the Upper Clutha Water 
Group. QLDC and the community have been investing hundreds of thousands of dollars to manage this issue 
in domestic water supplies over almost a decade. The scale of ORC's investment is unacceptable. This is not 
a remote science problem, but an issue that carries with it major reputational, economic and environmental 
implications. 

The lakes and rivers are an essential environmental and economical asset, locally, nationally and globally. 
We submit that the ORC work with the QLDC and the community to produce a solution-based plan. 
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Given the significantly wider implication of this environmental matter we submit that the ORC offset an 

increase and solution-based fund for this work from its considerable reserves ($13m) as outlined. We note 

specifically that the ORC holds two river management reserves for Wakatipu and Wanaka (total value $1.2m 
on page 80 Annual Plan). This may be a wholly appropriate fund to utilise on this occasion. 

We do acknowledge your proposed investment in urban water quality in accordance with the national policy 

statement on urban development targets. 

What we are asking: 

That Otago Regional Council support the community led and collaborative (regulatory, science, 
community) implementation of a Lake Wanaka and Upper Clutha Community Water Management Plan. 
The group is also collaborating with the Lake Hayes group and anticipates doing so with any lake Wakatipu 
group that is set up with the aim to have a district wide focus group delivering on a district wide water 
quality vision. The water management plan is based on science and data, works across disciplines and 
encompasses all groups that have impact on water. 

Water quality and health are vulnerable in Lake Wanaka and the Upper Clutha catchment, with 
significant growth in farming, urban population, and tourism beginning to show some impact. By the 
time impacts become obvious, the actions required to return a lake to a "healthier'' state are expensive 

and will have negative impacts on the community, and NZ socially and economically. 

Successful management is facilitated with stakeholder engagement, working alongside regulators 
and scientists. The community has indicated strongly a wish to be proactive and help develop and 
implement a collaborative water management plan. 

We request funding from council of $150,000 per annum for the UCWG to facilitate the community 

response alongside science and regulatory bodies. The Upper Clutha Water Group has been through a 
process that has developed an agreed strategic plan of action - the funds would support the ongoing 
management of this alongside development of any similar plans for Lake Hayes and Lake Wakatipu -

costs Include facilitation, management and disbursements such as venue hire for meetings and 

community meetings. 

An oversight group could be set up to manage activities and the funds alongside ORC and QLDC. 

Communicatlon between the various groups and community is critical to deliver consistency of 
message to enable stakeholder engagement. Understanding of challenges and implementation of any 
required mitigations. 

We wish to speak at the hearing, thank-you. 

Attached: 

Upper Clutha Water Group Strategic Plan & list of Upper Clutha Water Group members 
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Name 

Mike Saunders 

Phill Hunt 

Don Robertson 
Alan Cone 

Peter Bodecker 

Dean Olsen 

Maggie Lawton 

Marc Schallenberg 

Cynthia Lawrence 

Gerry Closs 

Paul Tapsell ' 

James Helmore 

Randall Aspinall 
Grant Ruddenklau 
Tony Pearse 

Chris Arbuckle 

Peter Wilson 

Paul van Klink 

Mike Tubbs 

Ella Lawton 
Calum Macleod 

Megan Williams 

Mandy Bell 

Andee Gainsford 

Upper Clutha Water Group 
Contacts 

Email 
Telephone 

mjandjcsaunders@gmail.com 021416244 

ffphill@clear.net.nz 
027 2230398 

donandgaye@xtra.co.nz 03 4432601 
ag.cone@xtra.co.nz 027 4547023 
c/o Janice Coldicott, PA 03 470 7480 
Janice.Coldicott@orc.govt.nz 0800474082 
dean.olsen@orc.govt.nz 0276022737 

maggie@futurebydesign.co.nz 
027 5377711 

marc.schallenberg@otago.ac.nz 
03 479 8403 

03 479 5096 
cynthia.lawrence@otago.ac.nz 

gerry.closs@otago.ac.nz 03 479 7972 
021279 7972 

pa ul.tapsell@otago.ac.nz 0212798677 

03 4431571 
james@wanaka.co.nz 0212291607 

aspiringstation@gmail.com 03 4437155 
gruddenklau@gmail.com 03 4435064 
tony.pearse@deernz.org 021719038 

0212965879 
chris@aspiringenvironmental.co.nz 

p.wilson@fish-game.org.nz 
027 4823440 

p.vanklink@fish-game.org.nz 021OS69146 
027 4314033 

mtubbs@doc.govt.nz 

Ella.Lawton@qldc.govt.nz 021735981 
Cal um.MacLeod@qldc.govt.nz 

community@tekakano.org.nz 
027 2291607 

mandy@criffelstation.com 
0274434250 

andee@gainsfordglobal.co.nz 02102737127 

Group association 
Shaping our Future {SoF} 
Federated Farmers, Fork 
Farm 
Guardians 

Guardians 

CEO,ORC 

ORC 
Freshwater Research 
Centre, ORC councillor 
University of Otago, 
Catchments Otago 
University of Otago, 
Catchments Otago 
www .catchmentsotago.com 
University of Otago, 
director Catchments Otago 
University of Otago 
www .maorimags.com 

Lake Wanaka Tourism, 
General Manager 
www.wanaka.co.nz 
Mt Aspiring Station 
Mt Burke Station 

Deer Industry NZ, NZDFA 
Aspiring Environmental + 
Touchstone 
www.touchstone.org.nz 
Fish and Game, High 
Country research Group 
Fish and Game 
Department of 
Conservation, Operations 
Manager, Central Otago 
QLDC councillor 
QLDC deputy mayor 
Upper Clutha Conservation 
taskforce-SoF, Te Kakano 
Criffel Station, Criffel 
Irrigation Ltd, Rongoa Wai 
Gainsford Global, facilitator 
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1. Deliver leadership 
and direction of water 
quality management in 
the Upper Clutha 

ORC appointed Central Otago 
lakes and calehment 

FY17 STRATEGIC PLAN 

Water in a quality ecosystem has functional diversity. All Upper Clutha lakes and rivers are 
improved or maintained at pristine levels for the long term. 

30 year planning; immediate montoring; collaborative stakeholders 

2. Confim1 and support 13. A process for the 
whole community development of water 
values quality management in the 

Upper Clutha 

4. Assist with 
developing a 
comprehensive 
understanding of the 
ecosystem in the lakes 
and waterways 

5. Define and engage 
with key stakeholders 

6. An inclusive and 
collaborative 
communications 
strategy 

7. Work with 
stakeholders on 
funding streams 

Operations Manager to bridge leo11ate existing values 
proactive science and 

Engage a Cennl OCago takea and 
cau:hment OperaUons Manager to 
develop and implement a process 

SIJ!)port the amvening of 
Water and Land Technical 
Advisory Groups 

w or!< With al lllakehol<l8l's to 
achieve 9lfllteglc objectives 

Develop and doCtJment a lldelltify,eqind funding 
collaborallll@ corns strategy to streams lllllllllw to economic 
enable consistent messaging and environmental Impact 

Implementation 

Support Iha OCJrlYtri'lg of 
Water 11nd Land Tect,r,lcal 
Advisory Groups 

Support an Upper CIUlha 
slakehokler advisory group 

Ci rcu!ate and create draft 
values 

Work with ORC lo engage 
community on value set 

Review on an ongoing basis 

Appointment of Chair in 
Freshwater Management at 
Otago Unlver.;ily 

Develop and Implement a 
Whole catchment science 
strategy - What do we know. 
what don't we know, what 
should we know 

Revise the understanding of 
water quallty lo include more 
than water nutrients 

Appoint a CQmmunication 
Manager 

SIGN OF 

0 

#REF! 
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Support the Alpine Lakes 
Research and Education 
Centre 



From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Hello 

payjd Cooper 

Annual P/ao 
Kjm Reilly; Phjl Hunt /External) 
Federated Farmers submission to the ORC Draft Annual Plan 2017/18 
Friday, 12 May 2017 3:01:55 p.m. 
20170512 Otagg Regional Council Draft Annual Plan submjssjgn finaLpdf 

Please find attached a submission to the Otago Regional Council Draft Annual Plan on behalf of 
Federated Farmers of New Zealand. 
Regards, David 
OAVID COOPER 
SENIOR. POLICY ADVISER - Strategy and RMA 

Federated Farmers of New Zealand 

PO Box S242 Dunedin 9058, New Zealand 

www.fedfarm.org.nz 

782 

This email r.ommunication is confldential between th• , ender and the rcclple11t. The intended re<iplent May not distrlbutM il without the permission nf the ~nder. If chis em.ail is 

reeelVed in error. it. rem,im confidential and you may riot copy, retain or distribute Jt lf'l any rnc1nner. Plcast notify th~ stnder imm.edlat.f:11' and erue all cooles or the message and all 
atta.chntt:!:nr~ Th:ank you. 

• THIN!< BEFORE YOU PRINT 

This email communication is coo1idential between the sender and the recipient The intended recipient may not drstribute it without 
the permission of the sender. If this email is reooived in error, ii remains confidential and you may no1 copy, retain or distribute it in 
any manner. Please notify the sender immediately and erase all copies of the message and all attachments. Thank you. 
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12 May2017 

FliDlilUD"liD 
l'ARMl!RS 
OF NEW ZEALAND 



SUBMISSION TO OTAGO REGIONAL COUNCIL ON THE DRAFT 
ANNUAL PLAN 2017-2018 

To: Otago Regional Council 

Name of submitter: Federated Farmers of New Zealand 

Contact: DAVID COOPER 
SENIOR POLICY ADVISER 

p 
F 
M 
E 

Address for service: Federated Farmers of New Zealand 
PO Box5242 
Dunedin 9058 
New Zealand 

Federated Farmers Submission to Otago Regional Council's Draft Annual Plan 2017-2018 Page 2 
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Summary of Submissions 

1. General submissions 
Introduction: We have appreciated Council's increased focus on engagement and 
communications over the past year. We ask that these efforts continue. We encourage Council 
to consider our submissions both in relation to the 2017 Annual Plan and in the development 
process of the 2018-28 Long Term Plan. 

Proposed rates increase: Federated Farmers notes the DAP proposes additional expenditure 
by Council for 2017/18 compared to 2016/17, with Operating Funding increasing by 34 percent 
and Overall Rates increasing overall by 31 percent. 

Federated Farmers agrees that overall the additional spending proposed in the DAP is 
warranted as it is either required to meet looming regulatory deadlines or there is a requirement 
for appropriate investment now to forestall additional spending in the future. We support the 
intention to use a special dividend from Port Otago ($1.5 million) to smooth the overall rating 
impact of the proposed additional workplan in 2017/18 and 2018/19. 

Funding policy - the Uniform Annual General Charge: Federated Farmers asks Council to 
review its policy of recovering 25 percent of the General Rate through the UAGC, in the 
process of developing the 2018-28 Long Term Plan. We consider there is significant scope for 
the UAGC to be increased to recover a greater proportion of General Rate associated revenue, 
given Council's increased workplan, the relative benefit of this expenditure, and the targeted 
rates and user charges allocated to the rural sector. 

2. Submissions key consultation matters 
Civil Defence and Emergency Management (CDEM) funding: Federated Farmers strongly 
supports option 1: a uniform targeted rate, for the funding of Otago's CDEM. 

Rural Water Quality: 
Rural Water Quality Targeted Rate - Federated Farmers supports a targeted rate for the new 
activities proposed in the OAP, but we consider a greater General Rate contribution to rural 
water quality expenditure is warranted. 

The proposed environmental risk-assessment (ERA) programme - Federated Farmers 
supports in principle the intention of the ERA programme, but we consider a refined approach, 
trialling the ERA programme in key catchments, is warranted in the short term. This would 
ideally include: 

a. A 'pilot ERA' approach focussed on three established catchments, with specific and 
identified issues, and existing engagement with ORC; 

,. North Otago (Kakanui catchment) 
ii. South Otago (Pomahaka catchment) 
iii. Central Otago {through an established, voluntary catchment group) 

b. A refined ERA approach working through these established catchment groups, as the 
primary point of contact; 

c. Greater clarity around potential compliance implications; 
i. For example. a two-week amnesty on minor non-compliance issues 
ii. ORC staff engagement is through the land relationship team, rather than through 

the compliance team, and/or there is clarity around the processes ORC staff will 
use prior to the assessment being undertaken 

Federated Farmers Submission to Otago Regional Council's Draft Annual Plan 2017-2018 Page3 
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d. The farm and catchment specific information attained through the ERA is managed by 
and held by the catchment group, rather than by ORC; 

e. A clear protocol for support or follow up post each ERA is developed in conjunction with 
each catchment group. 

Federated Farmers is conscious that a revised ERA approach along the lines proposed may 
exclude some farmers. As a consequence, we consider there remains a need for a concerted, 
ongoing effort from Council (and other parties) to develop additional farmer facing information 
and extension programmes to assist farmers in meeting the requirements of the Otago Water. 
beyond the ERA approach. 

Council's support for catchment groups- Federated Farmers strongly supports Council's direct 
and in-kind support for established catchment groups in Otago. 

Minimum Flows programme: Federated Farmers supports the proposal to accelerate the 
minimum flow setting programme, and to fund the associated costs through the water 
management reserve. 

Public transport in Wakatipu: Federated Farmers has no opinion on the proposal to increase 
the subsidy for public transport in the Wakatipu Basin or the proposal to expand the Wakatipu 
targeted rating area for public transport to include Jack's Point. However, we support the use 
of a targeted rate for this activity. 

Queenstown office: Federated Farmers can find no information on the potential costs of an 
additional office in Queenstown. However, given the current distribution of offices and the fast 
growing nature of the Queenstown Lakes District, we support leasing an office and assessing 
the required level of service aft.er a short term period. 

Lower Waitaki River Control scheme: Federated Farmers agrees that Council should amend 
the funding policy for the Lower Waitaki River Control scheme as per Option 1, with 10 percent 
of the scheme's costs paid for through general rates, and the remaining 90 percent through a 
specific targeted rate. 

Other new activities: Federated Farmers supports Council's proposals in respect to: 
a. Lake Snow 
b. Lake restoration 
c. Wallaby control 
d. Wilding tree control 

We cautiously support Council's proposed work in relation to Climate change adaptation, 
although we consider longer term costs should be funded by the respective TLA or through a 
specific targeted rate. We welcome the opportunity to provide feedback to the forthcoming 
Special Consultative procedure on the proposed new building. 

Proposed changes to the Significance and Engagement policy: Federated Farmers recognises 
the overall drivers for the proposed changes. However, we expect that any landowners affected 
by decisions made under the revised policy should be treated fairly and equitably irrespective 
of these changes. 
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Section 1: Submissions on general matters 

1.1 Introduction 

1.2 Federated Farmers welcomes the opportunity to submit to Otago Regional Council's 
2017 - 2018 draft Annual Plan (DAP). 

1.3 We have appreciated Council's willingness to increase engagement and 
communications with us, other regional stakeholders and the wider region over the 
past year. We consider this approach has facilitated a greater awareness of Council's 
strategic intentions. and that as a result we can better work towards mutual goals. We 
ask that these engagement efforts continue. 

1.4 Federated Farmers recognises that preparation for the 2018 Long Term Plan (L TP) 
will commence in 2017, and that the 2018 L TP will form the primary basis for Council's 
investment and cost allocation decisions for the three years beyond that date. 

1.5 Therefore, we ask Council to consider our submission points in relation to both the 
2017 Draft Annual Plan, and in the processes informing the 2018 LTP, as appropriate. 

Summary of submissions: 

We have appreciated Council's increased focus on engagement and 
communications over the past year. We ask that these efforts continue. 

We encourage Council to consider our submissions both in relation to the 2017 
Annual Plan and in the development process of the 2018-28 Long Term Plan. 

2.1 Proposed rates increase 

2.2 Council is proposing an overall rates increase of 31 percent. This overall increase is 
driven by increased General rates, UAGC & rate penalties (increasing by 14.3 percent 
between 2016/17 and 2017/18), and Targeted Rates (increasing by 41 percent over 
the same period). Operating Funding overall is increasing from $40.2 million in 
2016/17 to $53.9 million in 2017/18, a 34 percent increase. 

2.3 While Council proposes to use an increase Port dividend to smooth the overall rating 
impact of this expenditure (discussed below). the DAP clearly signals a significant 
increase in expenditure, and a significant increase in rating impact. 

2.4 Overall, the DAP heralds a new approach for ORC. In our view ORC has until now 
been relatively conservative in terms of both roles and expenditure, particularly 
relative to other regional councils. This has included both limiting additional spending, 
and ensuring Council's roles in relation to emerging issues were clearly defined. 
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2.5 Despite differences of opinion on the specifics of ORC's regulations and methods for 
funding costs, Federated Farmers has traditionally supported this overall, more 
conservative approach, given the significant costs of rates to farmers. 

2.6 The DAP proposes a shift to an increased workplan, and as a result additional 
expenditure and additional costs for ratepayers. While again we may disagree on 
specifics, overall Federated Farmers considers this additional spending is warranted. 

2.7 For some activities, additional spending is required to meet looming regulatory 
deadlines (examples Include deemed permit transfers, or water quality initiatives). In 
other activit.ies, there is a strong argument that appropriate investment now will 
forestall the need for additional spending in the future (pest control, and again water 
quality initiatives). 

2.8 However, Council must continue to be mindful of the rating impact as a result of the 
increased spending proposed through the OAP. While the increased workplan as 
currently proposed is identifying and delivering on key priorities, there is a concern 
that this may be taken as an indication that Council will move away from careful 
consideration of its key priorities and indicate a willingness to 'be all things to all 
people'. 

2.9 On the contrary, the increased workplan proposed through the OAP makes further 
prioritisation of additional spending leading up to the 2018-28 L TP all the more 
important. The additional spending proposed in the OAP is justified. Further 
expectations for increases in spending may not be. A clear distinction should be made 
between the need to haves and the want to haves. 

2.1 O In some of the activities where spending is proposed to increase, we consider there 
is a sound economic argument for spending more now so as to curtail additional costs 
in the future, or due to looming regulatory deadlines. In others it is arguably more 
driven by a desire to improve the level of service. The latter should be considered 
distinct, and should require an additional level of consultation or consideration. 

2.11 Federated Farmers this is likely to be subjective. As a general view, we have 
considered the increased workplan with the following in mind: 

a. Whether it is a priority natural resource management issue for Council; 
b. Whether there is a need for timely expenditure (i.e., a looming regulatory 

deadline, or instances where deferral of expenditure would mean further, 
costlier intervention is required in the future); 

c. Is the proposed expenditure likely to be as efficient as possible, or would 
deferral allow for a better informed decision; 

d. Whether there are additional, significant considerations which need to be 
worked through (i.e. method of funding, potential for partnerships, concerns of 
specific ratepayers. 

2.12 Federated Farmers supports the intention to use a special dividend from Port Otago 
($1.5 million) to smooth the overall rating impact of the proposed additional workplan 
in 2017/18 and 2018/19. We note that Council is already breaching its financial 
benchmarks for increases in the General Rate, and we note the impacts of the 
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proposed additional workplan will be significant on farming ratepayers in particular, if 
the special dividend is not used to offset the impacts of the additional spending. 

2.13 We provide specific feedback on the key consultation matters below, informed by 
these considerations. 

Summary of submissions: 

Federated Farmers notes the OAP proposes additional expenditure by Council 
for 2017/18 compared to 2016/17, with Operating Funding increasing by 34 
percent and Overall Rates increasing overall by 31 percent. 

Federated Farmers agrees that overall the additional spending proposed in tha 
OAP is warranted as it is either required to meet looming regulatory deadlines 
or there Is a requirement for appropriate investment now to forestall additional 
spending in the future. 

We support the intention to use a special dividend from Port Otago ($1.5 million) 
to smooth the overall rating impact of the proposed additional workplan in 
2017/18 and 2018/19. 

3.1 Funding policy-the Uniform Annual General Charge 

3.2 Federated Farmers takes a keen interest in ORC's funding policies, rates and charges 
given the significant impacts these can have on farmers, and the ongoing viability of 
farming. We provide feedback on specific matters outlined in the OAP consultation 
document below. 

3.3 As a general view, we are broadly supportive of ORC's current, targeted funding 
policies. Where we disagree is the extent or recognition of general public benefit, and 
how this is (or is not) reflected in Council's current funding policies. As Council will be 
aware, 2018 is a Long Term Plan year, and this provides Council with the opportunity 
to assess its current funding policies and ensure these remain an equitable allocation 
of costs. 

3.4 Federated Farmers would appreciate the opportunity to provide input into this 
process. As a general view, and given ORC's current funding policies are heavily 
targeted In nature, we consider the priority focus for Council should be how the 
'general public costs' are allocated, and whether the current approach remains a 
reasonable allocation, when considered against the relative benefit of council's work 
programme, and the costs specific ratepayers already contribute through user 
charges, resource management charges, and targeted rates (including the Rural 
Water Quality targeted rate). 

3.5 One key area is use of the Uniform Annual General Charge (UAGC). Council's current 
policy is to allocate 25 percent of the General Rate through the UAGC. This year, the 
UAGC is increasing 12.6% (from $17.05 in 16/17 to $19.20 in 17/18), aligned with the 
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overall increase of the General Rate. In value terms, this means an increase in the 
UAGC from $1,823,000 in 2016/17 to $2,084,000 in 2017/18. 

3.6 Using the information provided through the DAP consultation document, Council 
receives 12 percent of its revenue from the General Rate (including the UAGC). Of 
this, the UAGC accounts for 25% of the General Rate allocation (or specifically, 3 
percent of Council's revenue). Council also receives a further 23 percent of its 
revenue through targeted rates. Cumulatively, this means 35 percent of revenue is 
derived from (Targeted and General) Rates, and the UAGC accounts for just under 9 
percent of the overall rating allocation. 

3. 7 Under the Local Government, Council has the ability to recover up to 30 percent of 
total rates revenue (including Targeted Rates) through the UAGC. There is significant 
scope to increase the UAGC and still remain within the legislative cap for use of the 
UAGC as an overall proportion of rates taken. Using the broad information provided 
above, Council has scope to effectively treble the UAGC and remain within the 30 
percent legislative cap. 

3.8 This does not mean that Council should treble the UAGC; for many activities Council's 
targeted approach is the most equitable approach, given S101 (3) of the Local 
Government Act, which sets out the criteria Council is to consider in relation to the 
funding of each activity. 

3.9 However. Federated Farmers considers greater use of uniform charges is particularly 
appropriate given the Council is targeting rural 'exacerbators' through Targeted Rates 
for water quality monitoring and dairy farm monitoring. This is further enforced by 
Council's stated intent to increase the proportion of costs recovered through user 
charges. Our members are of the view that Council is targeting the rural community 
enough, and that it is time to consider whether the allocation of the General Rate 
could be more equitably allocated. We ask that Council consider this as a component 
of the development of the draft LTP 2018-28. 

Summary of submissions: 

Federated Farmers asks Council to review its policy of recovering 25 percent of 
the General Rate through the UAGC, in the process of developing the 2018-28 
Long Term Plan. 

We consider there is significant scope for the UAGC to be increased to recover 
a greater proportion of General Rate associated revenue, given Council's 
increased workplan, the relative benefit of this expenditure, and the targeted 
rates and user charges allocated to the rural sector. 
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Section 2: Submissions on specific key consultation matters 

4.1 Civil Defence and Emergency Management (CDEM) funding 

4.2 Council will now directly employ CDEM officers for the region, rather than having 
these employed by Otago's individual TLAs. The DAP seeks feedback on whether 
these costs should be funded wholly through: 

a. a uniform targeted rate (Option 1 ), or 
b. 50% from a uniform targeted rate and 50% from the general rate (Option 2). 

4.3 Federated Farmers is of the strong view that the CDEM should be funded through 
Option 1; a uniform targeted rate. The criteria for Council's decisions around how to 
fund activities through rates are outlined at S101 (3) of the Local Government Act. 
Applying these criteria, we consider a uniform targeted rate the most equitable method 
given the regional CDEM work will provide relatively equal benefit to all residents in 
the district, in terms of implementing the national CDEM framework. 

4.4 As Council will be aware, the national CDEM recovery framework is aimed at 
addressing threats to both people and property, guided primarily by the '4Rs'; 
Reduction, Readiness, Response and Recovery. It has been Federated Farmers' 
experience that the operational implementation of these principles has focused largely 
on inhabited areas. 

4.5 In our experience, efforts focussed on reduction are generally greater weighted 
towards urban areas. Information provided around how individuals, groups and 
communities may become more ready is also largely urban/residential focussed {a 
simple glance at the Otago CDEM website will confirm this). Response and recovery 
also tend to focus heavily on urban or residential areas, simply as a result of the 
relative need in those areas. 

4.6 This does not mean that rural residents and farmers do not benefit from the CDEM 
structure. However, from a funding perspective, this means the benefit of expenditure 
is at least equal between individuals, if not relatively weighted towards the urban 
areas. Using a property value based rate to fund a proportion of the CDEM costs 
would indicate that a higher value property would receive relatively more benefit. For 
the reasons above we do not consider this to be the case. 

Summary of Submissions: 

Federated Farmers strongly supports option 1: a uniform targeted rate, for the 
funding of Otago's CDEM. 

5.2 Rural Water Quality 

5.3 From Federated Farmers perspective, there are three key aspects to Council's 
consultation on Rural Water Quality through this DAP: 
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a. The cost of implementation of the Otago Water Plan, how much this is and how 
this is allocated (the targeted rate); 

b. The shape of the proposed environmental risk-assessment (ERA) programme; 
c. Council's in-kind and direct support for specific catchment groups (not directly 

consulted upon). 

5.4 Rural Water Quality Targeted Rate - Federated Farmers has provided specific 
feedback on the Rural Water Quality Targeted Rate in previous years. Our general 
view remains the same; that it is inequitable and inconsistent for Council to allocate 
costs to the rural areas solely and specifically. 

5.5 Federated Farmers is supportive of targeted rating where the underlying activity 
provides relatively greater benefit to some ratepayers over others. However, the 
Otago Water Plan is currently focussed solely on the impacts of the rural areas of 
Otago. This means that while rural land users are obliged to meet the costs of 
achieving (diffuse and point source) water quality regulations, others are not similarly 

obliged. 

5.6 As discussed earlier in this submission, the General Rate contribution to the Rural 
Water Quality programme is largely based on capital value. Cumulatively this means 
farmers (as a land reliant industry} are paying; 
a. The capital value based Rural Water Quality Targeted Rate; 
b. The primarily capital value based General Rate contribution; 
c. Specific costs associated with consents, point source discharges and mitigation; 
d. The costs of meeting regulation around diffuse impacts from what is currently a 

solely rural focussed approach to water quality in Otago; 

5.7 Council is proposing that the Rural Water Quality Targeted Rate increase from 
$639,000 to $1,190,000, year on year. This is a significant (86 percent) increase in 
this rate. Further, as above, it does not account for the additional costs farmers will 
be facing as a result of the increased General Rate. 

5.8 This additional spending includes: 
a. Environmental risk assessments (ERA- discussed further in this submission); 
b. Catchment studies in five catchments every year, with a view to helping both 

council and the community understand catchment specific pressures and 
potential for improving water quality. 

5.9 Aside from our existing concerns around rural land uses being targeted solely and 
specifically, Federated Farmers is more supportive of the additional costs being 
proposed through the OAP (ERA and catchment studies) as these are more focussed 
on assisting rural land uses with meeting the obligations of the Otago Water Plan. 

5.10 Therefore, we broadly support the additional areas of focus for Council's workplan in 
respect to rural water quality, and notwithstanding our general concerns around the 
Water Quality Targeted Rate. we support the ERA and catchment studies being 
funded through targeted rates. 
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5.11 We consider the key issue in relation to Council's approach to funding is the 
composition of the residual, General Rate contribution to the Rural Water Quality 
expenditure. As outlined in section 3 of this submission, we consider the UAGC should 
be increased to fund a greater component of this expenditure, to recognise the 
'general benefit' component of the water plan. 

5.12 As a result. while we support a targeted rate for the new activities being proposed this 
year, we consider both a greater General Rate contribution to rural water quality 
expenditure, combined with a greater contribution through the UAGC to the General 
Rate overall, is warranted. 

5.13 The proposed environmental risk-assessment (ERA} programme - Federated 
Farmers considers a farm based advice and risk assessment programme has been a 
key gap in the implementation of the Otago Water Plan. We broadly support the intent 
of the ERA programme as an attempt to address this gap. 

5.14 However, we have some concerns with the design of the programme and we consider 
these concerns may act as a barrier to farmer uptake. As the ERA programme is a 
voluntary programme, and as the success of this critical limb of the Water Plan 
implementation programme is contingent on voluntary uptake, we consider a slightly 
amended approach is warranted in the short term. 

5.15 Our concerns with the ERA plan (as we understand it based on the information 
provided to us, to date) are as follows: 
a. There are questions around how minor risks and issues may be treated as a 

component of the assessment. If minor risks or minor non-compliance are treated 
as a compliance issue, rather than an opportunity to educate, this will adversely 
impact farmer uptake; 

b. There is (as yet) little clarity around the follow up or support that each farmer will 
receive for identified areas for improvement; 

c. There is no clarity around how any data or information gathered on a farm will be 
stored, retained or used for future compliance purposes; 

d. Any failure to engage farmers and/or refine the ERA approach simply means 
another year of potentially useful on-farm actions being lost; 

e. Federated Farmers remains of the firm view that ORC's priority should be to 
appropriately resource and engage with farmer catchment groups as a key 
mechanism for good on-farm behaviour and progression, prioritising key 
catchment groups. 

5.16 From our perspective the intention should be to engage, inform, educate and offer 
support to farmers around how they may best meet or ideally exceed their water 
quality obligations. We consider these concerns would be a material barrier to uptake 
and as a result a potentially significant impediment to an otherwise necessary 
programme. 

5.17 As a consequence of these concerns, we consider an alternative, trial approach would 
be useful; 
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a. A 'pilot ERA' approach focussed on three established catchments, with specific 
and identified issues, and existing engagement with ORC; 

i. North Otago (Kakanui catchment) 
ii. South Otago (Pomahaka catchment) 
iii. Central Otago (through an established, voluntary catchment group) 

b. A refined ERA approach working through these established catchment groups, as 
the primary point of contact; 

c. Greater clarity around potential compliance implications; 
i. For example, a two.week amnesty on compliance action for minor non

compliance issues 
ii. ORC staff engagement is through the land relationship team, rather than 

through the compliance team, and/or there is clarity around the processes 
ORC staff will use prior to the assessment being undertaken 

d. The farm and catchment specific information attained through the ERA is managed 
by and held by the catchment group, rather than by ORC; 

e. A clear protocol for support or follow up post each ERA is developed in conjunction 

with each catchment group. 

5.18 Federated Farmers considers that by engaging with catchment groups as a first and 
primary point of contact. ORC will provide support within the context of catchment 
specific issues and engage with existing and understood approaches, and processes, 
rather than simply on an individual farmer basis, which may deter uptake. 

5.19 We consider a catchment focussed approach provides economies of scale for Council 
and other stakeholders to provide the necessary support, and that catchment groups 
will be better informed and more able to provide ongoing support for individual farmers 

as needed. 

5.20 Following a targeted ERA approach of this nature, Council could then review and 
amend the programme in early 2018, with a view to expanding the ERA programme 
as necessary in 2018/19. 

5.21 Federated Farmers is very conscious that a revised ERA approach along the lines 
proposed above may exclude farmers outside of the 'trial catchments', particularly if 
the ERA is considered the key farmer facing implementation mechanism of the Water 
Plan, leading up to 2020. It should also be recognised that irrespective of any changes 
the ERA approach, as a voluntary approach, will not reach all farmers for a number 
of reasons. In the meantime, 2020 looms. 

5.22 As a consequence, we consider there remains a need for a concerted, ongoing effort 
from Council (and other parties) to develop additional farmer facing information and 
extension programmes to assist farmers in meeting the requirements of the Otago 
Water, beyond the ERA approach. 

5.23 Council's support for catchment groups - Federated Farmers strongly supports 
Council's direct and in-kind support for established catchment groups in Otago. As we 
noted in our submission to the OAP 2016/17, it is Federated Farmers' experience that 
successful implementation programmes focusing on maintaining or improving water 
quality require good, informed and engaged catchment based land user groups. 
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5.24 A catchment based focus recognises that land use within a catchment will ultimately 
impact on the water quality within that catchment, and that as a result impact the 
environmental sustainability of other land uses in the same catchment. Catchment 
groups also appear the best mechanism for driving on-farm change, including 
providing for a better understanding of the catchment and farm specific issues and 
risk factors, and the required measures for addressing these at the farm level. 

5.25 Consequently, catchment focussed processes are the best way for creating 
ownership of good water quality outcomes and thereby driving behavioural change, 
as well as changes to farming systems and investment. 

5.26 Council's support for established catchment groups provides opportunity for more 
efficient/effective 'on the ground' implementation, offers opportunities to establish new 
relationships or build upon current relationships, and offers a comprehensive and 
integrated framework to attract funding or in-kind resourcing from other interested 
parties. 

Summary of submissions: 

Rural Water Quality Targeted Rate- Federated Farmers supports a targeted rate 
for the new activities proposed in the DAP, but we consider a greater General 
Rate contribution to rural water quality expenditure is warranted. 

The proposed environmental risk-assessment (ERA) programme - Federated 
Farmers supports in principle the intention of the ERA programme, but we 
consider a refined approach, trialling the ERA programme in key catchments, 
is warranted in the short term. This would ideally include: 

a. A 'pilot ERA' approach focussed on three established catchments, with 
specific and identified issues, and existing engagement with ORC; 

i. North Otago (Kakanui catchment) 
ii. South Otago (Pomahaka catchment) 

111. Central Otago (through an established, voluntary catchment group) 
b. A refined ERA approach working through these established catchment 

groups, as the primary point of contact; 
c. Greater clarity around potential compliance implications; 

i. For example, a two-week amnesty on minor non-compliance issues 
ii. ORC staff engagement is through the land relationship team, rather 

than through the compliance team, and/or there is clarity around the 
processes ORC staff will use prior to the assessment being undertaken 

d. The farm and catchment specific information attained through the ERA is 
managed by and held by the catchment group, rather than by ORC; 

e. A clear protocol for support or follow up post each ERA is developed in 
conjunction with each catchment group. 

Federated Farmers is conscious that a revised ERA approach along the lines 
proposed may exclude some farmers. As a consequence, we consider there 
remains a need for a concerted, ongoing effort from Council (and other parties) 
to develop additional farmer facing information and extension programmes to 
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assist farmers in meeting the requirements of the Otago Water, beyond the ERA 
approach. 

Council's support for catchment groups - Federated Farmers strongly supports 
Council's direct and in•kind support for established catchment groups in Otago. 

6.1 Minimum Flows programme 

6.2 The transfer from Deemed permits to resource consents under the RMA is a critical 
process for many Otago farmers. To ensure water allocated through the consenting 
process is environmentally sustainable, consented water takes need to be subject to 
reasonable minimum flows which are environmentally and culturally sustainable while 
reflecting the importance of water takes to primary production. 

6.3 These minimum flow processes in turn need to be fully informed, front loaded and 
aimed at engaging affected communities and key stakeholders. The minimum flow 
processes need to be clearly understood and objectively informed, well before the 
2021 deadline. This requires appropriate and timely resourcing. 

6.4 Federated Farmers therefore supports the proposal to accelerate the minimum flow 
setting programme with a view to establishing the minimum flows needed to inform 
replacing deemed permits with resource consents by 2019. 

6.5 We further support the intention to use the water management reserve to fund this 
accelerated programme. While it is important that Council continue to demonstrate 
reasonable constraint in the use of reserves, the need for an accelerated minimum 
flow process is to address a critical water management issue. As such it is an issue 
that justifies use of reserves. This is particularly the case given Council is already 
proposing to increase the General Rate significantly in 2017/18. 

Summary of submissions: 

Federated Farmers supports the proposal to accelerate the minimum flow 
setting programme, and to fund the associated costs through the water 
management reserve. 

7.1 Public transport in Wakatipu 

7.2 Federated Farmers has no opinion on the proposal to increase the subsidy for public 
transport In the Wakatipu Basin. However, we acknowledge the specific and particular 
housing affordability issues in the area, and we acknowledge the impacts of these 
issues are of sufficient scale that the affected community should be consulted on this 
issue (and the proposal to expand the Wakatipu targeted rating area for public 
transport to include Jack's Point). 
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7.3 Federated Farmers does support the specific targeted rate for this subsidy, however. 
In our view a targeted rate for the public transport subsidy recognises that this is an 
item of expenditure that benefits a defined area. The targeted rate also ensures there 
is a direct alignment between the affected community's expectations, and how much 
of a subsidy they are willing to fund. 

Summary of submissions; 

Federated Farmers has no opinion on the proposal to increase the subsidy for 
public transport in the Wakatipu Basin or the proposal to expand the Wakatipu 
targeted rating area for public transport to include Jack's Point. However, we 
support the use of a targeted rate for this activity. 

8.1 Queenstown office 

8.2 Considering the current distribution of offices (as outlined in the OAP consultation 
document), Queenstown Lakes appears under-serviced. However, Council has not 
provided any cost estimates for the proposed new office, and so it is difficult to provide 
a fully informed response to the overall question 'is this additional level of service 
reasonable?'. 

8.3 However, on the basis of the information provided, Federated Farmers agrees that 
leasing an office, and assessing the need for the service in the short term is a 
reasonable approach. 

Summary of submissions: 

Federated Farmers can find no information on the potential costs of an 
additional office in Queenstown. However, given the current distribution of 
offices and the fast growing nature of the Queenstown Lakes District, we 
support leasing an office and assessing the required revel of service after a 
short term period. 

9.1 Lower Waitaki River control scheme 

9.2 Federated Farmers has no issues with the Castalia Report's assessment of the 
benefits from the Lower Waitaki River Control scheme. It is therefore welcome to see 
greater recognition of the benefit the general public derives from flood protection, 
through the control scheme. 

9.3 Consequently, we agree with the proposal that a proportion of costs for the Lower 
Waitaki River Control scheme should be met by the general ratepayer, as outlined at 
Option 1. 

Summary of submissions: 
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Federated Farmers agrees that Council should amend the funding policy for the 
Lower Waitaki River Control scheme as per Option 1, with 10 percent of the 
scheme•s costs paid for through general rates, and the remaining 90 percent 

through a specific targeted rate. 

10.1 Other new activities 

10.2 Lake snow - Federated Farmers supports the proposal to allocate staff time and 
$100,000 of general rates towards research aimed at addressing Lake snow. Should 
there be a need for ongoing contributions, we consider there is a strong argument for 

a targeted rate. 

10.3 lake restoration - Federated Farmers is aware that, relative to flowing water bodies. 
lakes require a combined management approach which engages local communities 
and integrates restoration efforts with mitigation work and management. Ideally, these 
approaches engage the breadth of interest from local communities. We support 
Council's proposal to work with communities to develop a vision and action plan to 
restore lakes, and the proposed level of funding. 

10.4 Wallaby control - Federated Farmers considers the threat of wallaby incursion is a 
significant one for Otago, and we support Council addressing the issue before 
wallabies become properly established in the region. We consider that appropriate 
expenditure at this time will ultimately save significant amounts of money for the 
Council and residents, if this spending is successful. 

10.5 We therefore support Council's proposal fund Wallaby control work ($274,000 in year 
1) from general rates, with a view to keeping wallabies from becoming established in 

Otago. 

10.6 Climate change adaption - we support the work being undertaken as a forward 
looking, proactive approach to climate change issues and adaptation. However, given 
the geographically specific nature of the work. we consider there is a strong argument 
for the associated costs to be funded from specific targeted rates, or to be funded by 
the TLAs (Clutha and Dunedin) specifically. 

10.7 Wilding tree control-Wilding trees pose a significant threat to the region, and run the 
risk of imposing significant direct and indirect costs if they are further allowed to 
establish and promulgate. We support the continued funding of this programme, 
noting the benefits of continuing to contribute to the control programme mean an 
ongoing grant through MPI. 

10.8 Dunedin building review - Federated Farmers welcomes the opportunity to provide 
feedback to the forthcoming Special Consultative procedure on the proposed new 
building. 

Summary of submissions: 
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Federated Farmers supports Council's proposals in respect to; 
e. Lake Snow 
f. Lake restoration 
g. Wallaby control 
h. Wilding tree control 

We cautiously support Council's proposed work in relation to Climate change 
adaptation, although we consider longer term costs should be funded by the 
respective TLA or through a specific targeted rate. 

We welcome the opportunity to provide feedback to the forthcoming Special 
Consultative procedure on the proposed new building. 

11.1 Proposed amendments to the Significance and Engagement Policy 

11.2 Federated Farmers can see the reasoning for the proposed changes to this policy. 
These changes aim to provide some greater flexibility for the sale and purchase of 
components of the flood protection scheme, for example bridges. Under the existing 
policy, these components of the overall schemes would otheiwise trigger significance 
and engagement criteria, requiring a special consultative procedure. 

11.3 However, while we can see the overall wisdom behind the proposed policy changes, 
it should be very clear to Council that the sale of components of flood protection 
schemes, particularly bridges which have traditionally been serviced as a component 
of those schemes, should only eventuate where absolutely required, and that any 
landowners affected should be treated fairly and equitably. 

Summary of submissions: 

Federated Farmers recognises the overall drivers for the proposed changes to 
the Significance and Engagement policy. However, we expect that any 
landowners affected by decisions made under the revised policy shoufd be 
treated fairly and equitably irrespective of these changes. 

12.1 About Federated Farmers 

12.2 Federated Farmers welcomes the opportunity to comment Otago Regional Council's 
Draft Annual Plan 2017-2018. 

12.3 Federated Farmers of New Zealand is a voluntary, member-based organisation that 
represents farming and other rural businesses. Federated Farmers has a long and 
proud history of representing the needs and interests of New Zealand farmers. 

12.4 The Federation aims to add value to its members' farming businesses. Our key 
strategic outcomes include the need for New Zealand to provide an economic and 
social environment within which: 

Federated Farmers Submission to Otago Regional Council's Draft Annual Plan 2017-2018 Page 17 
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• Our members may operate their business in a fair and flexible commercial 
environment; 

• Our members' families and their staff have access to services essential to the 
needs of the rural community; and 

• Our members adopt responsible management and environmental practices. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Graemewau 
Gemma Wilson: Annual Plan 783 
Re: Draft Annual Plan 2017/18 - Graeme Wall 
Friday, 12 May 2017 3:09:00 p.m • 

. fil Draft Annual Plan 2017/18 

Name 

Organisation 

E-mail 

Address 

I would like to speak with 
Council about my 
submission (week starting 
22 May) 

If yes, please provide a 
contact number 

Any comments? 

Any comments? 

Any comments? 

Any comments? 

Any comments? 

Any comments? 

Any comments? 

Any comments? 

Would you like to make 
comments or provide 
feedback on any of the 
other proposed changes? 

Graeme Wall 

Port Chabners Yacht Club Inc 

Yes 

Not part of this submission. 

Not part of this submission. 

Not part of this submission. 

Not part of this submission. 

Not part of this submission. 

Not part of this submission. 

Not part of this submission. 

Not part of this submission. 

Yes we would, or more correctly on the lack 
of proposed changes in some areas. 
Firstly: We would encourage the Otago 
Regional Council to investigate and instigate a 
dredging programme in the following areas; 
Back Beach, Port Chalmers and Careys Bay. 
Both of these areas are of of high aquatic 
recreational importance and both serve a 
public ramp along with public pontoons. The 
depths in both areas has become extremely 
compromised over a number of years resulting 
in their recreational value becoming 
diminished and their long-term viability being 
threatened. 
In the case of the Back Beach area this was 
identified as a likely outcome of the last 
reclamation. At the time Judge Scanlon placed 
the responsibility for maintaining Back Beach 
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with Port Otago Ltd, which ORC is the sole 
share holder. 
We believe that with some minimal dredging 
so as to provide good all tide access to the 
ramps in these locations would go a long way 
to ensuring their long-term viability for all rec 
recreational and aquatic rescue services into 
the future. 

Secondly: Moorings and Consented Structures 
fees by ORC. We would like to see a more 
clear and logical charging regime for fees for 
these licences, especially when undertaking 
changes to their conditions when we are being 
charged for doing the actual work ourselves. 
We would like a clear understanding from the 
ORC as to the obligations surrounding the 5 
yearly inspections of of consented structures 
such as jetties wharves. We are happy to 
organise and pay for an inspection by a 
registered Engineer and have this report 
furnished to the ORC; but we fail to 
understand why the ORC would replicate this 
inspection process with a 'non-engineer' and 
then invoice us for this service. 
We suggest a review of how moorings and 
consented structures and managed in a manner 
that suits the users within the Otago Harbour. 

You can ,:<lil this submissinn and yjew aH )'.Qur ,ubmjssions easily. 
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Your 
feedback 
please ... 

Tell us whether you support the proposed 1-~ 
changes to our work programme .i.u.i. ...... ~~ ........ -

orAGO REGIONAL COUNCIL ; 
Use this form to share your feedback or submit online al: 
www.orc.govt.nz/annualplan 

RECEIVEO DUNEDIN 

\ 2 MAY 2017 You can also write or email your submission to: 

Submissions close 12 May. 

Otago Regional Councll 
Freepost 497 

annual.plan@orc. ~ ••••4• .... aaNU1l•-••fl-NIIJ 

OlR -'o\r.:~r..~ 
Private Bag 1954 
Dunedin 9054 11.. MAY 1011 

Name 

Email 

Organisation 
(If applicable) 

.dress 

__ :::;__-===.I 

I would like to speak wtth Council about my submission: YE!6 ... No 
This woulcl be in the week Slertng 22 MsJ. 

If yes, please pro\/1de a contact phone number 

How do you think we should structure the rates for civil 
"- defence and emergency mana9ement? 

"' Option 1: Uniform targeted rate ($25.89 per property). 
Everyone in Otago pays the same amount - regardless of 
the value of their property. 

Option 2: 50% uniform targe1ed rate and 50% general 
rate. Half of the cost is in general rates, and half is an equal 
amount paid by everyone. 

Rural wa1er quality 

Do you support our water quality enviro~ental risk-assessment 
progamme? , Yes No 

Do you support a risk-based approactttq__dairy farm inspections 
for compliance monitoring? '-.. . Yes No 

Minimum flows and deemed water use permit replacement 

Do you support an accelaratocl program~ to detennine 
minimum flows? , Yes No 

Do you support funding the deemed water use pem,it transition 
work from the Water Management R~? 

"- Yes No 

Public 1ransport in the Wakatlpu Basin 

Do you support the Increased subsidy of -12_ublic transport in the 
Wakatipu Basin? ",. Yes No 

Do you support extending the Wakalipu targeted rating area for 
public transport to include Jack's Point?"' Yes No 

~ Otago a annual.plan@orc.govt.nz 

Regi)na] q www.orc.govt.nz =::: Council 

~ Freephone 0800 474 082 
(Sam to 6pm. Monai,y to Friday) 

When do you think we should open a new office in 
Queenstown? 

"-. Option 1: Establish an office in Queenstown in the 2017 t.2018 
year 

Option 2: Delay proposal until the next Long Term Plan 
process (2018/2019) 

How should we structure the rates for the Lower Waitaki 
River scheme? 

~ Option 1: Change the way the scheme is paid for, so that 10% 
of the scheme's costs are paid for as part of general rates. and 
90% by the Lower Waitaki River scheme targeted rate 

Option 2: Leave all costs as 100% Lower Waitaki River 
scheme targeted rate (status quo) 

Do you support the following actlvltles? 

Lake snow Increased worl<plan 

Lake restoration scoping work 

Wallaby control 

Cllmate change adaption (Clutha delta) 

"' ' ' " 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

Do you support the c:;hange to our Significance and 
Engagement policy for strategic assets? , 

, Yes No 

V @otagoRC Dunedin Alexandra 

11 
70 SU,florel Street W.IEam R'aser Bu1dlng 

Find us on facebook Priva1e Bag 1964 D1.1norll1'19 St,eet 
Dunedin 9054 Al'3xandra 9320 
POS474 0827 P00-4488063 
F 034790015 F0018f213 



Your 
feedbacl< 
please ... 

,,_.. 
Tell us whether you support the proposed tl~ 
changes to our work programme for 2017/2018. 
Uae this form to share Your feedback or submit onllne at: 
www.orc.gO'lt.nz/amu~ 
You ~n also write or email your submission to: OTAGO REGIONAL COUNCIL 

RECENED DUNEOlN 

Submissions close 12 May. 

otago Regional Council 
Freepost 497 

annual.plan@orc,! ~ vt.nz1 2 MAY 2017 
Private Bag 1954 
Dunedin 9054 FILE No. ,,, ................... - .... ~.-.. 

Name 

Email 

Organisation 
~f applicable) 

\ddress 

DIR TO .............................. -, ... .. 

1 would fike to speak with Coundl aboUt my submission: Yes ~ 
Thi, would Ile In ·il'Je week $18111~ 22 May. 

If yes. please provk:le a contact phone number 

How do u think we should &t1\lcture ttie rates for civil 
defe and emergency m8Nlgament? 

Option 1 : Uniform targeted rate ($25.89 per property). 
Everyone in Otago pays the same amount - rega'dlass of 
the value of their property. 

Option 2: 50% uniform targeted rate and 50% general 
rate. Half of the cost is in general rates, and half Is an equal 
amount paid by everyone. 

Rural water quality 

Do you support our water quality envronmentay;sk-assessment 
programme? v' Yes No 

·' 

Do you support a risk-based approach to da~ inspections 
for compliance monitoring? ~ ./ Yes No 

Minimum flows and deemed water UH pennit replacement 

Do you support an accelerated programme to /etem11ne 
minimum nows? / Yes No 

Do you support funding the deemed water use pEJrTTllt transition 
work from the Wawr Management Reserve? / 

,../ Yes No 

Pub Ile transport in the Wakatlpu Basin 

Do you suwort the Increased subsidy of puo1:/ transport \n the 
Wakatipu Basin? V ~es No 

Do :iiou support extending lhe Wakatipu targ""J rating area for 
public transport to include Jack's Point? ..,TYes No 

When C;lo you think we should open a new office in 
Que_?istown? 
./ °."'Ion 1: Establish an office in Queenstown in the2017/2018 

year 

Option 2: Delay proposal until the next Long Term Plan 
process (2018/2019) 

How should we structure the rates for the Lower Waitaki 

Ri11e7c:hame? 

J O?t'ton 1: Change the ~ 1he scheme Is paid for, so that 10% 
of the schemes costs are paid for as part of ger.eral rates, and 
90% by the Lower Waitaki River scheme targeted rate 

Option 2: Leave en costs as 100% Lower Wailaki RiVer 
scheme targeted rate (status quo) 

Do you support the following activities? 

Lake snow incraased workplan 

Lake restoration sooping work 

Wallaby control 

Clmate change adaption (Clutha delta) 

~i~: 
88 

Yes 

Do you support the change to our Si9nifica11cta 
Engagement policy tor strategic assets? 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

Would you like to make oomme11ts·or provide feedback on any of the other proposed changes? 

Please add addition,,/ paper• r9q1Jlred. 

Want to refer to ll1e fuU draft Annual Plan for additional conteic.1 when you're considering your sut:rnission? 
You'll ftnd it at www.oro.govt,ni!annualplan. Hard copies available on request from our Dunedin end Alexandra o1fices (con1act details beim-., 

- -- ---
I Otago a annual.plan@orc.govt.nz t? @otagoRC Dunedin Alexandra 

1Regiooal 11 
70 S1a1ford Streel WIiiiam Fras.r BUlldlng 

q www.orc.govt.nz Find us on facebook Private Sag 1954 Dunorling S1ra81 
~O:>uncil Olr.edin 9064 Atexendra 9320 

~ Freephone 0800 474 082 
P034740827 P03448S063 
F 034790015 F03fTlf4 {Sam lo Spn, Monday to Ridayj 



Your 
feedback 
please ... 

Tell us whether you support the proposed 1 ~{p 
changes to our work programme for 2017/2018. 
Use this form to share your feedback or submit online at: 
www.orc.govt.nz/anrt1alplan OTAGO REGIONAL COUNCIL 

RECEIVED DUNEDIN You can also write or email your wbmission to: 

Submissions close 12 May. 

Otago Regional Council 
Freepost 497 

annual.plan@orc.go, .nz 1 2 MAY 2017 
Prfvata Bag 1954 
[).medin 9054 

Fll.E No. .. ............................. _, 
DIR TO ..................................... . 

Name 

Email 

Organisation 
(if applicable) 

I would like to speak with Council about my submission: 

Address/ 

Yes /No 
This wouk1 be i~ the week ~1'9 22 Mal', 

If yes, please provide a contact phone numoor 

Ho~d 1you think we shculcl structure the rates for civil 
defe e and emergency management? 

Option 1: Uniform targeted rate ($25.89 per property). 
Everyone in Otago pays the same amount - regardless of 
the value of their property. 

Option 2; 50% uniform targeted rate and 50% general 
rate. Half of the oost Is in general rates, and half ls an equal 
amount paid by evervone. 

Rural water quality 

Do you support our water quality envlronrnental ji«l<·assessment 
programme? / Yes No 

Do you support a risk-based approach to dairy f~nspections 
for compliance monitoring? l,/Yes No 

Minimum flows and deemed water use pennit replacement 

Do you support an accelerated programme to ~nnine 
milimum flows? / Yes No 

Do you support funding the deemed water u7v:°p ii transition 
work from tl1e Water Management Reserve? 

Ye$ No 

Public transport in the Wakatlpu Basin 

Do you support the increased subsidy of public fo,sport In the 
Wakatipu Basin? / Yes No 

Do you support extending the Wakatipu targeted ra11ng area for 

When do you think we should open a new office In 
,Queenstown? 

Option 1: Establish an office in Queenstown In the 2017 /2018 
year 

Option 2: Delay proposal until the next Long Temi Plan 
process (2018/2019) 

How should we structure tfle rates for the lower Waltakl 
River~eme? 

/option 1: Chang& the way the scheme is paid for, so that 10% 
of the schemes costs are paid for as part o1 general rates. and 
90% by the Lower Waitaki River sdieme targated rate 

Option 2; Leave all costs as 100% Lower Waltal<I River 
scheme targeted rate (status quo) 

Do you support the following activities? 

Lake snow Increased workplan 

Lake restoration soaping work 

Wallaby control 

Oimate change adaption (Clutt>a delta) 

Do you support the change to our Significance and 
Engagement policy for strategic assets? 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

public transport to include Jack's Point? Yes No 

- S.""7 Wl/:-'- X"T ? c:--r J>(!fft,P<...E O<r.r a-F- CJl"/if.S ? 
Would you like to make comments or provide feedback on any of the other proposed changes? 

,:e~# ~ ,2.~<:::)VA'-? <:!)r,./ L.~ S'A,,V'-'1///<...,:;>C-{<t::. .S'~.,- ¥ 
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~$/'t;,.v Pl'~C/U .... G-1'-,f 

Want to refer 10 the full draft Annr.,al Plsn far additional oontexl when you're considering YoUr submission? 
You'll find it e.t www.orc.govt.n./annua~lan. Hard copies avaltable on request from our Dunedin and AlelCandra offices (contact detats below) 

·------- .. 

~ Otago a annual.plan@orc.govt-.nz t7 @otagoRC Dunedin AlelCandra 

RegmaJ '1 
70 Stsfford Sttee: William Fraaar Building 

~ www.orc.govt.nz Find us on facebook Pllvate Bag 1954 Dunorling Str881 ::=:::: Council Dunedin 9054 Alexandca 9320 

~ Freephone 0800 474 082 P004740827 1'034488063 
f034780016 F034r,,as (Sam 10 5pm, Monday to Friday) 



From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Yicki Wilson 
Gemma wnson; Annual Plan 
Re: Draft Annual Plan 2017/18 - Vioo WIison 
Friday, 12. May 2017 3:16:55 p.m. 

·11 Draft Annual Plan 2017/18 

Name 

E-mail 

Address 

I would like to speak with 
Council about my 
submission (week starting 
22 May) 

If yes, please provide a 
contact number 

How do you think we 
should structure the rates 
for civil defence and 
emergency management? 

Do you support our water 
quality environmental 
risk~assessment 
programme? 

Do you support a risk
based approach to dairy 
fann inspections for 
compliance monitoring? 

Do you support funding 
the deemed water use 
permit transition work for 
the Water Management 
Reserve? 

Do you support the 
increased subsidy of 
public transport in the 
Wak:atipu Basin? 

Do you support extending 
the Wakatipu targeted 
rating area for public 
transport to include Jack's 
Point? 

When do you think we 
should open a new office 
in Queenstown? 

Vicki Wilson 

No 

Option I: Uniform targeted rate ($25.89 per 
property). Everyone in Otago pays the same 
amount - regardless of the value of their 
property. 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

No 

Option l: Establish an office in Queenstown in 
the 2017/2018 year 

787 
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Any comments? 

How should we structure 
the rates for the Lower 
Waitaki River scheme? 

Lake snow increased 
workplan 

Lake restoration scoping 
work 

Wallaby control 

Climate change adaption 
(Clutha delta) 

Do you support the 
change to our 
Significance and 
Engagement policy for 
strategic assets? 

Would you like to make 
comments or provide 
feedback on any of the 
other proposed changes? 

Where are the financial figures for Option 1 ? 

Option 1 : Change the way the scheme is paid 
for, so that 10% of the scheme's costs are paid 
for as part of general rates, and 90% by the 
Lower Waitaki River scheme targeted rate 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

Extremely disappointed there is nothing in th.is 
Annual Plan Draft on Otago Harbour, it's 
maintenance or it's assets. Come on ORC, 
you're responsible for this hugely valuable 
asset! 

You can ,:djt this submis~ion and view nil your ~ybmjssions easily. 
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The Chairman 

Otago Regional Council 

Private Bag 1954 

Dunedin 9054 

Dear Sir 

KD McGraw - Submission - 2017 /2018 Draft Annual Plan 

788 

12 May 2017 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide my feedback and thoughts on 

changes proposed to the Long-Term Plan via the proposals outlined in the 
Draft Annual Plan 2017/2018 feedback document and Community Info Session 

presented by Otago Regional Council Chairman Mr Stephen Woodhead in 

Cromwell on Monday 10 April 2017. 

Introduction 

I think it necessary to say at this point that this is the first time in many years I 

have taken the decision to again become involved as a submitter to the Otago 

Regional Council Annual Plan. My reluctance to again engage was a direct 

result of disillusionment to the integrity of the process previously experienced 

though out the Dunedin Stadium Roof consultative exercise to which I was 

involved as a concerned Cromwell and Central Otago ratepayer. 

Although that process is now way behind us as is the UAC and targeted rate to 

fund a $37.5 m major non-core activity, I am disturbed to note in the Draft 

Annual Plan, capital value based funding mechanisms that echo those 

previously used to apply special targeted rates on non-Dunedin communities 

to fund the Dunedin Stadium roof activity. 

That capital value difference issue comparing Lakes District and Central Otago 

against Dunedin and Coastal Otago is now even greater than at the timing of 

the Dunedin Stadium roof activity potentially again providing a climate for a 

significant distortion in the fairness of rates values to individual properties 

based on capital value funding mechanisms. 

11Page 
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I am concerned that a considerable level of dissatisfaction is directed at the 

Otago Regional Council for its historic lack of presence and poor performance 

in Central Otago and Lakes District. Combined with a perceived absence in 

delivery of any wider community valued services where the cost of democracy 

at Regional Council level is already considered too high is a very significant 
hurdle for council to overcome. 

A recent example of confusing performance relates to the setting of 

scientifically supported minimum flow and water quality programmes for the 

Lindis River. Right from the outset this long overdue programme appears to be 

failing at the very outset with Council appearing to giving in to irrigator 

pressure for the status quo disgraceful environmental destruction of the Lind is 
River aquatic needs and values. 

At this early stage, it appears the same fate will be the outcome for the 

Manuhirakia River minimum flow negotiations in the face of irrigator demands. 

This is one very significant issue that does not give the wider community a 

great deal of confidence in the Regional Council delivering programmes that 

will result in quality environmental outcomes affecting our fragile river 
systems. 

Further to that, I am deeply concerned that benchmarks set out in the 

community agreed financial strategy specifically regarding general rate levels 
against the total rate are now looking like a train wreck. 

The upper limit of rate increases previously set at 6.9% to me was a big enough 

pill to swallow. To consider exceeding that bench mark through the proposed 

work plan for 2017 /18 year indicating a massive 14% increase simply 

strengthens the already existing community lack of trust in council's ability to 

manage costs, especially for those living with limited financial resources. 

I believe rate increases of this magnitude are completely irresponsible and 

combined with the very significant cumulative impact of increases in rating 

levels applied by other local government organisations is very concerning. 

Unfortunately, these ever-increasing cost impositions are not just limited to 

rates and special charges imposed by central and local government 

organisations. 

I refer to the added financial stress faced by many local sports clubs facing the 

burden of rising rates, permit, water and compliance costs that can only be 

21 Page 
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passed onto members leading to the inevitable unfortunate outcome of 

membership resignation as a necessary choice in balancing financial 

obligations. 

Through past neglect to genuine community engagement throughout Central 

Otago and Lakes District, the Otago Regional Council, it's community vision, 

roles and responsibilities are not understood. Additionally, it's programmes are 

considered as not particularly relevant, not local, ineffective and expensive to 

residents of communities isolated from Dunedin. 

The Dunedin Stadium roof involvement I suggest was the major catalyst in 

galvanising community opinion of an organisation seriously failing in its duties 

and obligations to deliver core responsibilities and fiduciary responsibility. 

A strong view exists of an organisation that continually makes bad choices and 

decisions, and does not achieve much of any community or regional value. 

It appears another very bad decision is well on its way via the proposal to 

embark on a new headquarters and administration building without genuine 

input of district ratepayers and communities. 

The matter of Lagarosiphon management for Lake Dunstan is an obvious issue 

for the Cromwell community and continuing frustration with involvement of 

the Otago Regional being completely absent from the 2017 /2018 Work Plan. 

Quite frankly the Cromwell community is tired of hearing the words "not lead 

agency" when clearly that attitude is not consistently or equally applied across 

the region with work being undertaken on Lake Wanaka and Lake Wakatipu. 

Note: This is a matter I will discuss further in my submission. 

Regarding the fair distribution and equitable sharing of rates values supporting 

Otago Regional Council programmes, the comparison of mid-range capital 

values in each of the Otago Regional Council Districts shown on page 5 and 

throughout the Feedback document clearly demonstrates the unfairness of 

capital value rating as a mechanism to fund programmes of equal value and 

benefit to every resident of the districts. 

With respect to current values of residential property in Cromwell and 

neighbouring Wanaka and Queenstown, my knowledge of the recent sale price 

of unimproved sections is now close to or exceeding that of the total capital 

value of an average Dunedin residence. 

3I P age 
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Using the estimated general rates map and online calculator detailed on page 5 

of the Feedback Document, I estimate my General Rate value under the 

proposed workplan will be in the order of $116. That cost added to all other 

components of the Otago Regional Council Proposed Work Plan indicates that 

my combined rates bill obligations will be of significant concern. 

That situation I suggest is one affecting many ratepayers whose income 

sources are limited in respect of having nil or minimum flexibility to 

accommodate increases in rates based costs of this magnitude. 

I am one ratepayer demanding that councils adhere to the financial 

management principals and core services obligations laid out in the Local 

Government Act 2002. 

I also demand that councils apply significant regard to responsible fiscal 

responsibility to all activities throughout their organisation, especially when 

considering new projects and services that set rates at levels above official 

inflation forecasts. 

Unfortunately, the devil is in the detail when comparing an inflation restricted 

mentality against community desire, organisational and or regional need for 

identified new services or work programmes. Balancing those costs against 

ratepayer financial limitations is what the community expects and demands 

the Council to be very good at. 

Disappointingly, what is proposed in the Feedback Document clearly confirms 

rate increases way above current inflation levels. 

I ask that during the Councillor decision making and implementation process 

regarding the Proposed Work Plan detailed in the Draft Annual Plan 2017 /2018 

you be very mindful of affordability and the need, value and benefit 

communities derive from such activities. 

I am more than concerned Council lacks the required focus expected by now 

and future generations to provide strong inclusive leadership to effectively 

deal with a significant range of environmental tasks associated with water 

quality, quantity and setting of environmental minimum flows for our 

waterways. 

Over at least the next five years, this task represents an enormous work load 

requiring a fully committed Council and staff to communicate, manage and 

resolve. 
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A Council determination and focus directed towards progressing the 

construction of a new headquarters and administration building proposed for 

Central Dunedin I believe places that challenge at risk to financial hardship and 
failure. 

The new headquarters proposal represents an expenditure of "significant 

investment1'. As a rate payer, I am anticipating an invitation to participate in a 
special consultation process before this proposal even gets to committing 

substantial funding to design and costing commissions. 

Council Profile 

For some time, I have held the view that the Council internally and externally, 

represents an organisation lacking strong leadership, cohesion and community 

connection. 

That leaves me concerned of the significant number and level of challenging 

environmental matters facing our communities going forward. These matters 

will require strong effective and decisive leadership by our Regional Council. 

To assist in raising the profile of the Otago Regional Council through Lakes 

District and Central Otago, I suggest that Council urgently needs to consider 

how it may again build and enjoy community confidence and faith as a valued 

organisation. 

One step towards working on that, may I suggest consideration to the option 

of occasionally holding Council and sub-committee meetings in centres away 

from its Dunedin headquarters. 

In doing that I suggest would provide a means of improving community 

connection, awareness and ownership of the organisation, provide a face to 

who our Councillors and key field staff are and experience democracy working. 

We need an effective, inclusive and dynamic community valued Regional 

Council. 

That organisation must demonstrate a commitment to delivery of its vision and 

core tasks, motivating and leading our region to a highly productive and 

sustainable future while embracing and working with a strong successful 

community negotiated environmental ethic the envy of other regions. 

SI Page 
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My Feedback- Draft 2017/2018 Work Plan and Other Matters 

Civil Defence and Emergency Management 

This is one element of Otago Regional Council co-ordinated activity I am fully in 
support of. 

I am however confused at the statement that "until recently CDEM officers 

were employed separately by each local authority11
• Now those officers are 

employed by the Regional Council" hence the $2,421,000 price tag. 

My confusion is around where these officers will be located. 

Assuming they continue to remain at their respective local authority, no detail 

exists on how their employment now a Regional Council role provides the 

claimed improved efficiency result. 

Clearly in the event of a major natural disaster impacting the entire region 

each of the local communities are likely to become totally isolated from the 

major centre re-supply networks and re-connection of lifelines over a 

considerable number of days, possibly weeks if the shambolic Kaikoura 

earthquake response is a typical example. 

Should a major event occur, vital co-ordination of initial support, assistance 

and resilience for those communities isolated will require groups of well 

trained and resourced locally based CDEM officers working to a response plan. 

The only reference to this community resilience within the Feedback document 

is that you are proposing to1 appoint new staff in training and community 

education roles 1 working with both council staff and the community to 

increase our readiness and resilience. 

Readiness and resilience is a vital community component in the face of a 

disaster, but I am lacking any indication of who leads a response at community 

council/board level and provide vital feedback to the CEDM headquarters in 

Dunedin. 

My concerns and questions regarding those elements are: 
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1) Will these the same officers now employed by Otago Regional Council 

continue to be local authority based. 

2} If yes, are the costs of manning needs for the Dunedin CDEM 

headquarters part of the proposed $2,421,000 CDEM operations cost. 

3) Will local authorities be required to maintain a locally based CDEM 

response plan and implementation team. If yes how will this be 

funded. 

4) Does the $2,421,000 CDEM operations costs detailed in the draft 

Annual Plan cover the cost and training of indicated employment of 

new staff and the community based education programmes. 

5} When are the community education and resilience programmes to be 

implemented. 

6) Over what time frame will communities be considered as fully self

reliant in the event of a major natural disaster. 

7) Considering we are part of a major tourist destination, what response 

plans at regional and community level will be in place that prepares 

communities in their response to accommodating the needs of the 

many visitors trapped by a major event. 

8) Have you communicated with tourism operators such as hotels, 

transport to understand their levels of preparedness? What about 

complying camp grounds, they may be critical in providing short term 

accommodation. Freedom campers, where do they fit into any 

response other than being an expected cost on ratepayers. 

9) Who will develop, prepare and co-ordinate Community Response Plans 

that link with a Regional Response Plan. 

What do I Want 

~ Clarification of the items listed 1-8 above. 
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)ii> A total equal sharing of costs associated in funding all activities involving 

Civil Defence and Emergency Management. 

~ Adopt Option 1-Uniform targeted rate per property. 

)ii> A very urgent connection with the tourism industry leaders regarding 

development of a clear understanding regarding preparedness by the 

tourism industry in responding to a major natural disaster entrapping 

large numbers of tourists and visitors. 

Rural Water Quality 

This is a matter of significant importance to all residents within our region. 

am concerned that the Draft Annual Plan only refers to this matter as a rural 

based issue via the Rural Water Quality and Minimum Flow topics. 

Both topics have a strong affinity as existing singularly, water quality would 

cease to exist. 

Controlling E.coli, nitrogen and phosphorus is a part of on farm management. 

Dairy farmers must accept responsibility for prevention of these elements 

entering waterways and adversely impacting water quality and aquatic 

ecosystems. 

The risk assessment planned by Council will provide landowners with valuable 

tools to identify and put in place management programmes to address risk 

associated with nutrient impacting water quality. 

I support the proposal to move to a risk-based dairy farm inspection regime. 

That in some ways rewards high performing landowners, puts on notice poor 

performance, identifies and helps with the most at risk operations. 

As an urban resident demanding quality water for many activities I feel a level 

of responsibility in sharing some of the costs associated with ensuring we and 

future generations continue to enj_oy quality water in all facets of their lives. 

Unfortunately, the way the Water Quality Key Consultation Topic reads I am 

not able to agree to general rate contributions to what is essentially an on

farm responsibility. Too often communities become the victims through 

funding responses to the negative outcomes of poor decisions directly 

attributed to rura l land use and development. 
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What do I Want 

);;> Adoption of risk-based dairy farm inspections. 

Minimum Flows and Deemed Water Use Permit Replacement 

How this topic is managed to the benefit of long lost and on-going damage to 

environmental needs will in many ways decide our future regarding water use 
as we know it. 

Dry land that has never seen water is now being targeted by landowners as 

ripe for development and conversion to dairy and intensified grazing. We are 

being told if these landowners do not have reliable and unlimited access to 

water during dry periods they will go broke. 

If that is the case then I consider the development should not have even 

occurred in the first instance as there simply is insufficient water to meet such 

demands while at the same time provide full year sustainable flows that meet 

the needs of aquatic ecosystems, landscape values and recreation. 

Environmental "bottom line" is an expression I detest. For me it only 

represents an imagined requirement that is continually challenged and re-set, 

generally at a lower level. 

The replacement of Deemed Water Use Permits with Resource Consents will at 

long last provide an opportunity for the Council to correctly and sustainably 

manage water use for agricultural benefit. Other industry using water have 

been bound by responsible use of this valuable commodity via consent 

conditions for many years. 

I concur with the view that irrigators need certainty on how much water is 

available for use. I do however anticipate that some will be disappointed with 

the realisation that some major change in the way that certainty is allocated. I 

have for a long time viewed flood irrigation as wasteful and in some instances 

a major but un-intentional contributor of on-farm nutrients being flushed in 

waterways. 

Change to how a limited supply of water may be used during dry periods I 

imagine will meet with a degree of resistance by those who have no wish to 

adapt to change in the way future use of water is managed and applied for 

maximum benefit. 
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What do I Want 

)- I Support an accelerated programme to determine minimum flows as an 

absolute priority. 

)- I support funding the deemed water use permit transition work from the 
Water Management Reserve. 

Queenstown Office 

Why Queenstown simply because they want better access to you. All other 

communities in Central Otago are experiencing major growth especially 

Cromwell that is now recognised as a central location for delivery of services 

and we in Cromwell would like better access to you as well. 

But this is not a perfect world which means someone must travel to receive 
better levels of service. 

The range of services indicated for this office suggests a major staff presence 

and supporting administration complex attracting a significant cost. 

Before I can support such a proposal I would need to be convinced that the 

demand level is so great in Queenstown that it absolutely warrants the 

considerable cost to all ratepayers, establishment of a Queenstown based full 
staff and office facirity. 

High office space costs, huge traffic congestion and parking issues represent 
big negatives to this proposal. 

To avoid unnecessary duplication and misunderstanding of access, types of 

service and location I believe the Queenstown proposal should become an 

option forming part of a full assessment of the shared customer service 

arrangement with the Central Otago District Council in Alexandra. 

Such an assessment, costs aside should include what services need to be 
provided, and for who. 

Clearly Queenstown and Wanaka jointly represent the largest customer base 

individually and jointly. Cromwell is now also significant in terms of 
development. 

It may be determined that Alexandra for the foreseeable future, to be not the 

best choice for access and delivery of needed services for Central Otago and 
Lakes District. 
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I am suggesting Cromwell appears a better location for all communities due to 
its clear centralised location. 

What do I Want 

»- Delay the proposal until the next Long Term Plan Process (2018/2019). 

»- Undertake an assessment of the existing shared customer arrangement 

with Central Otago District Council in Alexandra against Queenstown 

and Cromwell as potentially better located options. 

Lower Waitaki River Control Scheme 

I can understand and agree with the argument for a general rated contribution 

in response to identified public vs private benefit associated with flood and 
drainage schemes. 

Reference is made to the existence of six flood and drainage schemes in Otago 
yet eight are listed in the Feedback document. 

The funding options offered only relate to the Lower Waitaki River Control 
scheme that is primarily located in Canterbury. 

As I cannot identify from the Feedback document any similar transfer to 

general rates as a contribution based on public vs private benefit to the other 

seven schemes totally located in Otago, I am confused why such a concession 
funded by Otago ratepayers should be considered. 

The relevance of the public vs private benefit I note has been assessed via the 

external review as including state highways, railway lines and a transmission 

line. I am confused that ratepayers are being asked to fund via general rates, 

benefit and protection of assets belonging to SO E's, transmission companies 
and privately owned enterprises. 

Until I better understand this funding request I cannot support the preferred 
option. 

What Do I Want 

»- Adoption of Option 2-100% of Lower Waitaki River Control Scheme 
targeted rate. 

)- Leave all costs as targeted rate (status quo} 
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lake Snow 

Undoubtly this is of major concern to those affected. I do however have an 

opinion that this is another undesirable aquatic pest not unlike diddymo. 

Despite the enormous amount of funds provided for research into this pest 

(diddymo} when it was first identified, nothing has changed, we still have it and 

have learnt to operate with it adopting measures to prevent further spread, 

just the same as lagarasiphon. 

I am very concerned that another aquatic pest incursion has occurred and with 

lake Dustan being downstream of lakes Wakatipu, Wanaka and Hawea it is 

possibly inevitable that we will also be infected. 

I am in support of research that provides a direct benefit to our lake users, not 

just for the sake of never ending research. 

I would like to see a focus of research effort maximising use of limited funding 

through all research being centred on Lake Hawea. The rational for that focus 

relates to Lake Hawea being the most concentrated location but having Lake 

Snow impacts identical to Queenstown and Wanaka. 

As this is all about research possibly leading to management options, I consider 

faster results would be achieved by concentrating effort to one location. 

What do I Want 

>"' Support the allocation of staff time and a one off $100,000 allocation of 

general rates towards research on Lake Snow. 

>"' That research contributed to by Otago Regional Council be tagged to a 

concentrated research effort limited to Lake Hawea. 

Lake Restoration 

1 support the proposed scoping work programme associated in working with 

communities in responding to historic issues resulting from historic land-use 

negatively impacting several our lakes. 

What do I want 

>"' Allocation of $90,000 for scoping work. 
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Dunedin Building Review 

Having been in Otago Regional Councils current headquarters some 15 years 

ago I have no argument with the fact that it is probably not fit for purpose. 

I am however concerned that there appears to be an on-going attitude that 

involves Council thinking stuck on an entirely new build costing millions more 

than the $14 million currently held in a building reserve. 

I am aware of the Southland Regional Council recently being faced with the 

same issue of inadequate head office facilities hindering current and future 

delivery of functions and services not to mention the stress on staff working in 

unsuitable conditions. 

Their new build option was seriously investigated and dismissed as being a cost 

unacceptable to the Southland community. Instead the existing building was 

modified and extended to meet present and future demands for a cost of less 

than $2 million. 

The questions I have on this matter relate to ownership vs leasing vs re

modelling existing. 

I am looking forward to the consultation process associated with this very large 

expenditure item although with some trepidation as I expect consultation will 

be limited to a new build, not a range of options. 

What do I Want 

};>- The Dunedin building review consultation process to include a range of 
alternate headquarter and administration options for consideration. 

Lake Dunstan Lagarosiphon Management 

Throughout the Feedback document much is talked about and funding via 

general rates regarding responding to lake restoration and water quality. 

I have also read an article via the Otago Daily Times dated 5 April 2017 a 

statement by Otago Regional Council Chairman Stephen Woodhead an update 

to councillors on his efforts to gain more resources to help counter the invasive 

weed lagarosiphon in Lake Dunstan. 

Mr Woodhead's approach to seek advice from MP Jacqui Dean is applauded. 

I fully understand that Otago Regional Council are not the "lead agency1
' on 

this matter, LINZ are. 
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This position is also seen as the reason funding is not being committed to 

control of this weed in Lake Dunstan, yet I understand that such a restriction 

does not extend to assisting lagarosiphon control in Lake Wanaka. 

We in Cromwell are not happy with our lake being treated like a "dunny" 

through which upstream communities' issues flow without concern. 

We want genuine leadership from Otago Regional Council regarding 

responsibilities to water quality in Lake Dunstan that is not a deep natural lake 

therefore very susceptible to silt and weed build up rapidly impacting water 

quality. 

I agree control of the lagarosiphon to be a joint responsibility matter, but as a 
community we very feel much fobbed off by the agencies responsible. 

I note not the slightest mention of Lake Dunstan in any form within the 

Feedback document. That is disappointing as at this stage I was as a minimum 

expecting a level of support via leadership and community connection on the 

matter. 

What do I Want 

>1> Lake Dunstan Lagarosiphon issues to be included in the 2017/18 Annual 

Plan via a support and possible funding plan. 

Conclusion 

The above comments to the 2017 /2018 Draft Annual Plan are offered based on 

genuinely assisting the Otago Regional Council be the best I want it to be and 

possibly can in meeting and delivering on its vision and core obligations to the 

communities of the Otago region. 

I trust Councillors accept my comments and recommendations in that light. 

Thank you. 

Ken McGraw 
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Your 
feedbacl< 
please ... 

Tell us whether you support the proposed 
changes to our work programme for 2017/2018. 
Use this form to share your feedback or submit online at: 
www.orc.govt.nz/annua1plan 789 
You can also write or email your submission to: 

Submissions close 12 May. 
Otago Regional Council 
Freepost 497 a annual.plan@orc.govt.nz 

Private Bag 1954 
Dunedin 9054 

Name 

Email 

Organisation 
{it applicable) 

Address 
- , 

'-' 
I would like to speak with Council about my submission: /Yes No 
Tols would be rn lh& ~ s!Ming 22 May. 

If yes, please provide a contact phone number 

How do you think we should structure the rates for chill 
defence and emergency management? 

/ Option 1: Uniform targeted ra1e ($25.89 per property). 
Everyone In Otego pays lhe same amount - regardless of 
the value of their property. 

Option 2: 50% uniform targeted rate and 50% general 
rate. Hall of the cost Is in general rates, and half is an equal 
amount paid by everyone. 

Rural water quality 

Do you support our water quality environmental risk-assessment 
programme? 1/"Yes No 

Do you support a risk-based approach to dairy farm inspections 
for compliance monitoring? Yes No 

Minimum flows and deemed water use permit replacement 

Do you support an accelerated programme to determine 
minimum flows? VYes No 

Do you support funding the deemed water use permit transition 
wor1< from the Water Management Reserve? L 

vres No 

Public transport in the Wakatipu Basin 

Do you support the increased subsidy of public ~sport In the 
Wakatipu Basin? vYes No 

Do you support extending the Wakatipu targeted rating area for 
public transport to include Jacks Point? Yes /No 

When do you think we should open a new office in 
Queenstown? 

yASption 1: Establish an office in Queenstown in the 2017/2018 
year 

Option 2: Delay proposal until the next Long Term Plan 
process (2018/2019) 

How should we structure 1he rates for the Lower Waltakl 
River scheme? 

Option 1: Change the way the scheme is paid lor, so that 10% 
of the scheme's costs are paid ror as part of general rates, and 
90% by the Lower Waitaki River scheme targeted rate 

~ption 2: Leave all costs as 100% Lower Waitaki River 
scheme targeted rate (status quo) 

Do you support the following activities? 

Lake snow increased workplan 

Lake restoration scoping wor1< 

Wallaby control 

Climate change adaption (Clutha delta) 

Do you support the change to our Significance and 
Engagement policy for strategic &$Sets? / 

VYes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

Would you like to make comments or provide feedback on any of the other proposed changes? 

e "f-. e..c ~+-i vt s \A. VIA ~j .e... v .:s v\.A.. \ ~ '-~ 

PJesse add additions/ psper as required. 

Want to refer to the full draft Annual Plan fot additional cootext when you're considering your submission? 
You'll find it at www.orc.govt.nz/annualplan. Hard copies aval!able on request ftom our Dunedin and Alexandra offices (contact details below) 

~ Otago a annual.plan@orc.govt.nz V @otagoRC Dunedin Alexandra 

~Regional 70 Stafford Street wnnam Fraser Butldlng 

Q www.orc.govt.nz 1f Find us on facebook Privato Bag 1054 Ounorlino Street 
......... amncil Du118dil'I 9054 Alex3ncf(~3f62 

~ Freephone 0800 474 082 
P o:3 474 0827 P03448 6 
F034790015 F034486112 

(8am to 5pm, Monday lo Friday) 
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Another Wooman Wades In 

Executive Summary 

They sav that if you do not look after Mother Nature she will come back with a pitch fork. Well, isn't 

that what Is happening to our Southern lakes and lands ? All it takes for the devil to succeed is for a 

good person to do nothing. So here I go again trying to save The Environment from degradation and 

the mfghtv dollar. Surely we all know that we have to live with Mother Nature and not invade her 
home. She deserves respect, so that she does not reach into her arsenal . Recent events have shown 

that she has plenty of ammo and I have one or two hand grenades of my own that I wish to throw. 

Namely at The Ministry of The Environment and The University of Otago. Others will get lesser, lead 

shot. 

My worry Is across the board concerning water, weed, wilding pines, wine, wallabies and winter 

roads. The double u's concern you and you and you and you, say the powers that be but the bottom 
line is that education and the current paradigm of shared care does not seem to be working. I know 

that perfection Is not required but while the talk feast continues the water disappears, the weed 
grows inch by Inch, the wilders seed and the wallabies breed like the rabbits. Devolution and the 

diffusion of responsibility are not stopping the creepf ng degradation of Otago compared with the 

past. 

,:: n?t!t~tiiit\'i'ifJ/Z,{ ::~r;::;'iltt·\·;\(t(Vtt,~,,,-, .•.. , ,,, ... ,.·,tt{'('~)'~/~2t:} 
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Please find attached a submission by Rem.arkables Park Limited, Shotover Park limited and 
Queenstown Park Limited. RPL would like to be heard in support of its submissions. Please 
contact me if any clarification is required. 

Regards 

Brian 

~rian Fitzpatrick 
IENERAL MANAGER DEVELOPMENT 

fll 

i 
'Remarkables Park Limited 

This message is confidential. If you are not the intended recipient you must not read or do anything else with this message. If you 
have received this message in error please tell us immediately by return email and then destroy !his email. Note that if lhis message is 
a personal message the conlent of this email and the views espoused wilhin this email message are the personal views of the writer 
and not of Remarkables Park Limited. Remarkables Park Limited accepts no responsibility of any kind for any action taken or reliance 
placed on anything contained in any email message which is a personal message. 

Plans attached are forwarded for general consideration purposes only and do not constitute a binding offer to sell or an exercisable 
option to purchase either the land the subject of the attached plans or any land from RemarKables Park Lirnited. Any future agreement 
for the sale and purchase or land at Remarl<ables Park shall be entirely on terms and condilions acceptable to the parties at their 
discretion. Any plans, maps or photographic images which may be attached to this email which are the intellectual property of 
Remarkables Park Limited shall remain the intellectual property of RemarKables Park Limited. 
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Submission by Remarkables Park Limited (RPL) on the proposed Otago 
Regional Council 2017/18Annual Plan 

Remarkables Park Limited (RPL} is a property development company that 
has developed, and continues to develop, the 150-hectare Remarkables Park 
Zone as a master-planned, mixed-use, commercial, retail, residential, visitor 
accommodation, education, health, recreation and community development at 
Remarkables Park, Queenstown. Its associate company Shotover Park 
Limited (SPL) has developed commercial and industrial land at Shotover Park 
and the Glenda Drive industrial area. A second associate company, 
Queenstown Park Limited (QPL) owns a 2,000-hectare high country station 
on the south bank of the Kawarau River along the northern face of the 
Remarkables, which it is developing for farming purposes and a site for new 
tourism infrastructure. 

RPL thanks the Council for the opportunity to comment on its Draft Annual 
Plan and proposed changes to the long term plan and makes the following 
submissions on behalf of RPL, SPL and QPL 

Civil Defence and Emergency Management (CDEM) 

Council has sought submissions specifically on funding CDEM but RPL 
believes that Council should also be addressing the issue of an Emergency 
Management Centre (EMC) for the Queenstown Lakes District. In RPL's view 
this would ideally be a dual use facility that would serve other community 
functions when not required to manage an emergency. 

RPL has in the past voiced its concern about locating any such facility within 
the Queenstown CBD/Queenstown Bay area. Council will be aware that 
hazard maps have identified the Queenstown Bay area as susceptible to 
flooding, alluvial fan hazard, liquefaction and Tsunami risk. But, in addition, 
Queenstown town centre is also at risk of being isolated in the event of a 
major earthquake that generates slips or subsidence on Frankton Road and 
Gorge Road/Arthurs Point Road. There are clear advantages in siting an 
emergency management facility on high, flat, stable land away from hills and 
with ready access to alternative transport routes and modes and easy access 
for personnel who would man the EMC. A location at Remarkables Park, on 
the Eastern Arterial Road (links to the State Highway in either direction) and 
adjacent to the airport (with helicopter access in the event of an emergency 
that disrupts use of the runway) meets all of the criteria for a suitable 
emergency management centre. 

In relation to the issue of a suitable community building with which to share 
use, RPL notes that QLDC has in the recent past called for submissions on 
siting a hub library at Frankton. RPL supports this proposal and considers that 
a well-designed library building would share the key attributes of an 
Emergency Management Centre: A strong resilient building that can house 
permanent storage of important documents (emergency plans etc) and would 
contain state of the art technology and communications facilities and safe, 
suitable meeting rooms. 
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There are compelling, though different, reasons to site a Frankton hub library 
at Remarkables Park. A library in this location would be close to the new 
Wakatipu High School (opening January 2018 and replacing the existing 
Gorge Road site, which will close at the end of this year) and the existing 
Southern Institute of Technology (SIT) campus. Such siting would be 
convenient for users (including high school students, teachers, lecturers and 
parents) but would also provide a great opportunity for sharing resources, 
including staff. A site close to the Remarkables Park Town Centre, with 
ample shared parking, would be ideal for those wanting to combine a library 
visit with a shopping trip or a trip to collect students from the high school. 
Being sited on the Eastern Arterial Road it would also be central and readily 
accessible for the expanding communities in Lake Hayes Estate, Shotover 
Country, Bridesdale, Quail Rise, Five Mile/Queenstown Central, Frankton, 
Kelvin Heights, Jacks Point and Hanley's Farm. 

RPL submits that ORC should work with QLDC on designing a hub library at 
Remarkables Park, Frankton that would have a dual use as an Emergency 
Management Centre for CDEM. 

Queenstown Office 

RPL agrees with ORC's proposal to re-establish a Queenstown office and 
notes that the reason given by ORC for this proposal is: "to meet the request 
of the local community who wish to have better access to us". In this regard 
RPL submits that Council should give careful consideration to where within 
the Queenstown Lakes district it should site its office. It is submitted that, if 
Council wants the Queenstown Lakes community to have better access to it, 
then it should locate its new Queenstown office where it would be central to, 
and easily accessed by, that community by way of less congested reading 
and using the ample free parking that is available. Frankton/ Remarkables 
Park is far more central (than Queenstown CBD) to the residential population 
of the Wakatipu Basin and is surrounded by the fastest growing residential 
areas. For some years the Wakatipu's major sporting facilities have been at 
Frankton. After a serious debate about alternative Queenstown locations, the 
community's aquatic centre was established at Frankton. From the beginning 
of 2018 the Wakatipu's only high school will be based in Frankton. The great 
preponderance of industrial activity is at Frank.ton and it is undoubtedly the 
case that the shops and services used most often by Queenstown and 
Wakatipu residents are at Frankton. 

The resident community of the Wakatipu does not live in Queenstown Bay, 
but in a number of pods (Arrowtown, Lake Hayes Estate, Shotover Country, 
Jacks Point, Quail Rise, Dalefied, Arthurs Point, Frank.ton Arm, Remarkables 
Park, Queenstown itself and soon Bridesdale, Hanley Farm, Five Mile, 
Kawarau Falls and Queenstown Country Club) that adjoin or surround 
Frankton. It needs to be remembered that for these communities it is not just 
a matter of avoiding a 7-8 km longer road trip. It can mean a saving of what is 
frequently 40 minutes travelling time to get from the Shotover River or the 
Kawarau River to Queenstown CBD. A Frankton/Remarkables Park office 
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location would also be much more convenient for residents of Wanaka, 
Hawea, Gibbston and Kingston, which are all part of the Queenstown Lakes 
district. 

Through its current work on public transport in Queenstown and through its 
role as a Regional Land Transport Committee, ORC will be well aware of the 
traffic and transport problems that currently beset Queenstown. RPL submits 
that, because of its role in public transport, ORC should lead public thinking 
on reducing private vehicle trips and should establish its office in a location 
that reduces, rather than compounds, vehicle congestion on Frankton Road 
and reduces demand for Queenstown CBD parking. RPL would further point 
out that suitable office space is immediately available for lease at 
Remarkables Park/Frankton and, if requested, RPL would be willing to lease a 
suitable office to ORC for immediate occupation as ORC's Queenstown Lakes 
office. This would also allow ORC to move its Queenstown staff to a 
combined library/EMC/ORC sub~office at Remarkables Park at a future date. 

Public Transport in Wakatipu 

RPL fully supports the proposal to offer new routes, more regular services and 
much reduced fares to encourage use of public transport in the Wakatipu. 
RPL has made a separate submission on the public transport proposals. 

RPL's primary concern with the consultation material was that ORC had made 
an incorrect assumption about the proportion of Wakatipu jobs that are based 
in the Queenstown CBD. QLDC's figures indicate that as at 2012 
approximately 55% of jobs were in the Queenstown CBD. But since then 
there has been massive (and disproportionate) growth in jobs at Frankton. 
The Five Mile shopping centre has opened; development at the nearby 
Shotover Park commercial/industrial area has burgeoned (including the 
opening of a new Mitre 1 O Mega store and a new Pak N Save supermarket 
with 120 and 150 staff respectively); a new hotel and new indoor commercial 
recreation facilities have opened at Remarkables Park; Queenstown Airport 
has experienced phenomenal growth (with the airport now employing over 
500 people); the new Wakatipu High School is due to open at Remarkables 
Park in January 2018 (replacing the existing Gorge Road facility); and also 
due to open in 2018 are two additional new hotels that are currently under 
construction. We estimate that over half the Wakatipu jobs are already at 
Frankton and QLDC's predictions show this proportion to be growing rapidly. 
Remarkables Park Town Centre is already Queenstown's second largest 
commercial centre and is itself zoned to double in size. 

RPL's submission was that this significant change should be taken into 
account when designing the bus routes so that sufficient services were 
provided to allow Frankton workers to commute to their jobs without reliance 
on private motor vehicles. 

RPL submitted that, in order to cater for workers at Shotover Park and the 
businesses along Glenda Drive, some of the Route 2 services at early 
morning and late afternoon should travel to the Frankton depot via Glenda 
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Drive and the EAR. It is submitted that it is particularly important to implement 
this alteration to Route 2 at the outset as, with the opening of the Eastern 
Arterial Road, QLDC proposes to stop all parking on Glenda Drive. The 
removal of this parking is likely to be perceived as a considerable 
inconvenience to Glenda Drive workers and so represents a great opportunity 
to change their behaviour and their perceptions of bus transport by offering a 
new service at a time when their normal parking habits are being temporarily 
forced to change. 

RPL also submitted that a shorter turning route at Remarkables Park would 
better serve the new Wakatipu High School, three new hotels and users and 
workers at the Remarkables Park Town Centre (including the SIT campus). 
This amendment to Route 1 would save on both establishment and operating 
costs and would bring the bus route much closer to its users. It would also 
allow people who do not have convenient access to one of the proposed bus 
routes to utilise a new parking area at Hawthorne Drive, adjacent to the 
Remarkables Park Town Centre, as a Park and Ride and catch a bus to 
Queenstown CBD (or other destinations covered by the new routes). 

These two suggested route changes are shown on the attached plans. 

Although the current focus is on a subsidised bus service, RPL submits that 
ORC should also commence investigation into subsidising a public transport 
ferry service on Lake Wakatipu and the Kawarau River. There is an existing 
water taxi service between Queenstown Bay and the Hilton Hotel complex 
near the Kawarau Falls Bridge but this needs to be expanded into a ferry 
service that will encourage use by residents of Kelvin Heights, the Frankton 
Arm and, in time, Remarkables Park and the settlements on the Kawarau 
River: Lake Hayes Estate, Shotover Country and Bridesdale. To facilitate 
such a service has acquired ownership of a portion of O'Regans Wharf (the 
former Ngai Tahu wharf) in downtown Queenstown and has an area zoned for 
a ferry terminal on the Kawarau River at Remarkables Park. These facilities 
will enable a full-scale ferry service with intermediate stops along Frankton 
Arm, including at the hlton Hotel complex. 

General Rates 

RPL notes that general rates for a typical Queenstown residential property are 
46% higher than for a typical Dunedin residential property, 56% higher than a 
Central Otago property and more than twice as high as properties in Waitaki 
District and Clutha District. We understand that the proposal to subsidise a 
public bus service in Queenstown will increase rates in this district but we 
have been unable to find any Justification for the rest of the disparity between 
general rates charged for Queenstown properties and those charged in any 
other part of the region. RPL submits that the disparity between Queenstown 
general rates and the general rates proposed to be charged in other parts of 
the region needs to be eliminated or considerably reduced (or reflected in 
other increased services to the Queenstown Lakes district). 
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Rural Water Quality 

RPL (through an associated company, Queenstown Park Limited) owns a 
large, 2,000ha high country station in which it has been investing considerably 
and working hard to improve farming returns. QPL is also seeking to develop 
new long-term tourist activities on the site. QPL accepts the concept of a 
targeted rate for rural properties to cover water quality issues. However QPL 
notes that the proposed rates for a Queenstown rural property are 37% higher 
than the average rates for the same valued rural properties in the four other 
districts that make up the region. QPL submits that insufficient justification is 
provided for this disparity and the rates for Queenstown Lakes rural properties 
should be brought into line with the rates charged for other rural properties in 
the region. RPL also notes that the current disparity is further compounded 
by the huge differences in values of properties in the Queenstown Lakes 
district to those in other parts of the region. The services provided to rural 
landowners by ORC are not related to the value of the land (which in the case 
of the Queenstown Lakes district generally bears no relationship to the 
productive value of the land). So it is quite inequitable to relate rates or 
charges for service-based functions to rural land values. 

Deemed Water Use Permit Replacement 

RPL and QPSL are not opposed to the proposal to use part of the water 
management reserve to assist permit holders make the transition to new 
resource consents over the next four years. However, the same level of 
assistance needs to be provided to other landowners seeking resource 
consents to irrigate rural properties during this period. It would be unfair to 
provide an advantage to those who have for years had the historical benefit of 
not needing a resource consent unless the equivalent level of support was 
also to be provided to farmers who have not had that historical advantage. 

Lake Snow, Lake Restoration And Wilding tree control 

RPL supports the proposals at page 11 of the Council's consultation 
document to fund investigation into lake snow, fund lake restoration -
particularly for Lake Hayes - and to contribute to those groups working on the 
wilding tree problem in Central Otago. 

RPL would like to be heard in support of its submissions. 
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Proposed ORC route 
1,433 melffa 
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From: 
To: 
Subject; 
Date: 

Bill Brown 
Gemma wuson; wual Plan 
Re: Draft Annual Plan 2017/18 - Bill Brown 
Friday, 12 May 2017 4:00:28 p.m. 

!ii Draft Annual Plan 2017/18 

Name 

Organisation 

E-mail 

Address 

I would like to speak with 
Council about my 
submission (week staiting 
22 May) 

How do you think we 
should structure the rates 
for civil defence and 
emergency management? 

Do you suppo1t our water 
quality environmental 
risk-assessment 
programme? 

Do you support a risk.
based approach to dairy 
farm inspections for 
compliance monitoring? 

Do you support an 
accelerated programme to 
dete1mine minimum 
flows? 

Do you support funding 
the deemed water use 
permit transition work for 
the Water Management 
Reserve? 

Do you support the 
increased subsidy of 
public transport in the 
Wakatipu Basin? 

Do you support extending 
the Wakatipu tai·geted 
rating area for public 
transport to include Jack's 
Point? 

Bill Brown 

Aramoana League Inc 

No 

Option l: Uniform targeted rate ($25.89 per 
property). Everyone in Otago pays the same 
amount - regardless of the value of their 
property. 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

No 
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When do you think we 
should open a new office 
in Queenstown? 

How should we st:mcture 
the rates for the Lower 
Waitaki River scheme? 

Lake snow increased 
workplan 

Lake restoration scoping 
work 

Wallaby control 

Climate change adaption 
(Clutha delta) 

Do you support the 
change to our 
Significance and 
Engagement policy for 
strategic assets? 

Any comments? 

Would you like to make 
comments or provide 
feedback on any of the 
other proposed changes? 

Option 1 : Establish an office in Queenstown in 
the 2017/2018 year 

Option 1 : Change the way the scheme is paid 
for. so that 10% of the scheme's costs are paid 
for as part of general rates, and 90% by the 
Lower Waitaki River scheme targeted rate 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

No 

We do not agree with the change as we do not 
support the idea of not consulting on items that 
may or may not be significant to that scheme. 

The Aramoana League Inc believe the Otago 
Regional Council, ORC, has neglected their 
duty to maintain the greater areas of the Otago 
harbour. Fo.r example, 

Dredging the mouth of the Leith River, 
Maintaining tidal training rock walls in the 
harbour, eg: Long Mac groyne. Maintenance 
help scower the channel and smaller cross 
channels used by recreational boat users. 
The Otago Yacht Club have spent many hours 
to raise money to pay for dredging the boat 
harbour yet the ORC have not maintained the 
silting up of the mouth of the Leith. 

Aramoana League Inc is concerned that the silt 
will eventually end up filling up the boat 
harbow· again. Boat launching ramps and 
jetties at Port Chalmers, Carey's Bay and 
Otago Peninsula are silting up, especially in 
Back Beach. There is not the natural scower 
since the reclaimed area for Port Otago 
warehousing was built. 

The ORC mission statement objectives 
include: 
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Maintaining and enhancing Otago•s coastal 
river and lake enviromnent having regard to 
regional, social, cultural needs 
To provide appropriate services to fulfill all 
the statutory responsibilities of the Council. 

Aramoana League believes in respect to the 
Otago harbour that this has not been achieved. 

The ORC draft aIU1ual plan states in 10.2 
(Level of service) 
Safe recreational use and navigation for all 
users of the Otago harbour 
The ORC have not delivered this at all. The 
recreational areas mentioned above are in a 
poor state of repair. 

The erosion of beaches and sea walls in the 
lower harbour are of great concern. The 
suggestion from ORC that the community seek 
grants and fundraise to pay for erosion 
mitigation, as with erosion at Te Raurone, is 
unacceptable. It is clearly ORC's 
responsibility to carry out these duties. 

The local community on the west side of the 
harbour at Aramoana have been forced into 
fundraising to restore and rebuild a wharf. It 
has been neglected with total lack of 
maintenance both from the Port Otago Ltd and 
then later Dunedin City Council. The defiant 
and deliberate lack of maintenance on harbour 
assets to direct money to other areas eg: the 
questionable use of $14 million for new ORC 
premises, without looking at existing premises 
in Dunedin. 

Since the creation of the ORC in 1989, they 
have received approximately $150 million in 
dividends from Port Otago Ltd. If they had put 
a small amount of this aside for harbour 
maintenance annually, such as $200,000, the 
ORC would have accumulated $6 million to 
spend to date. 

ORC states in the draft annual plan, 
community outcomes: 
Community participation in planning and 
managing the use and enhancement ofOtago's 
resources. 

The Otago harbour is an important Otago 
resource and it must be maintained to a better 
standard. 
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In the Estimated Regulatory Expenditure, the 
graph shows $273,000 spent on harbour 
management with no explanation of what it 
was spent on. This amount of money is set to 
increase to $404,000 in the 2017/18 draft 
annual plan. 
The Aramoana League questions what this 
money is to cover, as there is no harbour 
master in place yet. Is $200,000 ofthis 
expenditure going to cover the salary of the 
harbour master? If so, the expenditure needs to 
be greatly increased. 

The most positive aspect in the draft annual 
plan is the Coastal Strategy for Otago 
involving liasing with agencies and others who 
hold a wealth of information on our coastal 
resource. Finally this will allow coastal 
projects to move forward maintaining and 
enhancing Otago's coastal environment and 
resources. 

You can cdil 011s submission and yjcw aH vom· submissions easily. 
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To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attadlments: 

Hi there, 

Jessie Wu 
Annual Piao 
DCC submission on ORC Draft Annual Plan 2017/18 
Friday, 12 May 2017 4:04:17 p.m. 
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Please find attached the Dunedin City Council's submission on the ORC draft Annual Plan 
2017/18. As discussed, this submission may be subject to any changes made by Council early 
next week and if this is the case, a revised submission will be sent as soon as possible. 
Many thanks, 
Jessie Wu 
Policy Advisor, Corporate Policy 

Dunedin City Council 
50 The Octagon, Dunedin; PO Box 5045, Moray Place, Dunedin 9058, New Zealand 
Telephone: 03 474 3759 Email: . 

tJ-, Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail 

If this message is not intended for you please delete it and notify us immediately; you are warned that any further use, 
dissemination, distribution or reproduction of this material by you is prohibited. 
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Tuesday 16 May 2017 

Draft Annual Plan  
Otago Regional Council 
Private Bag 1954 
Dunedin 9054 

annual.plan@orc.govt.nz 

Dear Regional Councillors 

SUBMISSION ON THE OTAGO REGIONAL COUNCIL’S DRAFT ANNUAL PLAN 2017/18 

The Dunedin City Council (DCC) welcomes the opportunity to submit on the Otago Regional 
Council's Annual Plan 2017/18. The DCC has a number of areas of responsibility that overlap 
with the Otago Regional Council (ORC) and values the positive relationship that enables the 
two councils to work together in the interests of Dunedin residents and ratepayers.  The 
following submission provides the DCC's response to areas of mutual interest, and notes other 
areas of interest that the DCC wishes to address. 

Lake restoration 

The DCC supports the proposals concerning work on lake restoration, particularly on 
Tomahawk Lagoon. We recommend the ORC should support the Tomahawk community with 
proactive management of the lagoons, and undertake a management plan process that 
manages the lagoon for conservation, biodiversity, community safety and recreational values. 
We ask that this is seen as a priority and the DCC will engage on this work to ensure any 
future flood events are mitigated and damage to DCC assets, such as the Domain Hall, is 
minimised. 

Civil Defence and Emergency Management 

The DCC notes the change to a regional approach for civil defence and emergency 
management and supports the need to resource this change. 

Pest and plant Control 

The DCC supports the proposals to continue funding the work on wallaby and wilding tree 
control, and hopes that relevant community groups will continue to access some of this 
funding for their contributions to this work. The DCC would also welcome an integrated 
approach to pest and plant control and would support greater coordination and cooperation 
between agencies and communities. 

The Dunedin community also has broader concerns around the scope of invasive flora and 
fauna that need managing, from sycamore trees to mustelids. The DCC has objectives under 
Te Ao Tūroa – Dunedin's Environment Strategy to protect ecosystems and increase 
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biodiversity and recommends that the ORC should provide policy and resourcing support to 
help achieve these environmental management ambitions. 

Harbour management and climate change adaptation 

The DCC welcomes the continuation of ORC's support and commitment to work collaboratively 
on South Dunedin and coastal erosion issues. The DCC looks forward to working with the ORC 
to develop and deliver a response plan for South Dunedin. 

The DCC has set a goal of Dunedin being resilient and carbon zero through Te Ao Tūroa - 
Dunedin's Environment Strategy. Results from the city-wide greenhouse gas emissions 
inventory, produced for the purposes of Compact of Mayors compliance, show the biggest 
challenges to emissions reduction are around agriculture and transport. The DCC will be 
progressing the planning and implementation of actions to achieve the strategy goal in 
2017/18 and would welcome the ORC's support and involvement in this.  

The DCC wishes to see joint planning for the harbour and harbour access and would welcome 
ORC's agreement in resourcing a Harbour and Harbour Edge Management Plan, for instance 
the dredging of Careys Bay, Otago Yacht Club and the Eastern Channel, and improve 
navigational aids to make the harbour safer. The DCC also supports the appointment of a 
dedicated and suitably qualified Harbour Master for Otago Harbour and encourages the ORC to 
use its ownership of Port Otago and associated companies to further enhance Dunedin's 
waterfront and harbour surrounds. 

The DCC wishes to note the project to restore and protect Te Rauone beach and requests the 
ORC continue providing support and commitment to see stage one of this project completed 
by winter 2018.  

Water quality 

The DCC requests that the ORC identify the Middlemarch groundwater system and include it 
as a Groundwater Protection Zone in the Regional Plan: Water, and manage activities to 
ensure the water quality is suitable as a potable water supply for Middlemarch. 

Waste minimisation 

The DCC is keen to support the participation of the ORC at the Regional Waste Network 
meetings to help plan and address waste disposal issues and opportunities and promote waste 
minimisation and resource recovery. One of the key issues to address is the upcoming 
expiration of Green Island landfill's resource consent. Options will need to be considered as to 
whether the consent is reapplied for or another new landfill is created. Collaborative thinking 
and partnership between the affected territorial authorities will be required to create an 
outcome that will be sensible for all.  

The DCC also wishes to see the ORC appropriately fund a review of its Regional Plan: Waste 
for Otago. There is an urgent need to update this plan to reflect changes in legislation and 
best practices guidelines for waste facilities including current non-levied fills. Other territorial 
local authorities such as the DCC are supportive of a collaborative approach to planning which 
addresses regional waste issues. If the review could happen soon, the plan can then be 
incorporated into the planning and decision making around Green Island Landfill, which we 
have identified above as a significant issue to address. The DCC also recommends updating 
the plan with a view to capturing more information and data on waste activities in Otago at 
monofills, cleanfills, hardfills, green waste fills and farm fills, expand resource recovery, and 
allow the burden of the Waste Levy to be more widely and equitably spread. 
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Transport 

The DCC wishes to note that under the Regional Land Transport Plan there needs to be some 
strategic multi-mode analysis work as too many key freight routes have no alternative for 
other modes. Provision and priority for cycle routes should be driven by benefits to other 
modes yet no funding is currently provided for that analysis. 

The ORC's proactive approach in giving effect to the request for more transport investment in 
Queenstown has been noted by the DCC. The DCC however also notes the lack of real time 
information at bus stops and strongly supports a new ticketing system and WiFi on buses, 
which will boost Dunedin's status of being a GigCity. It is also the view of the DCC that bus 
services would, in principle, and for the purposes of integrated transport planning, sit better 
with the Territorial Local Authority. The DCC would support working with the ORC to advance 
a decision on the transfer of this service as soon as it is practicable.  

Thank you again for the opportunity to submit on the Draft Annual Plan 2017/18. Should the 
ORC wish to clarify any of the issues raised in the submission, please do not hesitate to get in 
touch with Maria Ioannou, Corporate Policy Manager (maria.ioannou@dcc.govt.nz or 03 474 
3742). The DCC would welcome hearing from you.  

Yours faithfully 

Dave Cull  
Mayor of Dunedin 
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Disabled Persons Assembly NZ 

May 2017 

Disabled Persons Assembly NZ Inc. 

Dunedin and Districts 

Submission on the Otago Regional Council Draft 
Annual Plan 2017-18 

DPA Dunedin request an opportunity to speak to this submission. 

Contact: 

Chris Ford 

Kaituitui 

DPA Dunedin and Districts 

Phone: 

Email: · 

Level 4, 173-175 Vic toria Street PO Box 27524,Wellington 6011, NZ dpa~l9"Z 



Introducing DPA New Zealand Inc. 

The Disabled Persons Assembly NZ Inc. (DPA) is the national assembly and 
collective voice of disabled New Zealanders. 

DPA is a Disabled Person's Organisation (DPO) meaning it is a national 
Organisation governed by disabled people, and the organisation's main purpose is 
to articulate the aspirations of its members who are mostly disabled people. 

DPA has some approximately 500 individual members (20 locally) who have 
disabilities themselves or are the parent, or guardian of a disabled person, and 
corporate members who represent or deliver services to disabled people. DPA 
members form a network of regional assemblies to debate local and national 
issues. 

DPA is not only the voice of our members but ultimately for the 1.1 million New 
Zealanders who identify as disabled according to Statistics New Zealand . In the 
Otago Regional Council local authority area, 60,687 people identified as living with 
some form of impairment according to the 2013 Statistics New Zealand Disability 
Survey. 1 

DPA's functions include: 

~ to promote the interests and wellbeing of all disabled people regardless of 

age, for our whole lives 

~ to engage with disabled people, DPOs and our valued allies 

~ to progress the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities 

(CRPD) in Aotearoa New Zealand. 

Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities 

Government accountability 

The CRPD provides the mandate for disabled people to hold the Government to 

account on ensuring the full and equal enjoyment of all human rights by disabled 
people. 

CRPD is the minimum standard 

1 "Disability estimates for small areas 2013'," Statistics New Zealand, accessed April 28, 2017, 

http://www.stats.qovt.nz/browse for s1ats/heal th/disabilities/disabili1y-small-areas-2013.aspx 
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DPA uphold the CRPD as the minimum standard for our participation in society. 

Partnership with DPOs 

The implementation of the CRPD depends on a partnership between DPOs and the 
Government. This is highlighted in Article 4.3 which says governments shall consult 
closely with and actively involve disabled people, including disabled children, 
through their representative organisations. 2 This partnership goes beyond just 
consulting with disabled people. 

2 United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, Article 4.3 
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CRPD on Otago Regional Council Draft Annual Plan 
2017/18 

Aspects of the CRPD that are particularly relevant to this submission: 

1 The CRPD's General Principles3: 

• Respect for inherent dignity. individual autonomy including the freedom to 
make one's own choices, and independence of persons 

• Non-discrimination 

• Full and effective participation and inclusion in society 

• Respect for difference and acceptance of disabled people as part of human 
diversity and humanity 

• Equality of opportunity 

• Accessibility 

• Equality between men and women 

3 United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, Article 3 
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Otago Regional Council Draft Annual Plan 
2017/18 

ORC Long Term Plan - Key Issues 

DPA Dunedin wishes to acknowledge at the outset our ongoing working relationship with 

the Otago Regional Council. This has led to discernible improvements, particularly in 

terms of bus transport access and operational changes to Total Mobility (of which more 

will be said within this submission}. However, there still needs to be an improvement in 

te11T1s of democracy and community engagement between Council and the public it 

serves as we will point out as well. Having said that we acknowledge the improvements 

made in community engagement by the ORC over the last five years - but things can 

always be improved. We will provide feedback as well on Civil Defence and emergency 

management; climate change mitigation; and the proposed new ORC Chambers. 

Transport and Total Mobility 

In relation to the Wakatipu transport proposal, DPA Dunedin commends the ORC for 

including accessibility requirements as part of any future service specs for contractors. 

We believe that any bus services should be super low floor and wheelchair/mobility aid 

user friendly and should ensure that there is sufficient internal lighting and audio 

announcements for blind/vision impaired people and other users. There are a growing 

number of visitors and residents (including disabled people) living in the area and it would 

be great to see the service retain similar specs to those used in Dunedin. Planned routes 

should also acknowledge the equal importance of servicing both residential and tourist 

areas in the Queenstown/Lakes region. 

While not specifically covered in the document, DPA Dunedin fully commends the ORC 

for beginning the recent roll out of more modem, accessible buses in our city and for 

changes to the Total Mobility Scheme which will see new cards replacing the current 

paper voucher based system beginning in May 2017. However, the ORC still needs to 

strongly listen to the voices of bus users and communtties when setting future service 

routes and enforcing standards. DPA Dunedin does acknowledge, though, that the 

Council is now reviewing, thanks to the work of Bus Go Dunedin and public pressure, 

adverse service route changes which were made during the last two years. 
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DPA also hopes to be involved in work around the introduction of electronic ticketing as 

well to make sure that is accessible, inclusive and user friendly for all people. Similarly, 

DPA Dunedin hopes that fewer mistakes, if any, will be made in the roll out of Wakatipu 

bus services and that can best be achieved through listening to the voices of residents 

and service users. 

Civil Defence and emergency management 

DPA Dunedin commends the Otago Regional Council on its appointment of new regional 

Civil Defence personnel. We are still to meet with the new Civil Defence Regional 

Controller but we hope to do so when he is able to make time for us. 

DPA Dunedin is pleased to hear that a Public Information Manager is being appointed to 

support the work of the regional Civil Defence team as well and we support the Council's 

proposed spend on th is position. We note that the appointee's role will be to improve 

communication across all communities and that includes to disabled people both in terms 

of disaster preparedness and emergency situations. We would welcome the opportunity 

to meet the new appointee after they take up the role to discuss how to make civil defence 

information and emergency communications more accessible and inclusive for all people 

across the region - but we do acknowledge and support the purchase of screen reading 

technology for the CDEM website (see below). 

Climate change mitigation 

DPA Dunedin strongly commends the ORC on its climate change mitigation work based 

around flood prevention and coastal erosion caused by sea level rise. We are taking a 

particular interest (given we are part of the DCC-led South Dunedin Stakeholder Group) 

in the future of South Dunedin which has a high proportion of disabled and older people 

within its resident population. DPA Dunedin also commends the ORC for its engagement 

with the DCC on this issue in terms of developing a South Dunedin response plan. We 

hope that this response plan will include the voices of ordinary South Dunedin residents 

themselves who want a better, more resilient and sustainable future for their suburb going 

forward . 

Clean air 

DPA Dunedin acknowledges and commends the Council's assistance in providing 

financial assistance towards the installation of clean heating devices in areas of high 

smog activity. This is beneficial for the health of all people who reside in high smog areas, 
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especially during the Winter months. We would seek to ask, though, as to why this 

programme is not more widely publicised or is information only targeted at home 

owners/property owners in high smog areas? 

New ORC chambers 

DPA Dunedin supports the construction or purchase of new ORC chambers. We would 

prefer any new chambers to be based at a fully accessible, central and flat level site and 

the building should fully incorporate universal design principles. We look forward to 

participating in the special consultative process that will follow later this year/early next 

regarding this proposal. 

Accessible information - Democracy and Engagement 

DPA Dunedin is pleased to hear that Civil Defence and Emergency Management have 

recently purchased Speak Reader for their website. DPA Dunedin would like to ask 

whether the Regional Council has any similar plans to do so for its own website given 

that Speak Reader is currently used on the DCC website. Could some funding be set 

aside in the information technology budget for this to occur? 

DPA Dunedin would also ask that Council review its consultation processes to make them 

more fully inclusive and meaningful. While the ORC's processes have witnessed a good 

degree of improvement over the last 3-4 years, they could still do with further refinement 

to enable issues to be more extensively engaged with by the public and stakeholder 

groups before Council takes final decisions. 

As an example, while DPA understood the necessity for tight timeframes around the bus 

hub consultation (given that planning consents had to be applied for to meet construction 

targets) some people felt (according to media reports) not well informed about the 

process as a result. While DPA and other organisations were invited to be part of the 

process - which is something we welcomed - too tighter timeframes and holding 

consultations before Christmas/New Year should be avoided wherever and whenever 

possible. The DCC Annual Plan process for 2017 /18 serves as a very good model in that 

this year they used a consultation process where they engaged with more people than 

ever before to gain feedback after they opted not to hold formal hearings. As one 

example, the DCC held a very well attended public/stakeholder forum where up to 60 

people fed back on priorities and issues to both Councillors and staff. We would urge the 

ORC to fully follow their example if you want more public feedback and involvement in 
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consultation processes so as to obtain better value for the ratepayer dollars spent on this 

budget line. 

Sincerely 

Chris Ford 

Kaituitui 

DPA Dunedin and Districts 

Paula Waby 

President 

DPA Dunedin and Districts 

Gabrielle Panckhurst 

Committee Member 

DPA Dunedin and Districts 

Gary Williams 

National Operations Manager 

DPA New Zealand Inc 
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Submission to Otago Regional Council on Draft Annual Plan 2017 /18 

Sent by email: annualplan@orc.govt.nz 

Name: Ken Gillespie 

email: 

Phone: 

Organisation: Otago Water Resource Users Group 

Address: c/o Checketts McKay law, PO Box 41, Alexandra 9320 

I would like to speak with Council about my submission. 

Minimum flows and deemed water use permit replacement 

Do you support an accelerated programme to determine minimum flows? Yes 

794 

Would you like to make comments or provide feedback on any of the other proposed changes? Yes 

1.2 Water Q.uantity 

The Annual Plan, under the heading "Water Quantity" refers to only two performance targets: 

"Publish science work for setting minimum flows/environmental levels ... " and "Monitor compliance 

with set minimum flows/environmental levels." 

We suggest an additional performance target: 

"Work with water users to undertake water security and economic impact analysis." 

This work is fundamental to any robust minimum flow setting work, but is not mentioned anywhere 

in the proposed work programme. 

Currently, there is a lack of information about the impacts of proposed minimum flow options in the 

Manuherikia catchment. This information is crucial, both for informed democratic planning 

processes, and for Council to assess the issues it is required to consider as part of the Resource 

Management process. Members of the community need this information in order to understand the 

impacts of minimum flow proposals for themselves and their communities. 

In this way, it will be possible for those most directly affected, and their communities, to assess and 

provide informed feedback on what the proposals mean for them. 

The draft Annual Plan stated that "Council has identified the following community outcomes that it 

aims to achieve for the intermediate and long term future of Otago, and they are: 

• Sustainable development of the region's resources through the sharing of knowledge and 
information. 
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• Community participation in planning and managing the use and enhancement of Otago's 

resources. 

• The environmental, economic, social and cultural needs of Otago people are met." 

These outcomes can only be achieved on such a crucial issue as minimum flow setting if the water 

users who use and manage the resource, and who have invested extensively in efficient use 

infrastructure, are involved in the water security and intrinsically related economic impact 

assessments. 

Adequate resourcing is required for this. 

The Annual Plan states that the following assumption has been made: 

"Unless known, no appeals on plan changes will be provided for." 

If Council wishes to reduce the risk of appeals on minimum flow plan changes, then it will be 

essential to: 

(i) Provide adequate resourcing for high quality water security analysis and economic and social 

impact assessments; and 

(ii} Invite water users to participate in the process. 

Water users are able to contribute considerable knowledge and can collate and explain data, to 

ensure that the water security analysis, and the economic and social impact assessments it 

underpins, are robust. 

Water users should also be involved in setting the terms of reference for this work, to ensure that 

the outputs are sound, and meaningful to those most affected by the proposed changes. 

Without sound economic and social analysis, the risk of appeals will be far higher, as will the costs to 

Council and stakeholders. 

Existing Minimum Flows and the orderly transition 

The Consultation Document states that "we're proposing to accelerate our minimum flow setting 

programme to get all flows needed to inform replacing the permits set by 2019." 

We note that when Council set the existing minimum flows for the Manuherikia and elsewhere, it 

was with the stated intention of providing certainty for users so that they could transition to the 

new regime prior to 2021. This intention is reflected in Policy 6.6.3 and Methods 15.7.1 and 15.9.1 of 

the Water Plan. 

Several of these flow determinations, such as the Manuherikia minimum flow at Ophir, were subject 

to a careful balancing of water use and instream values by the Environment Court. 

Considerable land use and infrastructure changes and investment have been made on the basis of 

these minimum flow determinations over recent years. 
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It is therefore surpnsmg, and at odds with this approach, that Council is now proposing to 

significantly alter these flows. 

We submit that minimum flows which have already been set and determined by the Environment 

Court should not be changed. To revise them at the eleventh hour of deemed permits expiring is an 

unnecessary use of ratepayers' money, and completely undermines the certainty which these 

minimum flows were designed to provide. 

We therefore submit that section 1.2 Water Quantity include a statement that: 

"Council has already set some minimum flows in the Water Plan to provide for the orderly transition 

to the expiry of deemed permits in 2021. Some of these were determined by the Environment Court. 

Council will not expend resources on changing these minimum flows." 
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From: 
To: 
SUbject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Good afternoon, 

Elizabeth S9fil 
Annual Plan 
Annual Plan Submission 
Friday, 12 May 2017 4:31:12 p.m. 
;mageOOJ IP9 
Waitaki Irriaators C.Ollectjve Submission Ann Piao 17-18,do~ 
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Please find attached a Submission from the Waitaki lrrigators Collective Limited in relation to the 

2017-18 Annual Plan. 

Representatives of the Collective wish to present this Submission to the Council in person. 

Kind regards, 

Elizabeth Soal 

Elizabeth Soal 

Policy Manager 

WAITAKI IRRIGATORS COLLECTIVE LTD 

Level 1, 72 Thames Street, Oamaru 9400 I PO Box 159, Oamaru 94441 New Zealand 
www waitakiirrigators.co.nz 
This email is intended only for the person to which it is addressed and may contain confidential or legally privileged material. Any 

dissemination or other use ofor taking of any action in reliance upon the content of this email by persons other than the intended 

recipient is prohibited. If you received this in error, please contact the sender and delete the email from any computer. Opinions 

and other information in this email that do not relate to the business of my employer are not given nor endorsed by it. Unencrypted 

email is not secure and may not be authentic. If you have any doubts as to the contents please telephone to confirm. Waitaki 

lrrigators Collective ltd and its related entities accept no responsibility for changes made to this email or its attachments after 

transmission from Waitaki lrrigators Collective Ltd and Its related entities and do not guarantee that this email or attachments are 
virus or error free. 
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Representative: 

Organisation Name: 

Address: 

Telephone: 

Email: 

Signature: ~ 
Li 

Waitaki lrrigators Collective Ltd submission 

Waitaki lrrigators 
Collective Limited 

Submission to the 
Otago Regional 

Council 

2017 /18 Annual Plan 

Elizabeth Soal. Policy Manager 

Waitaki lrrigators Collective Limited 

PO Box 159. Oamaru. 9444 

Date: 12 May 2017 
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About the Waitaki lrrigators Collective 

The Waitaki lrrigators Collective Limited (WIC) is a company whose shareholders are 
five irrigation schemes and a society of individual irrigators that take water from Lake 
WaitakL the Waitaki River {or its tributaries or connected groundwater) and use that 
water to irrigate land downstream of the Waitaki Dam, on both the north and south 
sides of the Lower Waitaki River. 

WIC was formed in 2010 as a response to a number of shored issues which the 
schemes were facing at the time. In mid-2011, WIC expanded to include the 
incorporated society of independent farmer-irrigators. 

WIC represents over 580 irrigators, with an irrigated area of approximately 80,000 
hectares across North Otago and South Canterbury. The irrigators within the 
Collective contribute approximately $550 million per annum in gross income to the 
local and national economies. and represent a capital value of land (with 
infrastructure) in excess of $2.5 billion. 

The overarching goal of WIC is to ensure the ongoing surety of water for its members. 
There are various dimensions to water surety, including surety of supply. reliability of 
supply, resource consent conditions relating to water take and usage, and 
community support for irrigation. WIC seeks to gain surety of supply within an 
approach which recognises the need for continuous improvement and 
environmental protection. 

The shareholders of WIC are: 

• the Kurow-Duntroon Irrigation Company Limited; 
• the North Otago Irrigation Company Limited (NOIC): 
• the Morven. Glenavy, lkawai Irrigation Company Limited: 
• the Maerewhenua District Water Resource Company Limited; 
• the Lower Waitaki Irrigation Company Limited {LWIC); and 
• the Waitaki Independent lrrigators Incorporated (including the Hako Volley 

Irrigation Company Limited). 

These schemes and individuals use irrigation water for production across the primary 
sector, including the agriculture. horticulture. dairying and viticulture industries. 
Some of the schemes also provide water to other industries, town supplies and sports 
clubs. WIC represents a large number of farmers. farming companies and irrigators 
who create significant wealth for their communities, well beyond the farm gate. 

The vast majority of irrigators within WIC have water toke consents within the 
Environment Canterbury region. However. LWIC and NOIC use their water within the 
Otago Region, and therefore are subject to Otago Regional Council land and water 
use planning and regulations. 

Waitaki lrrigators Collective Ltd submission 
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Narrative submission 

The proposed Rural Water Quality Risk-Assessment Programme 

WIC acknowledges the pro-active position of the Council in relation to the setting of 
water quality limits and associated rules through Change 6A to the Water Plan for 
Otago. There has been ongoing dialogue and engagement by the Council with the 
primary sector through the environmental extension group it facilitates, of which WIC 
and NOIC are members. 

Our members LWIC and NOIC have also been working alongside the council in 
relation to the focused work programmes investigating water quality in both the 
Waitaki Plains aquifer and the Waiareka/Kakanui catchment. 

However, the sector (and other stakeholders) has been requesting the Council 
actively turn its attention to implementation issues relating to consenting, 
compliance, monitoring, and enforcement that have arisen due to the Water Plan 
changes. These requests began during the Pion Change 6A Environment Court 
mediation process. The Council had assured parties to the proceedings that it 
would establish both an implementation group involving a cross-section of interests 
and an implementation protocol. 

Although we are still yet to see these, the primary sector groups are generally 
heartened that the Council is turning its mind towards implementation. 

Specifically, the Council is proposing the development of a Rural Water Quality Risk
Assessment Programme which seeks to: increase landholders· understanding of what 
they need to do under the Water Plan: what risks might be present on their property; 
how to take steps to improve water quality: and 'monitor progress towards [the] 
goal' of landholders meeting the permitted activity rule discharge thresholds. 

We support the Council actively planning for the implementation of the new water 
quality rules, is committing resources to assisting landholders to reduce negative 
environmental effects, and wishes to actively engage with the community. WIC is 
also supportive of the Council developing a consenting pathway work-stream for 
those who cannot yet meet, or might not be able to meet, permitted activity 
thresholds. 

However, we do have some concerns around the framing and proposed delivery of 
the Risk Assessment Programme, which we wish to bring to the attention of the 
Council. WIC submits that some changes to the Programme's design and structure 
will result in better outcomes for farmers and for the environment, as well as 
providing a more joined-up approach to addressing risks by the Council and primary 
sector working together. 

WIC's concerns 

The Council's proposed approach to undertaking environmental risk assessments is 
somewhat "scattergun" and may not result in significant improvements in water 

Waitakl I rrlgators Collective ltd submission 
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quality where it is most needed. As we understand the proposal, farmers from 
anywhere across the region can volunteer to have an assessment undertaken. This 
could mean that only one, or a handful, or even no farmers in certain areas or 
catchments might volunteer to participate. 

The Programme is also based on one-off visits, where the farm will be visited. the 
assessment undertaken and then a report and grade provided to the farmer. In 
other words. with little to no follow-up. There is a real risk here, then, tl1at the 
resources put into the assessment will be somewhat wasted if there is no further 
engagement to determine whether actions have been taken to address the 
identified risks. or if no practical advice is provided to improve environmental 
outcomes. or actions undertaken to ensure compliance with the rules. 

The consultation document states that the environmental risk assessments will assist 
the Council in monitoring progress to reaching water quality goals. However, it is 
unclear how this will occur. The proposed Programme is based around one-off site 
visits assessing risks - there is no clear link befween the Programme and the Council's 
water quality monitoring and catchment study programmes. 

Council staff have repeatedly advised that they do not consider it their role to 
provide advice to landholders on actions they could take to ensure compliance 
with permitted activity thresholds. Instead, the Council considers that this advice 
should be provided by external industry advisors. Whilst we agree that there is a role 
for external advice and support, we do not think that the Council should absolve 
itself of this role. By way of comparison. the police provide advice to the public on 
how to avoid breaking the law, not just on the content of the law. The Council has 
itself been unable to articulate what its own approach will be in addressing or 
responding to (for example, singular) breaches of limits, so it is therefore very difficult 
for industry bodies to be able to provide advice on such matters. 

We feel that the Programme will be inherently constrained if there is a lack of trust 
between landholders and the Council staff undertaking the assessments. Effective 
trusting relationships take time to develop, and will not happen through a one-time 
farm visit. Farmers are much more likely to participate effectively with, and accept 
advice from, someone they know and trust - a person the Council is expecting the 
farmer to voluntarily invite onto his or her property and into their home. 

WIC is also concerned about the proposal to provide a subject grading to each 
farm assessed. Although this is designed (presumably) to be an easy-to-understand 
and simple method to convey information around risk to the farmer, the grade itself 
does not have a purpose. In contrast, an audit grade given to a farm in relation to 
meeting objectives under a farm environment plan affects the timing of the next 
audit. For example. a farmer receiving a low grade in the risk assessment !with little 
follow-up) could be put off undertaking improvements to improve the grade, as the 
issues may seem too overwhelming or complex to easily and affordably address. 

Due to the framing of the Water Plan rules, there are farms that will not be captured 
by the Schedule 16 discharge rules, as they do not have measurable discharges. It 
is, as yet, unclear how the risk assessments will meet their needs, or the needs of 

Waltakl ltrigators Collective Ltd submission 
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those who may not be meeting the leaching thresholds modelled by OVERSEER. This 
is particularly so given that complex responses, which will require significant 
investment. will be required over time to meet the permitted activity leaching 
thresholds. 

In relation to the proposed year.Jong catchment water quality studies, WIC would 
question whether one year is a long enough time period? It is submitted that it may 
be ore effective to study fewer catchments but for a longer time period for each 
(e.g. two years). If a catchment is only studied for one year, the data collected may 
be of limited use or value if that year is climatically or even economically 
exceptional. 

WIC understands that the staff undertaking the assessments will be split between the 
community liaison and compliance teams. We do not think that this will be effective 
or efficient. The split would seem to make a 'team approach' more difficult and 
may undermine the trust needed to make such a programme effective. We are 
also concerned that newly hired staff giving a one-off assessment on complex 
farming and environmental systems will do little to improve both farmer 
understanding and environmental outcomes. 

We are also concerned a t the level of proposed rates increase required to fund the 
programme. There are less staff now "on the ground" supporting farmers than the 
Council used to have. WIC questions why a rates increase is needed to fill roles that 
once already existed under much tower rates? 

A modified proposal 

WIC submits that the Council considers modifying the proposed Rural Water Quality 
Risk-Assessment Programme to better align it with the catchment studies the Council 
is undertaking. We consider that our suggested improvements would address the 
concerns we have set out above, whilst retaining the core focus of the programme -
which is assessing and improving the effects of the activities on the environment. 

We recommend that the Council takes the proposed resources and focuses them to 
undertake more intensive assessment. extension, outreach and education in specific 
catchments where water quality outcomes are not being met. This will ensure there 
is a focus on specific environmental effects. We know that. in general, water quality 
in Otago is good and there are only a few 'hot spots.' We think that targeting 
resources at those hot spot catchments is a better investment which will result in 
better outcomes than undertaking one-off assessments at random across the region. 

Rather than undertaking one-off assessments. WIC considers that the assessment 
should instead be one step in an ongoing change process owned by the Council. 
This way, on-farm changes can be monitored over time and linked to changes in 
water quality. While it is the community's job to meet the limits, the Council should 
take responsibility for helping to achieve them. 

We suggest that the Council staff undertaking the assessments and ongoing 
extension work should not be warranted, and should work to develop long-term 
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relationships with the farming community in the focus catchments. The extension 
work can be undertaken together with the relevant industry body or group for that 
farm or catchment. and this means that (for example) the assessment process can 
be aligned with farm environment plans. sustainable dairying programmes, or land 
and environment plans. 

This approach is underway and working well in the Dairy Working Groups in North 
and South Otago whereby environmental concerns for particular properties are 
discussed. Industry partners agree to address these concerns based on which 
industry group can help the farmer achieve the best outcome for the environment. 

WIC therefore supports in part the proposed Risk Assessment Programme. but 
requests the proposal be amended to address our concerns. 

Lower Waitakt Rtver Control Scheme 

The hydrological functioning of the Lower Waitaki River is of critical importance to 
irrigation schemes within WIC, as well as their farmers shareholders. Braided rivers. by 
their very nature, shift and change course over time. The Lower Waitaki River. 
however, is unique among the east coast rivers of the South Island, as its flow is 
entirely controlled by the upstream hydro-generators. 

Although this can reduce the frequency of very high and low flow events (which 
provides positive outcomes in terms of in-stream flows and reliability of supply for 
irrigation and industrial and domestic water supplies}, it can also cause unnaturally 
stabilised flows over periods of time. Severe bank erosion can occur over periods of 
sustained medium-to-high flows. Artificially stable flows can also result in pest 
vegetation becoming well-established on river islands, causing the islands to fix in 
place. This in turn can push the river channels outwards, resulting in further erosion 
and land instability. 

It is therefore appropriate that Meridian Energy continues to fund a substantial 
portion of the river management scheme. It is also critically important that the River 
Management Scheme continues to be funded to a sufficient level to ensure that the 
benefits (of both the River itself and the Management Scheme specifically) can 
continue to be enjoyed by the whole community. 

WIC acknowledges that the Council has undertaken a review which confirms that 
the benefits of the River Management Scheme accrue to the wider community, and 
not just adjacent landholders. It is therefore appropriate that a contribution for 
Otago's portion of the Scheme comes from the general rate (as is proposed). and 
not only the targeted landholder rate (as is currently the case). 

WIC therefore supports a change to the current rating split for the Lower Waitaki 
River Management Scheme, so that it is part-funded through the general rate, in 
recognition of the wider community benefits of the Scheme. 

Waitaki lrrigators Collective Ltd submission 
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Trade Competition 

Pursuant to Schedule 1 of the Resource Management Act 1991. a person who could 
gain an advantage in trade competition through the submission may make a 
submission only if directly affected by an effect of the proposed policy statement or 
plan that: 

a) adversely affects the environment; and 

b) does not relate to trade competition or 1he effects of trade competition. 

WIC could not gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission. 

Appearance before the Council 

WIC would like to present its submission to the Council in person. 

Waitaki lrrigators Collective Ltd submission 
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From: 
To: 
Subjea: 
Dat.e: 

hessel van wieren 
Gemma Wilson: Annual Plan 
Re: Draft Annual Plan 2017/18 - hessel van wleren 
Friday, 12 May 2017 4:44:09 p.m. 

[iJ Draft Annual Plan 2017/18 

Name 

E-mail 

Address 

I would like to speak with 
Council about my 
submission ( week starting 
22May) 

If yes, please provide a 
contact number 

How do you think we 
should structure the rates 
for civil defence and 
emergency management? 

Any conunents? 

Do you support our water 
quality environmental 
risk-assessment 

hessel van wieren 

Yes 

Option 1: Uniform targeted rate ($25.89 per 
property). Everyone in Otago pays the same 
amount - regardless of the value of their 
property. 

My observation is that in light of the disasters 
in NZ over the last 10 years more 
communication and awareness needs to 
provided to the general population. Especially 
in regards to CD centres and assembly points 
I believe the CRC and CODC need to actively 
communicate the details of what facilities and 
support are at the the Civil 1Defence Centres . 
An example of my concern was when the 
Comunity Response Plan boolklet came out. 
Several members of the leadership of the 
Presbyterian Church did not Know the church 
was a CD centre. 
As of to date what steps are being taken to 
support these centres with supplies or access to 
such things as Generators, Provision of Roof 
water Tanks with water purification 
systems,emergency bedding , heating, food 
plus storage etc. 

ORC and CODC need to get out here with 
well highlighted meetings , as i bet most 
people have shelved their booklets and not 
read them. 

No 
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progranune? 

Do you support a risk
based approach to dairy 
farm inspections for 
compliance monitoring? 

Any comments? 

Do you support an 
accelerated programme to 
determine minimum 
flows? 

Do you support funding 
the deemed water use 
permit transition work for 
the Water Management 
Reserve? 

Any comments? 

No 

I cant suppo1t the progamme in general 
because all that has happened is that the Govt 
has allowed a problem to develope with land 
use and in addition to the multi national 
investment pressures ,it will bow down to 
putting a price on Water. The commissioner 
for the Environment plus others already have 
voiced their preference for this. Their 
ignorance in this is that the premise used is 
Water is free. IT is NOT free as its of no value 
unless you can CAPTURE it and 
RETICLULATE it. All of which are not not 
free but can be VERY costly. Even the old 
Gold mining race water systems are costl;y to 
maintain. Which also makes makes residual 
flows in some streams a joke when a very dry 
summer, can see some dry up completely. 
Putting a price water is where i see this is all 
going with the use of OPS Water metre remote 
monitoring, and with the massive extra cost 
imposed on the whole of the economic 
infrastructure, is setting us up for perfect 
storm.!!! 

No 

No 

My advice is to go back to Govt and start 
again. As i previous intimated this whole 
scenario is not about water but Land Use 
intensification. 
Over allocation of water would not happen if 
we had a regime of identifying Land Use 
maximums, and using technology to identify 
these areas and provide potential rural 
businesses wth what is not and what is 
possible with what are limited resourses. 
LAND and WATER are are a limited 
sustainable resource. 
SO land is the starting point. There is plenty of 
history arowid the Globe to show what 
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Do you support the 
increased subsidy of 
public transport in the 
W akatipu Basin? 

Do you support extending 
the W akatipu targeted 
rating area for public 
transport to include Jack's 
Point? 

Any conunents? 

happens when intensification is not controlled, 
and it has already been shown its a fallacy the 
Markets will work this out. 

This Govt has allowed massive immigration, 
massive Bank lending pushing up all land 
values.promoted increasing overseas ( minimal 
if not zero taxable) investment, Deforestation 
due to the dubious carbon market etc. All this 
is placing pressure on our natural resources 
and infrastructure and now we are on an over 
10 year overdue catchup, with a Govt agenda 
of market led ideology , but in a desparate 
election year it has provided a small bribe to 
Regional and District Councils 

My view is, you as Regional Councils have 
been dupped with policies that are ill 
conceived and are ambulance at the bottom of 
the cliff solutions. 

An extra comment in regard to the water 
pennit renewals is the issue of imposed better 
but MORE COSTLY efficient use of water 
and the pressure to more intensify the landuse, 
seems to be another unforseen implication. 

\ 

No 

No 

I dont support these piece meal minor 
solutions to the massive problem in 
Queenstown. 
1bis again is QLDC s own making with 
allowing development to outpace its long term 
infrastructure planning. 
The only options are to look to create other 
transport corridors ie Fast Ferry service from 
Airport end of lake into Queenstown wharf, 
and or Light Rail from Frankton into 
Queenstown ( either on pylons on Frankton Rd 
or along the edge of the lake 
In addition the road via Arrowtown to gorge 
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When do you think we 
should open a new office 
in Queenstown? 

Any comments? 

Lake snow increased 
workplan 

Lake restoration scoping 
work 

Wallaby control 

Climate change adaption 
(Clutha delta) 

Do you support the 
change to our 
Significance and 
Engagement policy for 
strategic assets? 

road could be developed further by passing 
arrowtown and a new bridge built over the 
shot over. 

These are all expensive but there are 
alternative Funding solutions using Reserve 
Bank Credit at nil interest, just like in 1930s 
under Savage the State housing estate was 
built~ This perfectly feasible and was 
advocate.cl last year by 35 Economists around 
the World to the UK govt. ( i am able to 
provide much more detail if interested) 

Option 1 : Establish an office in Queenstown in 
the 2017/2018 year 

I am not sure but as in all these issues the cost 
get passed on one way or another, as the 
farmers need to recoup their irrigation costs in 
their product prices. 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

You can edi11hjs suhmi, ~ion and view alj your submissions easily. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Christopher Gir1ina 
Gemma Wilson; Annual Plan 
Re: Draft Annual Plan 2017/18 - autstopher Girling 
Friday, 12 May 2017 4:52:35 p.m. 

797 

fif Draft An.oual Plan 2017/18 

Name 

E-mail 

Address 

I would like to speak with 
Council about my 
submission (week starting 
22 May) 

How do you think we 
should structure the rates 
for civil defence and 
emergency management? 

Do you support our water 
quality environmental 
risk-assessment 
programme? 

Do you support a risk
based approach to dairy 
fann inspections for 
compliance monitoring? 

Do you support an 
accelerated programme to 
determine minimum 
flows? 

Do you support the 
increased subsidy of 
public transport in the 
Wakatipu Basin? 

Do you support extending 
the Wakatipu targeted 
rating area for public 
transport to include Jack's 
Point? 

Any comments? 

When do you think we 
should open a new office 

Clnistopher Girling 

No 

Option 1: Unifonn targeted rate ($25.89 per 
property). Eve1yone in Otago pays the same 
amount - regardless of the value of their 
property. 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

No 

I cannot understand why the Otago Regional 
Council has an involvement in public bus 
services. It would make so much more sense to 
pass that responsibility to local councils. 

Option 2: Delay proposal until the next Long 
Term Plan process (2018/2019) 
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in Queenstown? 

Lake snow increased 
workplan 

Lake restoration scoping 
work 

Wallaby control 

Climate change adaption 
(Clutha delta) 

Do you support the 
change to our 
Significance and 
Engagement policy for 
strategic assets? 

Would you like to make 
comments or provide 
feedback on any of the 
other proposed changes? 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Having regard for previous debate about the 
location of a new Headquarters, it is timely to 
remind those who make this decision that the 
ORC is a senrice organization that does not 
need a high profile building in any expensive 
part of town. The ORC needs to focus on a 
head office that is functional and relevant to its 
role and not to want to occupy a valuable bit 
of real estate in the centre of Dunedin that 
could be put to better use. 

You can edit this suhmjssjon and view all your suhmi$sions easily. 
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Your 
feedbacl< 
please ... 

Tell us whether you support the proposed '--=fi fS' 
changes to our work programme for 2017/2018. 
Use this form to share your feedback or ~bmit online at i-==~~-----, 
www.orc.govt.nz/annualplan OTAGO REGIONAL COUNCIL . 
You can also write or email your submission to: RECEIVED DUNEDIN 

Submissions close 12 May. 

Otago Regional Council 
Freepost 497 

annual.plan@orc.g vt.nz T 2 MAY 2017 
Private Bag 195'1 
Dunedin 9054 

ALE No ............................. .,"" 
DIA TO ..................................... . 

Name 

Email 

Organlsalion 
(if applicable} 

Addres~ 

I would like to speak with Oooncil about my submission: Yes No 
This WWd be In Ille week sl~ 22 MBy. 

If yes, please prOJlde a contact phone number 

How do you think we should structure the rates for clvll 
defe'ls:e and emergency management? 

,v''option 1: Uniform targeted rate ($25.89 par property). 
Everyone in Otago pays 1he same amount - ,egardless of 
the value of their property. 

Option 2: 50% uniform targeted rate and 50% general 
rate. Helf of the cost Is in general rates, and half is an equal 
amount paid by everyone. 

Rural water quality 

Do you support our water quality environmental risk-assessment 
programme? Yes No 

Do you support a risk-based approach to dairy farm Inspections 
for compiance monitoring? Yes No 

Minimum flows and deemed water use permit replacement 

Do you support an accelerated programme to ~erminE'I 
minimum flows'? v Yes No 

Do you support funding the deemed water use permit transition 
work from tne 'Nater Management Reserve? 

Yes No 

Public tTan$porl in the Wakatlpu Basin 

Do you support the increased subsidy of public transport il))he 
Wakatipu Basin? Yes VNo 

Do you support extending the Wakatipu targeted rating amyor 
public, transport to include Jacks Point? Yes ,/ No 

When do you think we should open a new office in 
Queenstown? 

vbption 1: Establish an office in Qu~town In the 2017/2018 
year 

Option 2: Delay proposal until the next Long Term Plan 
process (2018/2019) 

How should we structure the rates for the Lower Waitaki 
River scheme? 

/oPtion 1: Chenge the way the scheme is paid for, so that 10% 
of the scheme's costs are paid for as part of general rates, and 
90% by the Lower Waitakl River scheme targeted rate 

Option 2: Leave all costs as 100% Lower Waitaki River 
sd"leme targeted rate (slatus qu::.) 

Do you support the following activities? 

Lake snow increased workplan Yes 

Lake restoration scoping work 

Wallaby control 

Yes • No 

Yes~ 

Climate change adaption (Clutha delta) Yes 

Do you support the change to our Significance and 
Engagement policy for strategic assets? 

Yes 

No 

No 

Would you like to make comments or provide feedback on any of the other proposed changes? 
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want to refer to 1he full draft Annual Plan tor additional context when you're considering your submission? 
You'll find it at www.orc.gov!,nl".lannvaJplan. H.,9!3j.coples available on request from our Dunedin and AJexandrs affic~contact details below) 
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~ Freephone 0800 474 082 
(8am to 5pm, Monday to Friday) 
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SUBMISSION TO OTAGO REGIONAL COUNCIL ON THE LONG TERM PLAN 2017 

12th May 2017 

To Otago Regional Council annual.plan@orc.govt.nz 

From Craig Simpson 

NZ landcare Trust 

Contact 

I would like to speak to this submission in person 

SUBMISSION 

Rural Water Quality Risk Assessment Programme 

I support the initiative and think it is a positive step to enhancing our water resources. 

However, I would like to make the following suggestions for amendment of the 

Environmental Risk Assessment (ERA) programme: 

• Having a voluntary ERA is unlikely to get uptake from land owners, there needs to be 

some sort of impetus e.g. financial, that will encourage a higher degree of uptake. 

• There is little clarity around how the proposed ERA will operate and the degree of 
follow-up support offered. 

• There is little information about how data will be gathered, and what will happen to 
that data. 

Alternative suggestion: 

• Continue with ERAs as a desktop exercise, with various tares of risk, and inform 

landowners of the outcome of their land use. Do this by charging a fee, or 

alternatively rates relief i.e. make it compelling to landowners to reduce their 

environmental risk. Risk to be measured on various attributes including soil type, 

area farmed etc. which is consistent throughout the Region. Monetary relief or 
additional charge to be based on: 

o Whether landowners have joined a catchment group. 

o Whether landowners have developed a farm environment plan. 
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o Whether landowners have done water quality testing. 

This will encourage landowners to join catchment groups, develop FEPs, and 

undertake water testing. 

• This would encourage farmers to use current industry tools e.g. SMPs, and LEPs, 

rather than replicating those already in place, which is a risk with the current 

proposal. 

• Part of the proposed rates increase could therefore go towards supporting 

catchment groups, and the increase may not need to be so high. 

• Follow-up to the ERAs to be undertaken by ORC in conjunction with industry bodies 

and catchment groups. 
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From: 
To: 
Svbject: 

.B...l:lll.re 
Annual Plan 
Fwd: Draft annual plan. 800 

Date: Friday, 12 May 2017 6:59:05 p.m. 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin fotwarded message: 

From: R Hore <rrhore@xtra.co.nz> 
Date: 12 May 2017 at 1 :00:34 PM NZST 
To: annualplan@orc.govt.nz 
Subject: Draft annual plan. 

Ralph Hore Organisation: Blackstone Hill Ltd 
Email. 
Phone 

Manuhetikia water catchment. 
We support an accelerated programme to determine minimum flows. 
Also, 
OT AGO REGIONAL COUNCIL and the Manuherikia catchment WATER 
USERS work TOGETHER to establish minimum flows. 
Part of this work - undertake a water security and economic analysis. 

And there is also; 
The need to understand the significance of the 820 LPS Environment Court 
minimum flow ruling at Ophir. 
Since notification of the Deemed Permits expiry and the then following Ophir 
Envirorunent Court ruling, decisions around all Manuherikia catchment water 
use have been made. 
The perm.it expiry and the environment court ruling are the cornerstones of 
water use in the Manuherikia catchment. 
The Ophir court ruling is pa1t of the transition of deemed permit expiry in 
2021. 
The two are permanently linked. 
To consider any idea that the Ophir minimum flow should change is wrong. 

Sent from my iPad 
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Including all people 

TE HUNGA HAU.l MAURI MO NGA TANGATA KATOA 

d.ccsb·t· . ,sa , 1ty act1on1 
Including all people 

TE HUNGA HAUA AURI MO NGA TANGATA KATOA 

CCS Disability Action 

Submission 

Otago Regional Council 

Annual Plan 2017 - 2018 

I TEL 03 477 4117 0800 227 2255 514 Great King Street 
Dunedin 9016 FAX 03 477 4397 www.ccsOisabilityAction.org.nz 

P0Box6174 
Dunedin North 9059 1209 



di~'ibility action 
Including all people 

TE HUNGA HAUl MAORI MO NGA TlNGATA KATOA 

Introduction 

CCS Disability Action supports around 3,500 disabled people across New Zealand 

and has been operating for over 80 years. We have a good knowledge of the lived 

experience of disability. This along with the advocacy and research that we carry out 

puts CCS Disability Action in an excellent position to work with Local Authorities to 

improve access across New Zealand. 

We fully support the $2 bus fare proposal for the Wakatipu Basin and believe that the 

whole community will benefit from cheaper public transport. However to ensure that 

the greatest benefit is gained from improvements to public transport it is important that 

the Council works closely with the Queenstown Lakes District Council to ensure that 

the associated infrastructure (bus stops, footpaths etc.) are accessible. A fully 

accessible public transport system could be used by some of the current Mobility Taxi 

users who are excluded from using the buses due to poor access. Failure to do this 

will mean that a significant and growing section of the community will be excluded from 

using public transport and making a contribution to the community. We also support 

the provision of public transport service to Jacks Point. 

514 Great King Street 
Dunedin 9016 

POBox6174 
Dunedin North 9059 

TEL 03 477 4117 

FAX 03 477 4397 

0800 227 225S 

www.ccsDisabilityAction.org.nz 
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TE HUNGA HAUA MAURI Mli NGA TANGATA KATOA 

There is already a considerable demand for accessible transport in Queenstown and 

the demand will increase. 

• The 2013 New Zealand Disability Survey showed 26% of the Otago Population has a 

disabilityicompared with 24% of New Zealand's Population. 

• As the population ages the demand for accessible services and transport will increase, 

disability increases with age, 59%; of the New Zealand Population over the age of 65 has 

a disability. In addition to this Statistics New Zealand;; predicts that the largest growth in 

the 65+ age group will occur between now and the early 2030's as the baby boomers enter 

this age group. 

• Additionally, it is likely that people over retirement age may wish to remain in the workforce. 

The national workforce participation ratem for people over the age of 65 has grown from 

25,000 or more in the late 1980's to an estimated 150,000 or more in 2015. 

• The increased local demand for accessible transport will be compounded by both national 

and international tourists with access needs. Many tourists with access needs are baby 

boomers and have the resources and time to travel. Disabled tourists contribution to the 

Australian Tourism GDP ranged between 11% and 18% of total tourism market in 

2003/2004 iv. 

OTAGO 514 Great King Street 
Dunedin 9016 

POBox6174 
Dunedin North 9059 

TEL 03 477 4117 

FAX 03 477 4397 

0800 227 2255 

www.ccsDisabilityAction.org.nz 
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• In our submission on the Councils 2015 - 2025 long term plan we reported that a Total 

Mobility Taxi was the only method of transport for many disabled people living the 

Wakatipu Basin and that the cost was prohibitive. Currently a return journey form 

Central Arrowtown to the shopping centre in Frankton using a Mobility Taxi is around 

$105.00 {this includes the deduction of the Total Mobility subsidy) and the return bus 

fare from Arrowtown to Frankton is around $15.00. The current price of travel is a 

significant barrier to many people travelling within their own community. This means 

that they have to carefully budget and reserve travel funds for essential travel only e.g. 

trips to the doctor and that the cost of using public transport for recreational travel is 

prohibitive. 

• The price difference between current cost of public transport and the proposed $2 fare 

will allow low income earners and disabled people some choices re moving around the 

community. For example peop!e travelling from Arrowtown to the Frankton shopping 

area by bus will save approximately $26.00 per trip and a Mobility Taxi User making 

the same journey will save approximately ($103.00). 

• This will not mean a great increase in income, but will open a new world for many 

people who will be able to move around the community, seek employment as they can 

afford to travel to work and seek medical attention when required - not when they can 

afford the cost of transport, particularly Mobility Taxi users. 

• The reduced use of Mobility Taxis would result in a decreased subsidy cost for the 

Otago Regional Council and reduce the demand on the single Mobility Taxi in the Area. 

This may mean that people whose only mode of transport is a Mobility Taxi will be able 

to use the Mobility Taxis at a time convenient to them, not what it may be available. 

514 Great King Street 
Dunedin9016 

PO Box 6174 
Dunedin North 9059 

TEL 03 477 4117 

FAX 03 477 4397 

0800 227 2255 

www.ccsDisabil ityAction.org.nz 
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Submissions 

The community and the council will gain the greatest benefit from improved transport if it 

ensures that as many people as possible are able to use public transport. To achieve this 

council needs to consult with the community, access professionals and systematically 

measure access in the area. To achieve this we recommend that the council -

1. Consult with the disabled community and access professionals to ensure that 

accurate information regarding access requirements is gathered. 

As access needs vary, many Council's find that forming a Disability Advisory Group an 

informative and inexpensive way to gather information about local access concerns. 

When this information is used in conjunction with advice from access professionals 

e.g. transport engineers or access advisors with expert access knowledge, access can 

be improved and expensive mistakes and retrofitting can be avoided. We have 

anecdotal reports of people not being able to use accessible buses in Queenstown 

because they cannot make their way to the bus stop due to inaccessible footpaths or 

are unable to board buses (even kneeling buses) because the infrastructure creates 

access problems. 

Systematically measure access needs. In response to the lack of information and 

tools for Councils to use to identify access requirements and plan improvements. CCS 

Disability Action in cooperation with transport professionals and disabled people has 

developed tools which Councils have successfully used to identify access needs and 

develop an achievable access improvement plan. These are outlined on the following 

page .. 

S 14 Great King Street 
Dunedin 9016 

PO Box 6174 
Dunedin North 9059 

TEL 03 477 4117 

FAX 03 477 4397 

0800 227 2255 

www.ccsDisabilityAction.org.nz 
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a) Technical street audits. These audits are done by professionals with special 

technical knowledge and skills and can be used to identify the areas where access 

is poor. We recommend that the Council commit a small percentage of its annual 

maintenance budget to conducting street audits and using the information gained 

to plan access improvements as part of its regular maintenance schedule. Some 

Council's in the North Island have used this process successfully. 

b) Pedestrian street audits. This involves counting users of visible mobility aides as 

a subset of the population. This indicator set is easily identifiable and are present 

in small numbers where poor access creates a barrier to moving around the 

community. This process was used in Hamiltonv to measure pedestrian traffic 

before and after an infrastructure up grade at an intersection. This study showed 

an increase in formal crossing use following the improvements. with an increase in 

all people crossing from 41% to 51% and an 88% increase in visible mobility aide 

users. 

· OTAGO 514 Great King Street 
Dunedin 9016 

P0Box6l74 
Dunedin North 9059 

TEL 03 477 4117 

FAX 03 477 4397 

0800 227 2255 

www.ccsDisabilityAction.org.nz 
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Conclusion 

By consulting with the disabled community, access professionals and systematically 

measuring access in cooperation with the Queenstown Lakes District Council, both 

councils will be able to identify the key areas where access can be improved and meet 

the increasing demand for accessible public transport in the Wakatipu Basin. 

Improving access makes sound economic sense, and the demand for accessible 

facilities is steadily increasing. It is acknowledged that this is a long-term process that 

requires a financial investment. However the consequences of poor access will only 

be compounded in the future if action is not taken. 

We would like to speak to our submission 

Contact 

Mary O'Brien 

Moving Around Communities Coordinator 

CCS Disability Action Southern Region 

PO Box 6174 Dunedin 

03)4796895 

OTAGO ' 514 Great King Street 
Dunedin 9016 

PO Box 6174 
Dunedin North 9059 

TEL 03 477 4117 

FAX 03 477 4397 

0800 227 2255 

www.ccsDisabilityAction.org.nz 
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Your 
feedback 
please ... 
Submissions dose 12 May. 

Otago Regional Council 
Freepost 497 
Private Bag 1954 
Dunedin 0054 

Name 

Email 

Organisation 
(lt eppllcable) 

Address 

I would Ilka to speak with Councff about my submission: Yes ( No 
This would be rn tJw week ....,inQ 22 Ms(. 

If yes, please provide a contact phone number 

How <fo you think we should structure the rates for ci¥il 
defence and emergency management? 

(' Option 1 : Uniform targeted rate ($25.89 per property). 
Eveiyone in Otego pays the same amount - regardless of 
the value of their property. 

Option 2· 50% uniform targeted rate and 50% general 
rate. Half of the cost is in general rates, and half is an equal 
amount paid by everyone. 

Rural water quality 

Do you support our water quality enVlronmental risk-asSEISSment 
programme? Yes / No 

Do you support a cisk·based approach to dairy farm inspections 
1or compfiance monitoring? Yes / No 

Minimum flows and deemed water use pennlt replacement 

Do you support an accelerated programme to determine 
mlnirrum l\ows? Yes / No 

Do you support funding the deemed water use permit transition 
work from the water Management Aa&ef\/e? 

Yes / No 

PubJic transport in the Wakatipu Basin 

Do you support the Increased subsidy of public transport in the 
Wakatipu Basin? Yes v' No 

Do you support extending the Wekatipu targeted ratng area tor 
pubic transport to include Jacl<'s Point? v Yes No 

When do you think we should open a new office in 
Queenstown? 

Option 1 : Establish an office in Queenstown in the 2017 /2018 
year 

v' Option 2: Delay proposal until the next Long Term Plan 
process (2018/2019) 

How should we structure the rates for the Lower Wsitaki 
River scheme? 

Option 1: Change the way the scheme is paid for, so that 10% 
of the scheme'S costs are pald for es part of generel rates, and 
90% by the Lower Waitaki River scheme targeted rate 

/ Option 2: Leave all costs a.s 100% Lower 'o/1/eital<l River 
scheme targeted rate (status quo) 

Do you support the following aetivtties? 

Lake snow Increased workplan Y98 

Lak8 restoration scoping woll< Yes 

Wallaby control I Yes 

Climate change adaption (Clutha delta) Yes 

Do you &upl)Ort the change to our Significance and 
Engagement policy for strategic asset&? 

Yes 

/No 
/No 

No 

V No 

Would you like to mak9 comments or provide feedback on any of the other proposed ch.inges? 

PIMse 8.dd tK1ditionat paper as required. 

want to refer to the ful I draft Annual Plan for additional context when yoU'ni considering vour eubmflllllon7 
You'll find lt at WNw.oro.govt.nz/annuaJplan. Hartl copiea 8"8ilable on reqvest from our Dunedin and Alaxancra offic:es (contact dlltallr. below) 

----·-- - ---- ---
annual.plan@orc.govt.nz t) @otagoRC Dunedin Alexandra 

ro2 

~~ a 
70 Statfcrd Slreet 'Ni!liern Freaer Buldlng 

~~ i1 ~ www.oro.govt.nz Find us on facebool< Private 8eg 11154 o'uoorRng Street 
Cxmedln 9064 Al$aodta 9320 

~ Freephona 0800 474 082 
P 03'174 0027 

~~:4~~7 F034790015 
(l!em to 5pm, Monde.y to Friday) 



Your 
feedback 
please ... 

Tell us whether you support the proposed '&O~ 
changes to our work programme for 2017/2018. 
Use this form to share your feedback or submit online at 
www.orc.govt.nz/annualplan ~Ol~~---------
You can also write or email your submission to: AGO REGIONM. OOUNCIL 

RECElvB> DUNEDIN 

Submissions close 12 May. 
Otago Regional Council 
Fraepost 497 

annual.plan@c c.govy15 MAY 2817 
Private Bag 1954 
Dunedin 9054 RE No. ...... _,-................... - .. 

IWI TO·-··--.. , .................... .. 

Name 

Email 

I would like to speak With Council about my submission: 
llllS would be In 1he week &tartr"Q 22 May. 

If yes, please provide a contact pttone number 

How do u think we should sttucture the rates for civil 
def•n and amerge11cy management? 

Option 1 · Unlfomi targeted rate {$25.89 per property). 
Everyone in Otago pays the same amount - regardless of 
1he value of their property. 

Option 2: 50% uniform targeted rate and 50% general 
rate. Half of tile cost is in general rates, and half is an equal 
amount paid by everyone. 

Rural water quality 

Do you support our water quality environmental jsl<-assessment 
programme? JYe.s No 

Do you support a l'isk-baSed approach to dairy ~rm Inspections 
for compli~nce monltor1ng? ,/ves No 

Minimum flows and deemed water use permit replacement 

Do you support an accelerated programme to djtermine 
minimum flows? · ./ Yes No 

Do you support funding the deemed water use permit transition 
work from the 'Nater Management Rese!V6? / 

~Yes No 

Public transport in the Wakatlpu Basin 

Do you support the increased subsidy of pubfic}'ansport in the 
Wakalipu Basin? V Yes No 

Do you support extending the Wakatipu target~ting area tor 
public transport to include Jack's Point? / Yes No 

Organisation 
(Ir applicable} 

Address 

--

When do you think we should open a new office in 
Queenstown? 

Cption 1: EstabflSh an office In Q.ieenstown in !tie 2017 /2018 
year 

/option 2: Delay proposal unti the nex1 Long Term Plan 
process (2018/2019) 

How should we structure \tie rates for the Lower Waitaki 
River scheme? 

/Option 1: Change the way the scheme iS paid for, so that 10% 
of the schemes costs are paid tor as part of general rates, and 
90% by the Lower Waltaki River scheme targe1ed rate 

Option 2: Leave an costs as 100% LowerWaltaki River 
schema targeted rate (status quo) 

Do you support the following activities? 

/v&S lake snow increased workplan 

~ ~ ke restoration scoping Wct"k 7v: Wallaby control 

Clmate change adaption (Clutha delta) /Yes 

Oo you support the change to our Significance and 
Engagement policy for strategic assets? 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

Would you llke to make comments or provide feedback on any of the other proposed ohange8? 

Pl«w3 add additionaJ pilper as required. 

Want lo refer to the fuU draft Annual Plan for addltfonal conlwd wt*1 you're considering your sl.lbmiu'on? 
You'll find It at www.orc.govt.nz/annualplan. Hard copies available on request from our Dunedin and Alexandra offices {corrtact details be!ow) 

- - --- -- --

r,,~ ~ annual.plan@orc.govt.nz t.? @otagoRC Dunedin Alexandre 

~ 
70 Stafford Streat Wlltiam Fraser BuUcllng 

:::::::= Oxlncil q www.orc.govt.nz. Rnd us on fecebook Prtvale Bag 1954 Duno<1ng Street 
Dunedin 9054 AIO><Wldro 9320 

~ Freephone 0800 474 082 
PC34740827 P03446 !\063 
F03 4790015 Foa,e12a 

(8am to 5pm, Mond&yOJ Fr~ 



Your 
feedback 
please ... 

Tell us whether you support the proposed ~ 
changes to our work programme for 2017/2018. 
Use Ulis form to share your feedback or submit o IHMIO REGIONAL COUNCIL 
www.orc.govt.nz/annuaJplan RECEIVED DUNEDIN 

You can also write or emall your submission to: 
1 
S MAY 

2017 
@ ~=~:;al Council a annual.pl ,:r~c::.~ ....... _,_, ... -.... -.. 

Submissions close 12 May. 
Private Bag 1954 
Dunedin 9054 

Name 

Emai 

J,A.Ho~ Organisation 
Of applicable) 

Addrass 

I would like to speak with Council about my stbmisslon: /vas No 
Ttis wculd b& in Hie week !11ar1i119 ?.2 M3)!. 

If yes, please provide a contact phone nur.ibet 

How do you think we should structure the rates for civil 
defence and emergency management? 

Option 1: UnifolTll targeted rate ($25.89 per property). 
Everyone in Otago pays the same amoorrt - mgardlass of 
the value of tt'lelr property. 

/option 2: 50% uniform targeted rate and 50% general 
rate. Half of the cost is in general rates, and half is an equal 
amount paid by everyone. 

Rural water quality 

Do you support our wat0< quality environmental r1sk-~nt 

programme? Yes V No 

Do you support a risk-based approach to rteiry farm inspectior')s 
for compliance monitoring? Yes ~ 

Minimum flows and deemed water use permit replacement 

Do you support an accelerated programme to determine 

minimum flows? Yes No 

Do you support fundrlg the deemed water use permit transition 
work from the Water Management Re.5erve? / 

VYes No 

Public transport In the Wakatipu Basin 

Do you ~port the increased subsidy of public transport ¢'a 

Wakatipu Basin? Yes V No 

Do you support extending the ~ targeted rating a,yi{ror 

public transport to include Jacks Point? Yes .,/ No 

V 

Whan do you think we should open a new office in 
Queenstown? 

Option 1 : Establish an office in Queenstown in 1he 2017 /2018 
year 

\/§'?lion 2: Delay proposal until tha next Long Term Plan 
process (2018/2019) 

How should we structure the rat&S for the Lower Waitakl 
River scheme? 

Option 1; Change the way the scheme is paid for, so that 10% 
of the scheme's costs are paid for as part of general rates, and 
~ by the Lower Waitaki Ri\ler scheme targeted rate 

J Option 2: Leave aQ costs as 100% Lower Waitaki River 
scheme targeted rate (status quo) 

Do you support the following activities? 

Lake snow ln0l8ased workplan 

Lake restoration scopng worx 

Wallaby control 

Cfrnate change adaption (Cfutha delta) 

Yes L 
:~ 
Yes~-

Do you support the change to our Significance and 
E"gagement policy for strategic assets? 

Yes 

Would you like to make comments or proVide feedback on any of the other proposed c~ges? (e_. e $ ()..ytd clia,,€.5 
f e.Jil\1~Sa9'71~t~/"\hoVrl;,,~~2rb~,,k Y:J.'il 11 WaJe.-
n:t~ ~OC~-ts Ok f ... ~-v-\-- I 1YivA'5eor-f' Y- c.e-,,-vt,5 
~ 0'1\oucy~ (,00 { J YJe .t(\(J~-os~a .. I-ts HJi 30v~' .s 1S 7 
5 e V (:,,y'\ C e.1' tS~'e rn 6Y'-e_ t1,o.f ·-f,Q,r) 5 f O ~ddBdc~ ,~d. ) 

Want to refer to lha full dndt Annuel Plan for additional context when you·re considering your submission? 
You'll find it et www.orc.govt.nz/annualplan. Hard copias avallable on request from our Dunedin and Atexaodra officas {contaet details below) 

-- - -- -

~~) a annual.plan@orc.govt.nz t7 @otagoRC Dunedin Alexandra 

1f 
70 Stafford Street William Fruer Building 

=:::: Council C6 www.orc.govt.nz Find us on facebook Private Bag 1954 Ounoorlg S1reet 
Dunooin 9054 ~JfQifg 

~ Freephone 0800 474 082 
P03474 0827 
F034790:l15 F03 4488112 

(8am to 6pm, Monday to Friday) 



Your 
feedback 
please ... 

Tell us whether you support the proposed ~06 
changes to our work pro mme for 2017/2018. 

Submissions close 12 May. 

Name 

Email 

Use this form to share your feedbaok or sub 
www orc.govt.nz/annualplan 
You can also write or email your submissio to: I 5 MAY 2017 

Otago Regional Council 
Freepost 497 
Private Bag 1954 
Dunedin 9054 

Organisaton 
(If applicable) 

Addra.ss 

~ ~orc.g011t.nz .............. . 
• ........................ ,.,p .. ,. 

I would like to speak with Council about my submission: Yes No 
Tt,i,: would b& In 1he week sta't~ 22 Metf. 

If yes, please provide a contact phone number 

de and emergency management? 
When do you think we should open a new office in 
Queenstown? 7;.

w o you think we should structure the rates for ciVII 

.. Option 1: Uniform targeted rate ($25.89 per property). 
Everyone in Otago pays the same amount - regardless of 
the value o1 their property. 

Option 1: Establish an office in Queenstown in the 2017/2018 
year 

Optlon 2: 50% unifonn targeted rate and 50% general 
rate. Half of the cost is in general rates, and half is an equal 
amount paid by everyone. 

Rural water quality 

Do you support our water quality envfronmental risk-assessment 

programme? / Yes No 

Do you support a risk-based approach to dairy fa,m inspections 
for complianoe monitoring? / Yes No 

Minimum flows and deemed water use permit replacement 

Do you support an accelerated programme t}determlne 
minimum flows? I/ Yes No 

Do you suppor1 funding the deemed water u7 permit transition 
work from the Water Management Reserve? 

Yes No 

Public transport in the Waketipu Basin 

Do you support the Ir-creased subsidy of public transport in ttJe 
Wal<atpu Basin? / Yes No 

Do you support extending the Wakatipu targetf rating area for 
public transport to ircludA Jack's Point? / Yes No 

./ Option 2: Delay proposal until the next Long Term Plan 
process (201 B/2019) 

How should we structure the rates for the Lower Waitaki 
River scheme? 

/' Option 1: Change the way the scheme is paid for. so that 10% 
of the scheme's costs are paid for as part of general rates, and 
90% by the Lower Wallaki River schema targeted rate 

Option 2: Leave all costs as 100% Lower Wattaki River 
scheme targeted rate (status quo) 

Do you support the 1ollowlng activities? 

Lake snow incraasad workplan 

Lake restoration scoping work 

Wallaby control 

Climate change adaption (Clutha delta) 

/ Yes 

.,/ Yes 

./ves 
/ 

/ Yes 

Do you support the change to our Significance and 
Engagement policy for strategic assets? 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

Would you like to make comments or provide feedback on any of the other proposed changes? 

Please sdd lldditionaJ pape, as required. 

Want to refer ,o the full draft Annual Plan for add~lonal context when you're considaling your submission? 
You'll finCI ii at www.orc.govt.nz/ennualplan. Hard copies available on request from our Ouiedin and Alexandra offices (contact details beloYI} 

----- -- --- ----·---

~ ~nal 
a annual.plan@orc.govtnz S.? @otagoRC Dunedin Alexandra 

70 Staft::>r::I S1reat Wil,it1m Frll.ller Building 

=::: C.OUncil Q, www.orc.govt.nz if Find us on facebook Pr\vate Bag 1954 Ounoring Street 
Dunedin 9054 Alexanc1119320 

~ Freephone oaoo 474 082 
P03474 0827 P034488063 
f 034790015 

Fa
3412120 (Sam to 5pm, Monday :o Friday) 



Your 
feedback 
please ... 

Tell us whether you support the proposed rob 
changes to our work programme for 2017/2018. 
Use this form to share your feedback or submit ~Im~'::::~~-~---. 
www.orc.govt.nz/ennualplan O REGIONAL COUNCIL 
You C8n also wrfte or email your si.mmiasion to: RECEIVED DUNEDIN 

Submission11 clos. 12 M.ay. 

Otago Regional Council 
Freepost 497 

annual. an@ol~o,NAY 2017 
Fl1E No. uu, ........................... . . .. Private Bag 1954 

Dunedn 9054 

Name 

Email 

Orgarisatlon 
(II appficab!a) 

Address 

I woucl like to speak with Council about my submission: Yes VNo 
,. 

Thia wovd be In the ._k Slalllng 22 May, 

If yes, please provide a oontact phone number 

How do you think we should structure the rates for cMI 
defence and emergency manag~nt? 

Option 1: Urvfotm targeted rate ($25.89 per property). 
Everyone in Otago pays the same amount - regardless of 
ttie value of 1hetr property. 

\,/Option 2: 50% unifonn targeted rate Md 50% general 
rate. Half of the cost is in general rates, and half ls an equal 
amount paid by everyone. 

Rural water quality 

Do you support our water quality environmental risk-assessment 
programme? Yes / No 

Do you support a risk-based approach to dairy farm Inspections 
for compliance monitoring? /Yes No 

Minimum flows end d"mad wster wse permit replacement 

Do you support an accelerated programme to determine 
minimum flows? 1, / Yes No 

Do you support funding the deemed water use pemilt transition 
work from the Wat.er Management Reserve? 

..., / Yes No 

Public transport in the Wakatipu Basin 

Do you support the rncraased subsidy of public transport In tns 
Wakatlpu Basin? Yes f · ' No 

Do you support extending the Wekatlpu targeled rating area fa 
public transport to include Jacks Point? Yes v./ No 

When do you tltlnk we should open a new office In 
Que.nstown? 

'" Option 1: Establish an office in Queenstown in the 2017/2018 
year 

Option 2: Delay prcposal until the next long Term Plan 
process (2018/2019) 

How should we structure the rates for the Lower Waltaki 
River scheme? 

Option 1: Change the way the scheme is paid for, so that 10% 
of the scheme's costs are paid for as part of general rates, and 
90% by the Lower Waltaki River scheme targeted rate 

V',tjption 2: Leave all costs as 100% Lower Waital<i P.iver 
scheme targeted rate (status quo) 

Do vou support the following actMtle11? 

Lake snow Increased workpian " 
Yes 

Lake restoration scoping work / 

'Ir' 
Yes 

Wallaby control \,/ Yes 

Climate change adaption (Clutha delta) Yes 

Do you support lhe change to our Signiftcence and 
Engagement policy for strategic assets? 

No 

No 

No 

No 

Yes \/No 

Would you like to make comments or provide feedback on any of the other propose(J changes? 

Pleese add tldditlonaJ peps, ss req11ired. 

Went to refer to the M draft Annual Plan for additional context when you 'Al considering your submlasion? 
You'ff find It at ,vww.on::.9ovt.nvannualplan. Hard copies available on requast from our Dunedin and Alelcandra ofllee$ (contact details below) 

--- - ··-·---· ·----
a annual.plan@orc.govt.nz 

Q www.orc.govt.nz 

~ Freephone 0800 474 082 
(Bern to 5pm, MondaV 1D Friday) 

V @otagoRC 

'{f Find us on facebook 

Dunedin 
70 Slafford Street 
Private Bag 1954 
Duneoln 9054 
? 034740627 
FOO 479 0015 

Alexandra 
Wiltiem Fraser Building 
Ounorlir,g Street 
Aleoalndra 9320 

P0344~~. 1 FDa44urJEL 



Your 
feedback 
please ... 

Tel1 us whether you support the proposed ~0-={--
changes to our work progr for 2017/2018. 

OTAGO REGIONAL CO 
U:ie this form to share your feedback or 61.tbmi onlirAEffi!1VEO DUNE.Ol~NCIL 
www.orc.govt.nz/annualplan 

You can also write or email your submission t 1 5 MAY 20J7 

submissions close 12 May. 
Otago Regional Council 
Freepost 497 

ann 

Private Bag 1954 
Dunedin 0054 

Name 

Email 

Organisation 
(if applicable} 

Address I 

I would like to speak with Council about my submission: Yes No 
This wcuo be In Ille •m,ek st11111ng 22 May. 

If y~. please provide a contact phone num~r 

How do you think we should structure the rates for civil 
defiyl~ and emergency management? 

,/ Option 1: Uniform targeted rate ($25.89 per property). 
Everyone In OtaQo pays the same amount- regardless of 
the value of their property. 

OptiOn 2: 50% uniform targeted rate and 50% general 
rate. Hatt of the oost is in general ratas. and half is an equal 
amount paid by everyone. 

Rural water quality 

Do you suppoi1 our water quality environmental risk-assessment 
prograrrme? Yes No 

Do you support a risk-based approach to dai~farm inspections 
for compllance monitoring? v Yes No 

Minimum flows and deemed water use pennit replacement 

Do you support an accelerated programme to?3tem1ine 
minimum flows? V Yes No 

Do you support funding the deemed water use permit transition 
wo!1< from the Water Management Reserve? 

Yes No 

Public transport In 1he Wakatlpu Basin 

Do you support the increased subsidy ot public transporJ,ln the 
Wakatlpu Basin? Yes V No 

Do you support extending the Wakatf)u targeted rating area for 
publlo transport to nclude Jack's Point? Yes :./ No 

When do you think we should open a new office in 
Queenstown? 

Option 1: Establish an office in Queenstown in the 2017 /2018 
year 

/ Option 2: Delay proposal until the next Long Term Plan 
process (201~019) 

How should we structure the rates for the lower Waitaki 
River scheme? 

J Optlon 1 : Change the wey the schema is paid for, so that 10% 
of the scheme's oosts are paid tor as part of general rates, and 
90% by the Lower Waltaki River scheme targeted rate 

Option 2: ~ave all costs as 100% Lower Waltaki River 
scheme targeted rate (status quo) 

Do you support 1he following activities? 

,v'ves Lake snow increased workplan 

Lake restoration soaping work Jves 
Wallaby control /Yes 

No 

No 

No 

Climate change adaption (Clutha delta) Yes \/'No 

Oo you support the change to our Significance and 
Engagement policy for sl.Tategic assets? 

Yes 

Would you like to make comments or provide feedback on any of the othN proposed changes? 

Please add additio/781 paper as required. 

Want to refer to the full draft Annual Plan for additional context when you're considering your submission? 
You'll find It at www.orc.gOllt.nz/annualplan. Hard cople$ available on requast from our Dunedin and Alexandra offi~ (contact detalls below) 

~ Otago a annual.plan@orc.govt.nz V @otagoRC Dunedin Alexandra 

1f 
70 Stefford Str<Jet William F't'aeer Bull::llng 

~~ ~ www.orc.govt.nz Find us on facebook Private Bag 1954 O\Jnorling Stre<Jt 
Dunedin 9054 Alexandra 9320 

~ Freephone 0800 474 082 
P03474D827 P00~,222 
F034790015 F0344 

(8am to 5pm, Moni:lay to Fr1day) 



Your 
feedback 
please ... 

Tell us whether you support the proposed ~0~ 
changes to our work programme for 2017/2018. 
Use this form to share your feedback or submit on line 
www.oro.govt.nz/annualplan 

0TAGo REGIONAL COUNCIL 
RECEIVED DUNEDIN 

You can afso write or email your submiS11ion to: 
15 MAY 2017 

wt~ 
Submissions close 12 May. 

Otago Regional CouncU 
Freepost 497 

annual.plan@o 
' ' ................................ . 

Private Bag 1954 
Dunedin 9054 

~.... . . ......... . ··········•· .. 

Name 

Email 

Organisation 
(If applicable) 

Address 

I wood like to speak v.ith Councll about my submission: Yes / No 
This waJd be In the wNlr Star1lt'9 22 Mlf1, 

If yes, please provide a contact phone number 

How do you think - should structure the retes for civil 
deter and emergency management? 

J' Option 1: Uniform targeted rate ($25.89 per property). 
Everyone in Otago pays the same amount - regardfess of 
the value of their property. 

Option 2: 50% uniform tageted rate and 50% general 
rate. Half of the cost Is in general rates, and haH 1s an equal 
amount paid by everyone. 

Rural water quality 

Do you support our water quality environmental risk-assessment 
programme? Yes V No 

Do you support a risk-based approach to dai,y farm inspjlCtions 
for compliance monitoring? Yes ./ No 

Minimum flows and deemed water u&~ pennlt replacement 

Do you support an acoelerated prograrme 1o detennhe . 

minlmun flows? Yes / Na 

Do you support funding the deemed water use permit transition 
worl< from the Water Management Resef\18? / 

Yes If" No 

Public transport in the WakatJpu Basin 

Do you support the increased subsidy of public transportp the 
Wakalipu Basin? Yes ii" No 

Do vou support extending the Wakatipu targete.9 rating area for 
public transport to lnctude Jack's Point? ./ Yes No 

When do you 1hink we should open a new ofliee in 
Queenstown? 

Option 1: Establish an office In Queenstown In th8 2017 /201 B 
year 

t-1' Option 2: Delay proposal 1X1tfl the next Long TelTTI Plan 
process {2018/2019) 

How should we s1ructure the rates for the Lo\Wr Waitaki 
River scliame? 

Option 1: Change the way the scheme is paid for, so that 10% 
of the scheme's oosts are paid for as pert of general rates, and 
90% by the Lower 'Naltakl River scheme ta"geted rate 

/ Option 2: Leeve en costs as 100% LOW81' Waitaki River 
scheme targeted rate {sta1us quo) 

Do you support the following activities? 

lake snow increased workplan 

lake restoration sooping work 

wallaby control 

Oimate change adaption (Ck.rtha. delta) 

Yes 

Yes 

Do you support the change to our Significance and 
Engagement policy for strategic assets? 

Yes y' No 

Would you like to make comments or provide feedback on any of the other proposed changes? 

Please add addillor,aJ paper as required. 

Want to l8fer to 11111 full draft Amual Plan for additional context when you'ra considering~, submission? 
You'll find it at www.orc,govt.l\Z/amualplan. Haid copies available on 111quest frOm our Dunedin and Alexandra officas (contact details below) 

~ g:mal a annual.plan@orc.govt.nz $? @otagoRC Dunedin Alexandra 

lf 
70 SlalfOrd Street Wiliam Fras• euld!ng 

=:::: Couocil q www.on::.govt.nz Find us on facebook Privats BBQ 1954 Dunorfing Stree! 
Oul19Clln 9054 Alexanc're 93:!0 

~ Freephone 0800 474 082 
P00 474 0827 P034486063 
FOO 4790015 F034'2123 {Sam to 5pm, Mondey to Frldayj 



Your 
feedback 
please ... 

Tell us whether you support the proposed ~ 
changes to our work programme for 2017/2018. 
Use 1hi$ form to share your feedback or submit online at 
www orc.govt.nz/annualplan 
You can alao write ar email your submission to: 

OTAGO ~ COUNCIL 
.g88J&v£o OUll•F.OIN 

SUbmissfone cloee 12 May. 
0tago Regional Counci 
Freepost 497 

annual.pie 

'
5 .., .. , ,:-0,7 Private Bag 1954 

Dunedin 9054 
FlE Ne. 

...... _, , .. 
Na.me 

Email 

I would like to speak IMth Council about my svbmission: 
lHs would be in tha ·"'98k aa1ing 22 t,11,y. 

If yes, please provide a cootact pnone number 

How do ~u think we should sbucture the rates for eivjl 
and emergency management? 

Option 1: Unllonn targeted rate ($25.89 per propert0. 
ryone In Otago pays the same amount - regardless of 

the value of their property. 

Option 2: 50% uniform targeted rate and 50% general 
rate. Half of the cost Is In general rates. and half 1s an equal 
amount paid by everyone. 

Rural water quality 

Do you support our water quality environmen~-assessment 

programme? / y~ No 

Do you support a risk-based approach to dail~ Inspections 
for compl!ance monitoring? / Yes No 

~ Minimum flows and deemed water uae permit replacement 

Do you support an accelerated programme to d,wmine 
minimurn flows? / Yoo No 

Do you support fundi1g 1he deemed water use permit transition 
work from the Water Management Rsserve? 

Yes No 

Public transport In the Wakalipu Basin 

Do you support the Increased subsidy of public)'m1sport in the 
W81<a.1ipu Basin? ' / Yes No 

• '.( Do you support extending the wakatlpu targe~ting area for 
\ ~ pub!ic transport to lnctude Jack's Point? / Yes No •. 

···•·•····· 
Organisation 
r.f .. ..v,Jlcable) 

Qu stawn? 

·············•··· 

7:
n you think we ahould open a new office In 

Option 1: Establish an office In Queenstown In the 2017/2018 
year 

Option 2: Delay proposal until the next Long Term Plerl 
process (2018/2019) 

How should we structure the rate$ for the Lower Waitaki 
Rive_reme? 

~ O~on 1 : Change the way the scheme is paid for. so that 10% 
of the scheme's costs are paid for as part of general rates. and 
90% by the Lower Wsitakl River scheme targeted rate 

Option 2: Leave all oosts as 100% Lower Waital<I River 
scheme targeted rate (status quo) 

Do you support the followlng activities? 

L.ake snow increased workplan 

Lake restoration scopJng work 

wallaby control t,.-Ves 

Climate change adaption (Clutha def ~~es 

Do you support the change to our Signlfic::zan• a 
Engagement policy for $trategic auets? 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

want to refer to the full draft Annual Plan for additional cootext when you're oonsiderir,g your submission? 
You·n find It at www~.govt.n~annualpfan. Hard cop;es avalleble on reque&t from our Dunoclin and Alexandra offices (contact details below) 

- ---- -
Otago a annual.ptan@orc.govt.nz V @otagoRC Dunedin AJeKandra 

. . .' 'Regional 70 Siafford Street William Fraser 8uJldlng 

q www.orc.govt.nz ff Find us on tacebook Ptlvate 8.g 1Q54 Ounorting S1reet === O:iuncil Dunedin 9054 Alexandra 11320 

~ freephone 0800 474 082 
P004740027 ~~:=24 F 03479 0015 

(8am ta 5pm, Monday to Friday) 



Your 
feedback 
please ... 

Ten us whether you support the proposed &l 0 
changes to our work programme for 2017/2018. 
Use this fonn to share your feedback or submit online at: 
w.vw.orc.govtnz/annualplan OTAGO REGIONAL Ct .JNCIL 

Pl:CEIVEC OUNEOIN You can also write or emall your submission to: 

Submissions close 12 May. 

Otago Regional Council 
Freepost 497 a annual.plan@orc.go .nz 1 5 t.~.Y 2017 
Private Sag 1954 
Dunedin 9054 

fl.LE No. , uu, •• ,., ........... ,n,tittt...._. 

l:llR TO ...... ~ ....... ~.. ...... .. .. - •. 

Name 

Email 

Organisation 
(If aoplcAble) 

11-ess 

I would like to speak with Council about my submission: Yes yNo 
Thia WOUICl ll& n lheweel<~1:anll\Q 22 May. 

If yes, please provide a contact phone number 

How do you think we should structuro the rates for ci'l,il 
dete7e and emergency management? 

'V 9ptton 1: Uniform targeted rate ($25.89 per property). 
Eveiyone In Otaao pays the same amount - regardless of 
the v.ilue of their property. 

Option 2: 50% uniform targeted rate and 50% general 
rate. Half of the cost ts In general rates, and half Is an equal 
amount paid by evel)'one. 

Rural water quality 

Do you support ol.l' water quality environmental risk-assessment 
programme? vYes No 

Do you support a risk-based approach to dairy_)t(nn inspections 
1or compliance monitoring? V Yes No 

Minimum flows and deemed water use pennit replacement 

Do you support an accelerated programme to d~Jne 
minimum flows? V(es No 

Do you support funding the deemed water use permit transition 
won< from the water Management Reserve? / ve.s No 

Public transport In the Wakatipu Basin 

Do you support the increased subsidy of public transport in the 
Wakallpu Basin? Yes No 

Do you support extending the Wakatipu targeted rating area fa-
public transport to include Jack's Point? Yes No 

When do YoU think we should open a new office In 
Q~ee stown? 

ption 1: Establish an office in Queenstown in 1hc 2017/2018 
year 

Option 2: Delay proposal until the next Long Term Plan 
process (2018/2019) 

How should we structure the rates for the Lowe!' Weitaki 
RiVG~heme? 

J Option 1: Change the way the scheme is paid for, oo that m% 
of the schemes costs are paid for as part of general rates, and 
90% by 1he Lower waltakl RiVer scheme targeted rate 

Option 2: Leave all costs as 100% Lower Waitaki RiVer 
scheme targeted rate {status quo} 

Do you support the following activiti&s? 

Lake snow Increased worl<p!an 

Lake reslorat,on scoping wor1< 

Wallaby control 

Climate change adaption (Clutha delta) 

" 

J Yes 

Jves 
JYes 
' Yes 

Do you support the change to o.ur Significance and 
Engagement policy for strategic assets? 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

Would you like to make comments or provide feedback on any of the other proposed change&? 

Please add addltfonal paper as required. 

Want to refer to the fiJII draft Annual Plan for addiliol'1al context when you're oonsiderfng your submi$$1on? 
You'll find it at www.orc.govt.nz/anrwalplan. Han:I copies available on request from our Dunedin and Aklxandra offices (contact detall& below} 

~ Ota~ a annual.plan@orc.govt.nz ~ @otagoRC Dunedin Alexandra 

if 
70 stafford Street Wilriam Ftuer Building 

~~al q www.orc.govt.nz Find us on facebook Prfv.llte Bag 1954 Dun0<ling Street -.._ I Dunedin 9054 Alex&O<lra 9320 

~ Freephone 0800 474 082 P004740827 ~:::225 F034790015 
(8am to 5pm, Monday to Frida)') 



Your 
feedback 
please ... 

Tell us whether you support the proposed ~ \ 
changes to our work programme for 2017/2018. 
Use this form to $hare Your ~dback or submit online;i~~··~~~~":"'."'."-=-::::"!:'o:=-, 
www,orc.govtnz/annuaJplan OTAOO REGIONAL COUNCIL 
You can also writ& or email your submissfon to: RECEIVED DUNEDIN 

SUbmlssfons close 12 May. 
@ Otago Regional Council P1 annual.plan@o, .govt.izS MAY 2017 

Freepo~-t 49i L@ 
Private Bag 1954 FlLE No. ,mn•muouuum .... l'<l•Hhtf• 

ounecfn 9054 OIR TO .................................. M • 

Name 

Email 

Organisation 
(If applicable) 

Address 

I would like to speak with Council about my submission: Yes \/'No 
This would be in the week sta1ing 22 May. 

If yes. please provide a contact phone number 

How do you tttlnk we should ~tnlt:ture the rates for civil 
defence and emergency management? 

Option 1 ; Unlfom, targeted rate ($25.89 per property). 
Everyone in Otago pays the same amount - regardless of 
the value of their property. 

Optlon 2: 50% uniform targeted rate and 50% general 
rate. Half of the cost Js In general rates, and half is an equal 
amount paid by everyone. 

Rural water quality 

Do you support our water quality environment,' risk-a1'isessment 
programme? V Yes No 

Do you support a risk-based approach to ctair, fami inspections 
for compliance monitoring? V Yes No 

Minimum flows and deemed water use permit replacement 

Do you support an accelel'ated programme to jetermine 
minimum flows? V Yes No 

Do you support funding the deemed water use permit transition 
work from the Wate, Management Reserve? / 

V Yes No 

Public transport in the Wakatlpu Basin 

Do you support the increased subsidy of public transport)n the 
Wakatipu Basin? Yes \f No 

Do You support extending the Wakatlpu targete.d ratina area for 
public transport to Include Jaci<'s Pont? :./ Yes No 

When do you think we should open a new office in 
Queenstown? 

Option 1: Establish an office in Queenstown in the 2017/2018 
year 

../ Option 2: Delay proposal until the next Lo~ Term Plan 
proC8SS (2016/2019) 

How should we structure the rates for the Lower Waitakl 
River scheme? 

Option 1: Change the way the scheme is paid for, so that 10% 
of the scheme's costs are paid for as part of general rates, and 
90% by the Lower Waital<l Rlver scheme targeted rate 

/ Option 2: Leave all costs as 100% Lower Waitaki River 
scheme targeted rate (status quo) 

Do you support the following activities? 

Lake snow increased workplan ./ves 
Lake restoration scoping work ,/Yes 

Wallaby control V Yes 

Climate change adaption (Clutha delta) /ves 
Do you support the change to our Significance and 
Engagement pollcv for strategic assets? 

No 

No 

No 

No 

J; WU Id_.. Ii./ P.,-d Yes ~o 

a~'1 sf.f c, f,c · r~ (e/~--a ft:> ~e 
~~' '~ , 1J.,....e Anr'tl..,la i p!a.-., 

Would you like to make comments or provide feedback on any of 1he other proposed changee? 

~ J: Wo.,,,ld b( h.?-pf>_:J 1:o ftck· opf>o.,..:, I Or""\ ~ h~~ 1-S 
~f ~e. C1v,') O~{(.-.lfl. e_fc e:c,s.f..J ,--· ~ J),st,,-,.c:f _ 
lov""'C<·1 C2.ate ... <;. O'J/,e. ,e::Jlfd,/v.s f<cl dJw,..... c;:;,?C<J/d,-::y!:J· _1..;f , 

vb.,, 'd Ju,,.,,,., 1J..c,, 1 :c c;,,,,,.~ y")O"" 1~f--e; 1J:Js:~d<J~~nslhreq'1a,:-v-<. . f 
Want to refer to the full draft Annual Plan for additional context when you'~ considering your subml55ion? ~$~ f Ole ..fe ./lfl(.R • 

You'll find it at www.orc.govt.nr/ennualplan. Hard copies avallabls on request from our Dunedin and Alexandra offices (oonteJi d;talls below) 

annuat.plan@orc.govt.nz 

www.orc.govt.nz 

~ Freephone 0800 474 082 
(8am to 5pm, Monday10 Fl1aaY) 

V ®otaQoRC 

'ff Find us on facebook 

Dunedin 
70 Stalford Street 
Private Bag 1954 
Dunedin 9054 
P03t,740827 
FC34790015 

Alexandra 
William Fraser 8uUding 
~norllng Street 
Alexanch 9320 

~:::i;Qa 

I 



Your 
feedback 
please ... 

Tell us whether you support the proposed 8;\ 2 
changes to our work programme for 2017/2018. 
Use this form to share your feedback or submit on line at OTAGO REGIONAL COUNCIL 
www.orc.govt.nz/annualpJan . RE'CEIIIEO DUNEDIN 
You c;an also write or email your submiBBion to: 1 5 MAY 

2017 
@ ~~~COlm a WU~ al-~. ~J~ . ....... , ......... _,.,",_ 

Submissions close 12 May. 
Prwate Bag 1954 ·· .... ... .... • ·-··· ·-
Dlrleqln 9054 

Name 

Email 

Organisation 
(if applicable) 

Address 

I would like to speak with Couneii about my submission: Yes Ao 
This would be In the MIik staJt~ 2'2 lllla)I. 

If yes, please provide a contact phone number 

How do you think we should stl'\lc;ture the rates for civil 
defence and emergency management? 

Option 1: Unfform targeted rate ($25.89 per property). 
Everyone In Otago pays the same amount- regardless or 
the value of their property. 

vf Option 2: 50% uniform targeted rate and 50% general 
rate. Half of the cost is in general rates, and half is an equal 
amount paid by everycrie. 

Rural water quality 

Do you support our water quality environmental ;ai<-assessment 
programme? VY&S No 

Do you support a risk-based approach to dairy farm inspections 
for compliance monitoring? \/'Yee No 

Minimum flo~ end deemed water use permlt replacement 

Do you support 8/\ acoelerated programme to ~ine 
minimum flows? / Yes No 

Do you support funding the deemed water use pennit lransltion 
work from the Water Management Reserve?/: 

Yes No 

Public 1ransport In the Wakatlpu Basin 

Do you support the increased subsidy of public ~sport in the 
Wakatpu Basin'? ,/Ye.s No 

Do you support extending the Waka.tlpu targetecyatlng area for 
public transport 1o include Jack's Point? V Yes No 

When do you think we should open a new office In 
Queenstown? 

Option 1: Establish an Office In Queenstown in the 2017/2018 
year 

Option 2: Delay proposal until the next Long Term Plan 
process (2018/2019) 

How should we stnicture the rates for the Lower Waitaki 
River scheme? 

Option 1: Change the way the scheme is paid for, so that 10% 
of the scheme's costs are pald for as part of general rates, and 
90% by the Lower Weltaki River scheme targeted rate 

0p11on 2: Leave all costs as 100% Lower Waltakl River 
schema targeted rate (stab.ls quo) 

Do you support 1he following activities? 

Lake snow increased worlq)lan 

Lake r&Storation scoping worl< 

Wallaby control 

Climate change adaption (Clutha delta) 

/ves 
/vas 
/ves 
/ves 

Do you support the ct,~nge to our Significance and 
Engagement polic;y for strategic as6ets? 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

Would you like to make comments or provide feedback on any of the other proposed changes? 

Please add addltionaJ paper as~-

Want to refer to the full dralt Anrual Plan for additional context when you'ra oonsldenng your submission? 
You'll find ~ at www.orc.govt.nz/annualplan. Ham copies avallllbl• on request from our Dunedin ¥Id AJe~andra offices (oontact datalla below) 

~=al a annual .plari@orc.govt.nz V @otagoRC Dunedin Alexandra 
70 S1aff0rd Strec>l \Mlliam Fra- Buiking 

=:::: O>uncil q, www.orc.govt.nz \f Find us on faceboak PriYAl9 Rag 1964 Dunorllng St1Nt 
Dunedin 90S4 Alexandra 9320 

~ Freephone 0800 474 082 
P03474 0627 ::l~7 F~ 4790015 

(8am to 5pm. Monday to Friday) 
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Your 
feedback 
please ... 

Tell us whether you support the proposed ~\3 
changes to our work programme for 2017/2018. 
Use this form to share your feedback or submit onli,-lffl'GO~-=REG~~\QNAl.:::-:::-:-:C;:O~U7,NCl~L~ 
www.orc.govt.nz/annualplan RECEIVED DUNEOIM 
You can also write or email your submission to: 

Submissions close 12 May. 

· Otago Regional Council 
Freepost 497 

annual.plan rc.gJ.~ MAY 2017 
fl.£ HD. _ ...... ft ........ ..,..,_ .... . 

Prtvate Bag 1954 
Dunedin 9064 

DIR TO ..... ~·····" ..................... . 

Name 

Email 

Organisation 
rrf <3pp\icable) 

ISS 

Yes 
ll1ls would be in the week starting 22 ~. 

lf yes, please provide a contact phone number 

How de you think we should structure the rates for civil def9'-8 and emergency management? 

V~~ 1: Uniform targeted rate ($25.89 per property). 
El/efyone in Otago pays the same amount - regardless of 
the value of their property. 

Option 2: 50% uniform targeted rate and 50% general 
rate. Haff of the cost is In general rates, and half is an equal 
amoun1 paid by everyone. 

Rural water quality 

Do yoo support our water quality environmental risk-assessment 
programme? Yes e,A'o 
Do you support a risk-based approach to dairy farm inspections 
for compllance monitoring? \,Ives No 

Minimum flows and deemed water use permit replacement 

Do you support an accelerated programme to determine/ 
minimum !lows? Yes V No 

Do you support funding the deemed water use permit lransition 
work from the Water Management Reserve? / 

i/ Yes No 

Public transport In the Wakatipu Basin 

Do you support the increased sub6ldy of public transport ~he 
v\Jakalipu Basin? Yes V No 

Do you support sxtending the Wal<atpu targeted rating are.; for 
public transport to include Jack's Porn? Yes V No 

- -

~ Otago a annual.plan@orc.govt.nz 

Regicnal 
=::::: eouncil q www.orc.govt.nz 

~ Freephone 0800 474 082 
(8am to 5pm, MonC!ey to FridilY) 

When do you think we sltould open a new office in 
Queenstown? 

Option 1: Establish an offioe in Queenstown In the 2017/2018 
year 

~lion 2: Delay proposal until the next Long Term Plan 
process (201812019) 

How should we structure the rates for the Lower Waitakl 
River scheme? 

~lion 1: Change the way the scheme is paid for, so that 10% 
of tile scheme's costs are paid for as part of general rates, and 
90% by the Lower Waltaki River scheme targeted rate 

~tlon 2: leave el costs as 100% Lower Waltakl River 
scheme targeted rate (status quo) 

Do you support the following actiVlties? 

Lake snow increased workplan 

Lake restoration scoping work 

Wallaby control 

Climate change adaption (Clutha delta) 

-- ---
V @otagoRC Dunedin 

'1 
70 Stalford Street 

Find us on facebook Private !lag 1954 
Ouned'ri 9054 
P 03 474 0827 
F034790015 

v'~ 
\/Yes · Mo 

Yes ~ No 

Yes VNo 

Alexandra 
Wilriam Freser Building 
Dunorllng Street 
Alexandra 9320 
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Your 
feedback 
please ... 

Tell us whether you support the proposed 
changes to our work programme K:H~~~~~ 

SubmiHlons clo~e 12 May. 

Name 

Email 

Use this for-m to share your feedback or submit online at: 
www.orc.govt.nz/annualpfan 
You can also write or email your submission to: 

Otago Regional CouncR 
Freepost 497 
Private Bag 1954 
Dunedin 9054 

Organisation 
(if applicable) 

Address 

annuaf.plan@orc.g 

I would llke to speak with Cooncil about rrrt subrniSSion: 
lhls wcud be In ho WNk etar1in9 22 May. 

Yes /No 

If yes, please provide a contact phone number 

How do you think we should struetlire the rates 1or cii/11 
defence and emergency management? 

When do you think we should open a new office In 
Queenstown? 

Option 1: Uniform targeted rate ($25.89 per property). 
Everyone in Otago pays the same amount - regardless of 
the valua of their property. 

Option 1: Establish an otfice In Queenstown in the 2017/2fJ18 
year 

Option 2: 50% uniform targeted rate and 50% general 
rate. Half of the oost is in general rates, and half is an equal 
amount paid by everyone. 

Rural water quality 

Do you support our water quality enwonmental risk-assessment 
programme? . Yes No 

/ 
Do you support a risk-baaed approach to dairy farm Inspections 
for compliance monitoring? Yes No 

,./ 

Minimum flows and deemed water use permit replacement 

Do you support an accelerated programme to dGtermine 
minimum flows? / Yes No 

Do ~u support funding the deemed wa1er use permit transmon 
worl< from the IN81er Management Reserve? 

/ Yes No 

Public transport in the Wakatipu Basin 

Do you support the increased subsidy of public transport in the 
Wakatlpu Basin? Yes No 

Do you support extending the Wakatlpu targeted rati~ area for 
pubtic transport to include Ja~'s Point? Yes No 

Option 2: Delay proposal untn the next Lorig Tenn Plan 
process (2018/2019) 

How should we structure the rates for the Lower Waitaki 
River scheme? 

Option 1 : Change the w.r; the SOheme Is paid 1or, so lhat 10% 
of the scheme~ costs are paid for as part of general rates, and 
90% t:>y the Lower Waitaki Rive< scheme targeted rate 

Option 2: Leave all costs as 100% Lower Waltaki River 
scheme targeted rate (status QUO) 

Do you support the following activities? 

Lake snow increased wori<plan 

Lake restoration scoping work 

Waftaby control 

Climate change adaption (Clutha delta) 

/ Yes 

/ _Yes 
_/ Yes 

/ 'ves 

Do you support tfte change to our Significance and 
Engagement policy for strategic assets? 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

Would you like to make comments or provide feedback OJl any of the other proposed changes? 

Please add additional paper as niqulred. 

Want to refer to the full draft Annual Plan for 1ddltional oontext when you're consJ<lertng your submission? 
You'U find It It www.orc.ge,,,t.nzlamuelplan. Hard copies available on request from c..ir Dunedin .and Alexandra offices (contact details below) 

~ Otago a annual.plan@orc.govt.nz V @otagoRC Dunedin Alexandra 

Regional 1r 
70 Stafford Stre8' Wtl!Mi Ffaaer Bullding 

=:::: Council q www.orc.govt.nz Find us on facebook Pri't11!8BBQ 1954 Ounorllng S1re~ 
Dunedin 9054 

~~~9 
~ Freephone 0800 474 082 

P0347-4 0827 
f 03 479 0015 F 03 4486112 

~am to 5pm, Mond&.( 1o Friday) 



Your 
feedback 
please ... 

Tell us whether you support the proposed 4&16 
changes to our work programme for 2017/2018. 
Use this form to share your feedback or submit on!ine 
'Mll'-."l.orc.govt.nz/annualplan 

eTAGO REGIONAL COUNCIL 
RECEIIIEO DUNEDIN 

You can also write or emall your submission to: 
15 MAY 2017 

Submissions close 12 l\llay. 

Otago Regional Council 
Freapost 497 

annual.plan@o, .govt.nz 
ALE No ........................... "'""'" 

Private Bag 1954 
Dunedin 9054 

OIR TO ............................ , ....... .. 

Name 

Email 

Organisation 
(If applicable) 

Address 

I would like to speal< with Council about my submission: 
lhis wo!Ad b& rn lh& week starting 22 May. 

Yes/ No 

If yes, please provide a contact phone number 

How do you think wo should structure the rates for civil 
defe~ and emergency management? 
J ~ption 1: Uniform targeted rate ($25.89 per property). 

Everyone in Otago pays the same amount - regardless of 
ltle value of their property. 

Option 2: 50% unifonn targeted rate and 50% general 
rate. Half of the cos1 is in geMral rates. and half Is an equal 
amount paid by everyone. 

Rural water quality 

Do you support our water quality en11lronmenta1.Ji8k·assessmant 
programme? .../ Yes No 

Do you support a risl<-baSed approach to dairy ;arm inspections 
for compliance monitoring? .../ Yes No 

Minimum flows and deemed water use permit replacement 

Do you support an accelerated programme to dp{ermlne 
minimum flows? J Yes No 

Do you support funding the deen18d water use permit transition 
work from the Water Management Reserve? / 

J Yes No 

Public transport in the Wakatipu Basin 

Do you s~rt the increased sut>sldy of pubji transport in the 
IJVakatipu Sasin? Yes No 

Do you support extending the Wakat1pu targepd rating area for 
public transport. to 1nck.lde Jack's Point? J Yes No 

When do you think we should open a new office In 
Queenstown? 
/ Option 1: Establish an office in QuaE,lstown In the 2017/2018 

year 

Option 2: Delay proposal until the next Long Term Plan 
process (2018/2019) 

How should we structure the rates for the Lower Waltaki 
River scheme? 

/option 1 : Change the way the scheme is paid for. so that 1 0% 
of the scheme's costs are paid for as part of general rates, and 
90% by tile Lower Waitaki River scheme targeted ratti 

Option 2: Leave e.11 costs as 100% Lower Waitakl River 
scheme targeted ra1e (status quo) 

Do you support the following activlties? 

Lake snow increased workplan 

Lake restoration scoping work 

Wallaby control 

Climate change adaption (Clutha de~ 

../ves 

JYes 
J Yes 

../Yes 

Do you support the change to our Significance and 
Engagement policy for strategic assets? J Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

Would you like to make comments or provide feedback on any of the other proposed changes? 

tvOu/d h~e 6rz.e.n I ,;;J 1 /_ / - u>·"" ,,,-,ore 1h.1"orr;,,a..n've /'O not.,ve, " 9t-&i~~ 

mah o4.u's'Jon /6r ~k,/J/,110 12~-lo vv/1 orf:c.e 

Please add additional paper ss required. 

Want to refer to the full draft Annllal Plan for additional c::ontext when you're considering your submission? 
You'll find It at www.orc.govt.nz/an11uaJp1an. Hard copies available on raqua$l from our Dunedin and Alexandra offices {contact details below} 

----- ---

~~ a annual.plan@orc.govt.nz S? @otagoRC Dunedin Alexandra 
m Stafford Slraet WIEam Fraser Bu~dlng 

=::::: Council q www.orc.govt.nz 'J Find us on facebook Private 889 1954 01.0'0<'flng Street 
Dunedin 9054 Alexandra 9320 

~ Freephone 0800 474 082 
P03474 0827 ::::3250 F D34790015 

(8a'll to 5pm. M::,nday to Frlda:V, 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Good morning, 

Shaun Burkett 
Annual Plan 
Justin Kitto: Char1otte Wright; Suzanne Watt 
OairyNZ submission to the ORC Annual Plan 2017 _18 
Tuesday, 16 May 2017 10:18:12 a.m. 
QalryNZ submission to the ORC Annual Plan 2012 18.docx 

816 

Please find attached the DairyNZ submission to Otago Regional Council Annual Plan 2017 /18. 
Can you please confirm that this email has been received. 
Kind regards 
Shaun Burkett 
Regional Policy Manager 

DairyNZ 
Canterbury Agriculture & Science Centre, Gerald Street, Lincoln, NEW ZEALAND 

Postal address: PO Box 85066, Lincoln University 7647, Canterbury NEW ZEALAND 

Mob: 027 237 0359 

Fax: 03 3219007 

Web www dajrynz co nz I www.GoDairy co oz I www getfresh.co 02 
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. ~ Da,ryNz~ 

DairyNZ Submission to the Otago Regional Council on the 2017/18 Annual 
Plan 

To: 

Submitter: 

Key Contact 

Address for Service: 

Chief Executive, Otago Regional Council by email: 
an nua I.pl a n@orc.govt.nz 

OairyNZ 

Shaun Burkett 
Regional Policy Manager 
DairyNZ 
P: 027 237 0359 
E: shaun.burkett@dairynz.govt.nz 

DairyNZ 
PO Box 85066 
Lincoln University 7647 
Canterbury, NZ 

I am authorised to make this submission on behalf of DairyNZ. 

DairyNZ wishes to be heard in connection with this submission. 

DairyNZ will not gain a trade competition advantage through this submission. 

Shaun Burkett 
Regional Policy Manager 
16 May 2017 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 DairyNZ welcomes the opportunity to comment on Otago Regional Council's Annual Plan 

2017/2018. 

1.2 DairyNZ recognises that developing a framework to enable the sustainable management of 

Otago's resources is a complex task. It is our view that close inclusion of the community in 

the policy development process as well as a foundation of robust science is critical to 

developing more effective and enduring policy, and, by extension, optimal outcomes for 

the community, economy, and environment. 

1.3 DairyNZ is the industry good organisation representing New Zealand's dairy farmers. 

Funded by a levy on milk solids and through government investment, our purpose is to 

secure and enhance the profitability, sustainability and competitiveness of New Zealand 

farming. DairyNZ's work includes research and development to create practical on-farm 

tools, leading on-farm adoption of best practice farming, promoting careers in dairying, 

and advocating for farmers with central and regional government. 

1.4 DairyNZ invests approximately $13 million per year in environmental management 

programmes. Through their levy, New Zealand's dairy farmers are investing in scientific 

research in next generation farm systems and studies which aim to advance our 

understanding of how to address the impacts of land use on water quality. Additionally, 

farmers are investing in research to explore the economic impacts of water quallty and 

quantity limits on farm profitability and what this means for local and regional economies. 

2 DairyNZ engagement in Otago 

2.1 DairyNZ is committed to working with the Otago Regional Council to achieve 

environmentally and economically sustainable dairying in the Otago region. 

2.2 OairyNZ has developed numerous guides and tools and run extension activities to help 

dairy farmers make positive change on farm. These include, but are not limited to: 

• A riparian planting calculator that allows farmers to map their waterways and 

identify how many plants will be required and the cost of this to allowing for better 

planning; 

• Development of a 'good management practice' mobile app that allows farmer to 

identify what good management practices they are doing on farm and what they 

could be doing and providing advice on how to do that; 

• Rural professional workshops and extended technical knowledge at numerous 

catchment groups. 
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However, the usefulness of these tools and events are put into question by a lack of 

clarity from council around what the Water Plan rules mean. 

2.3 Nationally, OairyNZ continues to work towards implementation of the SOWA, which 

demonstrates our sector-wide commitment to environmental stewardship by working with 

Government, regional councils, and NGOs to set environmental management targets. 

DairyNZ has developed a flagship environmental farm planning tool known as the 

"Sustainable Milk Plan" (SMP). These Plans are focused on developing farm-specific targets 

to help landowners to focus on the most effective options to minimize their environmental 

footprint. The adoption of these Plans across 642 farms in the Upper Karapiro Catchment 

in South Waikato, for example, resulted in mean reductions in farm nutrient losses of 5% 

for N and 12% for all actions completed within the first year of the programme. The impact 

of the implementation of SMPs in Waituna catchment in Southland is currently being 

quantified. 

3 Key Consultation Topic: Rural water quality 

3.1 DairyNZ are very supportive that council has now turned its focus to the implementation of 

the plan change 6A provisions. We see this as extremely important, as for on-farm change 

to occur the resource users must have absolute clarity from the regulatory authority what 

is required of them. Only then can effective and meaningful change occur, ultimately 

leading to the maintaining or improvement of water quality in the region. 

3.2 We are especially supportive that the increased focus on the water plan implementat ion 

will lead to the increase in resourcing by the council. The dairy sector has identified that 

direct regional council contact with farmers in an education and advisory role is one of the 

key drivers to positively engaging the sector. 

3.3 DairyNZ is also extremely supportive of council developing, ln greater detail, a consenting 

pathway for those farms that do not meet the permitted activity thresholds in the plan. As 

mentioned above this clarity will drive on-farm change leading to improvements in water 

quality. 

3.4 However, we have concerns about the Environmental Risk Assessments (ERA) the Otago 

Regional Council proposes as the mechanism to use to advise land owners and to monitor 

water quality progress. DairyNZ is concerned that the proposal lacks the sufficient detail to 

confidently add value to farmers making positive change. It is the opinion of DairyNZ that 

the ERA framework could be used in a much more targeted way to maximise resources and 

deliver positive outcomes for the farming community and the environment. 
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3.5 The Rural Water Quality Risk Assessment Programme aims to target 6500 farms over three 

years, or approximately 2100 over each of the three years. This is a huge ask for the council 

and will require resources far in excess of what the Community liaison team currently 

hold. 

3.6 If it assumed that an ERA will take somewhere between 6-8 hours per property {to cover 

travel, on-farm assessment, and report writing) then DairyNZ estimates that nine further 

FTEs will need to be created to run the ERA programme. 

3. 7 These calculations are just based on a one-off visit, as DairyNZ understands this is the 

intent of the ERA programme. DairyNZ's position is that a one-off visit with no other 

feedback, other than the report and grade, will be of little benefit to the land owner or the 

environment. The resources put into the original farmer/council engagement will be 

wasted if there is no follow up from council to see if the farmer has put actions into place 

to address any issues determined during the assessment. 

3.8 OairyNZ is concerned that if a dairy farmer requires help following an ERA visit, there is no 

confirmed mechanism for assistance in the proposed ERA programme. It may be 

presumed by council that the support will come from the likes of OairyNZ. However, 

DairyNZ is a 'one to many' organisation. We are not funded or mandated to provide one on 

one support. A potential solution is for rural consultants to provide this service, but these 

consultants will need support from Council to understand the rules and what compliance 

looks like, as well as being financially compensated. 

3.9 A key element of the proposed programme is that the ERA's are voluntary, therefore only 

farmers who agree to the assessments will receive one. This may mean that there are 

certain catchments in Otago where very little or no farms volunteer. In the opinion of 

DairyNZ this not an efficient use of council resources and may achieve very little in terms of 

the water plans objectives. 

3.10 The voluntary nature of the proposed process means that farmers may not be keen to 

volunteer if they know they may get into trouble from a compliance perspective. It is 

DairyNZ's view that any ERA visit should not be a compliance check against the provisions 

of the Water Plan. ORC already operates a dairy farm inspection programme which aims to 

visit every dairy farm annually, therefore another check is not warranted. If non

compliance is found during an ERA visit, then a farmer should be given sufficient time to 

undertake any necessary corrections to their farming operation without having to worry 

about the threat of immediate enforcement action. This process would aided by the ERA 

visit to be undertaken by a member of the Community liaison team and not by a 

warranted Compliance Officer. 
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3.11 In DairyNZ's opinion another potential issue is the grading of the farm from the ERA visit. 

We are unsure of the context of the grade, as it will have no regulation backing (in terms of 

the PCGA provisions). We recommend that council consider developing criteria for 

assessing a farm that recognises and acknowledges that each farming operation is 

different. An assessment where the purpose of that grade is fully understood by the farmer 

is the optimal outcome. 

3.12 Following on from that, it is imperative that the council staff that undertake the ERA visits 

not only know the provisions of the water plan, but are fully cognisant of and understand 

all the farming systems in Otago, and are suitably trained. OairyNZ feel that putting new, 

inexperienced, and untrained staff in this position will not lead to improved relationships 

with the farming community. 

3.13 A further issue to raise is DairyNZ is uncertain how council intend to manage the 

information gathered during the proposed ERA visit and subsequent grading report. There 

are concerns that this information may be commercially sensitive but will remain on file 

and be publicly available. DairyNZ requests that council will need to address this issue in 

the development of the proposed ERA programme. 

4 An Alternative Approach 

4.1 OairyNZ submits that the Otago Regional Council should consider amending the proposed 

Rural Water Quality Risk Assessment Programme to better align with the practical needs of 

the farming community and to utilise current catchment engagement processes that are 

underway. 

4.2 OairyNZ recommend that there is an initial pilot study for 12-18 months, focused on the 
current 'hotspot' catchments where water quality outcomes are not being met or in 
danger of not being met. There can then be an assessment period where the programmes 
performance and impact can be assessed, with respect to farmer engagement, uptake of 
advocacy services, alignment with the objectives and policies of the Water Plan, and 
ultimately environmental improvements. 

4.3 DairyNZ's suggestion is that the targeted catchments for the pilot study are located in 

South Otago and in North Otago. We understand there is an existing Kakanui catchment 

science project that the pilot ERA could link in to, as there is existing farmer engagement 

with council. 

4.4 DairyNZ recommend the establishment of a reference group for the development of the 

ERA Programme going forward, involving council, OairyNZ, Beef & Lamb NZ, Federated 
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Farmers, and other agencies. The reference group could assist in the development of the 

grading system, for example and assist in the assessment of the pilots' performance. 

4.5 DairyNZ recommends that council consider the development of a process to address non

compliance issues from any ERA visit, given that the voluntary intent of the programme. 

4.6 OairyNZ look forward to continuing meaningful engagement with the Otago Regional 

Council with respect to the proposed ERA programme and implementation of the Water 

Plan. 

5 Appearance at the Annual Plan Hearing 

5.1 DairyNZ would like the opportunity to present its submission to the Council in person. 
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Your 
feedbacl< 
please ... 

Tell us whether you support the proposed 
changes to our work programme f?,r~m~~ 
Use this form to share your feedbeck or submit onli~ at,:'"' ~S'>' .. · . ~<? 
www.orc.govt.nz/annualpJan .r '- ~ • ,, 

You can also write or l!ITlail your submission to: ff i ' t'i rr\:Nt.U \ ' 
\ ,l.v'-1 \.-·· 

Otago Regional Council a annual pfan@oro,govt nz ntr, ") tv 
- · ~ · · o? r\r,·~ ·2u,, ~ Freepost 497 @ ~ · 1 SubmlBSions close 12 May. 

Private Bag 1954 • . -=.>!.. (f'W7.. ~ 
Dunedin 9054 ·~ CT /,~ 

/ lio\ ,• 

Name LOR~~ Organisation 
(if applicable) 

. ,.,' 
I \. '\ ft~ 

,::• ;_-~ ........ 
Email 

.,J 

I would like to speak with Council about my submisslon: 0es 
m, wood be In 1he week~ 22 Mitt. 

If yes, please provide a contact phone number 

How do you think we should S'lnlcture the rates for clvll 
defence and emergency management? 

Option 1: Uniform targeted rate ($25.89 per property). 
Everyone in Otago pays the same amount - regardless of 
the value of their property. 

\,/6ptlon 2: 50% uniform targeted rate and 50% general 
rate. Half of the oost is rt general rates, and half is an equal 
amount paid by eV8l)One. 

Rural water quality 

Do you support our wat er quality environmental risk-assessment 
programme? 'Y8s No 

Do you support a risk-based approach to dairy farm inspections 
for compliance monitoring? Yes No 

Minimum flow$ and deemed water use permrt replacement 

Do yau support an accelerated programme to determine 
rrwlimum flows? 0es No 

Do you support funding the deemed water use permit transition 
work from the Water M11:1agement Reserve? 

\/'Yes No 

Public transport in the Wakalipu Basin 

Do you support the lncreasad subsidy of public transport in the 

Wskatipu Basin? J Yes No 

Do yoo support extending the Wskl:ltlpu targeted rating area for 
plbllc transport to include Jack's Polnt? / Yes. No 

No 

"'7~;;~1 
o1rlflfifANce DEPT / ·- -When do you think we should open a 

Queenstown? 

Option 1; Es1abllsh an office in Oueensta.wn in the 2017 /2018 
yryar 

~ption 2: Delay proposal until ma next Long Term Plan 
process (2018/2019) 

How should we structure the rates for the Lower Waltaki 
River 8<:heme? 

~lion 1: Change the way the scheme is paid for, so that 10% 
of the scheme's costs are paid for as part of general rates, and 
90% by the Lower Waital<l River scheme targeted rate 

Option 2: Leave all costs as 100% LowerWaitakl River 
scheme targeted rate (sta1us quo) 

Do you support the following activities? 

Lake snow increased workplan 

Lake restoration scoping work 

Wallaby control 

Climate change adaption (Ou\ha delta) 

../ves 

VYas 

.../Yes 

./Yes 

Do you suppctrt the change to our Significance and 
Engagement policy for strategic assets? /. 

V Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

Would you like to make cornments or provide feedback on any of the o1her proposed changes? 

'{O~ ~'OJ~ ~ ~ CJU... ~U ... .l>µEi t.,..; l)'-l~1..'-'. f.1t::)µ'-f" ~ tt'5' PJr 
P\t.L 'l-4Z~S~~,. 

\ 1\ft14C. ~ ~'te'S ~tt,,v,....-1.) ~~ ,;;~~ C\fi"" s~ 'ftt-"fi Rt~~ r'ee?u.2. f.'~'t M.et~t 

So;;, " .. C S..X-fvrt..'t' Orn~ ?. ~~~~ C,v,'- i>~ ~ . 

Want to "'er to the full draft Annual Plan fOr addltlOnal COf'ltext Wl1en you're considerfng your &ubmia&ion? 
'rbu'! find it Ill' www.orc.gov1.11z/annualplan. Hard copies available on AIQUest from our Ounadin and Alexandra office& (cor,1Bet IIEltAils beloW) 

-- --- ----

~~ a annual.plan@orc.govt.nz t7 @otBgoRC Dunedin Alexandra 

{f 
70 Stalford S1rect WIiiiam Frasar BuMctr,g 

=:::eouix:il q www.orc.govt.nz Find us on facebook Prtvate Bag 1954 Dunorllng Street 
ounooin 9054 Alexnnd,. 9320 

~ Freephone 0800 474 082 
P03 474 0027 P034488063 
F004790015 F00-12'38 (8em lo 6pm, Mondeyto Friday) 



\'i Tel~ <JS \ivhett :er you support the propot10d & \ (; 
feed ac 1< 
please ... 

changes to our work prograrnme for 20·17/20·1a. 
Uooe thl::i fo1 m ro $1"1,;1~e ~ul.lr f.eati!:-'lc:i. o, submit or,fa.-, Bt 
www.orc.govt.nz/annuaiplan 
Yoe csn also vr.iill or email your sul>misston to: 

S'.il>mlssionG close 12 Mev. 

Otago Regional Council 
Freepost 497 

annual.plan@ OT. 0 P..EGIONAL CCUNC!l I 
RECEIVED DUNEDIN . 

Private Bag 1954 
Dunedin 9054 15 MAY 2017 

FINAMCE DEPT 
---- -----·----------

Name ~ C\""exi2.~ ~:::, H 
Email 

OrganiS<llion 
(if applicable) 

1 would like to speak. wi1h Council about my subrnisslon: Yes Q-
This wc><A'.I be r,, the welll< Gt>ning 22 Ma)( 

:t yas. please provide a oontact phone number 

tiow do you thinl< we should structure tt,e rat,;i::, ·i,:,:- civil 
d,?f.ence an<l ;:,merg,mcy iTI,?,1!!£l8,·i'ler.t? 

Option 1: Uniform targeted rate ($25 .89 per property). 
Everyone in Otago pays the same amount - res;ardless o1 
tne value of their property. 

/ Option 2: 50% unttorm targeted rate and 50% general 
V 'raie.'Haii of the cost Is in general ra';eS. and half is an equal 

amount paid by everyone. 

~t.11·,1! viater quality 

Do you support cur water quality environmental risk-assessment 
programme? Yes Mo 

Do you support a risk-based approach to dairy farm inspec1ions 
for compliance monitoring? '<E>.s Ne 

Whnn <lo you think w::i :shouM open a nt.!;H ofilce in 
Ot~1t~n1;town? 

Op~ion 1: Establish an office In Queenstown in the 2017 /2018 
year 

/ Option 2;,_Delay proposal until the next Long lerm Plan 
-Pf0C0SS {2018/2019) 

l~o w should we str.Jctur-i the: rd~s for th,, lower Waitak; 
Riv~:- ::.ch~m::'? 

Option 1 : Change the way the scheme is paid for, so that 10% 
of the scheme~ costs are paid for as part ot general rates. and 
90% by the Lower W3itald River scheme targeted rate 

Option 2: Leave all costs as 100% Lower Wa~aki River 
schema 1argeted rate (status quo) 

------------------·--
Do you support an 11ccelerated programme to determine 
minimJm tlows? V:Yes No 

Do yo,; support fLtnding the deemed water use parmil tmnsition 
worl<. from,the Water Management Reseive? / /' 

V~ No 

Public ti'ar.sport in the Wakatipu Basin 

Do you support the increased subsidy of public transport in the 
Wakatipu Basin? .j !::2- No 

Do you support extending the waka~u targe:ed rlh1hg area for 
public transport to include Jack's Point? ../ ~ No 

L.2.ke snow increased workplan 

lt,k& rastoration scoping won< 

Wallaby control 

Climate changfl adaption (Clutha delta) 

./<9 
J~s 
~Yes 

,/ Ye.s 

Oc., roo.i ~,1Jpµe:rt the ci1.:i11~ ·> to oL'.r Signifi0<;,,<:e and 
Engagement policy for s~rat..:,gic assen;? rv:;:-i 

v'~ 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

Would you like to make comments or provide feedback on any or the other proposed changes? 

Please add additional paper es required. 

Went to refer to the full draft Annual Plan for additional context when you're com,iderlng your submission? 
You'll flnd it at www.orc.govt.nz/811nualplan. Hard copies available on rsqvest from our Dunedin and Afe)(ancJra offices (contact details beloW) 

Otago 
' ,Regional 
~~Omncil' 

---------- ----- ... _. _____ - - --

a annual.plan@orc.govt.nz 

q www.orc.govt.nz 

~ Freephone 0800 474 082 
(8am to 5pm, Mo'ld~y t,:, Frid3y) 

SJ @olagoRC 

ff Find us on facebook 

oune<iin 
70 Stalford Street 
PrivatG Bag 1954 
Dunedin 9054 
P0347408V 
FOO 47~0015 

Alexandra 
William Fraser l;juildi'l9 
Ounor~ng Strea, 
Ale:<anora ll320 
P034488063 

r-oof259 
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